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SUMMARY

"This report was developed in recognition of the need for ex-
panded design information pertaining to structures subjected to
blast environments produced by accidental explosions. It was are-
pared by the Manufacturing Technology Division of the Large Caliber
Weapons Systems Laboratory, U.S. Army Armament Research and Devel-
opment Command (AARADCOM). The purpose of the report is to provide
facility designers with criteria dnd procedures for the design of
the primary structural frames of steel buildings subjected to the
effects of HE-type explosions. Integral with this purn"ose, the
report presents a computer program titled "Dynamic Nen-linear Frame
Analysis" (referred to as DYNFA) for determining the response of
frame structures subjected to time-dependent blast loadings. This
report is intended to be used in conjunction with Picatirncy ,rsenal
Technical Report 4837, "Design of Steel Structures to Resist the
Effects of HE Explosions", the tri-service design manual, "Struc-
tures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions" (TM 5-13*00),
and the AISC "Manual of Steel Construction".

The blist-'es!stant design of a frame structure is based on
a dynamiC. analysis with the DYNFA program. The program implements
a method of analysis which couples a lumped parameter representa-
tion of the structure with a numerical integration procedure to

tv,:• obtain a solution for the response. Inelastic behavior of the
frame members anO second order effects produrwed by the deflections
of the frame are considered in the analysis performed by DYNFA.
The response of the structure is expressed in terms of thie deforma-
tions of the structure and the axial loads, bending moments and

"shears in each of the members. Inelastic behavior is measured on
the basis c'f the end rotations of the frame members.

The report presents the basis for the n)YNFA analysis, as well
as methods and guidelines for applying 'lumped parameter modeling
concepts to simulate frame structures and the blast environments
to which they arý subjected. A user's manual is provided which
gives instructions for transmitting to DYNFA the input data des-
cribing the lumped parameter model of the structv•re. The manual
describes the capabilities of the program, the required input
data, the formats of the input data cards and the arrangement of
the input data deck. A discussion on the utilization of the
printed output of the program is also provided.

A preliminary frame design method is presented for use in
conjunction with the DYNFA analysis. This method provides a
means for making efficient and rational selections of initial

4k



member sizes which are subsequently verified, and, if necessary,
modified on the basis of the DYNFA analysis.

Methods are also presented for applying DYNFA to situations
involving tho design of coluin3 subjected to bi-axial bending,

Criteria governing the design of blast-rvsistant frames are
presented in terms of limits on the maximum defiections, memberend 4,otations and levels of inelastic dynamic response.

Detailed procedures are presented fcr the blast-resistant
design of frame structures. Procedures are given for two general
design case:, namely: buildings subjected to nosmal shock waves
and buildings subjected to quartering shock waves, For each gen- j
eral case, procedures are presented which correspond to the
various phases of the frame design. The material presented in-
cludes procedures for the following: the preliminary frame de-
sign, the preparation of the analytical model l? the structime
and the related input data for DYNFA, and the utilization of the
results of DYNFA in conjunction with the design criteria to verify
the blast resistance of the frame. Each such procedure is illus-
trated by a numerical example.

2. A
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Gýkrcund

In the design of steal buildings to withstand the effects of
high-explosive (HE) and other types of chemical explosions, stan-
dard structural memberý can be utilized for structures located in
pres'sre ranges of 70.0 kPa (10.0 psi) or less. However, because
of the transient natu•-e and velatively high intensity of the ap-
pl1rd loads, special procedures and criteria are required to fully
define the response of the structure to the bla-:t output.

Steel buildi•igs consist of three general structural systems:
(1) the waslls and roof panels, (2) supporting members such as
girts, purlins, diagonal bracing and other members which can be
treated as individual elements, and (3) the main structural frame.
The blast-resistant design of the first two systems, because of
their relative simplicity, can be accotaplished with analyses of
single-degree-of-freedom systems (Ref 1, 2 and 3); whereas the
design of the main frames will involve multi-degree-of-freedom
system analyses. The complexities inherent in this type of anal-
ysis combined with the effects produced by the transient loads and
the inelastic action of a frame require the aid of high-speed com-
puters for a solution. Hence, a computer program titled "Dynamic
Non-linear Frame Analysis" (hereinafter referred to as DYNFA) was
developed whereby the response of general types 3f frame struc-
tures (such as those shown in Fig 1) subjected to arbitrary blast
loads could be obtained. In addition, dosign criteria are pre-
sented which establish upper limits for the frame response as
computed with DYNFA.

The U.S. Army, under the direction of the Project Manager for
Production Base Modernization and Expan'sion, is currently engaged
in a multi-billion dollar program to modernize and expand its am-
munition production capability. I4 support of this program, the
Manufacturing Technology Division of the Large Caliber Weapons
Systems Laboratory, AARADCOM, with the assistance of Ammann &
Whitney, Consulting Engineers, has, for the past several years,
been engaged in a broad based program to improve explosive safety
at these facilities. One segment of this program deals with the
development of design criteria for explosion-resistant protective
structures. Part of thl: effort involves the development of a
comprehensive procedure for the design of blast-resistant steel
frames. Computer program DYNFA and the related frame design
criteria form the basis of this procedure.

4, 3
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The frame deqign procedure and the aforementioned computer
program and related criteria are presented in this report.

1.2 Purpose and Scope!

The basic purpost of this report is to provide ammunition
facility designers with criteria and procedures for the design of
the primary structural frames of steel buildings subjected to the
effects of HE-type e;plosions.

Integral with tie basic purpose stated above, this report
also provides facility designers with instructions and guidelines
for the use of DYNFA. Illustrative examples are also provided to
assist facility de!;igners in using the program.

This report has been prepared with the following general
guidelines:

1. The material contained in this report supplements
and, in some instances, modifies the criteria and
procedures presented in Picatinny Arsenal Technical
Report 4 037 (Ref 1). Therefore, it is assumed
that this report will be used in conjunction with
TR 4837 by designers possessing a basic familiarity
with the contents of that report.

2. As in the case of TR 4837, the blast loads used in
the dynamic analysis are determined using the pro-
cedures and data contained in the Trn-Service Design
Manual, TM 5-1300, "Structures to Resist the Effects
of Accidental Explosions" (Ref 3).

3. Although the method of analysis presented herein is
directed primarily towards structural steel tfame
buildings, it is also applicable to reinforced con-
crete frame structures. It should be noted, however,
that the design criteria provided in this report is
primarily applicable to steel structures and will
require modification for the design of concrete
structures.

4. The major emphasis has been placed on design of
structures located some distance from the immediate
blast area and, therefore, the material presented
herein has limited application to structures located
close-in to an explosion.

4 ,
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S. The detailed provisions for inelastic blast-~resistant
design of steel members shall be consistent with con-
ventional static plastic design procedures as presented
in the AISC "Specification for the Design, Fabrication
and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings"
(Ref 4) with the following exceptions: (1) the plastic
strength of a section under the blast loading is de-
termined using the appropriate dynamic yield stress for

ILI the material instead of the specified minimum yield
stress, and (2) the load factors specified in Section
2.1 of Reference 4 are not applied wh~en designing for
blast loads.

6. In all cases, the static provision of the AISC
Specification represents a minimum requirement for
conventional dead and live loads. Moreover, it is
presumed that designers usinq this report are
familiar with static plastic design procedures for
steel.

7. In general, the influence of conventional djead
and live loads can be neglected in blast design or
in the evaluation of the capacity of a blast-
resistant structure. However, the effect of such
loads upon the available capacity for blast resis-
tance may be significant in the design of struc-
tures for relatively low overpressures; e.g., less
than 7.0 kPa (1 psi) or in the evaluation of the
blast resistance of a structure designed for con-
venitional loads.

1.3 Format of the Report

This report is divided into sections and appendices devoted
to individual topics re'!ated to the analysis and design of steel
frame structures subjected to blast overpressures. For the pur-
pose of clarity of presenltation, most of the directly applicable
material from TR 4837, TM 5-1300 and the AISC Specification and
Manual is not repeated in this report. As far as possible, ap-
plicable equations, design charts and tables, and commentary mate-

L rial are included herein by reference. However, certain data
provided in TR 4837 is repeated in Sections 2, 6 and 8 of this
report for continuity. The following sections contain quantita-
tive description of the frame analysis and related items:

* Section 2 provides a procedure for the preliminary design of
single-story frames subjected to blast loads. The procedure pre-
sented is a simplification of the preliminary frame design pro-
cedure presented in TR 4837.

5



Section 3 presents the basis for the dynamic analysis of
frame structures as performed by DYNFA.

Sections 4 and 5 present methods and guidelines for analytic-
ally simulating frame structures and the blast loading environ-
ments to which they are subjected. The discussion is directed
towards translating the various aspects of the physical problem
into the input data for DYNFA.

Section 6 outlines the design criteria which is utilized to
ascertain whether the computed responsc of a frame is within ac-
ceptable limits.

Section 7 presents procedures and criteria for utilizing
DYNFA when the frame design includes bi-axial bending of the
col mnns.

The last two sections are devoted entirely to the use of
DYNFA. Section 8 describes the capabilities of the program to-
gether with a detailed description of the required input. Sec-
tion 9 describes the printed output of the program and includes
a discussion on the interpretation and utilization of the results
to verify the adequacy of a frame.

Appendix A is devoted to illustrative examples on the use of
DYNFA. In Appendix A, the methods, equations and guidelines pre-
sented in the body of the report, are implemented in several il-
lustrative examples including one showing the design of frames
with in-plane bending of the columns, and another illustratinq
a frame design which includes bi-axial bending of the columns.

Appendix B contains samples of the printed output of the
program.

Appendices C through F contain supporting data for the re-
port. The theory implemented in the program is presented in
Appendix C, while Appendix D contains the program listing. Sym-
bols and definitions of the terms used in the report (and program)
are listed in Appendix E.

Since future standards of measurements in the United States
will be based upon the SI Units (International System of Units),
instead of the United States System of Units now in use, all mea-.
surements presented in this report will conform to those of the
SI Units. However, for those individuals not completely familiar
with the SI Units, the equivalent units in the U.S. Systen are
provided in parentheses adjacent to the SI Unit, where appropriate.
A list containing the units, symbols, and the United States System
conversion factors for the SI Units is presented in Appendix F.

6



S - 1.4 Components and Behavior of Steel Structures

. General

In most cases, single-story rectangular structures will be
encountered in the design of ammunuition production and explosive
manufacturing facilities. Depending upon the operation involved,
the rectangular structurp. may be subdivided into one or more bays
in either direction. The size (or sizes) of the bays will be de-
termined by the iayo..t of the coltian supports of the franm. In
general, steel buildings may be rigidly framed either in one or
both directions, as shown in Figure 2. Buildings which arR framed
in one direction are usually provided with lateral bracing in the
nther direction. Two-directional friming systems usually utilize
conmnon column supports, as illustrated in Figure 2).

The rigid frame is the primar,, support component of a steel
building (Fig 3), while the purlins, girts, roof and wall paneling
form the secondary support system. As previously mentioned, the
elements of the secondary system usually can be designed using
single-degree-of-freedom system analyses (Ref 1, 2 and 3), while
the design of the rigid frames will involve multi-degree-of-
freedom system analyses.

Structural Behavior

The ocononmy of facility design generally requires that steel
structures be designed to perform in the inelastic response ranige
when subjected to blast overpressures. In order to insLre the
structure's integrity throughout such severe conditions, the
fac 4 lity designer must be cognizant of the various possible fail-
ure modes and their inter-relationships. The limiting design
values are dict.ted by the attainment of inelastic deflections
and rotations wichout complete collapse. The amount of inelastic
deformation is deperndent, iot only upor the ductility characteris-
tics of the .aterial, but also upon the intended use of the struc-
ture fo'lowing an incident, For the structure to n~intain large
plastic defornations, steps must be taken to prevent premature
failure by either brittle fracture or instability (local or over-
all). %uidelinps and criteria for lealing with thesre effects are
presente,1 in this report.

1.5 Dynamic 9 Aiilysis afid Design

Generr 1

The design of steel buildings subjected to blast pressures
involves performing dynamic analyses of a series of interior atid
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exterior frames spanning transversely and/or longitudinally
through the buildings. For a given structure, the analysis of
one representative interior ana one exterior frame, spdnning in
Pach direction, generally can be used as a basis for desig§Miig
all the frats th-"..;g),Wut the building. However, in situations
where large differentials in the blast loads occur and/or where
l.rge variations in frame spacings are prevalent, analyses of
additional frames may be needed.

Basis of AnalysZis

The design of rigid frames, as treated in this report, is
based upon the premise that the frames provide the entire resis-
tance to lateral loads; hence, the sidesway resistance, afforded
by the diaphragm action of the roof and wall panels, is neglected.
In recent years, the use of diaphragm action has become more com-
mon in the design of conventional buildings for wind loads. Data
and criteria pertaining to the strength and stiffness of cold-
formed steel panels subjected to in-plane loads have been developed
through extensive test programs (Ref 5). In applications involv-
ing conventional structures, the utilization of diaphragm action
can produce substantial economies in design and construction.
However, the wall and roof panels of blast-resistant buildings
are normally designed to perform in the inelastic response range
under the action of normal loads. The occurrence of inelastic
strains in the material will decrease, to some extent, the in-
plane shear capacity produced by the diaphragm action of the
panels. In the absence of test data, the extent of the decrease
of the in-plane shear capacity cannot be ascertained. It is quite
possible that the diaphragms, in the inelastic condition, will
have a very sma'l in-plane shear capacity; therefore, until test
data indicates otherwise, it is not considered appropriate to
utilize diaphraogn action in the design of blast-resistant
structures.

In addition to diaphragm action, some resistance to the lat-
eral movement of the exterior frames will be afforded by the pres-
ence of the wall girts spanning between the columns of the frames.
The girts will tend to distribute the lateral loads among all of
the columns; whereas in the frame analysis, the entire load isapplied to the blastward column. Because of this, a somewhat con-servative design for the exterior frames will be realized.

Each rigid frame is assumed to support a portion (or strip)
of the building (Fig 4a). The supported strip is framed by the
girts and purlins which span between adjoining frames. The por-
tion of the building supported by a given frame extends to the
full height of the structure and, for an interior frame, has a
width equal to one-half of the sum of the distances between the
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t•'be in question and the two adjacent frames. End frames are
l,;sumed to support a strip equal in width to one-half of the dis-
tance between the end frame and the first interior frame.

In the frame analysis, the loads acting on the contributory
areas of the building are assumed to be concentrated at the cen-
terline of the frames. This assumption neglects two effects
which, if included in the analysis, would reduce the response of
the frame; hence, the assumption introduces a measure of conserva-
tism into the design of the frames. The effects referred to are:
the energy absorption produced by the inelastic action of the
secondary members (purlins, girts, etc.) and the rise time on the
loading of the frame membe-s due to the response of the secondary
framing. However, the analysis does consider the time-lag effects
associated with the blast wave sweeping across the structure.

In most cases, each frame can the analyzed independently;
therefore, the scope of the analysis can be limited to two-
dimensional rigid frames. However, when bi-axial bending of the
building columns occurs, provision must be made In the analysis to
account for the reduction in the column capacities caused by the
simultaneous application of bending moments about both axes of the
members.

In general, bi-axial bending occurs in some, if not all, of
the columns of the building, depending on the direction of propa- a
gation of the blast wave. When the building is loaded in a quar-
tering direction (Fig 4b), all of the columns experience bi-axial
bending. When the shock front is pare']el to the front wall of
the building, only the exterior columns of the side walls undergo
bi-axial bending. In these 'iatter cases, the analyses of the
frames perpendicular to the blast direction may be omitted. How-
ever, the response of the exterior columns to the side-on blast
pressures is still required to design these members. This re-
sponse may be estimated by a single-degree-of-freedom analysis of
the member. 4

Design Procedure

The design of steel frames is basically a trial-and-error
procedure. In order to determine the required member sizes, the
response of the frame must be known. However, the response of
the frame cannot be computed unless the sizes of the members have
been determined; consequently, it is usually necessary to proceed
with the analysis and design of the frame simultaneously.

The first step in the design of a frame is the selection of
sizes of trial members. In situations involving structures loaded
in the low-to-intermediate pressure range, the designs will involve
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the use of standard structural sh~ares strengthened to provide the
required blast protection. The adequacy of these members is de-
termined by analyzing the frames using DYNFA. The results of the
DYNFA analysis will indicat:e whether the inelastic deformations
which occur during response are within the limiting design values
specified in the body of this report.

The final design is determined by achieving an economical
balance between stiffness and resistance such that the calculated
response under the blast loading lies within the limiting v~alues
dictated by the operational requirecents; of the facility. In
some cases, this may require several analyses of the frame with
DYNFA. The number of analyses required is dependent upon the
accuracy with which the trial members are selected. In order to
limit the number of analyses required. a preliminary design
method is provided in this report for the purpose of providing
facility designers with the means for making efficient and
rational selections of the initial member sizes. The method pro-
vided is a simplified version of the preliminary design procedure
presented in Chapter 5 of Reference 1.

I1
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SECTION 2

PRELIMINARY FRAME DESIGN METHOD

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this section is to provide rational proce-
dures for efficiently performing ths preliminary designs of the
primary structural frames of steel buildings subjected to the
effects of HE-type explosions. The preliminary frame design
method comprises four tasks, which are:

1. Computation of the peak blast loads acting on the
structure.

2. Selection of representative frames foe analysis
with DYNFA..

3. Computation of required plastic moment capa.ities
for the members of the selected frames.

4. Selection of member sizes for all frames through-
out the building.

The member sizes thus obtained are subsequently verified and,
if necessary, revised on the basis of a series of rigorous dynamic
analyses of the selected frames with DYNFA.

The blast loads used for the preliminary design are computed
using the peak pressures obtained from Section 4 of Refevence 3.
A description of the procedures for computing these pressures is
provided in Section 2.2. The determination of the blast loads for
the preliminary design is not related to the discussion in Section
5, which is directed towards generating mathematical functions of
pressure versus time for use with DYNFA.

For the general case of structures subjected to quartering
shock waves, the quantities required are the peak loads acting on
blastward walls as well as the roof. For structures subjected to
normally directed shock waves, the quantities required are the
peak loaos on the blastward wall, the roof and the side wall. The
effects of the loading on the leeward wall(s) is not considered
for the preliminary design.

Following the computation of the blast loads, several frames
are selected for analysis with DYNFA. For structures subjected to
quartering shock waves, several representative frames spanning in
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each direction are chosen. In such cases, the basis for the selec-
tion is a comparison of the blast loads (horizontal and vertical)
acting on all frames positioned nornial to each blastward wall. If
the loads on all interior frames positioned normal to a given wall
are nearly equal (within a few percent), analysis of only one such
frame is required. In addition, if the loads on the exterior frames
differ slightly, only one exterior frame is analyzed. Hence, in
cases such as these, the frames selected for analysis are the
blastward exterior frame and thie interior frame adjacent to it.
If the blast loads on successive frames differ greatly, several
additional' interior frames, as well as the leeward exterior frame,
should be analyzed for economy of design. Such differences in the
blast loading on successive fraires are produced by: rapid decaying
uneua spacin foft fraes;ur andth blarasto inv thaersecondarysframinge
ofeua shockn font praessur asd therbatost wav traersesontheystructure
plan of the roof and walls from one framing bay to another. In
most cases involving normal shock waves, DYNFA analyses are re-
quired for only two frames: a typical interior frame and an ex-L terior franie. However, variations in the frame spacing or the
secondary framing plan of the roof or walls may produce a require-
ment for analyses of additional frames.

Upon the completion of the first two tasks, the preliminary
design proceeds with the computation of the required plastic moment
capacities for the members of the selected frames. These quantities
are computed on the basis of an analysis of each selected frame
using the mechanism method as employed in static plastic design
(Ref 6). Section 2.3 presents general expressions for computing

the limiting bending capacities which correspond to the possible

collapse mechanisms of single-story rigid and braced frames.I
Each selected frame is analyzed independently; interactions

between orthogonal frames caused by bi-axial bending of the
columns are not considered. However, where bi-axial bending
occurs, the flexural capacities about both axes of the member are
required for the preliminary design. Bi-axial bending in the
building columns is caused by the simultaneous action of the

r ~horizontal blast loads on two adjoining walls of the str'ucture.
Generally, to design for this condition, preliminary analyses of
both longitudinal and transverse frames are necessary in order to
compute the required flexural capacities about both axes of the
columns. In cases involving normally directed shock waves, anal-I yses of frames perpendicular to the direction of the blast can be
eliminated since the sidesway motions of these structures are pre-
vented by the synmmetric loading on the sides of the building.
However, consideration must be given to the occurren~ce of bi-axial
bending in the columns of the end frames parallel to the blast.
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Frthe preliminary design of th1ere colurns, the flexural capaci-
tiesreqire toresist the side-nn pressures can be estimated by
a sipliiedmechanism analysis ol, the individual mnembers.

F With the required flexural capacities determined on the basis
* of the mechanism analyses, the preliminary sizing of the frame

members can be accomplished by applying the design criteria pr-e-
sented in Section 2.4.

The preliminary design procedure of this section is a sim-
plification of the frame design method presented in Chapter 5 of

preliminary selection of mernoer sizes, as well as expressions for
approximating the overall sidesway response of the frame, and the
individual responses of the exterior members of the frame. These
latter procedures were included to provide facility designers with
a means for evaluating the adequacy of the frame members selected
on the basis of the preliminary design method. Based on experience
with DYNFA, however, it has been determined that these latter pro-
cedures can be eliminated. Hence, the preliminary design procedure
presented in this report is limited in scope to the initial selec-
tion of the member sizes for the main frames. In addition, the
preliminary sizing of the frame members is simplified by the ex-
clusion of the axial load and related beam column effects from the

design criteria~.

To facilitate the utilization of this report, the applicable
equations and data presented in Chapter 5 of Reference 1 are
reproduced in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of this report. The reproduced
material includes the expressions for the collapse mechanisms ofI single-story frames, the preliminary dynamic load factors for
establishing the equivalent static loads for the various failure
mechanisms considered and the moment capacity reduction equations
for the effects of lateral torsional buckling.

Examples A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A demonstrate the use of the
preliminary design method.

2.2 Cmuainof teBlast Pressures frPreliminary Design~

The blast pressures utilized for the preliminary design of
the main frames are:

I.The peak-reflected pressures acting on the
blastward wall(s) of the structure, and

2. Thu peak pressure acting on the roof of the

structure.
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In situations involving quartering shock waves, the above
quantities are computed at the corner of the building nearest the
detonation and at the far corner of each blastward wall. The
pressures thus obtained are then utilized to compare the blast
loads acting on the frames positioned normal to each bl;astward
wall. The peak pressures computed at the blastward corner of the
building are utilized for the preliminary design of the blastward
exterior frames and the interior frames adjacent to them. When
analyses of additional frames are required because of large pres-
sure differentials between the ends of the building, the peak re-
flected pressure utilized for the mechanism analysis of each such
frame should be computed at the location of the frame and the roof
pressure should be computed at a point halfway between the blast-
ward and leeward ends of the frame. The occurrence of large pres-
sure differentials between the ends of the building is prevalent
in high pressure regions or situations involving relatively long
structures.

For designing structures subjected to normal shock waves, the
peak pressures are computed at the point on the blastward wall A
nearest the detonation, as shown in Figure 5.

The data for computing the blast pressures for the preliminary
design are contained in Figures 4-5, 4-6, 4-11 and 4-12 of Refer-
ence 3. Figures 4-5, 4-11 and 4-12 contain curves of the incidentI
and normal reflected pressures plotted as functions of the scaled
distance Z = RA/Wl/3, where RA is the radial distance from t16he
charge and W is the charge weight. The data in Figure 4-5 is ap-
plicable to TNT explosions in free air; while the data in Figures
4-11 and 4-12 applies to TNT surface explosions. Supplementary
data for surface explosions in provided in Figure 6 of this report.
To .letermine the value of a specific parameter, enter the appro-
priate figure with the scaled distance from the charge to the
point of interest on the structure, and read the value from the
appropriate curve.

For the preliminary design of frames located in the low-to.-
intermediate pressure level range (70.0 kPa or less), the peak
pressure acting at a point on the roof can be taken as the peak
positive incident pressu-ke. This quantity can be read directly
off of the appropriate curve in one of the aforementioned figures.
For the design of structures located in higher pressure regions,
the peak roof pressure should be taken as the sum of the peak in-
cident pressure plu~s the drag pressure, which is computed as out-
lined in Section 4-14 of Reference 3.

When computing the reflected pressure at a point on a blast-
ward wall, the angle of incidence between the direction of the
blast wave and the wall must be considered. In cases where the
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blast wave is normal to the wall, the peak reflected pressure can
be read directly from the curves in Figure 4-5 or 4-12 of Refer-
ence 3. However, in situations involving quartering loads, sup-
plementary data are required for the computation of the peak
reflected pressure. These data are provided in Figure 4-6 of
Reference 3. The referenced figure contains curves which relate
the reflected pressure to both the incident pressure and the angle
of incidence between the direction of the shock front and the wall.

To compute the reflected pressures in cases involving quar-
tering loads, read from the appropriate curve in Figure 4-5. 4-11
or 4-12, the incident pressure at the point of interest on the
structure. Next, compute the angle of incidence between the shock
front and the blastward wall at the point of interest. Enter Fig-
ure 4-6 with these two quantities and read -1rom the appropriate
curve the value of the reflected pressure coefficient, which is
defined as the ratio of the peak reflected to the peak incident
pressure. Multiplication of the peak incident pressure by this
coefficient will yield the peak reflected pressure.

2.3 Coinputation of Plastic Moment Capacities

General

The plastic moment capacities of the members are determined
by establishing the governing failure imode for the fi-ame. The de-
sign objective is to proportion the frame members such that the
governing mechanism represents an economical solution.

Rigid Frames

General expressions for the possible collapse mechanisms of
single-story rigid frames are presented in Table 1 for pinned and
fixed-base frames subjected to combined vertical and horizontal
loading.

For a particular frame within a framing system, the ratio of
total horizortal-to-vertical peak loading (denoted by a) is de- .

pendent upon the following: the values of~ the peak pressures corn-
puted as discussed in Section 2.2, and the configuration of the
the secondary framing of the structure. Hence, the quantity c~is
determined as follows:

=qh/qv 1),

where =V pvbv peak vertical load on rigid frame
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qh Phbh = peak horizontal load on rigid frame

Pv = peak prssure on roof

P = peak reflected pressure onblastward wall

bv = tributary width fov, vertical loading
on the roof girder

- tributary width of building supported
by frame when the purlins are normal
to the girder, or one-half of the sum
of the distances between the girder and
the two adjacent purlins, when the
purlins are parallel to the girder

bh = tributary widtr' for horizontal loading
on the exterior column of the blast-
ward wall

- tributary width of building supported
by frame when the girts are normal to
the column, or one-half of the sum of
the distances between the column and the
two adjacent girts, when the girts are
parallel to the column

The ratio, •, will usually lie in the range from about 1.8 to 2.5
when the direction of the blast wave propagation is perpendicular
to the roof purlins. The value of a is much higher when the di-
rection of the blast wave is parallel to the purlins, since in
this case, only part of the vertical load is carried by the gir-
ders of the frame. d ate

The following assumptions were made in developing the ex-.pressions given in Table 1:!i

1. The plastic bendi'.ig capacity of "the roof girder,
Mp, is constant for all bays.

2. Both exterior columns have the same plastic bending
c y M It was also assumed that the bending

capaclty ofRn exterior column is equal to or greater
than the bending capacity of the girder (hence, C > 1.0).

V 3. All interior columns have the same plastic bending
capacity., CIMp.

16
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In most cases, more economical designs of blast-resistant
frames are realized when the failure mode corresponds to either

5 a panel or combined mechanism (Mechanisms 3 through 6 in Table 1).
It will normally be uneconomical to proportion a rigid frame
such that the mode of failure for the structure corresponds to
a simple beam mechanism (Mechanisms 1 and 2 in Table 1). Such
a failure~ results from a localized failure of either the roof
girder or the columns and therefore may occur while the remaining
frame members remain elastic. Failure due to the formation o~f

V, simple beam mechanisms is prevalent in laterally restrained frames
where the lateral restraint is provided by a rigid support member
connected to the frame or the application of equal, but opposite,
horizontal loads to the exterior columns. The latter condition
applies to frames which are positioned perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the blast wave. When the lateral restraint is provided
by an elastic member (such as a diagonal brace), failure may occur
due to other types of mechanisms (panel, combined, etc.) as dis-
cussed in subsequent sections.

The mechanism method is based on the upper-bound plastic
limit theorem (Ref 6) which states that a load determined for an
assumed mechanism will always be greater than or equal to the true
plastic limit load for the structure. Thus, for a given frame
with known member properties, the true plastic limit load is the
minimum of the plastic limit loads computed for all of the pos-
sible collapse mechanisms, and the governing collapse mechanism

L is the one corresponding to the true plastic limit load. In
design, the applied load is fixed while the member sizes are un-
known. Applying the upper-bound theorem for design, the govern-
ing mechanism corresponds to the one requiring the largest plastic
moment, Mp. For economical design, the designer should attempt to
proportion the bending capacities of the columns and girders suchI that the governing mechanism is either a panel or combined mech-
anism. This is accomplished by several trial calculations in whichI the values of C and Cl, and the corresponding maximum value ofM
computed for all mechanisms, are minimized in successive trials.
Here, engineering judgement is required, since several sets of 4

values of C and C1 may yield similar values of M. Based on ex-
perience with the mechanism method, the following values of C and
Cl are recommended for initiating the trial calculation.:

1. C > 2.0

2. C1  2.0

After a few trials, it will become obvious which choices of C and
C1 should be utilized. In most cases, the bending capacity of an
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exterior column will be greater than the bending capacity of an
interior column; hence, when choosing values for C and C1 , C should
generally be greater than or equal to I1 . However, in some situa-
tions, this may not achieve an economical solution; here, economy
may dictate that C should be less than equal to C1.

Frames with Supplementary Bracing

The possible collapse mechanisms of single-story frames with
diagonal tension brac'ng are given in Tables 2 and 3 for pinned-
base frames with rigid and non-rigid girder to column connections.
In each case, the ultimate capacity is expressed in terms of the
equivalent static load and the member ultimate strength (either
M or AbFd ). In these tables, the cross-sectional area of the
tension Ace is denoted by Ab, the parameter m is the number of
braced bays, and Fdy is the dynamic yield stress for the bracing
member. The dynamic yield stress is determined according to the
provisions in Section 2.2 of Reference 1. The derivations of the
expression given in Tables 2 and 3 are based on the same assump-
tions utilized in developing the expressions given in Table 1.

For non-rigid girder-to-column connections, the resistance
'unctions for local mechanisms of the roof girder depend upon
wh.ther the girder is continuous over the columns or is framed
between the columns. When the girder is continuous, the interior
bay girder mechanisms are the same as those for a fixed beam;
while the resistance of the exterior girder is the same as that
of a fixid-pinned beam. In certain cases, it may be economical
to provide a rigiV connection at the exterior girder-to-column
joint and non-rigid connections at interior girder-to-column joints.

For rigid frames with tension bracing, it is necessary to
vary C, Cl and Ah in order to achieve an economical design. When
non-rigid girder-to-column connections are used, C and C1 drop out
of the resistance function for the sidesway mechanism and the area
of the bracing can be calculated directly.

The preliminary design procedure for frames with supplemen-
tary diagonal braces is similar to the procedure described for
rigid frames. For braced frames with rigid connections, however,
the procedure is slightly more involved since it is necessary to
assume a value for the brace area in addition to the assumptions
for the coefficients C and C1 . In selecting a trial value for
Ab for frames with rigid connections, the minimum brace size will
be controlled by limiting the slenderness ratio for the member,
in order to prevent vibration or "slapping" during the response.
This design condition can be expressed as:
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rb >~ Lb/0 (2)

in which rb is the minimum radius of gyration of the bracing member
and-LI is Its length between points of support. Even though a com-
press~ on brace is not considered effective in providing resistance,
the tension and compression braces should be connected together
where they cross. In this manner, Lb for each brace may be taken
equal to half of the total length.

[ In addition, in each particular application, there will be a
L limiting value of A~ebeyond which there will be no substantial

weight savings in t~i frame members since minimum sizes for the
frame members are required based upon the maximum slenderness
ratio requiremen'ts given in Section 4.2 of Reference 1. In gen-
eral, values of Ah of about 6 to 25 square centimeters (1 to 2
square inches) wi Ii result in a substantial increase in the over-
all resistance for frames with rigid connections; hence, an assumed
brace area in this range is recommnended as a starting point. The
determination of C and C1 then follows the same procedure as out-
lined for rigid frames.

Dynamic Load Factors

For the purpose of preliminary design, it is necessary to
make certain initial assumptions regarding the dynamic effect of
the load on the deflection of the frame. These assumptions are
required since the natural period of the system is initially un-r. known. To obtain initial estimates of the required mechanism
resistance, the dynamic load factors of Table 4 may be used to ob-
tain equivalent static loads for the indicated mechanisms. These
factors are based, in part, on the data provided in Chapter 5 of

Reference 1.
2.4 Preliminary Sizing of Frame Members

Member sizes are selected on the basis of the plastic sectionI moduli. These quantities are computed using the required bending
capacities determined from the mechanism analyses of several rep-
resentative frames spanning in one or both directions if the build-
ing. The member sizes thus obtained must satisfy the provisions
for the design of members subjected to combined axial load and
bending moment that are set forth in Reference 1 and adapted, with
some modifications, in this report.

The plastic section moduli for a member designed for bi-axial
bending are computed with the following equations:
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Z= (Mp)x/Fdy (3a)

Zy= (M p) y/Fdy (3b)

where ZxZ = the plastic section moduli for both
axes of bending

(M )x,(Mp) = the required plastic bending capacities
' x about both axes of bending

Fdy= the dynamic yield stress which is cor-
puted as described in Section 2.2 of
Reference 1

Select a member whose x- and y-axes plastic section moduli are
equal to or greater than Zx and Z , respectively. The plastic
section modulus for a member desitned for uni-axial bending is
computed with the equation given below:

Zn = (Mp)n/Fdy (4)

where the subscript n refers to the axis of bending of the member.

The provision set forth in Reference 1 for the design of mem-
bers subjected to combined axial load and bending moment comprise
the following requirements:

1. Members subjected to combined axial load and
bi-axial bending moments should be proportioned
to satisfy the interaction formulas which con-
sist of Equations 4.4 and 4.5 of Reference 1.

2. Members subjected to bending about their strong
axis should be provided, where possible, with
sufficient lateral bracing to prevent lateral-
torsional buckling. Lateral bracing requirements
are specified in Section 3.3.6 of Reference 1.
Where the placement of lateral bracing is not
possible, as in the case of the building columns,
reductions in the moment capacities of members,
unbraced in the weak direction, must be effected
in order to account for the effects of lateral
torsional buckling. These reductions are made
on the basis of Equation 4.7 of Reference 1 which
is repeated on the following page.
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M = [1.07 - (Z/ry,)Rdy/262394]Mpx 5_Mpx (Sa)

Mmy [1.07 - (1!rx)VFT1262394]Mpy < Mpy (5b)

where Mm = the ultimate bending capacity
in the absence of axial load

MP= the design plastic bending capacity

S= FdyZ

Z = the plastic section modulus
Fdy = the dynamic yield stress. In the

above equations, the units for the
dynamic yield stress are kilopascals.

I = unbraced length of the member

r = radius of gyration

These reduced capacities are used in the interaction formulas
[Eq (4.4) and (4.5)] of Reference 1.

3. The membe, J must satisfy the overall stability
criteria as specified by the maximum allowable

F slenderness ratio (in the plane of bending)
computed according to Equation 4.1 of Reference 1.

The overall stability criteria must be satisfied
for both axes of bending when a member is designed
for bi-axial bending.

4. The member must satisfy the local stability
criteria specified in Section 3.3.4 of Reference 1.

These criteria are expressed in terms of the
following quantities:

a. Limiting width-thickness ratios for the
flanges of I- and W-shapes (and similar
built-up single-web shapes) that are sub- J

jected to compression involving plastic
hinge rotation. To facilitate the utiliza-
tion of the SI System of Units, these cri-
teria are reproduced in Table 5 with the
appropriate quantities expressed in SI units.
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b. Limiting values (as given by Equations 3.12
and 3.13 of Reference 1) of the depth-
thickness ratios for the webs of members
subjected to plastic bending.

Based on experience with DYNFA, it has been determined that
considerations related to the simultaneous effects of axial loads
and bi-axial bending can be eliminated from the preliminary de-
sign. Hence, some portions of the above criteria can be simpli-
fled for the preliminary sizing of the frame members. First, the
with the simplified equations given below:

(Mp)x/MiMx < 1.1 (6a)

(Mp)y/%ly < 1.1 (6b)

The design of members subjected to bending about one axis is

governed by the uni-axial bending equation given below:

(Mp)n/Mmn<__ 1.1 (7)

where the subscript n refers to the axis of bending of the member.

The design requirements specified in Items 2 and 3 above re-
main unchanged and should be appliel as described in Reference 1.
The design requirements referred to in Item 4 also remain un-
changed; however, the equations given in Reference 1 (Equations
3.12 and 3.M3) which govern the minimum depth-thickness ratios
of the webs of members subjected to plastic bending, are replaced
by the following equation:

d/tw S 29,060v', (8)

Here, Fv is specified in kilopascals, d is the total depth of the
member and tw is the web thickness.
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SECTION 3

BASIS OF DYNFA FRAME ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

This section presents the analytical techniques utilized by
DYNFA to perform rigorous dynamic analyses of frame structuresj
subjected to the blast loads from a high explosive detona~tion.
The presentation here is primarily intended to provide facility
designers with background material which describes the bas is of
the dynamic analysis as performed by DYNFA. As sucn, a complete
understanding of most of this material, while desirable, is not
mandatory for using DYNFA. However, it is necessary that the
concept of the analytical model, as described in this section, be
fully understo~od, as it provides the basis for the material re-
lated to the use of DYNFA.

The response of a frame to the blast loads is computed using
an approach which couples a lumped parameter representation of the
structure with a numerical computation procedure in which the equa-
tions of motion of the system are integrated directly using the
li',!ar acceleration method. Inelastic behavior of individual mem-
bers is introduced into the analysis by the formation of concen-
trated plastic hinges whenever the combined axial load and bending
moment capacity of a section are reached. The results of the anal-
ysis consist of the deformations of the structure and the axial
loads, bending moments and shears in each of the members. End
rotations of each member are computed and utilized to monitor the
amount of plastic deformation occurring in the structure. The
DYNFA computer program implements this analytical procedure. The
details of the mathematical techniques utilized in the DYNFA
analysis are provided in Appendix C.

A static analysis routine was incorporated into DYNFA in
order to determine the initial conditions of the structure under
the effects of dead and live loads. Normally, in single-story
frame buildings, the magnitudes of the dead and live loads are
usually small compared to the magnitude of the blast load. In
multi-story structurees, however, the dead and live loads could be
significant.

3.2 Analytical Model

The essential step required for the rigorous dynamic analysis
is the formulation of an analytical model of the structure. The
model utilized to compute the response of frame structures subjected
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to blast loads must satisfy three basic requirements. First, it
must accurately reflect the configuration of the structure under
consideration. Next, the elastic and inelastic behavior of the
structure must be duplicated in the model. Third, the distribution
of the mass of the structure, as well as the loads applied to it,
must be reproduced in the model such that all of the desired re-
sponses are obtained in the analysis. Of equal importance is the
requirement that the modeling technique employed in the analysis
reduces the problem to a simpler form which readily lends itself
to a solution.

In order to satisfy all of these requirements, the lumiped
parameter method for modeling complex structures is utilized in
the analysis. This method greatly simplifies the analysis but
still retains the capability for an accurate determination of the
desired structural responses. For the problem at hand, the de-
sired responses consist of the overall sidesway response of the
frame and the individual responses of the exterior members of the
frame.

The lumped parameter method enjoys extensive use in a wideI
range of applications throughout the industry. The principal rea-
son for this is the ease with which it can be interfaced with high
speed computers to obtain a solution. A lumped parameter model
of a structure consists of an assemblage of massless structural
elements interconnected at noceal points. An example of a typical
model is shown in Figure 7. The mass of the structure, as well
as the applied loads, are assumed to be concentrated at selectedI
nodal points which are referred to as "~mass points". Rotary
inertia is not included in the analysis.

As discussed in Section 1, each frame of the building is
analyzed individually using a two-dimensional representation of
the structural system. In a two-dimensional model, the structure
is limited to motions in one plane and therefore each nodal point
has three degrees of freedom; namely, horizontal translation (Dti),
vertical translation (),and rotation (e). These quantities are
illustrated in Figure 7.

In the model, an individual member of the frame is represented
by one or more structural elements, depending upon the detail re-
quired. The structural element is capable of transmitting axial
loads as well a~s shears and bending moments.

3.3 Inelastic Behavior of Frame Members

The inelastic behavior of the frame members is treated in
the analysis by:
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1. Specifying the behavior of a member in the inelastic
response range by defining the element's response
(axial loads and bending moments) in terms of the
element's elastic and plastic deformations. With the
element behavior specified, an analytical technique
is developed to simulate the desired inelastic be-
havior in the analysis.

2. An interaction equation which establishes the point
at which inelastic behavior commnences for each element.

3. An analytical method which accommodates the variations
in the stiffness properties of the structural system
that result from the inelastic behavior of the members.

Items I and 2 are discussed in this section and Item 3 is
covered in the discussion pertaining to the formulation of the
system stiffness matrix (Section 3.4).

Specification and Simulation of Inelastic Behavior of Frame
Members

The specification of the inelastic behavior of the frame
members is based on the assumption that a fully plastic section
offers no additional resistance to the load (Ref 6). Hence, -the
desired behavior of the elements is reoresen_ýed by the bilinear
hysteresis loop shown in Figure 8. The figure depicts the bend-
ing moment versus end rotation relationship (in the absence of
axial load) for a typical element. A similar relationship exists
between the axial load and axial deformations. The portion of the
loop between points A and B represents the elastic behavior of the
element when initially loaded. Once point B is reached, yielding
of the element commences (plastic hinge forms) and continues until
a maximum curvature at point C is reached. From point C to
point D, the element unloads. The linear segment of the loop from
C to D (and eventually to E) has the same slope as the 'Initial
loading segment (from A to B). The portion of the loop below the
end rotation axis represents the load reversal (or rebound) in the
element.

In single-degree-of-freedom analyses of individual members,
the behavior described above can be readily accommiodated by simply
adjusting the resistance for the member such that a constant
moment, and therefore a constant resistance, is designated when
yielding commences. Ideally, it w'ould be desirable if this same
procedure could be made applicable to the multi-degree-of-freedom
analysis of a frame structure by introducing plastic hinges at
those sect'ons in the structure which have yielded. However, the
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use of this procedure may result in the formation of unstable mem-
bers and/or substructures within the structural system. Such
effects cannot be treated analytically as they produce mathematical
anomalies in the solution. In order to avoid these problems, an
alternate method is utilized to simulate the inelastic behavior.
The m,'thod consists of subdividing the element stiffness into two
components which are:

1. An elastoplastic component, a',d

2. An infinitely elastic component.

Such an element has been examined in References 7 through 9.
The two components act in parallel and the total stiffness of the
elements is the summation of the factored stiffnesses of the two
components. The factors appl+ed in DYNFA are 0.95 for the elasto-
plastic component and 0.05 for the elastic component. The com-
posite behavior of 'Tie two components is illustrated in Figure 9a.
where the behavior shown i;' similar to the hysteresis loop of Fig-
ure 8 with the exception chat the magnitude of the moment varies
in the inel&stic portion. of the response (Segments B-C and E-F).
The individual behavior of the two components is illustrated in
Figure 9b. As shown in the figure, the stiffness of the infinitely
elastic component, kie, remains constant throughout the response;
while the stiffness of the elastoplastic component, kep, depends
upon the yield condition at the end of the element. From point A
to point B in Figure 9a, the total stiffness of the element, kc,
equals the sum of the two component stiffnesses, kie and kep (point
a to points b and b', Fig 9).

As yielding commences at point B (which corresponds to points
b &nd b' in Fig 9b), the stiffness of the elastoplastic component
becomes zero as illustrated by line bc (Fig 9b); while the stiff-
ness of the elastic component remains constant at a value of 0.05kc,
as illustrated by line b'c'. Hence, the total stiffness of the
ele•ent reduces to a small percentage (0.O5kc) of its actual value,
as illustrated by line B-C in Figure 9a. Appendix C contains a
table of equations for the combined element stlffnesses for the
vari3us yield conditions at the ends of an element.

Interaction Equation
In blast-resistant design, structures must withstand the simul-

taneous application of horizontal and vertical loads of roughly

Fequal magnitude; therefore, the members of the structure will be
subjected to significant axial loads which limit their ultimate
bendlng resistances. In addition, the axial loads will be time
dependent and, for a given member, this time dependency will not
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be related to the transient behavior of the member in its bending
mode. In order to properly account for the axial load/bending
moment interaction on the yielding of a member, a two-dimersionali• yield criterion is utilized to define inelastic action. A member
is considered to have yielded at a section when the followingI • relationship has been satisfied:

J P/ncl + I./MMI L 1 (9)

In the preceding equation, the values of P and M are the ap-
plied axial load and bending moment, respectively; while Pc and
1jm are equal to the axial load and bending moment capacity, re-
spectively. Pc is equal to either the axial load at yielding
(Pp) when the member is in tension or the ultimate buckling load
(Pu) when the member is in compression. The bending moment and
axial load capacities are computed on the basis of the criteria
specified in Chapter 4 of Reference 1 and reproduced in Section 4
of this report.

In the inelastic response range, the axial loads and bendinq
moments of the modeling elements vary as illustrated in Figure 10.
The occurrence of these variations stems from the utilization of
the two-component approximation to the element behavior as des-
cribed in the preceding section. Because of this, the peak pldstic
deformations may not be readily discerned from the time history
of what may be considered a significant response parameter, such
as the element bending moment or end rotation. Therefore, an
al orithm is required to perform the following operations, namely:
(1) to determine the maximum plastic deformations occurring at
the yielded end of an element and, in conjunction with this, (2)
to detect the point at which the element commences to unload
elastically. The occurrence of these events is detected in the
analysis with the use of the following relationship:

P2 (P2 " P1 ) M2 (M2 "l) <0 (10)

72Pc +1M21(m

The maximum plastic deformation at the yielded end of an element
is assumed to have occurred when the above relationship is satis-
fied. The parameters P, M, Pc and in Equation (10) are defined
in the preceding paragraphs. The sUbscripts 1 and 2 refer to the
values of the parameters at two successive time stations in the
response of the structure.

The above equation is utilized in the following manner. In
the inelastic range, the element axial load and bending mnoment
continue to increase at a relatively slow pace until a maximum
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Plastic deformation is attained. After this occurs, the element
axial load/moment will decrease producing negative values for
one or both of the ratios in Equation 10. When the sum of the
two ratios becomes a negative quantity, the element is considered
to rebound elastically.

3.4 Eqainof Motion of System~

The general equations of motion of the system are:

[MINI} + [CJIu1 + [KJful = {F(t)} (11)

where {u}, {6i}, {U}l displacements, velocities and
accelerations of the nodal points
of the analytical model

[M] mass matrix of the system

[C]= damping matrix of the system

[K] stiffness matrix of the system
{F(t)1 matrix of the transient loads

applied to the system

Mass Matrix

The mass matrix consists of discrete masses, the sum of which
adds up to the total mass of the structure. These discrete masses
are concentrated at selected nodal points in a manner which is con-
sitntwt the actual distribution of mass in the structure. A

competediscussion of the techniques employed in assigning mass
to the ndlpoints is provided in Section 4.

The damping matrix represents the internal energy absorption
properties of the structure. For purposes of analysis, the damp-
ing matrix is usually assumned to be proportional to either the
stiffness or mass matrices. In DYNFA, the damping matrix is taken
as proportional to the mass matrix.

In most analyses involving steel structures, damping can be
neglected; however, provisions were made in DYNFA for including
this effect for special applications; e.g., reinfo~rced concrete
frames.
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[ System Stiffness Matrix

The system stiffness matrix is an array of coefficients of
the unknown displacements in a series of simultaneous equations
which express the applied loads as functions of the deflections of
the structure. It is generated by applying conventional methodsI of matrix structural analysis such as those utilized in Reference
11. Briefly, the system stiffness matrix is composed of the I
stiffness matrices of the individual elements of the model. Fnr
a beam element with three degrees of freedom at each end, the
entries in the element stiffness matrix are the coefficients of
the displacement variables in six simultaneous equations whichI
relate forces and moments to the displacements and rotations at
the ends of the element. Shear deformations are not included in I
the formulation. The system stiffness matrix i s constructed by
superimposing, in their proper position in the matrix (according
to degree of freedom), the coefficients of the element stiffnesses.

In the analysis, the structure is assumed to respond linearly
during a given time interval. However, the coefficients in the
system stiffness matrix may be chanyzd from one interval to the
next, depending upon the yield cor .'nns at the ends of the ele-
ments. Therefore, the non-linear cesponse is obtained by sequenc-
ing the linear responses of the system (with varying stiffness
coefficients) at successive time intervals.

Matrix of Applied Loads

The matrix of the applied loads contains the time history of
the blast loads which are concentrated at the mass points on theA
exterior members of the structure. Included also are the unbal-
anced shears caused by the second order effects which occur as
the structure responds to the blast loads. A description of these
effects is provided in Section 3.5.

Numerical Solution

The solution to the equations of notion is obtained by a step-
yby-step integration procedure (Ref 8) in which the acceleration

during a time interval is assumed to vary linearly.

3.5 Second Order EFfects

Two impirtant aspects of the problem which have been incor-
porated into the analytical procedure and computer program are:
the P-A effect on the overall sidesway respon~se of the frame, and
the beam co'lumr effects on the responses of the individual members
subjected~ to transverse loads between their supports.
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P-A Effect

For a rigid frame structure subjected tc lateral loads, the
vertical loads combine with the sidesway deflection to produce
additional bending moments in the members. For elastic structures,
the deflections are relatively small; therefore, this effect,
commnonly called "the P-A effect", is generally of secondary sig-
nificance in comparison with the flexural resistance of the struc-
tural members. Inelastic structures, however, may undergo
relatively large sidesway deflections. These large deflections
combined with the large vertical loads prevalent in blast design,
produce bending moments which must be considered in the analysis.
The P-A effect is included in the analysis primarily because of
its influence on the sidesway responise of the frame.

Beam Column Effect

When a member is subjected to both transverse and axial loads,
the axial loads combine with the bending deflections to produce
additional moments. In blast design, these "second order" bending
moments cannot be neglected, as large deflections are expected
when the member responds to the transverse 1load. The beam colu1mn
effect is con~sidered because of its influence on the individual
bending responses of the exterior mpembers of the frame.

C.alculation of Second Order Effects

Srigorous treatment of f'mese second order effects would sig-
nificantly increase the compiexity of the frame analysis. How-
ever, both of these effects can be approximated by introducing
equivalent shears at both ends of each element (Ref 10). These
shears form a couple which is equal in magnitude but opposite
in direction to the secondary moments produced by the axial loads
combined with the differential displacements befteen the ends of
the element. Figure 11 illustrates the calculation of these
equivalent shears. However, it should be noted that the procedure
depicted in this figure is a simplification of the actual compu-
tation. The figure was included for illustrative purposes only.
The actual computation of the equivalent shears, together with
the mathematics involved in introducing these quantities into the
matrix of the applied loads, are presented in Appendix C.
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SECTION 4

MODELING TECHNIQUES

4.1 Introduction

The initial task in the analysis is the formulation of theA
analytical model of the frame under consideration. When construc-
ting the model of the structure, the basic requirements of Section
3.2 must be satisfied in order to achieve the desired degree of
accuracy and detail in the analysis.

Briefly, the requirepents of Section 3.2 dictate that the 4
model must accurately reflect the configuration, stiffness charac-
teristics, and mass distribution of the structure. To assist fa--
cility designers in the preparation of analytical models which
satisfy these requirements, modeling techniques and guidelines are
presented in this section and in Section 5. The discussion is
directed primarily towards the preparation of lumped parameter
representations of frame structures for use in their analyses with
DYNFA.

The lumped parameter representation of a frame structure is4
composed of the following: (1) an analytical model of the struc-
ture consisting of an assemblage of beam elements interconnected
at nodal points, (2) a series of discrete masses assigned to se-
lected nodal points in the model, (3) the section properties (area,V
moment of inertia) and capacities (axial load capacities, flexural
capacity) of the members of the structure, a~nd (4) idealizations
of the transient loadings acting on the structure. The discussion
in this section is directed towards the preparation of data re-
lated to the first three items. Procedures for generating loading

functions for the analysis are presented in Section 5.

4.2 Development of Model

General

The systems under consideration in this report are the pri-
mary structural frames of rectangular steel buildings. For the
analysis to produce the desired response quantities, (namely, dis-
placements, member end rotations, column loads, etc.), the model
of a frame inust have the same configuration as the frame itself.
As shown in Figure 7, the actual model is a line diagram of the
structure under consideration. The diagram reflects the configura-
tion of the structure and shows the placement of the nodal points
in the model. All of the frame members are included in the model.
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Models of braced frames include the diagonal braces as well as
the columns and girders.

In the model, the members of the frame are represented by
one or more beam elements. The section properties and capacities
of the beam elemesnts are identical to those of the frame members.
However, as depicted in Figure 7, the beam elements are one-
dimensional; that is, they have length but neither width nor depth.I This limitation is generally not significant in analyses of steel
frames, as the length-to-depth ratios of the frame members are
generally quite large.

Since the modeling elements are one-dimensional, all of the
significant dimensions (length, height, locations of nodal points,
etc.) in the model must be related to the longitudinal axes of the
frame members, which are located at the centroids of their cross-
sections. The intersection of two members is generally taken as
thc intersection of their respective longitudinal axes.

A basic assumption in ';ie analytical formulation of DYNFA
is that structural continuity exists at all nodal points in the
model, except at those nodes corresponding to support points.
However, provision is made in DYNFA for modeling structural dis,:on-
tinuities, such as non-rigid girder to column connections. Model-I
ing of such discontinuities is accomplished by pinning the ends of
the appropriate elements (see Section 8.7). This provision is
useful for modeling braced frames, where the ends of the diagonal
braces are assumed to be pin-connected to the frame. Such a con-

r dition is modeled by pinning both ends of the element representing
each diagonal brace.

Scope of Model

In general, the model used to compute the blast-induced
response of frame structures includes the principal components
(girders, columns and diagonal braces) of the main frame only.
Except for their mass and load contribution, the secondary framing
members of the roof and walls are not included in the model.

A basic assumption in the frame analysis is that the motions
of the concrete foundation on the supporting soil have a negligible
effect on the peak responses of the frame. Based on this, the
foundation/soil systems are excluded from the model, and the nodal
points, corresponding to the column foundation connections, are
taken as completely fixed against horizontal and vertical transla-
tion. If these connections are capable of transmitting moments,
the rotations of the column base nodal points are also fixed.A
model such as this produces a conservative estimate of the frame's
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To Justify the exclusion of the foundation/soil systemis, the
P I foundation must have sufficient mass to react to the dynamic loads

transmitted to the base of the frame. A foundation mass exceeding
f twice the mass of the steel superstructure will suffice for the

task at hand. When an insuFficiency of foundation mass exists$ a
significant interaction may occur between the sidesway response of
the frame and the rigid body response of the combined steel
superstructure/foundation system. Since this interaction may
appreciably reduce the frame response, it is advisable in these
situations to extend the model such that the responses of the
foundation/soil systems are included in the analysis.- Figure 12
illustrates this modeling extension. The model contains elements
representing both the foundation and the soil system. Not shown,
however, are the discrete masses concentrated at selected nodal
points on the foundation. Only the foundation mass is distributed
among these nodal points. Soil mass is not included in the model.
The reader is referred to Sections 5-7 and 5-8 of Reference 3 for
guidance in computing the elastic properties of concrete founda-
tions. Procedures and data for computing the stiffness propertiesI, of the soil are provided in Section 4 of Reference 12.

In some cases, additional supporting systems may be integral
with the main framing. A typiLal example of this situation is
shown in Figure 13. In this structure, the main frames are lat-
erally supported by a massive concrete wall. The degree of support
provided is determined by comparing the lateral stiffness of theI
wall with that of the frame. A wall whose lateral stiffness is at
least ten times that of the frame is simulated analytically byJ
rE-training the nodal point at the girder-to-wall connection. On
the other hand, a relatively flexible wall may have to be included

t he m'las its response would affect the frame response.

Placement of Nodal Points in the Model

Nodal points are usually positioned in the model at the fol-
lowing locations:

1. The intersection of two or more frame members
[ or the connections of frame members to a supporting
[ structure (such as the foundation).

2.7-13%a- 1 e points on the exterior members to
accoinii-aace mass points.

3. Intermediate points on exterior members, other than
mass points, where additional response information

('ieflect bending moments, etc.) are required.
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4. Intermediate points on members with gradual or
abrupt variations in shape, or at the locations
of structural discontinuities.

The first item requires no explanation, while the other three are
* discussed below.

Intermediate Nodal Points on Exterior Members

A structure has, in reality, an infinite number of normal
modes of vibration (Ref 13) because of the uniform distribution
of the structural mass along the individual members. In a frame
analysis, however, the mass ef the structure is concentrated at
specified nodal points in the model (commnonly referred to as "ms
points"). Consequently, the model has a limited number of the

strctue'snormal modes of vibration. The nature of these normal
modes of vibration that are reproduced in the model is determined
by the manner in which the mass is distributed among the mass
points. The inclusion of specific modes in the model is dictated
by the nature of the structural response to the applied loads.
Under the action of the blast, the frame responds to the horizontal
blast loads in a sidesway mode. At the same time, the frame re-
sponds in a series of local bending modes due to the transverse
loads acting directly on the exterior members. These local bend-
ing modes are often char'acterized by pronounced bending of only
one or two exterior members. In most cases, the primary response
of an exterior member occurs in one of these local modes.

The fundamental sidesway mode of the frame can be produced by
concentrating (also referred to as "lumping") all of the mass of
the structure at the girder/column intersections. The modeling
detail required to accomplish this is illustrated in Figure 14a.
However, such a model lacks sufficient detail to produce the in-
dividual bending responses of the exterior members. To develop
these responsds, the distribution of mass in the model must be
refined by lumping a portion of the structural mass at intermediate
points on the exterior members. To accommiodate this refinement,
intermediate nodal points are generally placed along the exterior
members, as shown in Figure 14b. In general, multipla intermediate
mass points are utilized as a more accurate representation of the
local bending modes of the frame will be reproduced in the model.
The number of such points utilized depends, to some extent, on tne
secondary framing of the exterior surfaces. When the secondary
members of a given exterior surface (wall or roof) are parallel
to the frame, use three intermediate mass points within the span
of each frame member supporting the surface. Locate these mass
points at equal intervals along each member. In cases where the
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secondary members are positioned normal to the frame, use either

one of the following procedures:

1. When three or less secondary members are supported
within the span of a frame member, locate the inter-
mediate mass pcints at the connections of the
secondary members to the frame proper.

2. Wher more than three secondary members are supported
within the span of a frame member, locate three
intermediate mass points at equal intervals along
the member.

Th'q utilization of two or three intermediate mass points on a
member is sufficient to achieve the desired accuracy in the anal-
ysis. A greater number will greatly increase the computer costs
without significantly improving the accuracy of the results. It
is also recommiended that, when possible, the same number of mass
points be utilized on all exterior members in order to avoid gross
discontinuities in the application of the blast loads in the
analysis.

Intermediate Nodal Points Other Than Mass Points

In some cases, additional response data (displacements, ro-
tations, bending moments, etc.) may be required at intermediate
locations other than mass points on both interior and exterior
members. In order to generate this dcta in the analysis, addi-I tional nodal points are placed at the locations in the model where
these data are required. Additional nodal points are always re-
quired in those cases where there are no intermediate mass points
located at the mldspan of an exterior member. In such cases, the
analysis will not generate data regarding the member's response
at the midspan. Such data are required in order to produce a
better approximation of the beam columin effects in the analysis
(see Section 3.5), as well as to ascertain whether the deflections
and ductility ratios at the mldspan are within the limits speci-
fied (Section 6) for the frame design; hence, a niodal point is
required and should be placed at the rnidspan of each exterior
member. The addition of this nodal point in no way implies that
it must be assigned a concentrated mass. Such a situation occurs
in Example A.3 in which the intermediate mass points on the ex-
terior members are located at the intersections of the secondary

membrs iththeprimary frame members.

Members with Varying Cross-SectionsI. In the analysis, the section properties and capacities of
the elements are constant over their entire lengths. Therefore,
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members with varying cross-sectional properties must be modeled A

with several elements and consequently, nodal points must be
inserted between the ends of these members.

Two examples of members with varying cross-sectional proper-
ties are illustrated in Figure 15. The member shown in Figure 15a
has a gradual taper and is symmnetric about its centerline. Hence,
it is modeled with four elements of equal length: two elements
represent each half of the member. The member shown in Figure 15b
has an abrupt variation in shape due to the presence of the haunch
at the left end, and a structural discontiiuity caused by the pin
near the right end. In this case, three elements of unequal
lengths are used and two intermediate nodal points are placed at
the locations of the discontinuities. When abrupt discontinuities
such as these occur on exterior members, intennediate mass points
are first placed at equal intervals along the span in order to
accoumrodate the desired distribution of the mass, and then addi-
tional nodal points are placed at the locations of the continuities.
Hence, if three equally spaced intermediate mass points were de.-
sired on a member with two abrupt discontinuities. such as those
shown in Figure 15b, a total of five intermediate nodal points
would be placed in the span of the member: three to accommnodate
the mass points and two for the discontinuities.

4.3 Distribution of Structural Mass in Model

General

With the model completely defined in terms of beam elements
and nodal points, the data preparation pruceeds with the distribu-
tion of the mass among the nodal points of the model. Before the
mass can be distributed, however, the locations of the d~ynamic
degreos of freedom moust be specified for the model.

Designation of Dynamic Degrees-of Freedom

I-then the frame responds to the blast loads, horizontal and
vertical inertial forces are developed by the accelerating mass
of the structure. In order to reproduce these forces in the
dynamic analysis. each discrete mass of the model must be assigned
a degree of freedom (either horizontal or vertical) as well as a
magnitude. Therefore, two sets of discrete masses are required:
one for the horizontal degrees of freedom and one for the vertical
degrees of freedom.

In the model, two distinct masses can be lumped at each mass
point. Each lumped mass is associated with one of the transla-
tional degrees of freedom of the mass point. Degrees of freedom
with assigned masses are generally referred to as "dynamic or
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independent degrees of freedom"; whereas, those without mass are
known as "dependent degrees of freedom".

The designation of the dynamic degrees of freedom for the
model is governed by the nature of the desired responses. To
develop the primary sidesway response of the frame, each nodal
point corresponding to a gider/column intersection is assigned
horizontal and vertical dynamic degrees of freedom. In gabled
frames, the nodal point at the peak in the roof is also assigned
a pair of dynamic degrees of freedom.

Intermediate mass points on exterior members are allotted
one dynamic degree of freedom. The direction of these degrees
of freedom is always normal to the longitudinal axis of the
member. On inclined members, with slopes exceeding ten degrees,
each intermediate mass point is assigned two dynamic degrees of
freedom.

The responses of the higher order extensional modes of the
frame members should not be included in the analysis as 'they
have a negligible effect on the frame ri'sponse. These modes are
developed by including intermediate dynamic degrees of freedom
parallel to the longitudinal axes of the members. The inclusion
of these dynamic degrees of freedom, although simplifying the
mass distribution for the model, adds significantly to the computer
costs Incurred and could possibly cause numerical inaccuracies in
the analysis.

Figure 16 shows the distribution of the dynamic degrees nf
freedom for two typical frame models, where the directions of the
dynamic degrees of freedom are represented by arrows.

Computation of Nodal Messes

As discussed in Section 1, each frame is assumed to support
a tributary strip of the building. In the analysis, the struc-
tural mass within this strip is distributed among the mass points
of the model. Live loads are generally not included in the mass
computat-ion.

The computation of the nodal masses is accomplished in three
stages. The first stage involves computing the masses of indi-
vidual panels of the walls, roof or intermediate floors (if any)
within the tributary strip. For this computation, a wall panex
is defined as the area between successive floor levels; wherea F
floor or roof panel is defined by the area between successive
columns of the frame. In general, the mass of a panel comprises
the mass of the following structural components within the pcnel:
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thedecingorsiding, the secondary members and the primary frame
member. The mass of the secondary framing is not included as part
of the panel mass in cases involving a coarse secondary framing
consisting of three or less members positioned normal to the frame.
Instead, the mass of each secondary member is concentrated at the
mass point on the model corresponding to its intersection with
the frame. The masses of primary transverse framing members are
also not included as part of the panel mass; instead, they are
concentrated at the mass points on the model corresponding to the
intersections of orthogonal frames with the frame being analyzed.

In the second stage, the mass of each panel is distributed
as concentrated masses among the dynamic degrees of freedom on
the primary frame member within the panel. General expressions
for computing the values of the concentrated masses are provided
in Figire 17 for wall panels, and Figure 19 for roof and floor
panel~s. The parameters utilized Jon Figures 17 and 19 for comput-
ing the concentrated masses are illustrated in Figures 18 and 20,
respoctively.IAs shown in Figures 17 and 19, two differ'yit distributions of
the panel mass are given: one for dynamic degrees of freedom in
the plane of the panel and another for those normal to the panel.
The in-plane mass distribution is accomplished by equally dividing
the panel mass among the in-plane dynamic degrees of freedom on
the frame member. Based on the discussion of the previous sec-
tion, two dynamic degrees of freedom are provided in the piane of
the frame member, wit'i each one placed at the member end. Hence,
the distribution consists of simply concentrating one half of the
panel mass at each end of the member.

The distribution of the panel mass among the dynamic degrees
of freedom normal to the frame member is a more involved process.
To accomplish this task, consideration must be given to the load

F paths followed in the transfer of normally directed forces from
the secondary members of the panel to the frame proper. As the
secondary framing plan establishes these load paths, the mass
distribution is dependent upon the framing plan within the panel,
as well as the number of dynamic degrees of freedom normal to the
frame member. The expressions provided in the tables are based
on these two considerations. It should be noted that these ex-
pressions are also based on the premise that the intermediate mass
points are equally spaced along the member; consequently, when the
mass points are unequally spaced, the equations in Figures 17 and
19 are not directly applicable. However, they may still be ap-
plied by using the techniques described in the discussion further
on in this section.
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Referring to Figures 17 and 19 and to the corresponding fig-
ures (Figures 18 and 20), when the secondary framing is parallel
to the main frame, only a small portion of the total panel mass
is distributed among the normally directed dynamic degrees of
freedom at the intermediate mass points; the remaining panel mass
is concentrated at the ends of the member. On the other hand,
when the secondary framing is perpendicular to the main frame,
the bulk of the total panel mass is distributed among the inter-
mediate mass points.

In some cases, the expressions provided in Figures 17 and 19
may not be directly applicable for distributing the panel mass.
One such case occurs when one end of an exterior frame member is
a support point, as in the case of an exterior column of a single-
story structure. To apply the data in Figures 17 or 19 in such a
situation, consider the support node as a mass point and consider
each restrained degree of freedom (degree of freedom restrained
from moving) as a dynamic degree cf freedom. Distribute the mass
of the panel using the equations in Figures 17 or 19 and discard
the masses assigned to the support node. In many cases, the
framing plan'within a panel will not correspond exactly to one
of those shown in Figures 18 and 20. Nevertheless, the tabulated
expressions of Figures 17 and 19 can still be applied. For ex-
ample, if different framing plans are utilized on either side of
the frame centerline, consider the panel as consisting of two
subpanels whose longitudinal boundary is the frame member itself,
and apply the appropriate expressions of Figure 17 or 19 to dis-
tribute the mass of each subpanel (note that the mass of each sub-
panel should include only one half the mass of the frame member).
A similar situation occurs when the secondary framing within a
panel contains a relatively large transverse member which trans-
fers a major portion of the total panel load to the frame proper.
Since the panel is essentially subdivided by the member, it can
be considered as two subpanels whose common boundary is the trans-
verse member for the purpose of computing the masses. Therefore,
the mass of each subpanel cqj be distributed using the equations
of Figures 17 and 19. The me technique can be utilized when the
intermediate mass points a unequally spaced along a member due
to the unequal spacing of 5:condary framing members within the
panel. In this case, the p nel is subdivided into several sub-
panels and the length of each subpanel is defined by the lennth
of the frame member betwveen successive mass points. Thus, the
mass of the entire panel -can be distributeu by apportioning the
mass of each subpanel •ccording to the equations in Figures 17
and 19.

When analyzIng an -'kd frame, a portion of the mass of the
end wall structure should be included in the mass associated with
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the model of the frame. The procedures for accomplishing this are
as follows:

1, When the girts on the end wall are positioned
vertically, consider one half of the wall to
he rotated upward 90 degrees, thereby becoming
an extension of the roof, as shown in Figure 21.
Thus, the mass of this portion of the side wall
is taken as part of the roof mass.

2. When the girts of the end wall are positioned
horizontally, consider the side wall to be
partitioned as shown in Figure 22b and each
such partition to be rotated 90 degrees,
thereby forming extensions to the blastward and
leeward walls, and adding a fictitious interior
wall. The mass of these wall extensions are
then included as part of the wall mass. The
fictitious interior wall is considered as a
separate wall panel and its mass is distributed
using the appropriate equations of Figure 17.

The third stge of the mass computation consists of preparing
a tabulation of the concentrated masses assigned to each mass
point of the model. The following general guidelines are to be
followed when preparing this tabulation:

1. The masses of interior columns or walls are
divided equally among the mass points at the

ends of the members.

2. Several masses assigned to one mass point
are added to yield the total mass concentratedat the maýýs point. For miass points with twodynamic degrees of freedom, two summwthons are
required: one for each dynamic degree of free-

dom at the nodal point.

4.4 Cross-Sectional Properties and Capacities of the Frame
Members

General

In order to simulate the elastic and inelastic behavior of
the frame, certain physical propert.es and capacities of the
frame members are assigned to the elements of the model. The
assigned quantities are:
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1. Cross-sectional area

2. Moment of inertia about an axis normal to
the plane of the frame

3. Ultimate dynamic load capacity in axial tension

4. Ultimate dynamic load capacity in axial compression

5. Ultimate bending capacity in the absence ofI axial load.
In most of the stLructures encoun~tered, standard steel shapes are
utilized. Sufficient information is available in Reference 14 to
determine the physical properties and capacities listed above.

Tapered members are generally modeled with several elements
of equal length and the physical properties of each such element
are computed at the midpoint of the corresponding segment of the
member. For the pin-connected tension braces of diagonally-braced
frames, assigned values of zero for the moment of inertia (Item 2)I and the ultimate bending capacity (Item 5) are used in the anal-
ysis; and a fictitiously small value is used for the ultimate
compressive capacity (Item 4).

Dynamic Tensile Strength

In order to detemnine the ultimate capacities of the frame
members, the appropriate dynamic yield stress for the material
must be specified. Generally, the dynamic yield stress is taken
as:

Fdy =cF y(12)

where Fdy = dynamic yield stress of material

Fy = static yield stress of material

c = the dynamic increase factor

The dynamic increase occurs because of the rapid rate of strain
experienced by the material due to the sudden onset of the blast
load. Table 2.1 of Reference I contains recomm~ended values of

tedynamic increase factor for most applications involving struc-
tural steel members.
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Ultimate Tensile Capacity

The ult1imate dynamic load capacity in axial tension Is com-
puted as follows: I

PppFdy (13)

where P ultimate tensile load capacity of the member

A = cross-sectional area of the member.
rA

Ultimate Compressive Capacity

The ultimate dynamic load capacity in axial compression is
computed with the following equation:

Pu = 1.7FaA (14)

where Pu = the ultimate compressive load capacity
of the member

Fa = the maximum compressive stress permittedin the absence of bending. This quantity
is computed using Equation 4.3 of Reference 1.

I timate Bending Capacity

he ultimate bending capacities for the frame members are
speci, .-d as follows:

Mmx = [1.07 - (W/ry)' dy/ 2 62,3 94]Mpx < Mpx (5a)
and

= [1.07 - (Z/rx)/ddy/262, 394 ]Mpy < Mpy (5b)

The parameters in these equations are defined in Section 2.4.

Reductions of the member bending capacities to account for
second order effects are not required. as these phenomena are
simulated in the analysis.
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SECTION 5

COMPUTATION OF BLAST LOADINGS

5.1 Introduction

Basic to protective design is the capability of calculating
efficiently and accurately the anticipated output of an accidental
explosion. As applied to the frame analysis, this requirement
con3ists of translating the various blast loading parameters
(charge weight, distance, pressure, time, area, etc.) into sim-
plified mathematical functions, of force versus time, which are
suitable for use in multi-degree-of-freedom system analyses. The
objective of this section is to present the methods to accomplish
this task.

The development of loading functions for the frame analysis
proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, the exposed area is
subdivided into a series of tributary loading areas; each area is
associated with a given mass point on one of the exterior-members
of the frame. With the completion of this initial task, the data
preparation then proceeds to the development of the pressure-time
histories for the analysis. These,-pressure-time histories ure
modified versions of the pressure waveforms determined using the
methods and data provided in Section 4 of Reference 3.

The methods and guidelines for accomplishing each of the above
tasks are presented in the remainder of this section. Included
also is a section containing a discussion of two special effects
which must be considered when generating the loading functions in
order to avoid introducing spurious effects or numerical Prrors
into the dynamic analysis.

5.2 Computation of Tributar Loading Areas

As discussed in Section 1, each frame is assumed to resist
the load on a tributary strip of the building. To distribute the
applied loads, the total exposed surface area of the supported
strip is subdivided into tributary areas; and each tributary area
is assigned to a mass poin't op an exterior member. In the anal-
ysis, the total blast load on a tributary area is takern as acting
at its associated mass point. A loaded mass point always lies
within the boundaries of its assigned tributary area.

The dimensions of the tributary areas are established in the
basis of the framing plan of the exposed areas. Figures ?3 and 24
show the dimensions of the tributary areas for panels with the two
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most commnon types of framing plans. The data provided is generallyI applicable to roof panels as well as wall1 panels. The term "panel"
is used, in the context of this section, in the same matiner as des-
cribed in Section 4.3. It should be neoted that the panel boundaries
designated for distributing the tributary areas must always cor-,
respond to those established for the purpose of distributing the
panel mass among the normally directed dynamic degrees of freedom
(see Section 4.3).

When sloped surfaces (,such as the roof of a gabled structure)
are encountered, the loading areas utilized in the analysis coni-
prise the projections of the area onto horizontal and verticalj planes.

The boundaries of the tributary areas are determined in the
following manner. First, the total panel area is divided intof two parts: one part being the area directly supported by the frame
member, and the other being the area supported by primary trans-
verse framing members. The directly supported area is dividedI
among the mass points on the member; while the area supported by
transverse membsrs is divided equally among the mass points at the
ends of the member. The area distributions illustrated in Figures
23 and 24 are based on this procedure.

The utilization of the data provided (Fig 23 and 24) is illus-trated in Figure 25 which depicts the subdivision of the exposed
area for a two-bay frame. In this figure, the tributary areas for

the roof and wall panels are apportioned on the basis of the data
provided in Figure 24, which indicates that the secondary framingmembers are normali to the plane of the frame. However, the guide-
lines provided in the subsequent discussion apply as well to cases

Inspection of Figure 25 reveals that mass points on the com-
mon boundary of two panels are assigned tributary areas from eachII of the inters,3cting panels. In the case of the mass point at the
exterior column/girder intersection, the intersecting panels are
orthogonal, and therefore two tributary areas are assigned: one
in the plane of the wall for the horizontal loading and one in
thie plane of the roof for vertical loadings. When the intersecting
panels are coplanar, as occurs at the connections of the girders

K to the interior columns, the respective areas of each panel are
combined to form a sin~gle tributary area which is assigned to the

mass point at the column.
5.3 Const-ruction of Pressure-Time Histories for Frame Analysis

General
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With the boundaries of the tributary are~as established, the
development of the loading for the frame analysis proceeds with
the construction of the pressure-time histories. The pressure-
time histories utilized in the frame analysis are generally multi-
lineer functions characterized by: a peak pressure; a rise time
(time required for pressure to build up to a peak value); and a
decay time (time interval over which pressure decays from a peak
value to zero).

The construction of these pressure-time histories involves
ccembining the procedures and data in Chapter 4 of Reference 3 with

impe paameer odeingconcepts applied in the frame analysis.
s- askis ccoplihedinthe following order: first, the

ýlrcedresof efeenc 3 reapplied to generate pressure-time
histrie atthe ocaion ofthe mass points on each exposed sur-
fac [bastardwal~s) rofleeward wall(s), etc.i of the

structure. Then these waveforms are phased, in the time domain,
to simulate the effect of the wave traversing the structure and,
finally, the waveforms are modified to account for the time lag
effects and the non-uniformity of the loading that occur as the
wave traverses the individual tributary areas.

Comnputation of Pressure-Time Histories at Mass Points on
Structure

The pressure-time history for a mass point on a blastward
wall is computed using the procedures outlined in Section 4-14a of
Reference 3. The referenced material provides all of the neces-
sary guidance and data required to accomplish this task. Appli-
cation of these methods will yield either of the reflected pressure
waveforms depicted in Figure 26. The waveform in Figure 26a will
be apparent in most cases. However, at high pressure levels,
such a representation of the loading may be inaccurate due to the
extremely short pressure pulse durations involved. In such cases,
the reflected pressure waveform will conform to the one shown in
Figure 26b.

A typical pressure waveform for a mass point on the roof, side
wall or leeward wall is illustrated in Figure 27. The necessary
data for constructing this waveform is contained in Figure 4-5,
4-11 or 4-12, depending upon whether the explosion is above or on
the ground, and in Figure 4-66 of Reference 3. Briefly, the peak
pressure on these surfaces is taken as the sum of the incident
(PS0) and drag pressures.(C~qo). The incident pressure is computed
using the data provided inFigure 4-66 together with the drag co-
efficients supplied in Section 4-14b. The duration, tof, is ex-
pressed as twice the positive incident impulse divided by the peak
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incident pressure, 21 /P The positive incident impulse is
obtained from either igure 4-5, 4-11 or 4-12 in Reference 3.

Example A.3 illustrates the procedures for computing both
the reflected and incident/drag pressure-time histories.

The minimum data required for the analysis of a given frame
consists of the following: the reflected pressure-time history
at the blastward wall, and the combined incident/drag pressure
histories together with the shock front velocities at both the
blastward and leeward ends of the roof. In cases involving quar-
tering shock waves, these data are computed at the location of
the frame line. The reflected pressure-time history is utilized
to generate the loading function on the exterior blastward column.
In cases involving normal shock waves, the loading functio.n for
the exterior blastward column corresponds to the reflected
pressure-time history determined using the precedures of Refer-
ence 3.

To generate the loading functions for the roof girder and
leeward column, the combined incident/drag pressure-time histories
are first utilized to determine the pressure-time histories at all
of the mass points on these members. For the mass points on the
roof girder, this task is accomplished by linearly interpolating
for both the peak pressure and duration using the data (incident
and drag pressure durations) computed at each end of the roof.
This interpolation is performed on the basis of the distance from
the mass point in question to the blastward end of the roof, as
shown below:

(Ppk)i = (Ppk)B - [(Ppk)B - (Ppk)L](lir)/LR (15)

(tdr)i = (tdr)B - [(tdr)B - (tdr)L](lir)/LR (16)

where (Ppk i, (Pk)B, and (Pk)L = the peak pressures acting
at the mass point I, and at the blastward and leeward
ends of the roof, respectively

(tdr)i, (tdr)B, and (tdr)L = the durations of the pres-
sure at the mass point i and at the blastward and leeward
ends of the roof

LR = the length of the roof

Zir = the distance from the blastward end of the roof
to the mass point i
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To determine the pressure-time history for a mass point on
the leeward wall, extrapolate the pressure data computed for the
roof. Such an approach is utilized when the leeward wall is taken
as an extension of the roof (Section 5.3); when the leeward wall
is considered as an extension of the side wall, no such extrapo-
lation is required, as all mass points on the leeward wall are
equidistant from the blostward end of the frame. Here. the loading
for the entire wall is based on the pressure-time history at the
leeward end of the roof.

The extrapolation of the pressure data for the leeward wall
is accomplished on the basis of the vertical distance from the
roof to the mass point ;T ouestion, as shown below:

(Ppk)i (Ppk)L - pý)- (Ppk)L](Zil)/LR (17)

(tdr)i = (tdr;L - [(tdr)B - (tdr)L](lil)/LR (18)

The parameters in these equations are defined above with the
exception of 41 , which is the vertical distance from the roof to
the mass point in question on the leeward wall.

Interpolation and extrapolation for the shock front velocities
at the mass points on the roof and leeward walls are accomplished
in a similar manner. In cases involving structures located in low-
to-intermediate pressure ranges, the shock front velocity will be
constant across the structure. Therefore, there will generally
be no requirement for interpolating or extrapolating for these
quantities at the mass points on the roof and leeward wall.

In situations involving very long structures or structures
located in higher pressure regions, a more accurate interpolation
for the peak roof pressures, load durations and shock front veloc-
ities can be achieved by determining the combined incident/drag
pressure-time histories and shock front velocities at one or more
locations along the roof girder, such as the middle of the roof
or at every column/girder intersection. The data computed at two
such locations is then utilized to interpolate for the pressures,
durations and velocities at intervening mass points. Such an
approach is also applicable for computing the pressure-time his-
tories and shock front velocities at points on the leeward column
when the leeward wall is taken as an extension of the roof. Here,
pressure-time histories and velocities are computed at each floor
level (including the foundation) and the interpolation is per-
formed for the mass points between successive floor levels.
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Phasing of Pressure-Time Histories for the Frame Analysis "

The waveforms are phased on a time scale in order to simulate
the effect of the blast wave traversing the structure. This
phasing is accomplished by specifyinig a time lag before commencing
the loading at each mass point. This quantity represents the time
between the initial impingement of the blast wave on the frame and
the arrival of the wave at the leading edge of the tributary area
associated with a given mass point. This quantity, generally re-
ferred to as the arrival or travel time, is computed as follows:

ta = D/UAVG (19) I
where ta = the arrival time

U = the distance from the blastward
surface of the frame to the leading
edge of the tributary area. This
distance is aiways measured parallel I
to the direction of the blast wave.

UAVG = the average shock front velocity
between the blastward end of the
frame and the mass point

Modification of Pressure-Time Histories for the Frame Analysis

Two modifications of the phased pressure waveforms are needed
which will account for the time lag effects and non-uniformity in
the loading on the individual tributary areas. A typical modified
waveform is depicted in Figure 28.

The first modification consists of applying a rise time, trt,
to the loading. This quantity represents the time required for
the blast wave to traverse the tributary area, and is computed
using the following equation:

trt= a/U (20)

where trt = the rise time which is the time
required for the blast wave to
traverse the tributary area

a = the maximum dimension of the
tributary area measured parallel
to the direction of propagation
of the shock front
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U = the shock front velocity at the
L mass point

The second modification is effected to simulate the non-
uniformity of the loading on the tributary area. As the wave
moves across the area, an unequal pressure distribution will
exist. To account for this effect, an average pressure, (Ppk)AVG'
is utilized in the analysis.

For the usual case of the linearly decaying loading function
(see Fig 28)t the average pressure acting on the area is computed
using the following expression:

(Ppk)AVG - Ppk[I - (a/2Utdr)] (21)

where (Ppk)AVG - the average peak pressure
acting on the tributary area

Ppk - the peak pressure (the peak
reflected pressure or the sum
of the incident and drag pres-
sures, whichever is the case)initially acting at a given mass

point

tdr - the duration of the pressure
waveform (whether incident or
reflected) computed using the
methods of S;ection 4-14 of
Reference 3

ffor the incident pressure-

t nohistory

= t for the reflected pressure-
time history with a linear decay
(Fig 26b).

For the particular case of the reflected pressure waveform
with the bilinear decay (Fig 26a), the parameter t is replaced
in Equation 21 by a fictitious duration for the reflected pressure,
tR, which is conputed using the following equation:

tR = tc/Cl - Ps/P (22)

where tc = the clearing time required to relieve
the reflected pressure. This quantity
is computed as outlined in Section 4-14
of Reference 3.
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P the value of the pressure at
= time tc (Fig 26a)

P • Pr the peak reflected pressure
(Fig 26a)

The modified reflected pressure waveform with a bilinear decay is
illustrated in Figure 29.

Calculation of Arrival Time, Rise Time and Average Pressre
for Tributar Areas on the Varicus Surfaces

To compute the blast loading parameters, ta, trt and (Pnk)AVG'
"the quantities a and D must be known. Examples of a and D a e ....

shown in Figures 30 and 31 for tributary areas on blasward walls;
in Figure 32 for tributary areas on the roof; and in Figures 33
through 35 for tributary areas on leeward walls. Illustrations
showing both normal and quartering shock waves are provided.
The figures are not meant to specify the expressions for computing
the values of a and D; instead, they are included to illustrate
the manner in which these quantities are determined, and therefore
provide guidance for accomplishing this task.

Three illustrations related to the leeward walls are supplied
because of the complex nature of the loading on these su-faces.
Briefly, the loading on the leeward wall of the structure consists
of secondary waves formed by the expanding pressure front as it
moves past the rear edges of the building. These waves spill
over from the roof and adjacent walls. For the purpose of com-
puting the pressure-time histories for the analysis, the le-ward
wall is assumed to be an extension of either the ro,'f or adjacent
wall. If the spillover from the roof produces a more rapid load-
ing of the leeward wall, the leeward wall is taken as an extension
of the roof and the values for a and D are determined as illus-
trated in Figure 33. On the other hand, if the spillover from
the adjacent wall produces a more rapid loading, Figures 34 and
35 are applicable.

in most cases in-olving single-story buildings, the spillover
from the roof produces the more rapid loading on the portion of
the leeward wail supported by the interior frames; while the
spillover from the adjacent walls produces the same effect for
the portion of the leeward wall supported by the end frames. In
situations involving multi-story buildings, the tributary areas
at the upper stories may be initially loaded by the spillover
from the roof; whereas those areas at the base will initially be
engulfed by the spillover from adjacent walls.
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Calculation of Blast Loading Parameters tpk. tc,. W

The time, tpk, at which pressure (Ppk)AVG occurs is computed

using the following equation:

tpk =ta +Irt (23)

The fictitious clearing time, tc,, for the modified reflected
pressure-time history with a bilinear decay is computed using the
equation below:

tc' ta + trt/ 2 + tc (24)

The duration, tDI, of the pressure-time history is computed
as follows:

tDI = trt/ 2 + tdr (25)

and the time, tT, at which the pressure decays to zero is:

tT = ta + tDI (26)

The parameters, ta, trt, tc and tdr are defined in the preceding

sections.

5.4 Special Considerations

An area of special concern involves the use of pressure
pulses with zero rise times; a situation common in analyses of
frames for normal shock waves. Since a portion of the front wall
area is assigned to the mass point at the exterior girder/column
connection, some of the horizontal load will be applied directly
along the longitudinal axis of the roof girder. When this occu..s,
an artificial magnification of the axial load in the girder may
result due to the response of the member in its extensional mode.
This magnification, combined with the spurious extensional mode
vibrations of the member, will warp the axial load/bending moment
interaction, which is the basis for determining when plastic action
occurs. As discussed in Section 4.2, one method of avoiding this
problem is to use multiple intermediate mass points (up to a max-
imum of three) on the exterior columns. This will reduce the
magnitude of the axial load applied directly to the girder. If
this remedy cannot be applied, another means of avoiding the
problem is to alter the pressure waveform. This alteration can
be accomplished by computing the period of the exterior column
taken as a single-degree-of-freedom system. Using one quarter
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of this period in place of the rise time, t i, in the equations
of the preceding sections, a waveform corresponding to either of
those shown in Figures 28 and 29 (as thM, case may be) can be con-
stroicted and utilized in the analysis.

Problems can also occur when the duration of the blast load-
ing is small compared to the frequencies of the analytical model.
This problem will arise in applications of DYNFA to situations
involving close-in explosions. Although such applications of
DYNFA will be rare, facility designers should be aware of the
problem. In these situations, the integration time interval must
be short enough to insure that the total impulse is included in
the analysis. The use of a maximum time interval equal to 1/20th
of the loading duration will achieve the desired result. Too
large an interval will p'roduce a stunted representation of the
loading in the analysis which, in turn, will produce a lower cal-
culated response of the frame than that which actually occurs.
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SECTION 6

DESIGN CRITERIA

6.1 Introduction

In order to restrict the amount of damage a structure will
experience when resisting the effects of an accidental explosion,
limiting values must be assigned to the appropriate response
quantities. For members which can be analyzed as single degree-
of-freedom systems (beams, floor and wall panels, Joists, etc.),
the appropriate quantities are the maximum ductility ratio (de-
fined as the ratio of the maximum deflection to the equivalent
elastic deflection) and the maximum end support rotation. Bcth
of these quantities are computed as functions of the deflection
at the midspan of the member. A detailed discussion of these
criteria is presented in Chapter 2 of Reference 1.

Frame structures, on the other hand, must be analyzed as
multi-degree of freedom systems and therefore the peak response
of these structures cannot be determined on the basis of a single
response quantity. This fact, combined with the wide range and
time-varying nature of end conditions of the individual frame
members, makes the measurement of ductility ratios and support
rotations more complex. Consequently, other criteria are re-
quired to measure the complex responses of a frame structure.
The deformation criteria in Section 2.3.2 of Reference 1 estab-
lishes acceptable limits for certain quantities related to the I
frame response. However, these response quantities do not, in
some cases, provide a clear indication of the amount of inelastic
action occurring. Hence, some members may be on the verge of
collapsing due to the occurrence of excessive plastic strains
while the analysis indicates that the deflections of the frame
are within the deformation criteria. Therefore, other response
quantities must be monitored in order to provide a more precise
measurement of the plastic deformations. In addition, limits
for these quantities must be specified in order to restrict the
amount of damage suffered by the structure. The designation of
appropriate response quantities for measuring the plastic de-
formations, together with the limiting values specified for these
quantities, provide the basis for the ductility criteria for
frame structures. These ductility criteria and the applicable
deformation criteria in Reference I govern the design of blast-
resistant frame structures.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the frame de-
sign criteria. Consistent with the standards established in
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Reference 1, the criteria are specified for two different levels
of damage. Structures *n the first category are designated as
"freusable" structures; while those in the second category are
referred to as 'non-reusable" structures.

apiThe first part of the frame design criteria consists of the
apicahle portions of the deforniation criteria given in Ref-

erence 1. These criteria establish limits on the following re-
sponse quantities: (1) the sidesway deflection, 6, of each
story, anid (2) the end rotation, e, (also referred to as the
"Hchordal angle") of the individual members with reference to a
chord joining the member ends. These quantities are illustratnd
in Figure 36. T hey are computed using the appropriate portions
of the response history printed by DYNFA (Section 9.5).

As specified in Reference 1, the limiting values for the
aforementioned response quantities are:

I1. Rek -able stvuctures:J

For sidesway, maximuini 6/H 1/50

For individuual frame uieim'ur-s emax =10.

2. Non-reusable structures:

For sidesway, maxnimum~ e/H 1/25

For individual frame members, emax 20'.

The second part of the frame design criteria, consisting of
the limitingj ductility ratios, is pr~esented iIn the reimiinder of
this section.

A stuniary of the frame deqign criteriR is provldo'd at the
end of this section.

6.2 Measujrc;entof DLctmtv R~atic

The response quantity used tc rne~suee the ductility ratio
is the Oelt*nt end rotaticn, y (Fxg 37 and 38), whtch is the
angle betw'eeni the longitudinal axis of an eleivent in it, ini~:ial
posit-Ion, and a tangert to' the elastic curve of the element.
(n cortrast, the member end rotation, a (F~g 36), is measur'ed
between one chord joininp' both ends, of a member and another
chord joining one end with a point at the midspan of the deformed
membJer.
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In the elastic response range, the element end rotation, y
(Fig 37), consists of the two components listed below:

1. A rigid body component, a, which is computed as
follows:

(YB - YA)/L (27)
where (YB YA) = the differential displacement

between the ends of the element

L = the length of the element

2. An elastic component, *, which is the difference
between the total element end rotation, y, and
the rigid body rotation, a:

Y =(28)

The elastic components, OA and *n, at points ends A and B (Fig 36),
are a direct measure of the berding moments at the ends of the
element.

In the inelastic response range, the element end rotation
consists of three components (Fig 37), namely: a rigid body
rotation, a, which varies throughout this period as the element
continues to deform; the elastic component, €max, measured at the
onset of yielding at the end of the element; and a plastic com-
ponent, 0, which commences with initial yielding at the end of
the element and increases until a peok plastic rotation, smax,
is realized. The elastic component of the rotation remains con-
3tant at a value of €max throughout the yielding process until a
peak plastic rotation, amx, is achieved. At this time, the
element unloads and the Telastic rotation varies accordingly.
Appendix C presents the equations for the plastic component of
the element end rotation for all of the possible combinatiorns of
yield conditions.

The computation of the various components of the element end
rotations is performed by DYNFA as part of the frame analysis.
The program also rec.rds the maximum positive and negative plas-
tic and elastic components of the rotations at both ends of each
element and uses these values 1o compute the maximum ductility
ratios for each element using the following equation:

= 1.0 + 8max/4 max (29)
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6.3 Ductilit Ratios for Members Subjected to Bending Alone or-
to Simultaneous Bending and Axial Tensiern

Since the member!ý of the frame are subjected to axial loads
as well as bending moments, consideration must be given to the
impact of the axial load on the ability of the member to sustain
plastic deformations. In cases of steel members subjected to
bending alone or to ,simultaneous bending and axial tension, ••

ductility ratios between 13 and 20 were measured at collapse
(Ref 16). In order to avoid a failure, however, the maximum
ductility ratios have been specified as 3 for reusable structures
aid 6 for non-reusable structures. These quantities were derived
by placing factors of safety (approximately 4 for reusable struc-
tures and 2 for non-reusable structures) on the minimurmi ductility
ratio measured at collapse. In assigning these safety factors,
the priniry consideration in the case of reusable structures was
to limit the amount of damage; whereas in the case of non-reusable
structures, the primary consideration was to provide an ample
margin of safety against collapse.

6.4 Ductility Criteria for Beam Columns

Failure Mode of Beam Columns

Beam columns may suffer an instability failure at ductility
ratios below those measured for members subjected to simultaneous A
bending and axial tension. Consider the typical load-deformation
response, depicted in Figure 39, for a laterally loaded beam
column. Note that the load-carrying ability of the member dis-
sipates after the peak load has been achieved. As the unloading
progresses, an instability failure occurs due to the formation
of plastic hinges on the member. Hence, the effects of stability
must be considered for beam columns, because in some situations,
plastic deformations corresponding to ductility ratios of 3 and
6 may not be attainable without a failure occurring.

Basis of Criteria

In order to incorporate the effects of beam column insta-
bility into the failure criteria, the data and methods of Galambos
and others (References 16 and 17) were used to develop limiting
ductility ratios for beam columns. In this report and in Ref-
erences 16 and 17, the ultimate ductility ratios are expressed in
terms of the rotation capacity of the member end. The rotation
capacity, Rc, is defined as the ratio of the maximum plastic
rotaticn at failure, Omax, to the maximum elastic rotation, kmax,
which occurred at the onset of inelastic action (see Fiq 39).

A
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The ultimate ductility ratio is defined in terms of the rotation
capacity as follows:

"ult 1. + Rc (30)

In References 16 and 17, the quantities *mx and nax aroe
measured in terms of the tctal member end rotation; whereas in

K DYNFA, these quantities are measured in terms of the relative
member end rotation. Nevertheless, computing Rr in terms of
either of these quantities produces similar results. Hence,
the DYNFA method for computing the ductility ratios is consistent
with the method used in References 16 and 17 for establishing
the ductility criteria.

Members Subjected to End Moments

The limiting rotatior capacities will vary depending upon
the nature of the applied loads/moments and the conditions of
restraint existing at the member ends. To provide a basis for
the design of beam columns, data were developed for most, if not
all, of the various types of loadings and end conditions en-
countered in frame structures. Rotation capacity data are pro-
vided in Reference 16 for beam columns subjected to bending
moments applied at one or both ends of the member. These data
are presented in Figures 41 and 42. The figures present the
relationship between the rotation capacity and the applied ixial
load for members with varying slenderness ratios. In the fig- 'I
ures, the applied axial load, P, is expressed in non-dimensional
form as a fraction of the ultimate tensile capacity, Pp; and the
slenderness ratio is designated by the ratio t/r where Iis the
total length of the member and r is the radius of gyration about
the axis of bending. Figure 40 contains an index which corre-
lates the loading condition with the appropriate ductility
criteria.

Members Subjected to Lateral Loads

The design data foi- laterally-loaded members were developed
using the methods and data proviJad in References 17 and 18.
Rotation capacity curves fcr laterally-loaded hmembers were devel-
oped using a numerical integration procedure (Ref 18) to determine
the lateral load versus end rotation relationship for the member.
A typical curve is depicted in Figure 39. As illustrated in the
figure, the maximum elastic (4max) and plastic (Omax) rotations
are defined as the rotations which correspond to a lateral load
equal to 95 percent of the peak load on the curve. This defini-
tion is based on the results of tests on beam columns subjected
to applied end moments (Ref 16). These tests revealed a marked
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increase in the rate of collapse as the member unloaded to a
moment equal to 95 percent of its measured capacity.

The design data developed is presented in Figures 44 through
53. The loading condition considered for the generation of these
data consisted of a uniformly distributed lateral load applied
simultaneously with a compressive axial load. The curves in
these figures express the limiting rotation capacity as a func-
tion of the slenderness ratio of the member and the applied axial
load. The rotation capacities are computed for the location on
the member at which the first plastic hinge forms. Each curve
in these figures corresponds to a constant slenderness ratio.

In developing the design data for this report, the methods
of Reference 17 were extended to situations in which rotational
"restraints are provided at the ends of the member. The purpose
of this extension was to more accurately simulate conditions in
an actual structure, where al members are provided with elastic
rotational restraints at their ends.

'Two general conditions of rotational end restraint were
considered, namely: both ends of the member restrained by elastic
elements of equal stiffness; and one end of the member elastically
restrained and the other end pinned. The data provided for each
condition of end restraint were computed for five values of the
rotational stiffness of the restraining element. Each of Figures
44 through 53 contains the rotation capacity curves for one value
ofi the rotational stiffness. In each figure, the stiffness of
the restraining element is expressed in terms of the moment dis-
tribution factor of the beam column. Figure 43 contains ar index
of the figures for the various values of the distribution factors.

The distribut 4on factor is commonly used in performing moment
distribution (Hardy-Cross) analyses of continuous beams. The
distribution factor at one end of a frame member is computed as
follows:

DFAB = KAB/EK (31)

where DFA = the distribution factor for frame
member AB at joint A

KAB the relative rotational stiffness
of frame member AB

K= the sum of the relative rotational
stiffnesses of all frame members
(including mnember AB) intersecting
at joint A.
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The reader is referred to one of the standard texts on indeter-
minate structural analysis (such as Ref 19) for additional guid-
ance in computing these factors.

The rotation capacity data provided in the figures cover a
range of cases in which the distribution factors for the frame
members vary from a minimum of 0.0625 to a maximum of 0.75. The
lower values (0.0625 through 0.25) reflect conditions of restraint
approachii'g fixidity; whereas the highest value (0.75) reflects
a condition approaching a pin-ended support.

Factors of Safety and Limiting Ductility Ratios

The data contained in the aforementioned figures represents
the values of the rotation capacities at a condition of imminent
failure. In order to provide an ample margin against collapse of
the member, a factor of safety is applied to these values in the
frame design. The safety factors specified are 4 for reusable
structures and 2 for non-reusable structures. Since the rotation
capacity data preclude fracture of the material, limiting duc-
tility ratios of 3 for reusable structures and 6 for non-reusable
structures are specified.

The ductility ratio utilized for the design of a beam columnj
is the minimum of either the ductility ratio derived from the
data in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53, or the limiting (luc-
tility ratio.

Use of the Rotation Capacity Curves

The data contained in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53 are
used in conjunction with the output of DYNFA to determine the
adequacy of the members of tL~a frame. The maximum allowable
ductility ratio for a member is determined in the following man-
ner. First, using the computed moments which occur when the
maximum ductility ratio is realized in the response, sketch the[
moment diagram for the member. Compare this moment diagram with
those shown in Figures 40 and/or 43. These figures correlate
the data contained in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53 with itheI
various loading conditions for which the criteria were developed.
This correlation is accomplished on the basis of the moment ilia-
grams produced by the various loading conditions.

It should be noted that the bending moment diagrams showin
in Figures 40 and 43 conform to the standard beam sign convention
(i.e., negative moment produces tension at upper or outside
flange of member). On the other hand, the bending moments printed
by DYNFA conform to a sign convention which is based entirely on
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r7the direction of rotation produced by the moment (i.e., negative
moment produces clockwvise rotation). Therefore, when sketching
the moment diagram for a member, the signs of the moments must
be altered to conform to the standard beam sign convention.

Find the moment diagram in Figure 40 or 403 which has the
closest resemblance to the moment diagram constructed using the
DYNFA output and extract the ductility criteria for the member
from the appropriate figure(s) of those listed. Figure 40 is
generally applicable to members subjected to end moments; whereas
Figure 43 applies to laterally-loaded members. Figure 40 may
also apply in cases where small lateral loads are encountered.
Due to the complexities inherent in the blast-induced response
may be produced by two effects, namely: the transverse loads
acting directly on the member, and the bending moments applied
at the ends of the member. The latter effect is usually produced
by the direct loading on adjacent members or the overall sidesway
response of the frame. In such cases, the bending moment dia-
gram for the member at the instant it attains its peak response,
will exhibit characteristics of the moment diagrams for each of
these load cases. When this occurs, the ductility criteria for
the member Is taken as the minimum of the ductility criteria for
the two loadings producing the member's peak response. Gen-
erally, the ductility criteria for the member will correspond
tu that for the lateral load case (Fig 43).A

if 'odSecon, from the printed output of DYNFA, read the axial
loa raio P/pwhere P corresponds to teaxial load in the

memer henthe maximum plastic rotation occurs and P is the
ultimate tensile capacity of the member. Enter the a~proprlate
curv (inFig 41, 42 or 44 through 53) with this quantity to-

Lether with the slenderness ratio (l/r) for the axis of bending
of the member, and read the limiting rotation capacity. Here,
the total length, 1, instead of the effective length, K41, (where
K is the effective length factor), is used to compute the slen-
derness ratio. In some cases, interpolation of the data may be
required in areas where the curves are extremely sensitive to
variations in one or more parameters, such as: thp slenderness
ratio, i/r, or, in cases involving laterally-loaded members, the
distribution factor, DF. Here, engineering judgement will have
to be exercised to determine whether the interpolation is re-
quired. The following guidelines are offered to assist in the
interpol ati on:

1. For values of P/P less than 0.20, plot a curve
of the values of versus Z/r for a constant
value of DF and P/Pr. Read from this curve the
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value of R for the value of 1/r required. For
values of P/P greater than 0.20, interpolate
for 1/r by intpection.

2. To interpolate for values of DF, plot curves ofFRc versus DF for constant values of P/Pp and I/r;
use at least three points for this curve. Read
from this curve the value of Rc for the distribu-
tion factor, OF, required.

3. When the distribution factor is less than 0.0625
or greater than 0.75, the values of Rc shall be
taken as equal to those for distribution factors
of 0.0625 and 0.75, respectively.

4. When the distribution factors, DFAB and DFBA for
a member restrained at both ends are unequal,
enter the curves with the lower of the two values
of the DF, and read the corresponding values of
Rc for each of the following cases:

a. Both ends of member restrained (Ref Fig
44 through 48). The value of Rc for this
case is the upper limit of the rotation
capacity for the member.

b. One end restrained, other end pinned (Ref
Fig 49 through 53). The value of Rc for
this case is the lower limit of the rotation
capacity for the member.

Using the two values of R thus obtained, the value
of the rotation capacity for the member is computed
as illustrated in Figure 54. In the example shown
the distribution factor DFAB is taken as the lower
of the two distribution factors for the member.
The upper portion of the figure shows the tabulated
rotation capacities for cases a and b above. In
the lower portion of the figure, the tabulated
values of Rp are plotted versus the corresponding
values of for end B of the member. Since data
for only two points are available, the plot is
taken as a straight line. The value of (Rc)m for
the member is then determined by entering the plot
with the actual value of distribution factor, DFBA.

Finally, the limiting ductility ratio is computed by dividing
the rotation capacity by the appropriate factor of safety and
adding one to the resulting quotient.
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Limitations in Ductility Ratio Criteria for Beam Columns

The failure criteria related to beam columns was developed
un the basis of a series of non-linear analyses (Ref 16, 17 and
18) in which the following simplitying assumptions were made:

1. The member ir, subjected to in-plane bending only.

2. The ends of the member remain stationary; that is,
no differential displacement occurs between the
member ends.

3. In most cases, collapse will be caused by the
overall instability of the member, and therefore,
the effects of local failure modes, such as local
or torsional buckling, can be neglected.

In the first instance, it was considered appropriate to base
the criteria on the in-plane bending behavior of' beam columns
and account for the effects of bi-axial bending by using reducedI
bending capacities in the frame analysis, as described in Sec-
tion 7. Application of the provisions in Section 7 will yield
an ample margin of conservatism which precludes the need for a
three-dimensional stability criteria.

The second atssumption neglects the possible reductions inI
the rotation capacities of the columns due to sidesway motions
of the frame. However, these reductions are partially account~ed
for by the incý: ision of the P-A effect in the analysis. In addi-
tion, they will be offset, to some extent, by the stabilizing
effects of the inertial forces on the member, which retard the
buckling process.

Frame members designed according to the provisions contained
in Sections 3.3.4 through 3.3.6 of Reference 1 will not be sus-
ceptible to local failures, such as local buckling or lateral
torsional buckling. Therefore, the exclusion of the local failure
modes from the development of the criteria is appropriate. How-
ever, in some cases, the design cannot conform to the referenced
specifications and, therefore, the possible occurrence of these
types of failures may reduce the available rotation capacity of
the member (Ref 16). Reductions caused by lateral torsional
buckling are partially accounted for by using a reduced bending
capacity for the member in the analysis (Section 4.4). However,
additional data is required to establish criteria for beam columns
subjected to local failures. At present, there is little data
available for this purpose and, therefore, in the absence of this
data, 'it may be necessary to restrict the amount of inelastic
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action to much lower levels than those specified in this section.
S.. In extreme cases, it may even be necessary to design the members

to remain elastic throughout the response. Here, the designer
must exercise some jud ement in assessing what level of inelastic
dynamic response is tolerable.

6.5 Sunmary of Criteria

1. Sldesway and end rotation criteria

a. Reusable structures

For sldesway, maximum 6/H " 1/50

For individual frame members, emax

b. Non-reusable structures

For sidesway, maximum 6/H 1/25

For individual frame members, emax 20

2. Ductility criteria

a. Reusable structures

Members subjected to combined bending and axial
tension, Umax = 3

Mambers subjected to combined bending and axial
compress ion:

"gmax I + Rc/4

or

"max 3, whichever governs.

b. Non-reusable structures

Members subjected to combined bending and axial
tension, "'max = 6

Members subjected to combined bending and axial
compression:

"1max = I + Rc/2
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imax * 6, whichever governs.

Note: 1. R in the above equations designates the
uitlmate rotation capacity read from the
appropriate curve of those provided In
Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53.

2. The limits specified apply to plastic
deformations occurring within the span
of a mem.ber or at the member ends.
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SECTION 7

DESIGN METHODS FOR BI-AXIAL BENDING OF COLUMNS

7.1 Introduction

The nature of the blast loading on rectangular buildings is
such that, for any direction of shock wave propagation, some
building columns, if not all, are subjected to bi-axial bending.
To illustrate this, consider the structure shown in Figure 55,
which is typical of those encountered in ammunition facilities.
Under the influence of Shock Front 1, all of the Y-direction
frames will experience sidesway motion, while those in the X-
direction will not. In addition, all of the exterior columns on
lines 1 and 4 will respond to the side-on pressures. As a con-
sequence, all of the exterior columns will undergo bi-axiai bend-
ing while the interior columns experience bending about one axis
only. If the effects of Shock Front II are considered, bi-axial
bending occurs in all of the columns.

When designing the interior Y-direction frames for Shock
Front I, each frame can be analyzed with DYNFA as an independent
structural system. However, in situations where bi-axial bending
occurs (such as those described above), the frame design, and
therefore the DYNFA analysis, must account for the interactions
between the responses of orthogonal frames. Since the analysis
performed by DYNFA is restricted to uni-axial bending of the
frame members, an approach is needed whereby the applicability of
the program can be extended to situations involving bi-axial bend-
ing. Such an approach is presented in this section.

7.2 Basic Procedure

A more rigorous approach to the problem would entail a
three-dimensional elasto-plastic analysis of the entire building.
For the general type of structure encountered, this would consti-
tute an impractical task. An alternate approach has been devel-
oped which utilizes the DYNFA program as described below.

Briefly, several representative frames spanning in each di-
rection are selected for analysis with DYNFA. In cases involving
shock waves normal to one of the exterior walls of the building
(such as Shock Wave I shown in Fig 55), the procedure can be
simplified as only the exterior columns of the side wall experi-
ence bi-axial bending. Hence, the analyses of the frames posi-
tioned perpendicular to the blast direction can be omitted and
the responses of the exterior colisnns to the side-on pressures
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can be estimated on the basis of single degree-of-freedom .

analyses.

Two DYNFA analyses are performed for each selected frame.
In the first analysis, inelastic behavior of the columns is ne-
glected. This is accomplished by using fictitiously high bend-
ing moment capacities (at least 2 to 3 times the actual capacity)
for the elements representing these members. Based on the results
of the first group of analyses, the bending capacity about each
axti of each building column is reduced to account for the simul-
taneous application of bending moments about both axes. With
reduced bending capacities specified for the columns, each frame
is re-analyzed with DYNFA. The inelastic behavior of the columns
Is included in the second group of analyses. The adequacy of all
frame members is assessed on the basis of the results of this
second group of analyses

Additional information on the procedure is provided in the

remainder of this section.

7.3 Use of Results of First Group of Analyses

Generai

The results of the first group of analyses are used for two
purposes, namely: to make a preliminary assessment of the struc-
tural integrity of each frame analyzed, and to determine the re-
duced bending capacities of the columns for use in the second
group of analyses.

Preliminary Assessment of Structural Integrity

rhe structural integrity of the frame members is investi-
gated on the basis of the criteria specified in Section 6. From
the DYNFA results, tabulate the following response parameters,
namely: the peak sidesway deflection of each frame, and the
maximum chordal angle and ductility ratio for each girder. Also
tabulate the maximum chordal angle for each exterior column.
Procedures for using the printed output of DYNFA to determine
the sidesway deflections and chordal angles are presented in
Section 9. The ductility ratios are computed and printed by
DYNFA. Compare these quantities with the frame design criteria
of Section 6. At this stage of the design, margins of 10 to 20
percent of the limiting values are required between the computed
response parameters and the design criteria. Where such margins
are not apparent, increase the sizes of the under-designed mem-
bers and rerun the analysis of that particular frame. These
margins are necessary to insure that the inelastic deformations
of the frames in the second group of analyses will not exceed
the design criteria.
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Reduced Bending Capacities of Columns

Following the preliminary assessment of the structural in-
tegrity, the design proceeds with the computation of the reduced
bending capacities of the columns. For a given column, tabulate
at each nodal point on the member, the maximum bending moments
which occur about each axis. Because only a few representative
"frames in each direction are analyzed, the printed output of
DYNFA will not contain the peak bi-axial bending moments for
eve'r., column being investigated. However, it can generally be
a,,...-aed that the response histories of several successive frames
spanning in one direction will be similar in magnitude, frequency
and duration, provided that the members of these frames have
similar properties and the loadings on each frame are similar in
magnitude and duration. By virtue of this assumption, the DYNFA
results for one column may be applied to another. For instance,
suppose the desired quantity is the peak moment about the X-axis
of column B3 (see Fig 55), but frame 2 was analyzed, not frame 3.
In this case, the desired moment is taken as the peak X-axis
moment for column B2. This assumption appli.. for estimating the
responses of the leeward exterior frames; that is, the response I
of frame 4 can be assumed to be equal to the response o,- frame 1
provided that the loadings for both frames are similar. When
larger pressure differentials occur between the ends of the build-
ing, it may be necessary to analyze all of the exterior frames.

With the peak-applied moments, My and M tabulated at each
nr.,;:- int, the nodal capacity reduction factors, Rn, are com-
,.;•. ;' shown below:

IMxI/Mmx + IMyI/Mmy-= Rn (32)

where x and MMY are defined and computed as described in Sec-
tion 2.4.

To eliminate unnecessary analyses, the following limits are
specified for the nodal reduction factor:

Rn < 1.25 for a reusable structure, and

Rn <_ 1.50 for a non-reusable structure.

These values apply to all but corner columns. The limits for

corner columns are:

Rn < 1.5 for a reusable structure, and

Rn < 2.0 for a non-reusable structure.
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If all nodal reduction factors for a member are greater than
the limtt';o value, the member should be increased in size. On i
11,N other hand, if all of the reduction factors are less than one,
decrease the size of the member. Compute nodal reduction factors .1
for the view member using its bending capacities and the bendinig
moments, Mx and My, computed for the original member.

Reduced moment capacities for the second group of analyses j
&re then computed as follows:

114 ,MXIRx/I (33a)

=Mmy "My/Rn (33b)

Momisent capacity reductions are effected at every nodal point on
each column. To illustrate the use of Equation (33), a sample
computation Is provided in Table 6 for a co',umn subjected to bi-

axia; bending. The column involved is mrdeled with two elements
7.4nodal points).

7.4 Use of Results of Second Group of Anallyses

analyzed with reduced bending capacities specified for the ele-
ments representing the columns. The results of this secot group
of analyses are then checked against the design criteria of Sec-
tlon 6 to determine the adequacy of the frame members.
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SECTION 8

USER'S MANUAL FOR DYNFA

8.1 Introduction

The mater'ial presented in this User's Manual includes a sum-
mary of the program capabilities, descriptions of the input data,
specifications of the computer usage, dimensional limitations of
the program, and the formats for the input data cards. A graphical
illustration showing the arrangement of a typical data deck ispresented at the end of the section. The prin .ed output of the

program is described in Section 9.

8.2 Capabilities of Program

The DYNFA program performs a multi-degree-of-freedom non-
linear dynamic analysis of a frame structure subjected to arbi-
trary time-dependent Icadings. The program considers the P-A
and beam-column effects in the analysis. In addition, the program
contains a static analysis routine. When this routine is utilized,
the static nodal displacements and element loads are used as the
initial conditions for the dynamic analysis.

The results of the dynamic analysis consist of the deforma-
tions of the structure expressed in terms of the nodal displace-
ments and ro .ations, the axial loads, bending moments and shears
in each of the elements, and the plastic defo,'miaticns oxpressed
in terms of ductility ratios for the elements.

8.3 Input Data

The input data are transmitted to the computer program via
punched cards containing the following data which are related tý
the analytical model of the structure:

1. The coordinates of the nodal points in a right-handed
Cartesian coordinate system.

2. The translational and rotational restraints specified
for the support nodes.

3. The masses assigned to the mass points.

4. The nodal connectivities, cross-sectional properties,
and the axial load and bending moment capacities of
the elements.
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5. The integration ta~ne interval and the number of these
time itrasfrcmungthe response of the structure.

6. The pressure waveforms for simulating the transient
loading on the structure.

7. The tributary loading areas assigned to the mass
points on the exterior members.

Before the input data can be punched on cards, identification
numbers must be assigned to the nodal points, elements and pres-
sure wAaveforms. Three distinct sets of identification numbers are
established: one set for the nodal points, one tor the elemtentsF and a third for the pressure waveforms. The numbers in each set
must be in sequential order begikining with the number 'I; gaps in
the numbering are not permissible. The appropriate identification
number must be entered on input cards containing data pertaining
to any of the aforementioned input parameters. Figure 56 shows
identification numbers for the nodal points and elements of a
typical model. In the figure, the element, numbers are enclosed in
circles in order to distinguish them from the nodal point numbers.
iLt is often desirable to do this in order to avoid confusion.

Additional information pertaining to the various input quan-
tities is contained in the following sections.

8.4 Nodal CoordinatesIThe nodal coordinates locate the position of the nodal points
with respect to the origin of a right-hand Cartesian coordinate
system (commonly referred to as the global coordinate system).
The orientation of this coordinate system and the location of its
origin is chosen by the analyst. The nodal coordinates, in effect,
define the geometry of the analytical model.

t The sign convention of the global coordinate system must be
rigidly adhered to when specifying such input parameters as the
nodal coordinates, tributary areas and static loads. To facilitate
the data preparation, the axes of the global coordinate system
should be directed horizontally and vertically, and the positive
directions of these axes should be established as follows:

1. The positive direction of the horizontal axis
should be taken in the direction of the propagation
of the shock front, and

2. The positive vertical axis should be directed upward.
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Figure 56 shows the global coordinate system for a typical
model. In order to minimize the possibility of errors in the
preparation of the Input data cards, the origin of the global
system should be located such that most, if not all, of the nodal
coordinates are positive quaitities. This is accomplished by
locating the origin at the lower left-hand corner of the model,
as shown in Figure 56.

In the input data specifications and in the printed output
of the program, the global axes in the plane of the model are
designated as the X and Y axes. The global Z axis is perpen-
dicular to the piane of the model. The positive direction of
"the global Z axis i; established by the application of the
right-hand rule.

The global coordinate system establishes the signs and di-

rections of the nodal displacements computed by DYNFA.

8.5 Conditions of Restraint

fr3nslational and/or rotational restraints are specified for
nodal points correspoiiaing to support points. Restraints are
specified for the individual components (translations in the X
and Y axes and rotation about the Z axis) of the aisplacement
vector at a nodal point. Where no restraint is apparent, tione
should be specified. Figure 57 illustrates tha manner in which
the support conditions for a structure are specified in terms
of nodal restraints.

Caution must be exercised when specifying this input data
as errors will completely alter the results of the anaiysis.
In addition, enough nodes must be restrained to prevent rigid
body motion of the model.

8, 6 Lumped Masses

Masses are assigned to selected nodal points in the model.
The methods utilized to distribute the mass in the model are pre-
sented in Section 4.3. Two masses, one for each translational
degree of freedom, may be specified for each mass point; however,
the mass quantities specified for a single mass point need not be
equal. Positive and/or negative signs must rever be assigned
to these quantities.
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8.7 In.nput Data for Elements

General

The data required consists of the nodal connectivities, the
cross-sectional properties and the axial load (tensile and com-
pressive) and bending moment capacities. The input data related
to the nodal connectivities are discussed in this section. The
other items are treated in Section 4.4.

Nodal Connectivities

The nodal connectivities; are the nodal points at the ends of
each element. These quantities define the connectivity of the
members of the structure; hence, they establish the configuration
of the model.

The nodal connectivities are also used to define a right-
hand Cartesian coordinate system associated with each element.
This system is commonly referred to as the local coordinate
system. The local axes in the plane of the model are dqsignated
the x-y axes; the local axis perpendicular to the plane of the
model is designated as the z axis.

The local x axis for an element coincides with its longi-
tudinal axis; the direction of the local x axis is determined by
the order in which the nodal connectivities are entered on the
element input card. The first nodal point number punched on the
element card is taken by DYNFA as the origin of the local system.
The positive direction of the x axis is from the first to the
second nodal point number specified for the element. The direc-
tior of the positive z axis taken by the program to be identical
to that chosen by the analyst for the global Z axis. The posi-
tive direction of the local y axis is determined in the program
by the application of the right-hand rule. The local coordinate
system for an element is shown in Figure 58. The designations
JA and JB in the figure refer to the first and second nodal
points entered on the element input card.

Local coordinate systems for colinear and/or parallel ele-
ments should have the same orientation. In this way, the axial
loads and shears for these elements will conform to the same
sign convention. It is also recommended that the elements repre-
senting a single frame member be numbered sequentially, and that
the numbering of these elements begin at one end of the member
and proceed to the other end. In this manner, the loads and
bending moments for the member will be printed out in a properly
ordered block of data.
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Pinned Connections of Elements

In the DYNFA analysis, it is assumed that the relationships
between all force and displacement vector components of an ele-
ment are governed by identical continuity and equilibrium equa-
tions. In many structures, there may be local deviations fromI this condition. In frame structures, such deviations are caused
by non-rigid member connections and other types of structural
discontinuities such as splices in the span of a member or the
pinned connections of diagonal braces in braced frames. TheI DYNFA program has provisions for including these structural dis-
continuities in the analysis. In DYNFA, structural discontinuity
is simulated by inserting a local pin at the end of an element.
The specification of a local pin indicates that tChe moment at the
pinned end of the element is zero. Local pins produce discon-
tinuities in the individual elements for which they are specified;
they do not alter the conditions of continuity and equilibrium
for other elements. Figure 59 illustrates the manner in which
several types of member connections are specified in terms of

The careless use of local pins can lead to errors in the
analysis. Where a moment discontinuity exists at the intersection
of two elements, only one intersecting element should be pinned;
pinning both elements at the same node will produce a singularity
inthe program exctiofn.s Lotixcalupins shul nevrbemaused aotion spcfy
inthe systeam sxctiffnes moatri cauing ahul prematrbe abortion opcfy

V_ a pinned support node. The pinned condition at a support node is
automatically created by the exclusion of a rotational restraint
for the node.

8.8 Integration Time Interval and Duration of Response

Integration Time Interval *
Determining the integration time interval, to be utilized

for the numerical integration, involves estimating the frequency
of the highest mode of vibration of the model. The increment to
be used should be approximately 1/20 of the period of vibration
of the highest mode in the model, whether it be an extensional
or bending mode.

The equation for the period of the primary extensional mode
of a member is: a=2r~~(4

Ta 2n e (34
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where Ta *the period of the primary extensional mode

L *the total length of the member

Me =the concentrated mass at the end of the
member. The mass utilized is associated
wi th the dynamic degree-of-freedom in the
direction of the longitudinal axis of the
member. When masses are concentrated at
both ends of a member, the lesser of the
two should be used to compute the period.

A = the cross-sectional area of the member

E -the modulus of elasticity of the material.

The bending modes considered comprise the, higher order
bending modes of the individual members. Only members with in-
termediate mass points are investigated. The general equation
for computing the natural period of vibration for the bending
mode of a beam is:

Tb =(1/C)T i4L =/E 1 (35)

where the parameters L and E are defined above and the remaining
parameters are defined below:

Tb =the natural period of vibration

Mi=the summnation of the masses at all
intermediate mass points on the member

I the moment of inertia of the member

C = constant

Values of the constant "1C" are provided in Table 7 for beams
with up to four intermediate mass points between supports. In
the table, data are provided for members with different support
conditions. In choosing which support condition applies for a1, given member, consideration should be given to the rotational
restraint provided at the ends of the member by adjoining members.
Only the period of the highest mode cf the member is required.

The proper selection of an integration time interval is
mandatory when utilizing numerical integration procedures.
Using an increment that is too large will result in a numerical
integration which either produces erroneous results or becomes
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unstable; while using an increment that is too small entails
greatly increased computer costs.

r
Duration of Response

The number of integration time intervals specified in the
S£ input is determined on the basis of the natural period of the

stdesway mode of the frame. Generally, the response is computed
for a duration of one half the period of the sidesway mode. In
most cases, all of the significant responses will occur during
this time interval. If the rebound of the frame is desired, the
computation of the response is extended to a duration equal toF •the period of the sidesway mode.

The sidesway natural period of single-story rectangular
frames is computed using the following equation:

Ts = 2 7rr1feKKL (36)

where Ts = the natural period of the frame

me = the equivalent mass of the frame consisting
of the total roof mass plus one third of I
the col umn and wall masses

K = the stiffness factor for single-story
rectangular frames subjected to uniform
horizontal loads. This quantity is
defined in Table 8.

KL = a load factor that modifies K I
= 0.55(1 - 0.25s)

a = base fixity factor (i.e., 8 = 0 for a
pinned base and B = 1 for a fixed base)

The natural period for rigid frames with supplementary
diagonal tracing is given by:
(I Ts = 2w v'/(KKL + Kb) (37)

All parameters in this equation, with the exception of Kb, are
defined above. Kh is the horizontal stiffness of the diagonal
bracing system which is given by:

Kb = (nAbEcos,3y)/L (38)
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where n the number of diagonal braces

Ab = the cross-sectional area of a diagonal
bracing member

y the angle batween the bracing member and
a h,,,-izontal plane

Note that the frame sclffness, K, is zer for braced frames
with non-rigid connections.

The number of time increments specified in the input is

computed as shown below:

NDT = 1 + Tf/At (39)

where NDT = the number of time increments specified
in the input

Tf= the desired duration of the response

at = the intejration time increment

When computing NDT, the quotient Tf/At is always rounded off
to a whole number.

Time Interval for Printed Output

An additional time parameter can bi specified in the input.
This parameter indicates the number of intearation time stations
to be skipped in the printed out•ut. Since the significant re-
sponses of the structure occur in low frequency modes, the re-
sponse need not be printed out at every integration time station
as much of these data would be of little interest. Generally,
the time interval utilized for printing the response output is
taken as '.0 to 20 times the integration time increment.

8.9 Pressure-Time Histories and Tributary_ Areas

General

The blast loading on the frame is specified in two parts.
The first part consists of the pressure-time histories; the
second part consists of the tributary areas assigned to the mass
points. Methods for computing these data are provided in Sec-
tion 5.
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Input Specification of Pressure-Time Histories

1he input specification of each waveform consists of the
pressures acting at discrete times. The waveform is approximated
in the analysis by a series of intersecting linear segments.
Each waveform must be defined for a time interval which begins at
t = 0.0 second and extends through the specified duration of the
response. Intervals of zero pressure must be accounted for in
the input. Figures 60 and 61 show the digitized pressure-time
'data that are entered in the input for the typical waveforms
depicted in Figures 28 and 29, respectively. Note that the
digitized data specification for each waveform includes the time
interval during which the pressure is zero.

Each pressure waveform must be assigned an identification
number. These numbers are used by DYNFA to match the pressure

rwaveforms with the corresponding tributary areas.A
E Input Specification of Tributary Areas

The assignment of the tributary areas to the various mass
points is described in Section 5.2. Each input card containing
tributary areas must also contain the nodal point number of the
mass point to-which the areas are assigned. Two areas may be
entered for each mass point. Each tributary area that is entered
in the input must be accompanied by the appropriate pressure
waveform identification number.

8.10 Specification of Dead and Live Loads

The static analysis routine in DYNFA is provided for the
purpose of performing the dead and live load analyses of frames.
Two types of static loadings can be specified in the input.
The first consists of uniformly distributed loadings on the
elemients. The direction of these loads is established by speci-
fying the axis of the global system (X, -Y) in which they act.
The second type consists of concentrated loads applied directlyI
to nodal points. Concentrated nodal loads conform to the sign
convention of the global coordinate system.

The dead load supported by a frame consists of the weight
of all roof structure and some wall structure within its tribu-
tary strip of the building. The distribution of the dead load
of the roof Is dependent upon the positioning of the purlins.
When the purlins are parallel to the frame, the dead loads of the
roof are distributed in the following manner:
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1.The weight of decking supported by the girder,
plus its own weight, is applied as a uniformly
distributed load to the elements representing the
member.

2. The remainder of the roof dead load is applied
a series of concentrated nodal loads at the girder/
col umn intersections.

When the purlins are positioned normal to the frame, either
of two procedures are utilized, dependingj upon the numnber of pur-
lins supported within the span of a particular girder. In cases
involving girders supporting three or less purlins, the follow-
ing procedure should be utilized:

1. The weight of the girder is applied as a uniform
load to the elements representing the member.

2. The weight of a purlin and the decking it sup-
ports is applied as a concentrated load to the
nodal point corresponding to the purlin/girder
connection.

3. The remaining dead load of the roof supported
by the frame is applied as a series of concentrated
loads at the girder/column intersections. '

When more than three purlins are supported within the spac. of a
girder, all weight supported by the member, plus its own weight,
is applied as uniformly distributed loads to the elements rep-
resenting the girder.

It is debatable as to what portion of the wall structure
is supported by the frame. Certainly, the columnis support them-
selves; hence, the weight of these members is applied as uniform
loads to the elements representing them. In single-story build-
ings, the secondary structure of an exterior wall supports itself.
However, it is conceivable that blast-induced failures in the
siding or in the connections of the siding to its support could
result in the redistribution of part or all of the dead load of
the wall structure to the column. To account for this, one half
of the weight of the secondary structure of the wall is applied
as a concentrated nodal load at the exterior girder/column
connection.
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8. 11 Lo~mouter Usage and Restrictions

The DYNFA program is written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC
6600 computer. The FORTRAN coding of the program is given in

e Appendix 0.

The size restrictions imposed by the dimensional constraints
of the program are sunmmarized as follows:

Item Maximum Number

Number of nodal points 30

Number of nodal points with
restraints 30

Number of mass points 30

Number of beam elements 30

Number of pressure waveforms 30

Number of discrete time stations
for each pressure waveform 20

Number of nodal points with
assigned tributary areas 30

Number of nodal points with
concentrated loads (static) 30

Number of integration time
increments Unlimited

Number of output-time stations Unlimited

8.12 Units

The program utilizes either the International System (SI)
or the U.S. System of Units. The SI Units are contained in the
program; whereas the U.S. Units must be requested by the user in
the input. The units for the various input parameters are pro-
vided in Section 8.13. The units used in the output are speci-
fied in Table 9.
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8.13 Formats of Input Data Cards

Introduction

This section presents the formats used for specifying the
various input parameteirs.

There are 15 types of cards used to specify the input data
for this program in addition to a terminator card required to
signify the end of the data. Each type of card is described
below in terms of data format, definition and field allocations.
The numbers above the graphic representation of each card iden-
tify the last column in each data field of that card. The

[ letters below designate the format for the data. In fields
designated "I", the quantity entered must be right-adjusted to
the last column in the field. A decimal point must not be used
with "I" formatted input data. In the fields designated T"F',

adecimal point is required; however, the number can be locatedI
anywhere within the field. Fields designated "A" may contain
alphanumeric data. A plus sign for a positive quantity must not
be used as it will abort the execution of the program. Minus
signs for negative quantities must be placed in the first blank

I~A~1kcolumn to the left of the number.

Structural Data Cards

Card Type 1: Structure Descriptioui Card (Required)

'Ths ar ~STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION CARD60

Thiscardmaycontain alphanumeric information in Columns 1-80.
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Card Type 2: Problem Specification Card (Required)

51 10 1 2 , 3 35 45 0

[NLELM NNOR W NNOF IPP IMP E YFCT

L: "I"FORMAT -- "F" FORMAT- 4

551 601 651 701 78 ~

LA NDEAD+LNOOEh N

"I" FORMAT-.....

NELM = Number of elements

NNODE = Number of nodal points

NNOR = Number of nodal points with restraints

NNOW = Number of nodal points with assigned masses
(number of mass points)

NNOF - Number of nodal points subjected to
blast loads (< NNOW)

IPP = 1 The program prints the nodal displaceients
and rotations at every output time station.
If this parameter is omitted, the nodal
displacement history will be excluded from
the output.

IMPV = 1 The program prints the element end loads
(axial load, shear and bending rmoment)
at every output time station. If this
parareter is omitted, the element end
loads will be excluded from the printed
output.

E = Modulus of elasticity (SI Units: kilopascal;
U.S. Units: pounds per square inch).

YFACT = Fraction of elastic stiffness utilized after
yielding (see Section 3.3). If this parameter
is omitted, a value of 0.05 is used by the
program.
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NELAS = 0 Normal Option: The program performs an
elastic-plastic analysis of structure.

= 1 Inelastic behavior of elements will not
be considered in the analysis.

NDEAD = 0 Normal Option: Program performs static
analysis on structure prior to the start
of dynamic analysis.

= 1 Static analysis of structure is omitted.

NLNODE = Number of nodal points with static loads.
If concentrated loads are applied to some
of the nodal points, an entry must be made
in the field.

This parameter is omitted if concentrated
nodal loads are not utilized.

NU US: The program accepts the input in the
U.S. System of Units. If no entry is made
in the field, the input is assumed to be
in SI Units.

Card Type 3: Nodal Coordinates Card (one card is required a
for each nodal point)

NODE N X Y,

(I) I- 'F" FORMAT - 4

NODE NO = The nodal poirnt number

X, Y = Nodal coordinates in the global coordinate
system (SI Units: meter; U.S. Units: inch) \ -r
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Card Type 4: Nodal Restraint Card (Enter restraint cards only
for support nodes - see Fig 57)

10 20' 30 40

NODE NO rXry rg

I" FORMAT-ALL. FIELDS)

NODE NO = The nodal point number
rX = 1; component of the nodal displacement

in the direction of the global X axis

is restrained,

= 0; no restraint applied.

ry = 1; component of the nodal displacement
in the direction of the global Y axis
is restrained.

= 0; no restraint applied.

r, = 1; rotation at nodal point is restrained.

= 0; no restraint applied.

Card Type 5: Nodal Mass Card (Enter cards for mass points only.)

10 20 30L OE 1N MX M
I) L---F" FORMAT- 4

NODE NO = The nodal point number of the mass point

MX = Nodal mass assigned to dynamic degee-of-
freedom in X-direction

Kf = Nodal mass assigned to dynamic degree-of-
freednm in Y-direction
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UNITS: SI System- kilogram

U.S. System - pound-force (conversion to
units of mass done by program)

Card Type 6: Element Cards (one card required for each element)

ELEM NO. A IJS Pij P. A

L I" FORMAT 'mF" FORMAT -

40 50 70 so4"I M-.A M"-. P0'° PU e°

- £F FORMAT

ELEM NO = The element number

JA = Nodal point at end A of element
(see Fig 58)

JB = Nodal point at end B of element

PA = 1: Local pin at end A of element
(see Fig 59)

P= : Local pin at end A of element

(see Fig 59)

A = Cross-sectional area (ST Units: centimeter
square; U.S. Units: inch square)

I = Momlent of inertia (SI Units: centimeter
fourth; U.S. Units: inch fourth)

MmA =Ultimate bending capacity of element at
end A (SI Units: kilonewton-meter;
UoS. Udits: pound-inch)

MmB = Ultimate bending capacity of element at
end B (Units: see above)
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P Ultimate dynamic load capacity In axial
tension (SI Units: kilonewton; U.S.
Units: pound)

Pu= Ultimate dynamic load capdclty in axial

compression (Units: see above)

Card Type 7: Damping (Require)

tol

IDAMPO
(F)

DAMP = Percentage of damping expressed as a
decimal

Card Type 8: Integration Time Card (Required)(Section 8.8)

jNDTj DT NSOj
(I) (F) (I)

NDT = Total number of time integration steps

DT = Integration time interval (Units: second)

NSKIP = Number of integration time steps to be
skipped between printout of structure's
response. For most applications, specify:
10 < NSKIP < 20. An entry is required
when the quantity one (1) is entered for
the parameters IPP and IMPV on Card Type 2.

Loading Data Cards

Input Cards for Dynamic Loads

The input required for each pressure waveform consists of
one Pressure Waveform Specification Card (Card Type 10) plus
several P-T Cards (Card Type 11). One P-T card is required for
each point in the waveform. All of the input cards for a wave-
form must be grouped together in the data deck.
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Card Type 9: Loading Specification Card (Required)

NWF 0
(I)

NWF = Number of pressure waveforms

Card Type 10: Pressure Waveform Specification Card
(one card required for each waveform)

0o 20

WF NO NPOINT V7

(I) (I)
WF NO = Pressure waveform identification number

NPOINT = Number of points (pressure versus time)
in waveform

Card Type 11: P-T Card (one card required for each point in
waveform) (see Fig 60 and 61)

I10 20

Pj Ti 'tu

k-F FORMAT--
Pi = The pressure of point i (SI Units: kilo-

pascal; U.S. Units: pound per square inch)

Ti= The time associated with point i
(Units: second)
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Card Type 12: Tributary Area Card (enter cards only for mass
points subjected to blast loads)

10 2 30 40 50

NODE NO AFX INDXX l INDX

r0
(I)(F)(1) F)(1)

NODE NO = The nodal point number

AFX = The tributary area associated with dynamic
degree-of-freedom in the X-direction
(SI Units: meter square; U.S. Units:
inch square)

INDXX = Identification number of pressure waveform
associated with load in the X-direction

AFY = The tributary area associated with dynamic
degree-of-freedom in the Y-direction
(Units: see above)

INDXY = Identification number of pressure waveform

associated with 'load in the Y-direction

NOTE: 1. The quantities AFX and AFY can be positive*
or negative depending on the direction of
the applied force with respect to the
global coordinate system.

Input Cards for Static Loads

Card Type 13: Element Uniform Loads Direction Indicotor Card
(Rgeui red)

ADIR

(A)Z 2

ADIR =The direction of the uniform loads
specified in terms of the axis of the
global coordinate system in the direc-
tion of the applied loads. If the
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loads act in the negative direction of
the axis, a minus sign must be included
(i.e., -X, -Y). The entry must be
right-adjusted in the field.

Card Type 14: Element Uniform Loads Card (one card is
required for eac.h element)

I) (F)
ELEM NO = The element number

WUNIF = The uniform load actiny on the element
(SI Units: kilogram per meter; U.S. Units:
pound-force per inch)

Card Type 15: Nodal Load Cards (enter cards on]y for those
nodes at which static loads are ac-ting)

1'10 201 30 401

NODE NO FX J F *

(I) "F- FORMAT

NODE NO = The nodal point number

FX = Static load in X-direction (SI Units: kilo-
gram; U.S. Units: pound-force)

FY = Static load in Y-direction (Units: see above)

MZ = Static moment around Z-axis (SI Units: kilo-
gram-meter; U.S. Units: pound-force-inch)

NOTE: The number of these '-ards (Card Type 15)
entered must be specified by an entry
for the parameter NLNODE on Card Type 2.
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End of Data Indicator

throuh 3. (A)

The word "END" must be punched in card columnus 1

8.14 Arrangement of Input Data Deck
A graphical representation of a typical input data deck is

provided in Figure 62. Note that the data cards containing each
of the principal input quantitie~s (nodal coordinates, masses,
etc.) are entered in a separate block of cards.
8.15 Multiple Job Processing

Several problems can be processed in one computer run, by

simply stacking the, input data decks for each problem one after
the other. The end of data indicator is then placed after the
last data deck.
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SECTION 9

COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT

9.1 Introduction

FlThis section presents a description of the printed output
of DYNFA. Included also is a discussion on the utilization of
the output for the design of the frame members.

The printed output of the computer program consists of four
parts:

1. A summary of the units (in either the SI or U.S. System
of Measurement) for the input and output parameters.

[ 2. A summary of the input data for the analysis.

3. The response of the structure te the applied loads.

4. A compilation of significant response parameters.

The first item requires no further explanation; the others
are described in the remainder of this section. Samples of the
printed output are provided in Appendix B.

9.2 Summary of the Input Data

The second part of the output consists of a printed summary
of the input data entered on punched cards. The data printed in-
cludes the program control parameters; the nodal coordinates,
restraints and masses; the element table containing the element
nodal .corniectivities, cross-sectional properties and capacities;
the pressure waveforms and tributary areas; and the dead and live
loads in the form of uniform loads on the members and -oncentrated
loads at the nodes. Presentation of the input in this form
facilitates checking of these data.

9.3 Response of the Structure

The response of the structure to either static or dynamic
loads can be expressed in terms of the following parameters:

1. The displbcements of tho nodal points.

2. The axial loads, shears and bending moments at
the ends of the elements.
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3. The elastic and plastic components of the rotations
at the ends of the elements.

In the printed output of DYNFA, the structure's response to
static loads is expressed in teryns of the nodal displacements
and element end loads (parameters 1 and 2 listed above); and its
response to blast loads is expressed in terms of time histories
of all three of the parameters listed above. The printing se-
quence consists of the structure's response to the static loads
followed by its response to the blast loads.

The units utilized for the output of the response are given
in Table 9.

The format of the printed output of the dynam!c respcnse
consists of three tabulations of data, one for ea:h of the param-
listed above. These data are printed out at every 3,,tput time
station (see Section 8.8). Each output time station is identi-
fied by its respertive response time which is printed just prior
to the three tabulations of response data. The first tabulation
of response data contains the displacements of all of the nodal
points in the model. Three components of displacement are printed
for ea:h nodal point. Thoy are the translations in the X and Y
directions of the global coordinate system and the rotation about
the global Z axis.

Inmnediately following the displacements are the element axial
loads, shears and bending moments. These quantities are refer-
enced to the local coordinate systems of the respective elements
as shown in Figure 63. The quantities printed and the symbols
used to identify them In the output are listed as follows:

1. The Plement number (ELEM)

2. The axial load at end A (PA).

3. The ratio of the axial load at end A to the axial
load capacity (PA/PC). The capacity used for
the computation depends upon whether the load
is tension or compression.

4. The shear at end A (VA).
5. The bending moment at end A (MA).

6. The ratio of the bending moment -it end A to the

bending moment capacity of the element at end A
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7. The shear at end B (VB).

8. The bending moment at end B (MB).

9. The ratio of the bending moment at end B to the
bending moment capacity of the element at end B
(MB/MMB).

All of the ratios (Items 3, 6 and 9) are printed as the
absolute value of the quantity.

The third tabulation of data consists of the elastic and
plastic components of the element end rotations (see Section 6.2
and Fig 37 and 38). These quantities are not printed for the
static load case. The rotations are computed and printed out at
both ends of each element. When the end of the element is in the
elastic condit-ion, the elastic rotation varies with time, while
the plastic component remains constant at a value of zero. In the
plastic condition, the elastic component re~wins constant. while
the plastic component varies, The plastic rotation increases in
magnitude until a peak value is reached, at which time the program
records the peak value and resets the plastic component to zero.
Successive deformations are recorded as elastic rotations until
the element, once again, attains the plaý;tic condition.

In some cases, anomalies occur in the time histor'ies of the
element end rotations. The most commnon occurrence is a decreaseI
in the moment while the element is in the plastic condition.
This is caused by an increase in the axial load occurring simul-
taneously with the decrease in the bending moment. As discussed
in Section 3.3, the time dependency of the bending moment is not
related to that of the axial load. In addition, the rate of
change of the axial load is much greater than that of the bend-
inq moment; therefore, it is conceivable, upon inspecting Equa-

tio (1) o Setio 3., tat herelative decrease in the
moment could be offset by the relative2 increase in the axial load,
thereby indicating that the elemeut remains in the plastic condi-
tion wihile the moment is decreasing. The event described gen-
erally occurs aftet- the peak plastic rotation has been achieved.
It usually exists for a relatively short duration and therefore
has a negligible impact on the overall results of the analysis.

Another anomaly that might be encountered is the apparent
fluctuation of an element into and out of the plastic condition.
This generally occurs in the early stages of plastic behivior.
It is again caused by the differing time variations of the axial
loads and bending moments. Generally these fluctuations are short
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in duration, and as such, they have a negligible impact on the
results of the analysis and can be ignored.

9.4 Compilation of the Significant Response Parameters

A compilation of the significant response parameters is
printed at the end of the output. The data printed consists of
the maxima and minima of various response parameters together with
the response times at which the maxima and minima are recorded.

Three tabulations of data are provided. The first two con-
tain response data related to the elements. The data printed in
the first tabulation, together with the symbols to identify each
parameter in the output, are listed below:

1. The maximum and minimum axial load (MAXP) together
with the corresponding bending moment (ASSOC.M) and
shears (ASSOC.V).

2. The maximum and minimum bending moments (MAXM)
together with the corresponding axial loads (ASSOC.P)
and shears (ASSOC.V). Included also is the moment
capacity of each element (printed under the column
heading WM) and the ratios of the peak moments to the
moment capacities (MAXM/W).

The above quantities are printed for both ends of each
element.

The second tabulation contains the maximum and minimum
values of the elastic and plastic element end rotations, which
are printed under Lhe column headings ELAS and PLAS, respectively.
These data are provided for both ends of each element, Provided
also are the maximum and minimum ductility ratios computed using
the tabulated maximum and minimum element end rotations. The
ductility ratios are listed under the column heading D.R. In-
cluded with the ductility ratios are the axial load to tensile
capacity ratios (printed under the column heading P/PP which
occur when the maximum and/or minimum plastic rotations are
achieved. An indicator is provided with these ratios which speci-
fies whether the axial load used in the computation is either a
tensile or compressive load. The indicators used are letters:
"T" for tension and "C" for compression.

The third tabulation consists nf the maximum and minimum
values of the three components (translations in the X and Y axes
and rotation about the Z axis) of the nodal displacements. Here,
the column headings used are X and Y for the translations and R
for the rotations.
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9.5 Use of the Printed Output

General

The output of DYNFA i, used for four primary purposes:

1. To detect errors in either the input data or the
analysis.

2. To evaluate the response of the structure.

3. To determine the adequacy of the frame members on
the basis of the frame design criteria given in
Section 6.

4. To design the connections of i.;e fr-aria members.

The first two are explained in Problem A.5 of Appendix A.
The third and fourth are discussed in the suosequent paragraphs.

In order to ascertain the adequacy of the frame members,
three groups of response quantities must be extracted from the
printed output and then compared to the design criteria specified
in Section 6.

Sidesway Deflections

The first group consists of the sidesway deflections of
eah story of the frame. These quantities are determined by com-
putirg the maximum differential displacements between stories of
the structure. Since all of the stories usually attain their peak
sidesway deflection at or about the same time in the response,
the maximum differential displacements generally can be computed
using the tabulated maxima and minima of the nodal displacements
printed at the end of the output. Limiting values of the side-
sway deflection are given in Section 6.1.

Chordal Angles

The second group ot response data consists if the maximum
values of the chordal angle, e, for all of the exterior members
of the frames. The chordal angles are the end rotations of the
individual members with rcspect to a chord joining the member
ends, as illustrated in Figures 64 and 65. Limiting values for
the chordal angles art: specified in Section 6.1.

A chordal angle is determined by computing the differential
displacement between a nodal point at the midspan of a member and
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a chord joining the member ends. Dividing the differential dis-
placement by one half the member length yields the tangent of the
chordal angle.

The direction of the nodal displacements, utl 11 zed for the
computation of the chordal angle, must be perpendicular to the
initial position of the longitudinal axis of the member. Since
most frame members are parallel to one of the global axes. only

L one component of the nodal displacement (either the X or Y com-
ponent, as the case may be) is required for the computation.
However, if the member is sloped, both trans)ational components
of the nodal displacement are used.

The computation of the maximum chordal angles for an ex-
terior girder is relatively simple as the vertical deflections at
the ends of the member are normally quite small. Consequently,
the chord joining the ends of the member remains closely aligned
with the original position of the longitudinal axis of the member.
Therefore, the maximum differential displacement of the member
with respect to the chord corresponds to the maximum vertical
displacement of the nodal point at the midspan of the member.
These quantities can be extracted directly from the tabulated
mnaxima and minima of the nodal displacements printed at the end
o" the output. Figure 64 '*..te h ,.}e moa.creLpient uf thn
chordal angle for a girder.

The computation of the chordal angles for exterior columns
and sloped roof girders is more involved as the deflections at the
ends of these members are of the same order of magnitude as the
midspan deflections; hence, the maximum differential displacement
is usually less than the maximum absolute displacement of the
nodal point at the midspan of the member. Here, the differential
displacement at mi"-in is computed at several time stations in
order to determine the maximum value. In most cases, the peak
chordal rotation occurs during the time interval in which the
member is subjected to the blast pressures. For a given member,
the time interval to be investigated conimences with the initialapplication of the loading on the member and extends to a few
time increments beyond the time at which the member attains its
peak plastic response. Figure 65 illustrates the measurement of
the chordal angle for an exterior column.

Ductility Ratios

The ductility criteria given in Section 6 limits the magni-
tudes of the ductility ratios that can be realized in the re-
sponse. The peak plastic and elastic rotations at the element
ends are used to compute these quantities. Maximum ductility
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ratios are computed and printed by DYNF-A at both ends of every
element. To use these data for investigating a member, extract
fromi the output the ductility ratio and corresponding axial load
ratio for all of the elements representing the member. Also,
note from the output whether the axial loads are either in tension
or compression. Compare the computed ductil .ty ratios with the
"limits specified in Sections 6.3 anti 6.4.IEstablishing Adequay ofFrame

The members of the frame are considered adequate if all of
the design criteria are satisfied. When one or more of the limit-
ing values of the criteria are exceeded by more than 15 percent,
the member or members in question must be increased in size and
the analysis of the frame must be repeated. If a severe condi-
tion of overdesign is apparent, the overdesigned members should
be decreased in size and the frame analysis repeated.

Appendix A provides two examples which demonstrate the use
of the printed output in the design of frames.

Connect-4on DesignI The Fourth group of data extracted from the output consists
of the maximum values of the moments, shears and axial loads which
act at the ends of the members. These quantities are used to de-
sign the connections in the frame~. The connections considered are
the corner frame connections, the girder-to-column connections and
the column base connections. Since the maximum values of theII moments, shears and axial loads do not occur simultaneously, at
least three conditions must be considered in the design. Each
condition considered consists of the peak value of one of these
quantities together with the values of the other two which occur
simultaneously. The maxima and minima of the axial loads and
bending moments are tabulated at the end of the printed output.
The peak shear (and corresponding axial loads and bending moments)
can be extracted from the printed output of the response history.

'rhe connections should be designed in accordance with the
provisions in Chapter 6 of Reference 1. Procedures and equations
for the design of various types of standard frame connections
are contained in the many texts on the design of steel structures
(see References 14 and 20). Examples of some of typical framing
connections are provided in Appendix C of R';,ference 1.
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SECTION 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOWMENDATIONS

The criteria and procedures presented in this report pr-ovide
a rational basis for the analysis and design of the primary struc-
tural frames of steel buildings subjected to the blast environment
generated by a high-explosive detonation. The primary emphasis
is on structural steel applications for acceptor structures lo-
cated in the low-to-intermediate pressure level range.

It is recommended that this material be implemented in the
blast-resistant desiqn of structures within facilitits for the
manufacture and storage of explosive materials.
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Tabl e 1

Collapse mechanisms for rigid frames with fixed and pinned bases

Collapse Mechanism Plastic otnMA
___________________ Pinned Bases Fixed Bases

BEAM MECHANISM_________

aWH~2  ocW412

4(ZtCiI) 4(3C+I)
BEAM MECHANISM ________

1WHE I 0,WHI4 I
1- 2+in-I)CI 4 VniCi

3 b P A N E L _ M E C H A N I S M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2_( , 2 )

C( 2+f I!

4nH2 2 -r +-Cn+c+n- IT&

f / / fOn 2 2 c

50 37T7 oiw H2  f OWN

COMBINED MECHANISM C2

5b/;- 3 .o~H2 loawHIt

COMBINED MECHANISM C (n , ?: 2)

6~w [3 HH+(w-I)L']

~~~(-IE r3+H((201A)I-~L
COMBINED MECHANISM L+2n 2C

ccW CP CIMP R n Number of
bay* a ,2,3...

w =Uniform
___________L ____ equivalent

*For C, 2 hinges farm In the girders .ini selslme o int laer joints.
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Table 2

Collapse mechanisms for rigid frames with
supplementary bracing and pinned bases

CoLlapse Mechanism Plastic Moment Mp

BEAM MECHANISM

2 FT771 
atW H

2

4(2C +1)
BEAM MECHANISM

;-,7'II7~III777 ý (ýxWH MAbFdHcose mI). C

PANEL MECHANISM (c. l
3b

tcw H2 mha1 v H cosat
4n in

PANEL MEHANISM (c, 2)

(a w .n ! Ab Fdj H Cos at

n n 2 4nCOMBINEDMECHANISM _________________

1 W H2.- Ab F l HCos ,i
C ÷ ___- __-I

COMBINED MECHANISM 22*

SC +(n )
COMBINED MECHANISM (C. et)*

6)77I c A7 j[,H+(n-I)L]a

COMBINED MECHANISM

W2

at Y Py/' 6 P H a Number of

M" Vb~~IJ m
e-1w = Uniform

L_ L •Ivalent
static load

*For , 2 hinges form In the girders and columns at interior joints.
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Tabl e 3

Collapse mechanisms for frames with supplementary bracing,
nog-rigld glrder-to-column connections and pinned bases

Colle lMeca heIm Resisteace
Type

BEAM MECHANISM Up w WL0/6
EXTERIOR_*RE ___009111______ ____

up aT7 We/(
' .- IPEC14AIP U. - VL./Is ®* ®

SEAM MECHANISM M i
BLABTVAM COLUMN

Ab,.*.... , O.®
"PANEL MECHANISM ,.. 0

AbF* 3oSwN _(aCI

r ~~COM111EM MECHAIMMM jmcs
GIROER lRAMiNS1 TYPE:

I IRDER liMPLY SIUPPORTIO IUElEN COUvmss
Q RDER CONTINUUWS OVER COLUMNS

0IRDER C¢;iINUOUiS OVER COLUMNS AN

FlIOLY CIiECTED TO EXTSlllft COU OWIa

W

Mi = . . .b. of

braced bay*
WI 3 Usliferm

,- mte lead
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Table 4

Dynamic load factors (DLF) and equivalent
static loads for preliminary desiqn

Col lapse L- Structure

mechanism* Reusable Non-reusabl e

Beam mechanism 1 1.0 0.80

Beam mechanism 2 Ra 0.80Ra

Panel or combined 0.5R% 0. 3 5Ra

where R = 1.0 - bhsinti/8S

= 1.0 for normal shock wave

a: - angle of incidence between shock frontand ulastward wall

S = the minimum of:

1. height of st,,ucture

2. distance from frame to leeward end of wall

3. sum of:

a. distance from frame Io blastward
end ot wall

b. length of adjacent blastward wall

Equivalent static vertical load = qv x DLF = w

qtw i! vant star.t horizontal load = qh x DLF = aw

*Refer to Tables 1 thirough 3 for definition of beam, panel
and combined mechanisms.
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Table 5

Limiting width-thickness ratios for the compression
flanges of single-web members subjected to plastic bendinq

F Y(kPa) Fy(ksi) bf/ 2 tf

248184 36 8.5

2P9548 42 8.0

310230 45 7.4

344700 50 7.0

379170 55 6.6

413640 60 6.3

448110 65 6.0

where F is the specified minimum static yield stress for
the steel, bF is the flange width and tf is the flange
thickness.
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Table 7

Values of constant "C" for Equation (35)

Number of intermediate niass points
Supportconditions 1 2 3 4.€,

Simple 1.57 6.28 14.1 25.2

Fixed 3.56 9.82 19.2 31.8

Fixed-Hinged 2.45 7.95 16.6 28.4_ _ _ _ i _ _ _ _ __

Note: The units to be utilized with thesz constants are:

mass - kilogram

length - meter

modulus of elasticity - kilopascai

moment of inertia - centimeter to the fourth power

natural period - second
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Table 8

Stiffness factors for single-story multi-bay frames
4ubjected to uniform horizontal loading

STIFFNESS FACTOR K =C [I+(0.7-O.l)-I)

n =Number of Boys Ig

Base Fixity Factora I' I
leg (0.75 + 0.25,8)/H

Ica = Average Column Moment of Inertia.
Z:Ic/(n+ 1)

D 1.0. 0.o5sb [ .o
0.25 26.? 14.9 3.06
0.50 32.0 ,7.8 4.65
1.00 37.3 20.6 6.04

o Values of C2 are Approximate for this$
b,01.0 For Fixed Base

. 0.0 For Hinged Bose
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Table 9

Units for parameters in printed output of structural response

Units

Parameter SI System U.S. System

Time Second Second

Displacements:

Translation Millimeter Inch
Rotation Degree Degree

Element Loads:

Axial Load Kllonewton PoundShear Kilonewton PoundBending Moment Kilonewton-meter Pound-inch
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Fig 4 Loading conditions for bi-axial bending
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LOCATION FOR COMPUTING BLAST
PRESSURES FOR NORMAL WAVE

STRUCTURE
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- PRESSURES FOR QUARTERING LOADS
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Fig 5 Locations for computing blast pressures for preliminary
frame design
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Fig 6 Supplementary data for shock-wave parameters for
hemispherical TNT surface explosion at sea level
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Fig 8 Elasto-plastlc moment versus end rotation relationship
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Fig 9 Behavior of component elements
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b) AXIAL LOAD RESPONSE HISTORY OF ELEMENT

Fig 10 Response history of element
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Fig 11 Calculation of second order effects
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Fig 12 Model of frame including foundation and soil
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Fig 13 Laterally supported frame
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Fig 14 Locations of nodal points In model
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Fig 15 Modeling of members with varying cross-sections
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1/2 OF SIDE WALL ROTATED
INTO PLANE OF ROOF

!Jr'-I • SIDE WALL .
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• 21 Portion of sidewall mass 1 umped with end frame:
sidewall with vertical girts
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Fig 22 Distribution of sidewall m~ass on end frame: sidewall
with horizontal girts
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Fig 26 Blastward wall reflected pressure waveforms
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Fig 28 Phased and modified pressure waveform with linear decay
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Fig 30 Example of values for a and D for tributary areas on
blastward wall - normal shock wave
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Fig 31 Examples of values of a and D for t%-ributary areas on
blastward wall -quartering shock wave
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Fig 34 Examples of values of a and D for tributary areas on
leeward wall with wall taken as extension of
adjacent wall - normal shock wave
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Fig 35 Examples ot values of a and D for tributary areas on
leeward wall with wall taken as extension of adjacet
wall -quartering shock wave
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FRAME STRUCTURE

Fig 36 Sldesway deflection and member end rotations for frame
structures 4
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Fig 37 Components of element end rotation in the elastic
response range
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ROTATION

b) RESPONSE

Fir 39 Load deformation response for laterally loaded beam
column
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DISTRIBUTION FACTORS ROTATION
CASE (DF) CAPACITY
C-- FROM CURVES

SEN_ A E N D _

a. BOTH ENDS DFAB DFAB (Re)c
RESTRAINED

b. END A
RESTRAINED; DF&B 1.0 (Rc)b
END B
PINNED

a.) TABULATION OF DATA

RC

(Rc)l

DFAB DFSA 1.0 DF j

b) ROTATION CAPACITY vs DF AT END B

FOR CONSTANT DF AT END A

Fig 54 Interpolation of rotation capacity data for member with unequal
distribution factors at ends
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INTERIOR FRAMES

EXTEKIOR FRAMES

PROPAGATION OF PROPAGATION OF
SHOCK FRONT I SHOCK FRONT fl(TRALLEL TO (ARBITRARY QUARTERING

FRAME LINE (®) LOAD NOT PARALLEL TO
ANY FRAME LINE)

Fig 55 Typical rectangular building rigidly framed in two
di recti ons .
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Fig 56 Identification numbers for the nodal points and elements
of a typicel model
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o)MODEL
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t @ II

igI NODE NO. rx MODE 90•

4 _____ I____ I___

I:DISPLACEMENT OR ROTATION RESTRAINED
0 =NO RESTRAINT

b) RESTRAINTS

Fig 57 Specification of restraints for coninon types of support
conditions
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-ORIGIN OF GLOBAL SYSTEM

p / Y
ORIGIN Of LOCAL SYSTEM

ODE JA ELEMENT /
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Fig 58 Local coordinate system for element
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,?/ Y- DETAIL A ELI.:MNENT

a) MODEL

ELEMENT PIN CODE'

ID. NO. AT NODE 3

3 0

0324 0

7 1
0 1 LOCAL PIN

7 0 = NO PIN

b) DETAIL A ) PIN CODES

Fig 59 Specification of pin codes for common types cf frame
connections
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Fig 60 Digitized pressure-time data for pressure waveform
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b) DIGITIZED PRESSURE TIME DATA

Fig 61 Digitized pressure-time data 'or reflected pressure
waveform with bi-linear decay
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Fig 64 Measurement of chordal angles for girder
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Fiq 65 Measurement of chordal angles for exterior column
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APPENDIX A

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A.1 Introduction

This appendix presents detailed procedures and numerical
examples on various topics related to the aiialysis and design of
single-story rigid frame steel structures subjected to blast
overpressures. "he topics covered are:

1. Preliminary design of interior frames of buildings
subjected to ncrl shock waves.

2. Preliminary design of primary structural frames of
buildings subjected to quartering shock waves.

3. Formulation of analytical models for interior frames
of buildings subjected to normal shock waves.

4. Formulation of analytical models for representative
frames of buildings subjected to quartering shock
waves

5. Use of DYNFA to verify the blast resistance of
interior frames of buildings subjected to normal
shock waves.

6. Use of DYNFA to verify the blast resistance of

primary framing systems of buildings subjected to
quartering shock waves.

References are made to the appropriate parts in Sections 1
through 9 of this report and to charts, tables and equations
from other design manuals and specifications.

The basic objective of the material presented herein is to
illustrate the methods for selecting and verifying the member
sizes for the primary framing system of a single-story steel
building. As such, little attention was given in the examples
to actual framing details since these considerations have little
bearing on the manner in which the design procedures are used.
In addition, to facilitate the computations, the sizes of the
secondary members were standardized throughout the building (i.e.,
all girts were made the same, all purlins were made the same,
etc.). Also, the sizes of the transverse girders that were used
in Example A.3 were established on the basis of the design for
the girder at the blastward wall, which involved bi-axial bend-
ing of the membev.
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A.2 Preliminary Design of Single-Story Frames

Problem A.M: Preliminary design of an unbraced, interior,
rigid frame of a single-story steel building
subjected to a normal shock wave.

Procedure:

Step 1. Establish the blast load parameters:

a. Location of charge

b. Charge weight, W

c. Safety factor, SF

d. Normal distance, RA, between the center
of the charge and the blastward wall of
the building

Calculate the effective charge weight,

WE = (1.0 + SF)W.

Step 2. Determine the peak pressures, Pv and Ph, for the
preliminary design:

S. l,1/3
a. Calculate Z = RA/WIE

b. Enter Figure 4-5 or 4-12 of Reference 3 or
Figure 5 of the text with Z and read:

Peak positive incident pressure, Pso

Peak positive normal reflected pressure, Pr"

The data in Figure 6 of the text were derived from
the test .-esults reported in Reference 21.

c. For structures located in high pressure
regions, determine q0 for P from Figure
4-66 of Reference 3. Calculate Cnqn for
the roof. Obtain CD from paragraph 4-;4c of
Reference 3.

d. For all cases: Ph Pr"
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For cases involving low-to-intermediate pressure
levels:

PV = Pso

For cases involving high pressure levels:

Pv = so + CDqo

Step 3. Establish the design parameters:

a. Geometry of the frame

b. Support conditions

c. Post-explosion condition of the frame
(reusable or non-reusable)

d. Static tensile stress, Fy

e. Dynamic increase factor, c

f. Modulus of elasticity, E

Also calculate the dynamic tensile stress,

Fdy = cFy.

Step 4. Calculate the ratio of the total horizontal-to-
vertical peak loadings, a, acting on the frame
using Equation (1) of the text. Also determine
the dynamic load factors (DLF's) for the beam
and panel mechanisms (Table 4 of the text) and
compute the corresponding equivalent static loads,
wb and wp; tabulate these loads (wb and Wp) as shown
in Table 1.

Step 5. Substitute the values (determined in Step 4)
for a and either wb or w (depending upon the
type of mechanism) into ihe appropriate equations
of Table I of the text. Tabulate, as shown in
Table I of this appendix, the resulting equations
which express Mp in terms of C and/or Cl.

Step 6. By assuming several sets of values for constants
C and C1 , and using the relationships for M
determined in Step 5, calculate the values of
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the plastic moments, M , for the various mech-
anisms. Tabulate the Nesults as shown in Table 1.
For each set of values of C and C1 , the largest
computed value of Mp, from among those computed
for all mechanis~is, establishes the governing
collapse mechanism. The Lalection of preliminary
member sizes is based on several trials in which
the values of C and Cl, and the corresponding
maxImum value of MQ, are minimized such that an
economical design is produced. Here, engineering
judgement is required, as several sets of values
of C and C1 may yield similar values for the
maximum Mp.

Step 7. Using the moment capacities of each member (deter-
mined in Step 6) and Equation (4), calculate the
plastic section modulus and select the member size.

Step 8. Establish the minimrtm thickness requirements for
the frame members using Equation (8) and Table 5
of the text and determine whether the member sizes
selected meet these requirements. Also, compute
the slenderness ratio in the plane of bending for

each member and compare this quantity with the
limiting value given by Equation (4.1) of Refer-
ence 1.

.Step 9. For each member selected, calculate the plastic

moment capacity and effect the reduction in this
moment capacity due to lateral torsional buckling
using Equation (5). Check whether this reauced
bending capacity, mMmn; satisfies the uri-axial J

bending equation [Eq (7)].
Example A.I: Preliminary design of an unbraced, interior,

rigid frame of a single-story steel building
subjected to a normal shock wave.

Required: Design an interior frame of the builoing shown in
Figure 1 for the blast loadings produced by a
normal shock wave.

S~tep 1. Givyen: i

a. Location of charge, surface burst

b. Charge weight, W = 1,140 kg (2,500 lb)
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c. Safety factor SF = 20 percent
(Section 1-5, Ref 3)

d. Normal distance from center of charge
to blastward wall:

RA = 132 m (433 ft)

Effective charge weight:

1E = (I.0 + SF)W = 1.2(1,140)

= 1,360 kg (3,000 ib)

Step_2. Determine Pv and Ph for the preliminary design"

a. Z = R 1/~3 = 433/3,0001/3 = 30 ft!lb"/3

Note: Since Figure 4-12 (Ref 3) is expressed
in U.S. units, Z is also calculated in
U.S. units.

b. From Figure 4-12 oT Referenice 3:

Pso = 1.65 psi or 11.4 kPa

Pr = 3.50 psi or 24.2 kPa

c. Since the structure is located In a low
pressure region, the drag pressure on the
roof is neglected.

.1

d. The peak pressures acting on the frame are:

Pv Pso 1 11.4 Pa (1.65 psi)

Ph Pr' = 24.2 kPa (3.50 psi)

Step 3. Given:

a. Frame geometry (Fig 1)

b. Pin-ended column supports

c. Reusable structure

d. Fy 248(1013 kPa (36 ksi)
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e. c = 1.1 (Table 2.1, Ref 1)

f. E = 207(10)6 kPa (30 x 106 psi)

Fdy = cFy = 1.1 x 248 x 103

= 273 x 103 kPa (39.6 ksi)

Step4. Calculate a, wb and wp:

From Figure 1:

bv = bh = 6.0 m

qh = Phb= 24.2 x 6.0 = 145 kN/m

qv = pvbv 11.4 x 6.0 = 68.4 kN/m

= qh/qv = 145/68.4 = 2.12 [Eq (I)]

For normal shock wave, angle of incidence between
shock front and blastward wall is zero; hence,

R of Table 4 of text = 0.0, and

DLFb (bean, mechanism) = 1.0

DLFp (panel mechanism) = 0.5

wb = l.Oqv = 1.0(68.4) = 68.4 kN/m

wp = 0.5qv = .5(68.4) = 34.2 kN/m I
Step 5. Substitute a and either wb or w into the

equations of Table 1 of the texi.

Substituting the values of a and wb or w into
the appropriate equaticn. (Table 1 of the text)
for collapse mechanisms 1 and 5b, yields the
following expressions for Mp:

Collapse mechanism 1:

Mp = (WbL2)/16 = (68.4(6)2]/16 154 kN-m

Collapse mechanism 5b:

p = (3/8)(awpH2 ) = (3/8)(2.12)(34.2)(5.0)2

C-+ (n-T/2) c (2- 12)
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= 680/(C + 3/2)

Expressions of M for the remaining collapse mech-
anisms are tabulated in Table 1 of this appendix.

Stup 6. Calculate M for several trial values of C and C1 .
Trial calculations of Mp for collapse mechanisms
1 and 5b are shown below. The calculations are
performed for three sets of trial values of C and
Cl. Values of M for the remaining collapse mech-
anisms, which ari computed with the same trial
values of C and Cl, are tabulated in Table 1 of
this appendix.
Collapse mechanism 1:

For all values of C and Cl, Mp = 154 kN-m

Collapse mechanism 5b:

For C 2 and C1 = 2, Mp = 680/(2 + 3/2)

= 194 kN-m
For C 2.5 and Cl - 2, Mp = 680/(2.5 + 3/2)

= 170 kN-m

For C 1.5 and C1 = 2, M = 680/(0.5 + 3/2)

= 227 kN-m

Inspection of the results listed in Table 1
for the three trials investigated, reveals that
a value of M = 227 kN-m (same in all three trials)
is the minim'nm required plastic bending capacity
for the girders. Also Trial 3 yields the lowest
value of C, thereby minimizing the required
capacities of the exterior columns.

Therefore, the required bending capacities are:

For the girder: (Mp) = 227 kN-m (167 kip-ft)
For the interior column:

Cl(Mp )x = 2.0(227) = 454 kN-m (334 kip-ft)
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For th3 exterior column:

C(Mp)x = 1.5(227) = 341 kN-m (251 kip-ft)

S . Calculate plastic section moduli and select
member sizes.

Girder: Use Equation (4) for computing plastic
modulus, Zx

Z = (MI)x/F = 227/(27:3 x 1O3)
p x dy

= 0.832 x lO-3 m3 (50,5 in 3 )

Try W12 x 40"

Zx = 57.5 in 3 = 0.942 x "i0-3 m3

(Ref 14)

The member sizes selected f r the columns are

listed in Table 2.

Step 8. Establish the minimum thickness requirements
for the frame members.

Th, limiting depth-thickness ratio for the web
of each frame member is: I
d/tw 29,0601/F. [Eq (8)]

F =248 x 103 kPa

d/tw < 29,060/S48 x10 < 58.4

The limiting width-thickness ratio for the
flange of each frame member is:

bf/2tf <_8.5 (from Table 5 of text)

Check d/tw and bf/2tf for the girder.

From the "Properties for designing" tables in
Reference 14, the ratios d/tw and bf/2tf for a
W12 x 40 member are:

d/tw = 40.6 < 58.4

bf/2tf = 7.75 < 8.5
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Compute the slenderness ratio for each member in its
plane of bending and corpare with the limiting I/r
ratio given by Equation (4.1) of Reference 1.

</r Cc =-,/22E/Fdy [Eq (4.1) of Ref 1]

Cc =•/2f2 x 207 x 106/273 x 103 = 122

For the girder: I = 236.2 in (6.0 m);

r = 5.13 in (0.130 m)

1/r 6.0/0.130 = 46 < 122

The values of d/tw, bf/ 2 tf and I/r for the otherframe members are tabulated in Table 2.

Stetp9. For each member selected, calculate the plasticmoment capacity; reduce the plastic capacityfor lateral torsional buckling.

Girder: W12 x 40
Zx = 57.5 in3 (0.942 x lm-3 m3 )

ry = 1.94 in (0.049 m);

here, I is measured between lateral bracing
poInts, i.e., between purlins; hence I = 2 m.

Mpx FyZx= (273 x 103) x 0.942 x l0-3

= 258 kN-m

M ix s.07- (1/ry)AFdy/262,394]Mpx < Mpx

[Eq 5a)]

[1.07- (2/0.049)4(273 x 103)/262,394]258

254.4 kN-m

(Mp1x/Mmx 1 0.. [Eq (7)]

- 227/254.4 0.90
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Note: Value- of and (Mp)x/l•'x for interior
and exterior columns are given in Table 2.

Problem A.2: Preliminary design of the primary framing
system of a single-story rigid frame steel
building subjected to a quartering shock wave.

Procedure:

Step I. Establish the blast load parameters:

a. Location of charge

b. Charge weight, W

c. Safety factor, SF

d. Radial distances between center of charge and
the following locations:

1. Nearest corner of building

2. Farthest point on eacO blastward wall

e. Angle of incidence, ai., between the shock
front zr'd each blastwhrd viall, measured at
the points listed above.

Calculate the effective charge weight.

WE = (1.0 + SF)W.

Step 2. Compute the incident and drag pressures at each
location specified in Step Id: 4

a. Calculate Z = R/Wl/3
E

b. Enter Figure 4-5, 4-11 or 4-12 of Reference 3
or Figure 6 of the text w4th Z and read the
peak positive incident pressure, Pso.

c. For structures located in high pressure
regions, determine the dynamic pressure, qo,
for Pso from Figure 4-66 of Reference 3.

Calculate CDq for the roof. Ootain CD
from paragraph 4-14c of Reference 3.

d. Tabulate all values as hown in Table 3.
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t 3__. Determine the peak reflected pressures at the
blastward and leeward ends of each blastwardwall:

a. Enter Figure 4-6 with Pfn and ai (fromStep le) at the point o finterest on the

wall; read the reflected pressure coeffi-
cient, Cra,

b. Calculate Pra : CraPso

c. Tabulate all values as shown in Table 3.

Step 4. Using data listed below, make a comparison of
the horizontal and vertical blast loads acting
on all frames positioned normal to each blast-
ward wall:

1. Peak pressures determined in Steps 2S~and 3

2. Distances between adjacent frames

3. Seccndary framing plan of roof and walls.

b. On the basis of the comparison of Step 4a,
select several representative frames,
spanning in each direction, for analysis
with DYNFA.

c. If analyses of several interior frames,
spanning in each direction, are :-equired
because of large pressure differentials
between the ands of the building, compute
the peak prassures at the locations on
each frame as specified in Section 2.2.

Step 5. Establish the following design parameters:

a. Geometry of frames selected for analysis

b. Orientation of columns

c. Support conditions for each frame

d. Post explosion condition of structure
(reusable or non-reusable)
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e. Static tensile ;trength, Fy

f. Dynamic increase factor, c

g. Modulus of elasticity, E

Calculate the dynamic tensile stress,

Fdy = CFy.

.StAe6. a. Establish the peak pressures, Pv and Ph for
the preliminary design of each frame using
the blast pressures determined in Step 2
(and Step 3 when large pressure differentials
exist betweeen ends of building).

b. Calculate the parameters, a, wb and vw for
each frame as described in Step 4 of Problem
A.l, Tabulate wb and wp as shown in Tables
l and 4.

Step 7. Perform Step 5 of Problem A.l for each frame and
tabulate the results as shown in Tables 1 and 4.

Step 8. a. Perform Step 6 of Problem A.l for each frame
and tabulate the results as shown in Tables
l and 4.

b. Tabulate the required plastic bending
capacities for all primary frame m.t.•bers.
When preparing this tabulation, the required
bending capacities for the members of qne
frame can be specified for the members of
other frames that have identical configura-
tions, and are subjected to similar loadings.

Step 9. Calculate the plastic section moduli of the frame
memb!rs using the plastic bending capacities
determined in Step 8b and either Equation (3)
(for members designed for bi-axial bending) or
Equation (4)(for members designed for uni-axial
bending). Select member sizes on the basis of
these section moduli.

Step 10. Entablish the minimum thickness requirements for
all members using Equation (8) and Table 5 of
the text. Determine whether the member sizes
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selected inert these requirements. Compute the
slenderness ratio(s) in the plane(s) of bending
for each member and compare with the limiting
slenderness ratio giveni by Equation (4.1) of
Reference *I.

Ste 11. Calculate the plastic bending capacities for the
members selected. Effect the reduction in these
plastic moment capacities due to lateral torsional
buckling using Equations (5a) and/or (5b). Check
whether the reduced bending capacities satisfy
Equation (6) or (7), as the case may be.

Example A.2 Preliminary design of the primary framing system
of a single-story rigid frame building subjected
to a quartering shock wave.

Required: Design the primary structural frames, of the
single-story building shown in Figure 1, for
the blast loadings produced by a quartering
shock wave.

Step 1. Given:

a. Location of charge, surface burst,
from Figure 2: HA = 114.3 m; HB = 66.0 m

b. Charge weight, W = 1,140 kg (2,500 lb)

c. Safety factor, SF = 20%

d. Radial distances between center of charge
and the following locations (Fig 2):

1. Nearest corner of building:

R. =,/(114.3)2 + (66.0)2 = 132 m (433 ft)

2. Furthest point on wall A:

RII =.vA(114.3) 2 + [66.0 + 3(6.0)]2

=141.8 m (165.2 ft)

3. Furthest point on wall B:

R11,1 =-/[(114.2 +2(6.0)]2 + (66.0)2

=142.5 m (467.5 ft) I
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e. Angle of incidence between shock front and
(Fig 2):

1. Wall A: (cA)I = 300

(IA)II = 36.40

2. Wall B: (c=B)I = 600

2 (c&B), = 62.40

Effective charge weight, WE = (1.0 + SF)W

= 1.2(1,140)

= 1,360 kg (3,000 lb)

Step 2. Determine Pso and CDqo at points I, II and III
(Fig 2): s 0

For point I:

a. Zl = RI/Wl/ 3 = 433/(3,000)1/3 = 30.03 ft/lb1/3

b. Entering Figure 4-12 with ZI = 30 ft/lb1/3

Pso = 1.65 psi (11.4 kPa)

c. Since the structure is located in a low
pressure region, the drag pressure on the
roof is neglected.

d. Steps 2a, 2b and 2c are repeated for points
II and III. The results are tabulated in
Table 3.

Step,?. Determine the peak reflected pressures at the
tlastward and leeward ends of each blastward wall.

For point I on wall A:

a. Enter Figure 4-6 of Reference 3 with
Ps0 = 1.65 psi (from Step 2b) and (aA)I = 300

(Step le).
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Note: Lowest value of Ps0 for which data are
provided is 3.71 psi; hence, read value
of Cra for (A)I = 30° and Pso = 3.71 psi

E Cra = 2.11
S~b. Pr -- C P o
b a = S so

2.11 x 1.65 3.48 psi (24.0 kPa)
c. Steps 3a and 3b are repeated for point lI on

wall A and points I and III on wal' B.
All values are tabulated in Table 3.

Step 4. a. Compare blast loads on frames positioned
normal to wall A:

1. Peak pressures at points I and II from
Table 3:

Reflected pressures: (Pra)i = 24.0 kPa

(P r) 1 22.1 kPa

Incident pressures: (Pso)i = 11.4 kPa

(Pso0 ll = 10.3 kPa

Differences of 7.9% in reflected pressures,
and 9.6% in incident pressures between
points I and II are negligible.

2. Distances between adjacent frames - frames
equally spaced at intervals of 6.0 meters.

3. Secondary framing plan of roof and walls -

same for all bays.

4. Conclusions: negligible difference in
loads acting on interior frames; negligible
difference in loads acting on exterior
frames; loads acting on exterior frames
approximately one-half of loads acting on
interior frames.
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b. On the basis of the above conclusions, the
frames on columnw lines I And 2 are selected
for analysit with DYNFA.

Repeating Steps 4a and 4b for the frames

positioned normal to wail B results in the
selection of the frames on column lines A
and B for analysis with DYNFA.

It should be noted thbt since the blast loading
on each exterior frame (column lines A and 1)
iatois approximately one half of that on theinterior framfe adjace,, to it (column lines B

and 2, respectively), the mechanism analyses
of the exterior frames are not required for
the preliminary design. The required bending
capacities for the members of each such frame
can be taken as one half of the bending
capacities for the corresponding members of
the adjacent interior frame.

Step 5. Given:

a. Geometry of frames on column lines 1, 2, A ar.d
B (Fig 1).

b. Orientation of columns kFig 3). The double
line around the periphery of the roof plan
in Figure 3 is used to indicate that two
members are provided along the edges of the
roof. One member, with its web in the plane
of the exterior wall, is integral with the
frame, and designed for uni-axial bending.
The other member, with its web in the olane
of the roof, is positioned such that it acts
independently of the frame. This member is
proviled to resist the horizontal blast load-
ings acting on the upper portion of the
exterior wall.

c. Pinned end supports - all frames.

d. Reusable structure.

e. Fy= 9,8(10) 3 kPa (36 ksi)

f. c = 1.1 (Table 2.1, Ref 1)
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g. E - 273(l)) 6 kPa (30 x 10 psi)

Fdy - cFy 1 .1 x 248 x 103

M 27. x 103 kPa (39.6 ksi)

Step 6. a. Establish the peak pressures acting on each
frame using the pressures determined in
Step 2 and tabulated in Table 3.

Pressures acting on all frames normal to
wall A:

SPh =(P r)I on wall A = 3.47 psi (23.94 kPa)

Pv (P = 1.65 psi (11 .38 kPa)

Pressures acting on all frames normal to

P= (Pr)I on wall B 4.06 psi (28.01 kPa)

Pv (Pso)I 1.65 psi (11.38 kPa)

b. Calculate a, wb and Wp for each frame:

Frame on coliuin line B:

From Figure 1:

by 0 m; bh = 6.0 m

b= Phbh = 28.01(6.0) = 168.1 kN/m

qv = Pvbv = 11.38(2.0) = 22.8 kN/m

a = qh/qv = 168.1/22.8 = 7.37 [Eq (1)]

The dynamic load factors from Table 4 of the

text are:

DLFb (beam mechanism 1) = 1.0

DLFb (beam mechanism 2) = R.
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D rF, (panel mechantism) = 0.5R,

Rc = 1.0 - .hsin ai/•S

S n 5.0 m,6

• -" •B)I= 6tl•

Ra = 1.0 - 6.0 sin 600/8(5) = 0.87

(wb), = l.Oqv = 1.0(22.8)

= 22.8 kN/m (beam mechanism 1)

(Wb)2 = Rqv = 0.87(22.8)

= 19.8 kN/m (beam mechanism 2)

wp = 0.5R qv = 0.5(0.87)(22.8)

= 9.9 kN/m (panel mechanism)

Frame on column line 2:

The calculation of these values for the frame
on column line 2 is illustrated in Step 4 of
Example A.l. Similar calculations foi-
(iA)i = 30° yield the following results:

(wb)l = 68.7 kN/m (beam mechanism 1)

(Wb)2 = 63.3 kN/m (beam mechanism 2)

w= 31.6 kN/m (panel mechanism)

Step 7. Substitute the values of a, wb and w determined
in Step 6b into the equations for the various
collapse mechanisms in Table 1 of the text.

For the frame on column line B:

Collapse mechanism 1:

Mp= (wb)lL 2 /16 = [(22.8)(6.0)2]/16 = 51.3 kN-m
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L&Ilapse mechanism 5bb
(3/8j(OwF,H 2) = (3/8)(7.371(9.9)(9.0)2
r +--n----/2) F;TT 172)

= 684/(C + 5/2)

Expressioa• for M for the remaining collapse
mechanisms are given in Table 4.

For the frame on column line 2:

The calculation of the expressions for Mp for the
frame on column line 2 is illustrated in Step 5
of Example A.l.

Step 8. a. For each frame, calculate M for Geveral trial

values of C and C1.

For the frame on column line B:

Collapse mechanism 1:

For all values of C and Cl, M- 51 kN-m

Collapse mechanism 5b:

For C = 3 and Cl 2, M = 684/(3 + 5/2)

= 124 kN-m

For C = 2.5 and C1 = 2, Mp 684/(2.5 + 5/2)

= 137 kN-m

Irspection of these results and those listed in
"Tfhe 4, for the two trials investigated,
reveals that value of M = Ij2 KN-m (sare inboth trials', is the 1,1inimom requ~red pi-ý!tic

bending capacity for the girders of this frame.
Also, Trial 2 ',ields the lowest value of C,
thereby ,rinimtzing the required capacities of
the exterior :oliumns.

Therefore, the required benditig capacities are:

For the girder, (Mp)x = 152 kN-m (111 kip-ft)
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For the interior column, CI(Mp)x = 2.0(152)

30, kN-m (222 kip-ft)

For the exterior column, C(Mp )x 2.5(175)

380 kN-m (278 kip-ft)

For the frame on line 2:

The calculation of M for the frame on column
line 2 is illustrateg in Step 6 of Example A.1.

The following results were obtained for this
frame using the loads determined in Step 6bof this example:

For the girder: (Mp)x - 210 kN-m (155 kip-ft)

For the interior column:

Cl(Mpr)x = 420 kN-m (309 kip-ft)

For the exterior column:

C(Mp)x = 315 kN-m (232 kip-ft)

b. The required bending capacities for all members
of the selected frames are listed in Table 5.
The quantities in italics were computed from
the mechanism analyses of the frames on column
lines 2 and B. The remaining quantities were
extrapolated from the results of these analyses
as follows:

1. The required bending capacities for the mem-
bers of the frames on column lines A and C
are taken as one-half of those computed for
the corresponding members of the frame on
column line B. Based on this, the required
x-axis bending capacities for members C4 and
G2, and the required y-axis bonding capacity
for column C3 are taken as one-half of the
bending capacities for members C2, Gl and
Cl, respectively.
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2. The required bending capacities for the mem-
bers of the frame on column line 3 are taken
as equal to those for the corresponding mem-
bers of the frame on column line 2.

3. The required bending capacities for the mem-
bers of the frames on column lines 1 and 4
are taken as one-half of those computed for
the corresponding members of the frame on
column line 2. Therefor3, the required x-
axis bending capacity of girder G4 is taken
as one-half of the that for girder G3. In
addition, the required y-axis bending
capacities for columns C2 and C4 are taken
as one-half of the required x-axis bending

F capacity for columns Cl and C3, respectively.

Step 9. Calculate the plastic section moduli of the frame
members and select member sizes.

Girder GI :

Zn = (Mp n/Fdy [Eq (4)]

Member bends about x-axis;

(Mp)x 152 kN-m (from Table 5)

Zx= 152/(273 x 103) = 0.557 x 10-3 m3 (34.0 in 3 )

Try W12 x 27:

Zx= 38.0 in 3 =0.622 x l-3 m3

Column Cl:

Zx = (Mp)x/Fdy [Eq (3a)]

Zy = (Mp)y/Fdy [Eq (3b)]

From Table 5:

(Mp) = 420 kN-m; (M)y = 304 kN-m

Zx= 420/(273 x l03) - 1.54 x lO-3 m3 (93.9 in 3 )
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Z = 304/(273 x 103) - 1.11 x l0-3 m3 (67.7 in 3)

Try W14 x lll:

Zx = 196 in3 =3.22 x 10-3 m3 > 1.54 x 10-3 m3

Z = 94 In3 = 1.54 x 10-3 m3 > 1.11 x 10-3 m3

The member sizes for the other members are deter-
mined in a similar manner and listed in Table 5.

Step 10. Establish the minimum thickness requirements and
compute the limiting slenderness ratio for all
members.

The minimum thickness requirements and limiting
slenderness ratio are the same as computed in
Step 8 of Example A.1.

d/ < :w8.4 [Eq (8)]

bf/2tf < 8.5 (Table 5)

Z/r <Cc = 122 [Eq (4.1) of Ref 1)

For girder Gl: W12 x 27

d/tw = 50.5 e 58.4

bf/2tf = 8.12 < 8.5

Z=6.0 m

r = 5.07 in (0.129 m)

I/r = 6.0/0.129 = 46.5 < 122

For column Cl: W14 x 111

d/tw = 26.6 < 58.4

bf/2tf = 8.37 < 8.5

For bending about the x-axis:

rx = 6.23 in (0.158 m)

l 5.0 m
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l/rx 5.0/0.158 = 31.6 < 122

For bending about the y-axis:

ry = 3.73 in (0.095 m)

l/ry = 5.0/0.0951 = 52.6 < 122

The section dimensions used in the above calcula-
tions are obtained from the "Properties for de-
signiig" tables cf Recerence 14.

The values of d/tw, bf/2tf and Ur for the other
frame members are isted in Table 6.

Step 11. Compute the plastic moment capacities of the frame
members and reduce these moment capacities for
lateral torsional buckling; check whether the
reduced bending capacities satisfy Equation (6)
or (7), as the case may be.

Girder (1: W12 x 27

Mpx = (0.622 x 10-3)(273 x I03) = 169.9 kN-m:

Assuming the compression flange to be laterally
braced by the decking:

Mmx = Mpx =169.9 kN-m

(Mp)n/Mmn = (Mp)x/Mmx [Eq (7)]p /m 'Mp~/m

= 175/lb9.9 = 1.03 < 1.10

Column Cl: W14 x ll

Mpx = (3.22 x 10-3)(273 x l03) = 876.1 kN-m

Mpy = (1.54 x 10-3)(273 x l03) = 420.4 kN-m

r = 6.231 in (0.158 m)

ry = 3.73 in (0.095 m)

I= 9.0 m
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lnx = [1.07 - I/ryv'_dy/262,394]Mpx < Mpx [Eq (5a)]

= [l.07 - (5.0/0.095)1273 x 103/262,3941876.1

= S45.0 kN-m

Using Equation (Sb) of the text,

For /rx= 5.0/0.15R = 31.6:

My =yMpx = 420.4 kN-m

(Mp)x/Mmx = 420/845 = 0.5 < 1.1 [Eq (6a)]

(Mp)y/Mmy= 304/420 = 0.72 < 1.1 [Eq (6b)]

Similar computatior3 are performed for the other
columns. The results of these computations are
tabulated in Table 5.

A.3 Modeling of Frame Structures for the DYNFA Program

Problem A.3: Construct the analytical model of an unbraced,
interior, rigid frame of a single-story steel
building subjected to a normal shock wave;
prepare the related input data for D)YNFA.

Procedure:

Step 1. Establish the design parameters:

a. Geometry of frame

b. Sizes of primary frame members; secondary
members, decking and siding

c. Support conditions of frame

d. Post-explosion condition of structure

e. Static tensile stress, Fy

f. Dynamic increase factor, c

g. Modulus of elasticity, E
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Also calculate the dynamic tensile yield stress,
F = cFy.

These data are available from the preliminary
design phase (Probler. Al).

Step 2. Establish the scope of the model on the basis of
the guidelines given in Section 4.2. Sketch a
line diagram of the frame to be analyzed; designate
nodal Points at the appropriate locations on the
molel (Sctior 4.2). Assign idetifi;datiori numbers

to the nodal points and elements (Section 8.3).
Specify which nodal points are designated as mass
points.

Step 3. Assign dynamic degrees of freedom to the mass

points of the model using the guidelines given in
Section 4.3.

Step 4. Compute the masses of the individual panels of
the walls and roJf within the tributary strip
supported by the frame (Fig 17 and 19 of text).
Also compute the masses of the interior columns
and primary transverse members within the tribu-
tary strip.

Step 5. Using Figures 17 and 19 of the text (in conjunc-
tion with Figures 18 and 20, respectively), and
the masses of the individual panels of tine walls
and roof, d&.•rmined in Step 4, compute the con-
centrated masses assiloned to the dyramic degreer
of fre~dom on each panel. Tabulate these masses
as shown in Table 7. Include the mass of the
interior columns and transverse girder.s in thistz-bulation. •

Step 6. Determine the cross-sectLnal properties and
capacities of thee fr•.n• iatmbers.

The cross-secti-I'Ll properties requirel for the
analysis are:

a. Area of cross-section, A

b. Moment of inertia about an axis normal to
the plane of the frame, Ix or Iy. as the
case may be.
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The cross-sectional properties required Lo com-
pute the member capacities are:

a. Area of cross-section, A

b. Radii of gyration, rx and ry, about both
principal axes of the cross-section

c. Plastic section modulus, Z or Z , about an

axis normal to the plane of the *rame.

The capacities required for the analysis are:

a. Ul-lniate dynamic load capacity in axialtension, Pp [Eq (13)]

b. Ultimate dynarmic load capacity in axial
compression, Pu [Eq (14)1

c. Ultimate bending capacity in the absence of
axial load, M or , depending upon the
axis of bending [EqT{a) or 5b)3

Some of these data are available from the prelimi-
nary design phase.

Tabulate, as shown in Table 8, the nodal connec-
tivities, cross-sectional properties and the axial
load and bending -apac'ties for all elements.
Indicate the locations of local pins in this tabu-
lation, if any are utilized in the analysis.

Step 7. Using the guidelines provided in Figures 23 and/or
24 of the text, establish the dimensions of the
tributary loading areas that are assigned to the
mass points on the exterior members of the frame.
Compute the tributary areas and tabulate both the
dimensions and the areas as shown in Table 9.

Combine adjacent coplanar areas assigned to the
one mass point.

Step 8. Establish the following blast loading parameters:

a. Location of the charge

b. Charge weight, W

c. Safety factor, SF
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d. Normal distance, RA, from the center of the
charge to the blastward and le.ward walls of
the building

Calculate the effective charge weight,
WE = (1.0 + SF)W.

Most of these data are available from the pre-
lirninary design.

Step 9. a. Compute the scaled distances from the center
of the charge to the blastwardo9ad leeward
ends of the building, Z = RA/WE/3.

b. Enter Figure 4-5, 4-11 or 4-12 of Reference 3
or Figure 6 of the text with each of the
scaled distances determined above, and read
from the appropriate curves:

Peak positive incident pressure, Pso

Scaled unit positive impulse, is/Wl/3

Shock front velocity, U

c. Enter F:gure 4-5 or 4-12 of ;Aeference 3 or
Figure 6 (if the text with the scaled distance
to the blastward wall and read from the
appropriate curves:

Peak positive normal reflected pressure, Pr

Scald unit positive normal reflected impulse,Ir/WI3

d. Tabulate all values as shown in Table 10.

Step 10. Using the blast wave parameters determined in
Steps 9b and 9c, construct the reflected pressure-
time history on the blastward wall:

a. Calculate clearing time tc:

tc 3S/U1

where S = height of blastward wall or one
half its width
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b. Calculate fictitious positive phase
duration, tof:

tof = 2is/Pso

c. Determine peak dynamic pressure, qo, from
Figure 4-66 of Reference 3 for Pso.

d. Calculate P + Cnq . Obtain C0 from para-
graph 4-14bs8f ReMeence 3.

Se. Calculate fictitious reflected pressure
duration, tr:

tr = 2ir/Pr

f. Construct the reflected pressure-time curves
"shown in either (a) or (b), Figure 26 of the
text. The curve utilized for the analysis
is the one which yields the smallest value
of the impulse (area under curve).

g. Tabulate all values as shown in Table 10.

Step 11. Using the blast wave parameters determined in
Step 9b, determine the combined incident/drag
pressure-time histories at the blastward andleeward end of the roof as follows:

a. Calculate fictitious positive phase duration,
tof:

tof = 21s/Pso

b. Determine peak dynamic pressure qo from
Figure 4-66 of Reference 3 for Pso.

c. Calculate P + C q0. Obtain CD from para-
graph 4-14c of Re erence 3.

d. Tabulate all values as shown in Table 10.

Step 12. a. Determine the pressure history at the location
of each mass point on the roof by linearly
Interpolating for both the peL,, pressure and
the duration, using the data computed in Step
11 and Equations (15) and (16).
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b. Determine the pressure history for each mass
point on the leeward wall u~irg Fqulttens (17)
and (18) (where appropriate - see Section 5.3),
and the data computed in Step 11.

c. In a similar manner, interpolate for the shock
front velocities at the mass points on the roof,
and extrapolate for these quantities at the
mass points on the leeward wall.

Tabulate the peak pressures, durations and
shock front velocities as shown in Table 11.

If large pressure differentials occur between
the blastward and leeward ends of tLie roof, a
more refined interpolation for the pressure-
time histories mky be required. Refer to
Section 5.3 for guidance, if this is necesscry.

Step 13. Determine the values of parameters a and D for
each tributary area (Section 5.3). Refer to
Figures 30, and 32 through 34 of the text for
guidance when computing these quantities.
Tabulate all values as shown in Table 11.

Step 14. a. Using the pressure histories and shock front
velocities determined in Steps 10 and 12,
the values for a and D determined in Step 13,
and the equations given in Section 5.3, com-
pute the following blast loading parametersfor each tributary area:

1. Travel time, ta, computed using Equation (19).

2. Rise time, trt, computed using Equation (20).

3. Average peak pressure, (Ppk)AVG, computed
using Equation (21).

4. Time, tpk, at which (Ppk)AVG occurs, computed
using Equation (23).

5. Duration of the pressure loading on the
tributary area, tDI, computed using
Equation (25).

6. Time at which the pressure on the tributary
area decays to zero, t-r, computed using
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Equation (26). Tabulate these data as
shown in Table 11.

b. Using the parameters determined above,
generate the digitized data defining the
pressure-time history input for DYNFA as
describe6 in Section 8.9 and illustrated
in Figures 60 and 61 of the text. Assign
an identification number to each pressure
waveform entered in the DYNFA input.

Step 15. Compute the dead, and where appropriate, live loadsacting on the frame. Distribute these quantities
as uniform and concentrated loads as described in
Section 8.10. Tabulate all values as shown in
Tables 12 and 13.

Step 16. Compute the integration time interval on the basis
of either Equation (34) or (35) (whichever governs).
In addition, specify the desired duration of the
response on the basis of the sidesway natural
period of the frame as computed using the data in
Table 8 of the text and either of Equations (36)
or (37) (as the case may be).

Step 17. Locate the origin of the global system for the I
model; establish the direction of the global axes,
(Section 8.4), and specify the noda'i coordinates(Fig 4).

Step 18. Transfer the nodal coordinates, together with the
tabulated data (as contained in Tables 7 through
13) to punched cards using the input formats for

DYNFA, which are specified in Section 8.13.

Example A.3: Construct the analytical model of an unbraced,
interior, rigid frame of a single-story steel
building subjected to a normal shock wave, andprepare the related input data for DYNFA.

Required: The analytical model, and all related input data
for DYNFA, For the rigid frame designed in Example
A.l.

Ste_ 1. Fror,• E):ample A.I, given:

a. Geometry of interior frame on column line 2
(Fig 1)
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b. Sizes of primary frame members:

1. Roof girders: Wl2 x 40

2. Exterior columns: W14 x 53

3. Interior columns: W14 x 61

Sizes of secondary members, decking and siding
shown in Figure 1.

Size of primary transverse girders: W12 x 36

c. Pin-ended column supports

d. Reusable structure

eo Fy = 248(l0)3 kPa (36 ksi)

f. c= l.l

g. E = 207(10)6 kPa (30 x 106 psi)

Fdy = 273(10)3 kPa (39.6 ksi)

Step 2. The interior frame on column line 2 (Fig 1) is
modeled for analysis with DYNFA. The model in-
cludes only the steel frame, as the foundation
response is assumed -to have a neglible impact on
the frame's response (MFNPN > 2 MSTIEL). A line
diagram of the frame is shown in igure 4. The
following locations on the frame are designated
as nodal points:

a. All column base connections: nodes 1, 10 and
18

b. All column/girder connections: nodes 5, 9
and 14

c. Three intermediate locations within the span
of each exterior member: nodes 2 through 4,
6 through 8, 11 through 13 and 15 through 17.
In each group of three intermediate nodal
points, two nodes are located at the connec-
tions of the secondary members (purlins and
girts) to the frame proper. These nodes arp
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2, 4, 15 and 17 on the exterior columns; arid
6, 8, 11 and 13 on the roof girders. The
third node in each group is used for the pur-
pose of computing the maxiirUM chordal angle
(Section 4.2) at the midsparn of the member.

Nodal points at the following locations are desig-
niated at mass points (Fig 4).

a. All column/girder connections

b. All locations on e~xterior members correspond-
ing to the connections of secondary members
to the frame proper.

Step 3. Assign dynamic degrees of freedom to the mass
points of the P,,iodel.

Consistent with the guidelines given in Section
4.3, the dynamic degrees of freedom for the model
are designated as shown in Figure 4b. Note that
'the mass points at the girder/column intersections
(nodes 5, 9 and 14) are assigned two dynamic degrees
of fr'eedom (one in the horizontal direction and the
other in the vertical direction), while all inter-
mediate mass points (nodes 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15
and 17) are assigned one dynamic degree of freedom
which is directed nonrmal to the longitudinal axis

Step 4.Ccmpute the masses of the individual wall, roof and
floor panels (if any) within the tributary strip
supported by the frame, Also compute the masses of
all interior columns and transverse girders within
the strip.

Referring to Figure 1, the frames are equally spaced
6.0 meters apart; therefore, the tributary strip is
6.0 meters wide and includes:

a. Two ext~erior wall panels, each of which is 6.0
meters wide by 5.0 meters high. Since there
are only two girts within each panel., the mass
of these members will not be included as a part
of the panel mass (see Fig 17 of text, case 2b).
Hence, the mass of each wall panel is taken as
the sum of the masses of the following struc-
tural components:
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1. Siding: Type 2- 20 x 20

Weight = 4.2 psf (20.5 kg/h 2 )

Mass = 20.5 x 6.0 x 5.0 = 615 kg

2. Exterior column: W14 x 53 (78.9 kg/m)

Length = 5 meters

Mass = 78.9 x 5.0

= 394.5 kg

3. The mass of a wall panel, MW. is*

MW = 615 + 394.5 = 1,009.5 kg

b. Two roof panels, each of which is 6.0 meters
wide and 6.0 meters long. As was the case with I
the wall panels, the mass of the secondary
framing of the roof is not included as part of
the roof panel mass. Hence, the mass of each
roof panel is taken as the sum of the masses
of the following structural components (Fig 19
of text, case 2b):
"I. Decking: Type 2 - 20 x 20

Weight = 4.2 psf (20.5 kg/m 2 )

Mass = 20.5 x 6.0 x 6.0 738 kg

2. Girder: W12 x 40 (59.4 kg/m)

Lennth = 6.0 m

Mass = 59.4 x 6.0 = 356.4 kg

3. The mass of a roof pdnel, MR, is:

MR = 738.0 + 356.4 = 1,094,4 kg

c. Two girts on each exterior walY, each of which
is a W14 x 26 (38.7 kg/m), 6 meters long.

m 3P.7 x 6.0 = 232.2 kg
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d. Two purlins on each roof panel, each of which
is a W12 x 19 (28.2 kg/m), 6 meters long.

mp = 28.2 x 6.0 = 169.2 kg

P. Interior column: W14 x 61 (90.8 kg/m)

Length = 5.0 m

Mass = 90.8 x 5.0 = 453.8 kg

f. Three transverse girders, each of which is a
W12 x 36 (53.6 kg/m), 6 meters long.

Mass of one transverse girder = 53.6 x 6.0

= 321.6 kg

Step 5. Compute the concentrated masses assigned to the
dynamic degrees of freedom in each panel.

Using Figure 17, case 2b, in conjunction with
Figure 18, both of the text, the concentrated
masses for an exterior wall panel are computed
as follows:

MW = 1,009.5; mg = 23?.2 kg; ng = 2

NDOFH = 2 from Figure 4b

Therefore:

(MIH)W = MW/(NDOFH + 1) + mg

= 1,009.5/(2 +1) + 232.2 = 568.7 kg

(MEH)W = MW/[2(NDOFH +1)]

= 1,009.5/[2(2 + 1)] = 168.3 kg

ng

EW= [MW + E (mgi))/2

= [1,009.5 + 2(232.2)1/2 = 737 kg
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The mass distribution for the blastward column
proceeds as follows: (M I)w is assigned to the
horizontal dynamic degrets of freedom at the
intermediate mass points (nodes 2 and 4); and
(MEH)W and (MEv)W are assigned to the horizontal

and vertical dynamic degrees of freedom at the
column/girder connection (node 5). Since the
column/foundation connection (node 1) is a sup-
port point, the portion of the wall mass that
would be concentrated there is discarded. The
mass distribution on the leeward column is exactly
the same as that on the blastward column.

Using Figure 19, case 2b, in conjunction with
Figure 20 (both of the text), the concentrated m

masses for a roof panel are computed as follows:

MR = 1,094.4 kg; mp = 169.2 kg; ng= 2

NDOV = 2 from Figure 4b

Therefore,
np

(MEH)R = [MR + E (mpi)]/2

( (1,094.4 + 2(169.2)]/2 = 716.4 kg

(MIv)R - MR/(NDOFV + 1) + mp

1 1,094.4/(2 + 1) + 169.2 = 534 kg

(MEv)R = MR/[2(NDOFV + 1)]

= 1,094.4/[2(2 + 1) = 182.4 kg

The mass distribution for the blastward roof
girder proceeds as follows: (MIV)R is assigned
to the vertical dynamic degrees of freedom at
the intermediate mass points (nodes 6 and 8);
and (MEH)R and (MEv)R are assigned to the hori-
zontal and vertical dynamic degrees of freedom
at the girder/column connections (nodes 5 and 8).
The rass distribution for the leeward girder is
exactly the same as that for the blastward
girder.
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The concentrated masses for the wall aod roof panels
are tabulated in Table 7. The mass of the interior
columns and transverse girders are include-' in this
tabulation. Note that there are several contribu-
tory masses assigned to the mass points at the
girder/column connections. Here, the total mass is
the sum of all the contributory masses from several
components (wall panels, roof panels, interior
columns, transvevse girders).

Step 6. Determine the cross-sectional properties and

capacities of the frame members.

Girder: W12 x 40

From Step 1: Fdy 273 x 103 kPa

E = 207 x 106 kPa

rrom Example A.l: x = 254 kN-m

Cc = 122

The following cross-sectional properties of the
member are obtained from the "Properties for
designing" tables of Reference 14.

a. A = 1l.1 in 2 (76.1 cm2 )

b. Ix = 310 in 4 (12,834 cm4 )

The following additional data is obtained from the
same reference to compute Pu:

rX= 5.13 in (0.130 m)

ry = 1.94 in (0.049 m)

Using Equation (13):

Pp FdyA = (273 x 103)(76.1 x l0-4)

2,078 kN

According to Equation (14) of the text:

Pu l.7FaA
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Here, Fa is computed using Equation (4.3) of Refer-
ence 1. To use this equation, compute the maximum
of either I/ry or Kl/rx (Table 4.1, Ref 1).

For buckling about the weak axis, Z is measured
between points of lateral bracing; i.e., purlin/
girder connections:

l/ry = 2.0/(4.93 x 10-2) = 40.6

For buckling about the strong axis, Z is measured
between the vertical support points, i.e., girder/
column connections. Using a value of 0.75 for the
effective length factor, K, as recommended in Sec-
tion 4.4 of Reference 1:

kl/rx = (0.75 x 6)/(13.03 x 10-2) = 34.6 < 40.6

Equation (4.3) of Reference 1:

[1 - (KlJ]r)2Fdy

Fa =2C
S+ 3(KZ/r)- (KZ8r) 3

3 8 Cc 8Cc

KZ/r = 40.6

Fdy = 273 x 103

Cc = 122

Fa = -/3[1 - 40.62/(2 x 1222)1(273 x 103)
5/3 + [3(40.6)/8(122)] - [40.63/8 (122)31

= 144.3 x l03 kPa

Pu = 1.7(144.3 x 103)(76.1 x 10-4)

= 1,867 kPa

Values of Pp, Pu and Minx for all members are tabu-

lated in Table 8 together with the identification
numbers and nodal connectivities for the elements
representing them.
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Step 7. Establish the dimensions of the tributary areas
assigned to the mass points on the exterior members.

Since the secondary members are normal to the frame,
the dimensions of the tributary areas for the roof
and wall panels are established according to the
data given in Figure 24 of the text.

For a roof panel:

From Figure 1: W~T = 6.0 m

W1= = 3.0 m

L =6.0 m

From Figure 4b: NM = 2I

For an intermediate mass point (nodes 6, 8, 11 and

13):

LntoftiuayaeWidth of tributary area =WT =6.0 mI

L/ (NM + 1) 6.0/ (2 + 1) 2.0 m

Area -=6.0 x 2.0 = 12.0 m2

For a mass point at the end of the member (nodes 5,
9 and 14):

Width of tributary area =WT = 6.0 m

Length of tributary area=

L/2(NM + 1) = 6/2(2 + 1) 1 1.0 m

Area = 6.0 x 1.0 = 6.0 n1,2

The dimensions of the tributary areas for the panels
of the blastward and leeward walls are established
in a similar manner. The dimensions of each tribu-
tary area is shown in Figure 5 and tabulated in
Table 9. Note that the two contrib~utory coplanar
areas from the blastward and leeward roof panels
are combined into one area which is assigned to
node point 9.
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Step 8. From the preliminary design Example A.1, Step 1:

a. Location of charge, surface burst

b. Charge weight: W = 1,140 kg (2,500 lb)

c. Safety factor: SF = 20 percent

d. Normal distance to blastward wall:

433 ft (132 m)

e. Normal distance to leeward wall:

433 + 39.4 = 472.4 ft (144 m)

f. Effective charge weight. WE = (1.0 + SF)W

= 1.2(1,140) = 1,360 kg (3,000 Ib)

Step 9. WE 3,000 lb; W•/ 14.42 lb 1 /3

Point on blastward wall:

a. RA = 4 33 f.

Z = 433/14.42 = 30 ft/lb 113

b. Entering Figure 4-12 with Z = 30 ft/Ibl/ 3:

Pso = 1.65 psi (11.4 kPa)

is/W1/3 = 3.4 psi-ms/lb 1 /3

is = (3.4)(14.43) = 49.03 psi-msr•'

U = 1.16 ft/ms (353.6 m/sec)

Steps 9a and 9b are repeated for the point on
leeward wall.

c. Entering Figure 4-12 with Z = 30 ft/1bl/ 3:

P =3.51 psi (24.2 kPa)

ir/W1 / 3 . 6.9 psi-ms/lb1 /3

i = (6.9)(14.42) 99.5 psi-ms
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d. All values are tabulated in Table 10.

Step 10. Determine the reflected pressure-time history for
the blastward wall:

a. tc 3S/U

S = 5.0 m < 12.0 m/2 (From Fig 1)

U = 353.6 m/sec (From Table 10)

tc = 3(5.0)/353.6 = 0.042 sec

b. tof - 2is/Pso

From Table 10: is 49.03 psi-ms

Ps0 = 165 psi

tof = 2(49.03)/1.65

= 59.4 ms = 0.0594 sec

c. qo = 0.066 psi (0.45 kPa) for

Pso = 1,65 psi by extrapolating the data in
Figure 4-66 of Reference 3.

d. From paragraph 4-14b of Reference 3,

CD = 1.0 for the blastward wall.

Therefore: Pso + CDqo = 1.65 + 1.0(0.065)

= 1.72 psi

e. tj. = 21r/Pr

ir = 99.5 psi-ms

Pr = 3.51 psi

tr = 2(99.5)/3.51 = 56.7 ms

f. The reflected pressure-time histories shown in
Figure 6a are constructed using these data.
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Note that the curve shown as a dotted line,
which was constructed using Pr and tr, has a
higher impulse than the other curve, which is
the one used in the analysis.

g. All values are tabulated in Table 10.

Step 11. Determine the combined incident/drag pressure-time
history at the blastward end of the roof:

a. tso = 21s/Pso

From Step lOb: tof = 0.0594 sec

b. From Step lOc: qo = 0.066 psi (0.48 kPa)

c. From paragraph 4-14c of Reference 3:

CD = -0.40 for the roof and leeward wall.

Therefore, Pso + C Dqo = 1.65 - 0.40(0.065)

= 1.62 psi (11.1 kPa)

d. Steps lla through llc are repeated for the
point at the leeward end of the building and
all values are tabulated in Table 10.

Step 12. a. Determine the pressure-time histories at the
locations of all mass points on the roof
using Equations (15) and (16), and the data
determined in Step 11.

At the blastward end of the frame:

(Ppk)B Pso + CDqo = 11.1 kPa

(tdr)B = tof = 0.0594 sec

At the leeward end of the frame:

(Ppk)L = Pso + CDqo = 9.9 kPa

(tdr)L = tof = 0.0624 sec

LR = 12.0 m (Fig 1)
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For node point 9 on the roof (Fig 5a):

19r - 6.0 m

Using Equations (15) and (16):

(Ppk)9 11.1 -=(1.1 121.6)(6o) [Eq (15)]

1= 0.5 kPa

(tdr)g = 0.0594 - (0.0594 - 0.0624)(6.0)
12.0

[Eq (16)]
= 0.0609 sec

b. Determine the pressure-time histories at the
locations of all mass points on the leeward
wall using Equations (17) and (18) and the
data determined in Step 11.

For node point 17 on the leeward wall:

Z171 = 3.33 m (Fig 5)

(Ppk)17 = 9.9 - (1.1 - 9.9)(3.33) [Eq (17)]12.0

= 9.5 kPa

(td)17 = 0.0624 - L0.0594 - 0.0624)(3.33)
12.0

[Eq (18)]
= 0.0632 sec

The blast loading parameters defining the
pressure waveforms (Ppk, tdr) at all of the
mass points are tabulated in Table 11.

c. The shock front velocity remains constant as
the wave traverses the building; therefore,
no interpolation or extrapolation for this
quantity is required in this problem.

Step 1,. Determine the values of a and D for the tributary
areas.
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Based on the dimensions of the tributary areas
shown in Figure 5 and using Figure 32 for guidance,
the following values of a and D for node 9 on the
roof are determined:

D = d2 and a = 12

From Figure 5: d2 = 5.0 m and 12 = 2.0 m

Using Figure 33 for guidance, the following values
of a and D are determined for node 17 on the
leeward wall:

D = L + hl and a = h2

From Figure 5:

L =12.0 m

hi = 2.5 m; h2 = 1.67 m

D = 12.0 + 2.5 = 14.5 m

a =1.67 m

Values of a and D for the other mass polilts on the
model are tabulated in Table 11.

Step 14. a. Compute the blast loading parameters for modi-
fying the pressure-time histories at each mass
point.

For node point 9:

From Step 12L :

Ppk = 10.5 kPa; tdr 0.0609 sec; U = 353.6 m/sec

From Step 13:

a = 2.0 m; D = 5.0 m

1. ta = D/UAVG 5.0/353.6 = 0.0141 sec [Eq (19)]

2. trt = a/U9= 2.0 /353.6 = 0.0056 sec [Eq (20)]

3. (Ppk)AVG = Ppk[ 1 - (a/2Utdr)] [Eq (21)]
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= 10.5[l.O - 2.0/(2.0)(353.6)(0.0609)]

= 10.0 kPa

4. tpk = ta + trt [Eq (23)]

= 0.0141 + 0.0056 = 0.0197 sec

5. tDl = trt/ 2 + tdr [Eq (25)]

= 0.0056/2 + 0.0609 = 0.0637 sec

6. tT = ta + tDI [Eq (26)]

= 0.0141 + 0.0637 = 0.0778 sec

The values of these pararreters for the other
mass points are compute,' in a similar manner
and all results are tauulated in Table 11.

b. Generate the digitized data defining the
pressure-time history input for DYNFA as des-
cribed in Section 8.9 and illustrated in Fig-ures 60 and 61 of the text.

For node point 9:

Pressure Time

Point Parameter Value (kPa) Parameter Value (sec)

1 - 0.0 0.000

2 - 0.0 ta 0.0141

3 (Ppk)AVG 10.0 tpk 0.0197

4 0.0 tT 0.0778

5 0.0 TF 1.000

Waveform identification number = 7 (from Table 11).

Number of points in waveform : 5 (from above).
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The digitized data defining the pressure-time
histories for the other mass points are given in
Appendix B.

Step 15. Compute the dead loads acting on the frame and
distribute these loads among the elements and nodal
points of the model. In DYNFA, the dead loads are
entered in mass unit- when SI units are utilized in
the analysis and the conversion of mass to force is
performed by the program. Therefore, in the compu-
tations that follow, the dead loads are given in
kilograms.

a. Distribution of the weight of a roof panel:

1. The uniform load acting in the girder
consists of its own weight:

w = 59.4 kg/m (from Step 4).

This loading is applied to elements 5
throuh 8, and 10 through 13.

2. The concentrated loads acting along the
girder consists of the reactions of the
purlins. Each purlin supports its own
weight as well as one third the weight of
the decking within each roof panel.

From Step 4:

Weight of decking = 738 kg

Weight of one purlin = 169.2 kg

Concentrated load acting along girder (nodes
6, 8, 11 and 13) = (1/3)(738) + 169.2

"= 415.2 kg

The remaining orne third of the decking
weight is supported by the transverse
girders, and therefore is applied as a
concentrated load at each girder/column
connection.
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b. Distribution of the weight of a wall panel:

1. The distributed load acting on the column

is its own weight:

w = 78.9 kg/m

This loading is applied to elements 1
through 4, and 14 through 17.

2. One half the weight of the wall (includ-
ing girts) is applied as a concentrated
load at the exterior column/girder
connection.

From Step 4:

Weight of siding = 615 kg

Weight of 2 girts
(232.2 kg/girt) = 464.4 kg

1,079.4 kg

Concentrated load acting at each exterior
column/girder connection (nodes 5 and 14):

(1/2)(1,079.4) = 539.7 kg

c. The weight of the transverse girders is applied
directly to the girder/column connections
(nodes 5, 9 and 14).

d. The weight of the interior column (90.8 kg'm -
from Step 4) is applied as a uniformly dis--
tributed load to element no. 9.

The dead loads applied to the elements are
tabulated in Table 12; concentrated loads
applied to the appropriate nodal points are
tabulated in Table 13.

Stepj1 Compute the integration time interval and specify
the duration of the response.

Integration time interval:

Check the extensional modes of the members:
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Ta 2nVLT-Le/AE [(Eq 34)]

Exterior column: L = 5.0 m (Fig 1)

Me - 1,241.0 kg (Table 7)

= 1.241 kN-sec 2 /m

A = 101.0 cm2 (Table 8)

E 207 x 106 kPa (Step l)

Ta = 21r5(-.241)/(I01 x 10-4)(207 x i06)-C)

= 0.011 sec

Interior columni L = 5.0 m (Fig 1)

Me = 913.3 kg (Table 7)

0.9133 kN-sr /mI
A = 115.0 cm2 (Table 8)

E = 207 x 106 kPa

Ta = 2r/5(0.9133)/(115 X 10-4)(207 x 106) I
= 0.0087 sec

Roof girder: L = 6.0 m (Fig 1)

Me = 1,206.3 kg (Table 7)

= 1.2063 kN-sec2 /m

A = 76.1 cm2 (Table 8)

E = 207 x 106 kPa

Ta = 2Trv -(I.2 06 3)/( 76 ,l x I0-4)(207 x 106)

= 0.0135 sec

Check the second bending mode of vibration of the
exterior column and the roof girder:

Tb - (I/C)"MiL3/EI [Eq (?3)]
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Exterior column: C = 7.95 (Table 7 of text)

Mi = 2 x 568.7

= 1,137.4 kg (Table 7)

= 1.1374 kN-sec 2/m

I = 22,550 cm4 (Table 8)

Tb = (JL.1374)(5.0)3/(207 x 106)(22,550 x 10-8)
7.95

0.0069 sec

Roof girder: C = 9.82 (Table 7 of text)

Mi = 2 x 534 = 1,068 kg (Table 7)

= 1.068 kN-sec 2/m

I = -2,834 (Table 8)

Tb Q'(l.o68)(6.0)3!(20Y x 106)(12,834 x 10-8)
9.82

= 0.0095 sec

Inspection of these results indicates that the
second bending mode of vibration of the exteribr
column has the shortest period (highest frequency);
hence, the integration time increment used is
1/20 of this period:

At = 0.0069/20 = 0.000345 sec

Use At = 0.00035 sec

Duration of response and number of integration
time increments:

Compute sidesway natural period uf frame:

Ts = 2r 7W [Eq (36)1

Here, mA is the total mass of the roof panels,
purlins-and transverse girders plus one third the
mass of the wall panels, girts and interior columns:
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From Step 4:

Mass of 2 roof panels = 2,188.8 kg
(1,094.4 kgpanel)

Mass of 4 purlins = 676.8 ;g
(169.2 kg/purlin)

Mass of 3 transverse girders = 964.8 kg
(321.6 kg/gIrder)

Total = 3,830.4 kg

Mass of 2 wall panels = 2,019.0 kg
(1 ,009.5 kg/panel)

Mass of 4 girts = 928.8 kg
(232.2 kg/girt)

Mass of interior column = 453.8 kg

Total = 3,401.6 kg

me = 3,830.4 + (1/3)(3,401.6) = 4,964.3 kg

= 4.964 kN-sec 2/m

K = (EI ca2/H3 )[l + (0.7 - 0.l)(n - 1)]

(Table 8 of text)

E = 207 x 106 kPa
Ica = Elc/(n + 1) (Table 8 of text)

From Table 8 of Appendix A:

I for exterior column = 22,550 cm4

I for interior column = 26,670 cm4

1ca = 2(22,550) + 26,670 = 23,923 cm4

3

H = 5.0 m (Fig 1)

a = 0.0 (Table 8 of text)
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II

C2 is a function of D and 0:

D (Ig/L)/[Ica(0.75 + 0.25 )/H] (Table 8 of text)

From Table 8 of Appendix A: Ig 12,834 cm4

D= 12,834/6.0 =0.6
23,923(0.75)/5.0

For D= 0.6 and a 0.0: C2 =4.93

therefore:

K = (207 x 106)(23,923 x 0-8)(4.93)[1 + 0.7(2- 1
53

= 3,320 kN/m

KL = 0.55(l - 0.25s); 6 - 0

= 0.55

T, = 2w/4.964/[3,320(0.55)]

= 0.33 sec

Here, the response will be computed for a duration,
Tf, of (1/2)T ; therefore, the numLer of integration
time increments, NDT, is:

NDT = 1 + Tf/At [Eq (39)]

Tf = (1/2)Ts = 0.165 sec

At = 0.00035 sec

NDT = I + 0.165/0.00035 471

Use 500 increments in the analysis.

Step 17. The origin of the global coordinate system is
located at nodal point 1 (Fig 4), which is the
lower left-hand support point of the model. The
nodal coordinates are specified on the sketch
of the model (Fig 4a).
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Step 18. The nodal coordinates together with the data con-
tained in Tables 7 through 13 are punched on input
data cards according to the format specifications
in Section 8.13. A listing of the input data deck
for this problem is given in Appendix B. Note that
the blast loads on the leeward walls and roof act
in the negative directions of the global X and Y
axes, respectively. Therefore, the tributary areas
on these surfaces are entered as negative quantities
in the input to DYNFA. In addition, the dead loads
act in the negative direction of the global V axis.
Therefore, in the DYNFA input, -Y is entered as the
direction of the element uniform loads and the con-
centrated nodal loads in Table 13 are entered as
negative quantities.

Problem A.4: Construct the analytical models of several
representative frames, spanning in each direction,
of a single-story rigid frame steel building sub-
jected to a quartering shock wave; prepare all
related input data for DYNFA.

Procedure:

"e 1 Construct the analytical model of each frame
t rough (selected for analysis with DYNFA) as outlined
Step 7. in Steps 1 through 3 of Problem A.3. Compute

ti'ie following data for each model as instructed"i, Step5 4 through 7 of the same problem:

a. Masses of the individual panels of the walls
and roof supported by frame.

b. Concentrated masses assigned to the dynamic
degrees of freedom.

c. Cross-sectional properties and capacities of
frame members; prepare a tabulatioca contain-
ing the element nodal connectivities, and
the'- rroc. ctional properties and capacities.

d. Dimensions of tributary loading areas assigned
to the mass points on the exterior members.

Step 8. Establish the fo'",wing blast loading parameters:

a. Location of ..drge
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b. Charge weight, W

c. Safety factor, SF; calculate effective charge
weight, WE = (1.0 + SF)W.

d. Angles of incidence, aA and a , between the
shock front and each blastward wall at location
of frames.

e. Radial distances from the center of the charge
to the blastward and leeward ends of each
frame selected for analysis.

Some of these data are available from the prelimi-
nary design.

Step 9. a. Compute the scaled distances from the center
of the charge to the blastward and leeward
ends of each frame, Z = R/Wl/ 3 .

E
b. Enter Figure 4-5, 4-11 or 4-12 of Reference 3

or Figure 6 of the text, with each of the
scaled distances determined above and read
from the appropriate curves:

Peak positive incident pressure, Pso

Scaled unit positive impulse, is/W

Shock front velocity, U

Step 10. Using the blast loading parameters determined in
Steps 8 and 9, construct the reflected pressure-
time histories at the location of each frame:

a. Read the reflected pressure coefficient, Cra,
from Figure 4-6 of Reference 3 for Pso deter-
mined in Step 9b and a determined in Step 8d.

b. Calculate Pro = CraPso.

c. Calculate clearing time tc:

tc = 33/U

where S, in cases involving quartering loads,
equals the minimum of:
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1. Height of blastward wall

2. Horizontal distance from the frame to the
leeward end of the wall

3. Sum of the horizontal distance from the
frame to the blastward end of the wall,
plus the length of the adjacent blastward
wall.

d. Calculate fictitious positive phase duration,
tof:

tof = 2is/Pso.

e. Determine peak dynamic pressure, qo, from
Figure 4-66 of Reference 3 for Pso. Calculate
Pso + C Dqo Obtain CD from paragraph 4-14b of
Reference 3.

f. Enter Figure 4-5 or 4-12 of Reference 3 or

Figure 6 of the text, and read ir/W1/' for
Pra determined in lOb.

g. Calculate fictitious reflected pressure dura-
tion, tr:

tr = 2ir/Pra.

h. Construct the reflected pressure curves
shown in Pither (a) or (b), Figure 26 of the
text. The curve utilized for the analysis
is the one which yields the smallest value
of the impulse (area under curve).

i. Tabulate all values as shown in Table 17.

Step 11. Using the blast wave parameters determined in
Step 9b, construct the combined incident/drag
pressure-time histories at the blastward and
leeward walls of each frame as instructed in
Step 11 of Problem A.3. Tabulate all values as
shown in Table 17.
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Step 12. Determine the pressure-time histories and shock
front velocities at all mass points on the roof
and leeward walls of each frame as instructed in
Step 12 of Problem A.3. Tabulate all values as
shown in Tables .8 and 19.

Step 13. Determine the values of parameters a end D
(Section 5.3) for the tributary areas assigned
to the mass points of each model. Refer to
Figures 31, 32, 33 and 35 of the text for guidance
in accomplishing this task. Tabulate all values
as shown in Tables 18 and 19.

Step 14. Modify the pressure-time histories determined in
Steps 10 and 12, and prepare the digitized input
of pressure versus time for DYNFA as instructed
in Step 14 of Problem A.3. Tabulate the param-
eters ta, trt, (Ppk)AVG, tpk, Ps' tc", tDI and
tT for all loaded mass points of each frame as
shown in Tables 18 and 19.

Step 15. Compute and distribute the dead and live loads
(where appropriate) acting on each frame as
instructed in Section 8.10. Tabulate as shown
in Tables 12, 13, 20 and 21.

Step 16. Compute At, NDT and NSKIP (Section 8.8) for the
OYNFA analysis of each frame as instructed in
Step 16 of Problem A.3.

Step 17. For each model, locate the origin of the global
coordinate system, establish the directions of
the global axes and specify nodal coordinates.

Step 18. Prepare input data decks for each model as in-
structed in Step 18 of Problem A.3. Enter
fictitiously high values for the bending
capacities of elements representing members or
portions of members designed for bi-axial bend-
ing (Section 7.3).

Example A.4: Construct the analytical models of several
representative frames, spanning in each direc-
tion, of a single-story rigid frame steel
building subjected to a quartering shock wave;
prepare all related input data for DYNFA.
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Required: The analytical models and all related input data
for the frames on column lines 1, 2, A and B of
the building shown in Figure 1.

Step 1. From Example A.2, given:

a. Geometry of frames on column lines 1, 2, A
and B, Figure 1.

b. Sizes of primary frame members given in
Table 5.

Sizes of secondary members, decking and
siding shown in Figure 1.

c. Pin-ended column supports all frames.

d. Reusable structure

e. Fy = 248(10)3 kPa (36 ksi)

f. c=l.l

g. E 207(10)6 kPa (30 x 106) psi

Fdy = 273(10)3 kPa

Step 2. The frames on column lines 1, 2, A and B are modeled

for analysis with DYNFA. Each model includes the
members of the steel frame only. The foundation is
not included as its response is assumed to have a
negligible impact on the frame response (MFNDN >2 MSTEFL). This presentation is directed towards
illus rating the modeling process and data prepara-
tion for the frames on column lines B and 2. Con-
struction of the models and preparation of the input
data for the other two frames proceed in exactly the
same manner and, therefore, their illustration here
would be superfluous.

Model of frame on column line B:

A line diagram of the frame is shown in Figure 7.
The following locations on the frame are designated
as nodal points:
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a. All colurnn base connections: nodes 1, 10, 15
and 2")

b. All column/girder connections: nodes 5, 9, 14
and 19

c. Three intermediate points within the span ofeach roof girder: nodes 6 through 8, 11 through
13 and 16 through 18. In each group of three
intermediate nodal points, one node is located
at the midspan of the member and each of the
remaining two is located a distance L/4 from its
end, where L is the length of the member.

d. Three intermediate points within the span of
each exterior column: nodes 2 through 4 and
20 through 22. In each such group of three
intermediate nodal points, one node is located
at the midspan of the member (for the purpose
of measuring the member's response at midspan)
and the other two are located at the connections
of the girts to the frame.

Nodal points at the following locations are desig-
nated as mass points:
a. All column/girder connections

b. All intermediate locations on roof girders

c. All connections of girts to exterior colt.anns.

Model of frame on column line 2:

A line diagram of the frame is showrn in Figure 4.
The placement of nodal points and designation
of mass points for this model is given in Step 2
of Example A.3.

Step 3. Assign dynamic degrees of freedom to the mass points

of each model.

Model of frame on column line B:

The dynamic degrees of freedom for the model of the
frame on column line B are shown in Figure 7b.

Model of frame on column line 2:

i
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The dynamic degrees of freedom for the model of the
frame on column line 2 are shown in Figure 4b.

Step 4. Compute the masses of the wall and roof panels, and
interior columns within the tributary strip sup-
ported by each frame.

Model of frame on column 1 tle B:

a. External wall panel: 6.0 meters wide by 5.0
meters high; secondary framing corresponds to
that shown in Figure 18b of the text, number
of girts, ng = 2; therefore, the mass of the
panel, MW, consists of the mass of the follow-
ing (Fig 17 of text, case 2b):

1. Siding: Type 2 - 20 x 20 (Figure 1)

Weight = 4.2 psf (20.5 kg/m 2 )

Mass = 20.5 x 6.0 x 5.0 = 615.0 kg
2. Exterior column: W14 x 78(116.1 kg/m)

(Table 5)
Length = 5 meters
Mass = 116.1 x 5 = 580.5 kg

3. MW = 615.0 + 580.5 = 1,195.5 kg

b. Girts on exterior wall: W14 x 26 (38.7 kg/m)

(Fig 1)
Length = 6.0 meters

Mass, mg = 38.7 x 6.0 I
= 232.2 kg

c. Roof panel: 6.0 meters wide by 6.0 meters long;
secondary framing corresponds to that shown in
Figure 20a of the text; therefore, the mass of
the panel, M , consists of the mass of the fol-
lowing (Fig ý9 of text, case 1):
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1. Decking: Type 2 - 20 x 20 (Fig I)

Weight = 4.2 psf (20.5 kg/m 2 )

Mass = 20.5 x 6.0 x 6.0 = 738.0 kg

2. Girder: W12 x 27 (40.2 kg/m) (Table 5)

Length = 6.0 meters

Mass = 40.2 x 6.0 = 240.9 kg

3. Two purlins: W12 x 19 (28.3 kg/mr) (Fig 1)

Length = 6.0 meters

Mass = 2 x 28.3 x 6.0 = 339.6 kg

4. MR = 738.0 + 240.9 + 339.6 = 1,318.5 kg

d. Mass within panel area (Wj + Wý)xL on roof:

Wj =6 .0 meters (Fig 1)

L = 6.0 meters (Fig 1)

Mass of girder = 240.9 kg (from above)

One half mass of decKing within (Wi + Wý)xL =

(1/2)(20.5 x 4.0 x 6.0) = 246.0 kg

Mý 246.0 + 240.9 =486.9 kg

(Fig 19 of text, case 1)

e. Interior column: W14 x 111 (165.2 kg/m)

(Table 5)
Length = 5.0 meters

Mass = 165.2 x 5.3 = 826.0 kg

f. Exterior transverse girders - wall B and opposite
wall:
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,. Frame girder - W12 x 22 (32.7 kg/m) (Table 5)

Length 6.0 meters

Mass = 32.7 x 6.0 = 196.2 kg

2. Wall support - 148 x 10 (14.9 kg/m) (Fig 3)

Length = 6.0 meters

Mass = 14.9 x 6.0 = 89.4 kg

Total = 196.2 + 89.4 = 285.6 kg

g. Interior transverse girder: W12 x 36 (53.6 kg/m)

Length = 6.0 meters

Mass = 53.6 x 6.0 = 321.6 kg

Model of frame on column line 2:

The mass of the wall and roof panels, girts, purlins,
transverse girders and the interior column are com-
puted as shown in Step 4 of Example A.3. It should
be noted, however, that the mass quantities for this
problem will be greater than those in Example A.3
because of the larger columns used.

Stqp 5. Compute the concentrated masses assigned to the
dynamic degrees of freedom of the wall and roof
panels of each model.
Frame on column line B:

a. Exterior wall panel: Figure 17 of text, case 2b

Mw = 1,195.5 kg (Step 4a)

mg = 232.2 kg (Step 4b)

ng= 2 (Fig 1)

NDOFH = 2 (Fig 7b)

(MIH)W = Mw/(NDOFH + 1) + mg

= 1,195.5/(2 + 1) + 232.2 = 630.7 kg
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(MEH)W = Mw/[ 2 (NDOFH + 1)] = 1,195.5/[2(2 + 1))

= 199.3 kg

ng
(MEv)W = (FM4 + E mg)/2 = [1,195.5 + 2(232.2)1/2

1

= 830.0 kg

b. Roof panel: Figure 19 of text, case '

MR = 1,318.5 kg (Step 4c)

MA = 486.9 kg (Step 4d)

NDOF, = 3 (Fig 7b)

(MEH)R = MR/ 2 = 1,318.5/2 = 659.3 kg

(MIV)R = MA/(N DON + 1) = 486.9/(3 + 1)

= 121.7 kg

(MFv)R = (MR - NDoFvMIv)/2 = [1,318.2 - 3(121.7)1/2

= 476.6 kg

All concentrated masses for the model are tabulated
in Table 14.

Frame on column line 2:

The concentrated masses assigned to the dynamic
degrees of freedom on the wall and roof panels are
computed as shown in Step 5 of Example A.3. A tabu-
lation of all masses for the model is prepared as
sho)wn in Table 7.

Step 6. Determine the cross-sectional properties and capaci-

ties of the members of each frame.

Frame on column line B:

From Step 1:
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Fdy 273 x 10. kPa

E = 207 x 106 kPa

a. Girder Gl: W12 x 27 (Table 5)

From Example A.2

Mnx =170.0 kN-m (Table 5)

c= 122 (Step 11)

From "Properties for designing" tables,
Reference 14:

1. A = 7.95 in2 (51.2 cm2)

2. Ix = 204.0 in4 (8,491 cA 4)

3. rx = 5.07 in (0.129 in)

4. ry = 1.52 in (0.039 m)

Pp = FdyA = (273 x 103)(51.2 x I0-4) (Eq (13)1

= 1,398.0 kN i
Pu 1.7 FaA [Eq (14)1

[1 2(Kr)2]Fdy

F1 C2  [Eq (4.3), Ref' 11
aC

5 + 3(Kl/r) - (KLr)3

8 8 cc 8C3
C

The member Is considercd to be braced against
buckling ar..und the weak axis; hence, Fa is
computed for buckling about the strong axis only.

Z = 6.0 meters (Fig 1)

rx = 0.129 meter (from above)

K = 0.75 (Section 4.,4 Ref 1)

Cc 122 (from Step 1)
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KZ/rx = 0.75 x 6.0/0.129 = 34.9

Fa = [1.0 - (34.9)2L(2 x 1222)1(273 x 103)

5 + [3(34.9)/8(122)] - [(34.9)3/8(122)31

= 147.8 x 103 kPa

Pu =.1.7(147.8 x 103)(51.2 x I0-4)

= 1,286.5 kNF Ih. Column CI: W14 x Ill (Table 5)

From Example A.2:

SMmy 421.9 kN-m (Note member bends about y-axis,
Fig 3)

Cc 122I From "Properties for designing" tables,
++ Reference 14:

1. A = 32.7 in 2 (211.0 cm2 )

2. 1 = 455.0 in4 (18,938.0 cm4 )

3. rx = 6.23 in (0.158 m)

4. ry = 3.73 in (0.095 m)

P FdyA = (273 x 103)(211.0 x 10-4) [Eq (13)]

= 5,760 kN

Pu 1.7 FaA [Eq (14)]
• ~According to Section 4.3 of Reference 1, Fa is

computed for the maximum of KZ/rx or KZ/ry.

Use: K = ..5 (from Section 4.4, Ref 1)
•, Z1 = 5.0 m (from Fig 1),

By inspection, Kl/ry will be the larger of the
two ratios:

[ Kl/ry = (1.2 x 5.0)/0.095 = 78.9
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S[1. - -(78.9)2/(2 x 1222)](273 x 10)
5 + r3(78.9)/8(122)] - [(78.9)3/8(122)3]

11l5.1 x 103 kPa

Pu = 1.7(115.1 x 103)(211.0 x 10-4)

- 4,128.6 kN

The values of Pn, P and Mm for all members of
the frame on column line B are listed in Table 15
together with the identification numbers and
nodal connectivities for the elements represent-
ing them.

Frame on column line 2:

The element properties and capacities for this
frame are computed and tabulated in a similar
manner. The tabulation is not shown for brevity'.

Step 7. Establish the dimensions of the tributary areas
assigned to the mass points on the exterior members.

Frame on column line B:

Roof Panel: Use Figure 23 of the text to determine
dimensions of tributary areas.

From Figure 1: WT = 6.0 meters

Wl = W2 = 3.0 meters

Wi = Wý = 2.0 meters

L = 6.0 meters

From Figure 7b: NM = 3

Dimensions of areas for intermediate mass points
(nodes 6 through 8, 11 through 13 and 16 through 18)
on panel.

From Figure 23 of text:
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Width of tributary area - (W; + Wy)/2

- (2.0 + 2.0)/2 2.0 m

Length of tributary area = L/(NM + 1)

= 6.0/(3 + 1) - 1.5 m

Area = 2.0 x 1.5 = 3.0 m2

The dimensions of the areas for mass points at the
ends of the panel are determined as shown in Fig-
ure 8.

From Figure 8: Area = (6.0 x 3.0) - (2.0 x 2.25)

= 13.5 m2

The dimensions of the tributary areas for all mass
points on the blastward wall and roof are shown i,
Figure 9. The dimensions of the tributary areas on
the leeward walls are the same as those on the
blastward wall. All dimensions and areas are tabu-
lated in Table 16.

Frame on column line 2:

The tributary areas for the mass points are shown
in Figure 5 and tabulated in Table 9.

Step 8. From Example A.2:

a. Location of charge: surface burst; from
Figure 2:

HA = 114.3 m

HB = 66.0 m

b. Charge weight: W = 1,140 kg (2,500 Ib)

c. Safety factor: 20%

d. Angle of incidence between shock front
(Fig 2) and:
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1. Wall A: (cA)2 = tan-l[(66.0 + 6.0)/114.3]

a = 32.20

2. Wall B: (QS)B = tan-1 f(114.3 + 6.0)/66.0]

= 61.2'

Effective charge weight: WE = (1.0 + SF)W

1= .2(1,140)

1,350 kg (3,000 lb)

e. Referring to Figure 2, radial distances from
center of charge to:

1. Blastward end of column line B:

R =-/(114.3 + 6.0)2 + (66.0)2

= 137.2 m (450.1 ft)

2. Leeward end of column line B:

R =/(114.3 + 6.0)2 + [66.0 + 3(6.0)12
= 146.7 m (481.0 ft)

3. Blastward end of column line 2:

R =,/(114.3)2 + (66.0 + 6.0)2

= 135.1 m (443.2 ft)

4. Leeward end of column line 2: j

R =,/[114.3 + 2(6.0)]2 + (66.0 + 6.0)2

= 145.4 m (477 ft) 4
Step 9. Compute Z, Pso, is and U at the blastward and lee-

ward ends of each frame.

Point at blastward end of column line B:
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a. Compute Z.

R = 450.1 ft (Step 8e)

Z = R/WI/ 3 = 450.1/(3,000)1/3 - 31.2 ft/lb1/3
F

b. Entering Figure 4-12 of Reference 3 with
Z - 31.2 ft/lbI/3:

Pso , 1.56 psi (10.75 kPa)

is/Wl/3 _ 3.25 psi-ms/lb1 /3

is - (3.25)(3,000)1/3 = 46.9 psi-ms

U a 1.16 ft!ms = 353.6 m/sec

Repeat steps a and b above for point at leeward end
of column line B and tabulate all values in Table 17.

Point at blastward end of column line 2:

a. Compute Z.

R = 443.2 ft (Step 8e)

Z = R/W1/ 3 = 443.2/(3,000)1/3 = 30.7 ft/lb1 /3

b. Entering FHgur• 4-12 of Reference 3 withZ - 30.7 ft/lb/3

Pso = 1.60 psi (11.0 kPa)

is/WI/3= 3.3 psi-ms/lb1 /3

is= (3.3)(3,000)1/3 = 47.6 psi-ms

U = 1.16 ft/ms = 353.6 m/sec

Repeat steps a and b above for lint at leeward end
of column line 2 and tabulate all values in Table 17.

Step 10. Construct the reflected pressure-time histories at
the location of each frame.

Frame on column line B:
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a. Enter Figure 4-6 of Reference 3 with Pso =
1.56 psi and (aB)B 61.20.

Note: Lowest value of Pso for which data are
provided is 3.71 psi; hence, read value
of Cra for (aB)B = 61.20 and DSO = 3.71
psi.

Cr. = 2.40

b. Prc = CraPso

= 2.40 (1.56) - 3.74 psi (25.8 kPa)

c. Calculate tc:

tc = 3S/U

where S is the minimum of:

1. Height of building: 5.0 meters

2. Distance to leeward end of wall B: 6.0 metprs

3. Distance to blastward end of wall B plus
length of blastward wall A:

6.0 m + 18.0 m = 24.0 meters

S =5.0 meters
tc= 3(5.0)/353.6 = 0.0424 second

d. Calculate tof:

tof = 2is/Pso = ?(46.9)/1.56

= 60.1 ms = 0.0601 second

e. Determine qo from Figure 4-F6 of Reference 3
for Pso = 1.56 psi (extrapolate data in figure):

qo = 0.056 psi (0.39 kPa)

CD = 1.0 (from paragraph 4-14b, Ref 3)

Pso + CDqo = 10.75 + 0.39 = 11.14 kPa
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f. Read Ir/W1/3 in Figure 4-12 of Reference 3 for
Pra = 3.74 psi:

ir/Wll/ 3 = 7.2 psi-ms/lbl/3

1i = 7.2(3,000)1/3 103.8 psi-ms• r

Sg. Calculate tr:

tr = 2 tr/Pra = 2(103.9)/3.74

= 55.5 ms = 0.0555 sec

h. The reflected pressure-time histories shown in

Figure lOa are constructed using this data,
The dotted pressure-time history, constructed
using Pra and tr, has a higher impulse than the
other curve, which is the one used for theanalysis.

i. Tabulate all values in Table 17.

Frame on column line 2:

Repeat Steps lOa through lOh to obtain the re-
flected pressure-time histories shown in Figure
Ila. Tabulate all values in Table 17.

Step 11. By following the instructions in Step 11 of Problem
A.3, the combined incident/drag p;"essure histories
shown in (b) and (c), Figure 10, are coir:puted for
the frame on column line B and those shown in (b)
and (c), Figure 11, are computed for the frame on
column line 2. All values are tabulated in Table 17.

Step 12. a. Determine the pressure-time histories and shock
front velocities at all mass points on the roof
using the roof loading parameters listed in
Table 17.

Frame on column line B:

Blastward end:

(Ppk)B = Pso + CDqo 10.6 kPa

(tdr)B = tof = 0.0601 second
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Leeward end:

(Ppk)L Pso + CDqo = 9.66 kPa

(tdr)L Otf 0.0629 second

LR = 18.0 meters

For node point 11 on the roof (Fig 7a):

Illr = 7.5 meters

Using Equation (15):

(Ppk)ll = 10.60 - (10.60 - 9.66)(7.5)
18.0

= 10.21 kPa

Using Equation (16):

(tdr)ll = 0.0601 - (0.0601 - 0.0629)(7.5)_
18.0

= 0.0613 second

The shock front velocity, U, is constant
across the roof; therefore:

Ull = 353.6 m/sec

All values are tabulated in Table 18.

b. Determine the pressure-time history at all
mass points on the leeward wall:

Based on the measurements shown in Figure
12, the spillover from the roof engulfs
the leeward wall area in about the same
time as the spillover from wall A. Hence,

the leeward wall will be taken as an ex-
tension of the roof.

For node point 22 on the leeward column
(Fig 7a):

t221 3.75 meters
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(Ppk)22 o 9.66 - (10.6- 9.66)(3..7I) [Eq (17))
18.0

= 9.46 kPa

(tdr)22 = 0.0629 - (0.0601 - 0.0629)(3.75)
18.0

[Eq (18)1
= 0.0635 sec

The shock front velocity is constant across

the area; therefore:

U2 2  353.6 m/sec

All values are tabulated in Table 18.

Frame on column line 2:

a. The pressure-time histories and shock
front velocities at all mass points on the
roof are determined as illustrated in
Step 12a of Example A.3. All values are
tabulated in Table 19.

b. Based on the measurements shown in Figure
12, the spillover from roof produces the
more rapid loading on the leeward column;
hence, the pressure-history and shock
front velocity for all mass points on the
leeward wall are computed as illustrated
in Step 12 of Example A.3. All values are
tabulated in Table 19.

Step 13. Determine the values of a and D fo- the tributaryareas assigned to mass points of each model.

Frame on column line B:

Blastward wall, values of a and D for all mass
points from Figure 31 of text:

D =0.0

a = WTsinc

From Figure 9: WT = 6.0 meters
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From Figure 2: (aB)I 600

a - 6.0 sin 600 = 5.2 meters

Roof: node 9

From Figure 32b of text:

D = d cosa + (1/2)(Wy - w)sina

a = w slna + t COSa

From Figure 9:

d = 3.0 meters

w = 6.0 meters

WT = 6.0 meters

I = 6.0 meters

D9 = 3.0 cos 600 + (1/2)(6.0 - 6.0)sin 600

= 1.5 meters

a9 = 6.0 sin 60' + 6.0 cos 60°

= 8.2 meters

Roof: node 13

From Figure 9:

d =9.75 meters

w = 2.0 meters

t = 1.5 meters

D13 = 9.75 cos 600 + (1/2)(6.0 - 2,0)sin 600

=6.61 meters

a13  2.0 sin 600 + 1.5 cos 600

=2.48 meters
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Leeward wall: node 22

From Figure 33b of text:

D (L + hI) cosa + (l/2)(WT -w) sinc

a = h2 rosa + w sinc

From Figure 9:

L = 18.0 meters

hI = 2.5 meters

h2  1 1.67 meters

w = 6.0 meters

D2 2 = (0,.O + 2.50) cos 600 + (1/2)(6.0 - 6.0) sin 600
• = 10.,25 nete~r

a2 2 = 1.67 cos 600 + 6.0 sin 600

= 5.03 meters

The measurement of these values of a aihd D is shown
in Figure 13. All values of a and D are tabulated
in Table 18.

Frame on column line 2:

Blastward wall, values of a and D fur all mass
points; from Figure 31 of text:

D = 0.0

a = WT sinf

From Figure 5: WT =6.0 meteis

From Figure 2: (cA)I - 300

a = 6.0 sin 300 - 3.0 meters

Roof: node 9

From Figure 32b of text:
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D = d cosa + (1/2) (WT - w) sina

a - w sinfa + lcosca

From Figure 5:

d = 5.0 meters

w = 6.0 meters

WT = 6.0 meters

I = 2.0 meters

D9 = 5.0 cos 30' + (1/2)(6.0 - 6.0) sin 300

= 4.33 meters

ag = 6.0 sin 300 + 2.0 cos 300

= 4.73 meters

Leeward wall: node 17

From Figure 33b of text:

D = (L + hl) cosa + (l/2)(WT - w) sina

a = h2cosa + w sina

From Figure 5:

L = 12.0 meters

hl = 2.50 meters

h2 = 1.67 meters

w = 6.0 meters

D17 = (12.0 + 2.5)cos 300 + (1/2)(6.0 - 6.0) sin 300

= 12.56 meters

al 7 = 1.67 cos 300 + 6.0 sin 300 = 4.45 meters

All values of a and D for the model uf the frame
on column line 2 are tabulated in Taule 19.
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Step 14. a. Compute the blast loading parameters for modi-
fying the pressure-time histories at each mass
point:

Frame on column line B:
Blastward wall, all mass points:

From Step 10a:

Ppk = Pra = 25.8 kPa

tdr = tof = 0.0601 sec

tc = 0.0424 second

U = 353.6 m/sec (Step 9)

Ps = 3.28 kPa (Fig 10a)

From Step 13: A
D = 0.0

a = 5.2 meters

1. ta = D/UAvG = 0.0/353.6 = 0.0 [Eq (19)]

2. trt a/U = 5.2/353.6 = 0.015 sec [Eq (20)]

3. tR tc/(l - Ps/Pr)

= 0.0424./( - 3.28/25.8)

= 0.0486 second

4. (Ppk)AVG = Ppk~l - (a/2Utdr)] [Eq (21)]

Here tdr = tR = 0.0486 second

= 25.8{1 -[5.2/2(353.6)(0.0486)]}

= 21.90 kPa

5. tpk = ta + trt = 0.0 + 0.015 sec [Eq (23)]

= 0.015 second
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6. tc= t. + t t2 + t [Eq (24).

= 0.0 + 0.015/2 + 0.0424.

= 0.0499 sec

7 t = t-t/2 + '-dr [Eq (75)]

Here tdr = tof = 0.0601 sec

tDI = 0.015/2 + 0.0601 = 0.0676 sec

8. tT ta + tDI [Eq (26)]

= 0.0 + 0.0676 sec = 0.0676 sec

The values of these parameters for the other
mans points are computed in a similar manner
and tabulated in Table 18.

b. Generate the digitized data defining the pressure-
time history input for DYNFA as described in
Section 8.9 and illustrated in Figres CO and 61

of th~e text.
For mass points on blastward column of frame on
column line B:

Pressure Time

Value f Value

Point Parameter (kPa) P3rameter _,sec)

1* -0.00 ta 0.0

2 (Ppk)AVG 21.90 tpk 0.0150

Ps 3.28 tc 0.0499

4 - 0.00 tT 0.0676

5 - 0.00 TF 1.0
___I I

*Note: Point 1 corresponds to ta since ta 0.0
second in this example.
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Frame on column line 2:

Repeat Steps 14a and 14b for the fra'~ra on column
line 2. The blast loading parame-'lers Eta, ta',

(P ec.1are tabulated in, Table 19.

Step 15.- Compute ana distribute the dead loads acting on
each frame according to the method prescribed in
Section 3.10.

Frame on column line B:

a. Distribution of weight of roof' panel:

1. Uniform load acting on girder:

Fruin Step 4c:

Weight of girder =240.9 kg
Weight of decking supported

by girder =246.0 kg
Total 48-6.9 kg

Length of girder =6.0 meters

w = 486.9/6.0 =P1.2 kg/in

Apply to elements 5 through 8. 10 through
2. 13 and 15 through 18.ascnettd

2.Concentrated loads applied to intermediate
node points: none.

3.Remainder of wih ple scnetae
loads at girder/column intersections:

Weight of roof panel =1,318.5 kg
Weight supported by

girder - 486.9 kg
Remainder 831.6 kg

Apply: (1/2)(831.6) =415.8 kg at each
girder/col umn intersection
(nodes 5, 9, 14 and 19).
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b. Distribution of weight of wall panel:

1. Uniform load acting on column:

Weight of column from Step 4a = 116.1 kg/m

Apply to elements 1 through 4 and 19
through 22.

2. Concentrated loads applied to intermediate
node points: none.

3. On.- half of weight of siding and girts

applied as concentrated load at exterior
col umn/gi rder connection:

From Step 4a:

Weight of siding 615.0 kg

From Step 4b:

Weight of girt - 232.2 kg

Total 615.0 + 2(232.2) = 1,079.4 kg

Apply: (I/2)(ln79.4) = 539.7 kg at each
exterior column/girder intersection
(nodes 5 and 19).

c. Weight of transverse girders ipplied directly
to girder/column connections.

d. Weight of interior column applied as uniform
load to elements 9 and 14.

The element uniform loads are tabulated in Table 20;
the concentrated nodal point loads are tabulated in
Table 21.

Frame on column line 2:

The distribution of the dead loads is illustrated
in Step 15 of Example A.3. The element and nodal
point loads are tabulated as shown in Tables 12 and
13. Note the corresponding loads for this problem
will be somewhat qreater than those computed for
Example A.3 since heavier columns are required for
the bi-axial bending design.
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Step 16. Compute At, NDT and NSKIP for each frame.

By following the instructions in Problem A.3 and
the computations in Step 16 of Example A.3, the
following quantities are computed for the frame on
column line B:

Periods of extensional modes of frame members:

Ta 2-i{M-/AE [Eq (34)]

Member Pe-iod (sec)

Exterior column 0.0101

Interior column n.0087

Roof girder 0.0160

Period of highest bending modes of each exterior
member:

Tb = (1/C)-MiL3/EI I[Eq (15)]

Member Highest mode Period (sec)

Exterior

column 2 0.0058

Girder 3 0.0035

Minimum period = 0.0035 sec for third mode of girder

At = 0.0035/2n = 0.00017 sec

Use At = 0.00020 sec.

Duration of response:

The period of the sidesway mode of the frame is car,-
puted using Equation (36) together with the data in
Table 8 of the text. The computed values of Ts is
0.350 second and the response will be computed for
one-half this period:
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Tf = (1/2)Ts = 0.175 sec

NDT = 1 + Tf/At

= 1 + 0.175/0.0002 = 876 [Eq (39)]

Use 875 increments in the analysis.

Step 17. Establish the global coordinate system for each
model.

Model of frame on column line 3.

The origin of the global coordinate system is
located at nodal point 1, as shown in Figure 7.
The nodal coordinates are specified on the sketch
of the model (Fig 7a).

Model of frame on column line 2:

The global coordinate system is established in a
similar manner for this model. as shown in (a) and
(b) Figure 4.

Step 18. The input data decks for the frames on column
lines 1, 2, A and B are prepared utilizing the
input data formats specified in Section 8. For
the first analysis of each frame, fictitiously high
values are entered for dhe bending capacities of
all members designed for bi-axial bcnding 'Section
7.3).

A.4 Utilization of the DYNFA Output in the Design of Frame
Structures

Problem A.5: Using DYNFA, compute the blast-induced response
of an unbraced, interior, rigid frame of a
single-story steel building subjected to a
normal shock wave. Determine the adequacy of
all frame members by comparing the frame response
computed by DYNFA with the frame design criteria
of Section 6.

Procedure:

Step 1. With member sizes for the frame established on
the basis of th preliminary design (Problem A.l),
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and input data deck for the model of the frame pre-
pared as described in Problem A.3, run the analysis' ~of the strur.ture using the DYNFA program on the
CDC 6600 computer. For analyzing frartes modeled
with 15 to 20 elements, specify a running time of
at least 10 minutes on the Job Control Card. For
models with more than 20 elements, add 1-1/2 min-
utes of running time for each additional element.

Step 2. Inspect the appropriate portions of the printed
output of DYNFA to deterine whether tne following
have occurred:

a. A successful numerical integration. An unsuc-
cessful integration is generally characterized
by extreme fluctuations in the axial load-time
histories of some elements accompanied by ex-
cessively large axial loads and moments. As a
result, excessive deflections at some or all of
the nodes occur and the execution of the program
may be aborted. Such results are usually caused
by an integration-time interval which is too
large. Therefore, first check the calculation
of the integration-time interval (Section 8.8);
rocom',ujte the quantity, if necessary, and rerunthe job. If the iiteg,'ation-time interval is Icorrect, then check the input data for errors.

The absence of grossly distorted results indi-
cates that a successful integration has been
achieved.

b. A reasonable appr-oxiwation of the structure's
response. There are no exact methods for mea-
suring the accuracy of the strocture's response
as computed by DYNFA. In generil, the deflected
shape of a single-story rigid frame subjected to
high initensity, short duration blast loadings
should resemble that produced by static loads
similar to the blast loads. Review the time
histories of the nodal displacements to deter-
mine the deflectpd shape o) the structure.
The occurrence of un.expected or distorted struc-
tural behavior may indicate that errors exist in
the input data deck. When such behavior occurs,
check the input data. Generally, such input
errors will affect the entire response history
but will not cause a premature termination of
the analysis.
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c. The peak sidesway response of the frame. In-
spect theh tahulation of the maximum and minimum
nodal displacements that is printed at the end
of the output. If each roof node achieves its
first peak horizontal displacement at the last
integration-time station, T, then the frame
has not achieved its peak sidesway respornse.
If this occurs, specify a 50 percent increase in
the number of integration-time stations, NDT,
and rerun the job. Before rerunning the job, 4
however, the member sizes should be verified,
as described herein, to whatever extent possible
using the results available from the unsuccess-
ful run.
On the other hand, if the peak horizontal dis-

placements on the roof occur prior to the last
integration-time station, the frame has achieved
its peak sidesway response.

Step 3. Extract the following data from the printed tabu-
lation of the maxima and minima of the ncdal
displacements:

a. The maximum horizontal displacements of all
nodal points on the roof girders. Inspect
these values. If they are roughly equal, the
largest of these values is designated as the I
peak sidesway deflection of the frame, 6.
Compare 6 with the sidesway criteria of Section
6.1. When significant differences occur between
the horizontal displacements of the roof nodes
(25 percent of the maximum), the results of the
analysis are not considered acceptable and the
job must be rerun with the appropriate revision
in the input data to eliminate these distor-
tions. Such distortions in the analysis are
produced by spurious extensional vibrations of
the girder in the inelastic response range in
which the axial stiffness of the member is
only 5 percent of its elastic axial stiffness.
Although these vibrations always occur ýsee Fig
10 of text), they rarely distort the response
of the frame. However, in cases involving
girders with unusually long spans, these vibra-
tions may produce large axial deformations of
the member which could distort the overall
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sidesway response of the of the frame. To
eliminate these distortions, increase the
inelastic stiffness of each element (see Sec-
tion 3.3) to approximately 7.5 to 10 percent
of its elastic stiffness. This is accomplished
by entering a value of between 0.0,5 and 0.10
for the parameter YFACT on the Problem Specifi-
cation Card (Card Type 2 of the input data deck,
see Section 8.13).

b. The maximum vertical displacement of the nodal
point at the midspan of each roof girder.
Using these values, compute the maximum chordal
anglE, 6, for each girder as illustrated in
Figure 64 of the text. Tabulate these values
for all girders, together with the appropriate
chordal angle criteria (Section 6.1), as showr
in Table 22.

Step 4. Using the prirnted output of the nodal displacement-
time histories (Section 9.5), deternine the maximum
differential displacement at the midspan of each
exterior column (Fig 65 of text). Using these
values, compute the maximum chordal angle, 6, for
each exterior column as illustrated in Figure 65 of
the text. Tabulate these values for both exterior
columns as shown in Tacle 22.

SteLe5. Prepare i. tabulation of the maimum ductility ratios
occurring at all nodal poitits on each frame menber.
Include the following data in t3i3 tabulaticn:

a. The response time at which each maximum occu,'.

b. The applied axial load to tensile capacity ratio,
P/Pu, which occurs when each maximum is achieved.
Include also the nature of the applied axial
load (either tension or compression).

The above data are contained in the printed tabula-tion of the element end rotations. Tabulate these
values for all frame members as shown in Table 23.

Step 6. Select 'the appropriate ductility ratio criteria for
each frame member. As discussed in Section 6, the
selection of the criteria is based on the natureof the axial load on the member when each maximum
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ductili+.v ratio is achieved. If several maximum
ductility ratios are computed at various locations
on a member, the member's response in the inelastic
response range is limited by the appropriate duc-
tility ratio criteria for each maximum ductility
ratio computed.

The ductility ratio criteria for members subjected
to tensile loads is given in Section 6.3. The duc-
tilit~y ratio criteria for members subjected to com-
pressive loads is determined from the rotation
capacity data given in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through
53 of the ixt. Consult Section 6.4 ("Use of the

________ Rotation Capacity Curves") for guidance on using

Step 7. Extract from the printed output of the element load-
time histories (axial load, shear and bending moment)
-the maximum shear, Vmax, acting on each frame member
and comipare this value with the shear yield capacity

________ of the member given by Equation (3.11) of Reference 1.
Step 8. a. If each of the response quantities determined inI Steps 3, 4 and 5 is within the limits specified

in Sec~tion 6, the member sizes are consideredI
acceptable. If one or more OF the limiting
values are exceeded by more than a few percent,
revise the memnber sizes as required and rerun

the analysis with DYNFA.

b. If the maximum shear' on a member exceeds its
shear yield capacity, increase the size of the
member as required to provide the needed shear

yield capacity.

Step 9. From the printed output of the element load-time
histories, determine the design loads for the con-
nections (Section 9.5). Design the connections
according to the provisions given in Chapter 6 of

* Reference 1.

IExample A.5 Using DYNFA, compute the blast-induced response of
an unbraced, interior, rigid frame of a single-
story steel building subjected to a normal shock

wave. Determine the adequacy of the frame members
by comparing the frame response computed by DYNFA
with the desion criteria given in Section 6.
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Required: Verification of the blast resistance of the unbraced,

interior, rigid frame designed in Example A.l.

Sp . Given:

a. Member sizes for the frame, determined in
Example A.l.

b. Input data deck for the model of the frame,
prepared in Example A.3.

The frame is inalyzed with DYNFA on the CDC 6600
computer. Extracts from the printed output are
presented in Appendix B.

Step 2. Inspection of the printed output of the response

history indicates that a successful integration has
been achieved. There are no gross distortions in
the results. In addi ion, the results depict the
expected behavior of the structure.

L Inspection of the printed tabulation of the maximum
and minimum nodal displacements (Ref Appendix B)
reveals that all of the nodal points on the roof
girder (nodes 5 through 9 and 11 through 14) achieve
their maximum positive horizontal displacements
during the time interval beginning at .08015 second
and endinig at .08890 second. Referring to Step 16
of Example A.3, At = 0.00035 second and NDT = 500
integration time stations. The last integration
time station, Tf, is:

Tf = NDT x AT = 500(0.00035) = 0.175 second

Therefore, the frame has attained its peak sidesway
response.

Step3. Determine the maximum sidesway deflection of the
frame and the maximum chordal angles for the roof
girders using the printed tabulation of the maximum
and minimum nodal displacements.

The following data are extracted from the printed
output of the maximum and minimum nodal displace-
ments:

a. The maximum horizontal [X(+)] displacement of
all nodal points on the roof girders:
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Node Displacement (mm)

5 80.8
6 80.3

7 80.3

8 80.3

9 78.7

1' 80.3

12 80.3

13 80.4

14 73.5

The difference between the maximum at rode 13
and the minimum at node 14 is 9 percent of the
displac-ement at node 13.

Therefore: 2 80.4 mm

H = 5.0 m (Fig 1)

S/H = (80.4 x 10-3)/5 = 1/62

From Section 6.1 for a reusable structure:

maximum S/H < 1/50 > 1/62

b. The maximum vertical [Y(-)] displacement at the
midspan of each roof girder:

Node Displacement (mm)

7 -12.7

12 -18.5
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The maximum chordal angle for the girder at the! ~leeward end of the roof ;s computed as follows •
(see Fig 64 of text):

L = 6.0 m (from Fig 1)

Yl2 = -18.5 mm (from above)

0 = tan-l[(18.5 x 10"3)/(6.0/2)]

= 0.353'

From Section 3.1, 0max = 1.00 > 0.353' A

The maximum chordal angle for the girder at
the blastward end of the roof is computed in a
similar manner and tabulated in Table 22.

S.te 4. dsinq the output of the nodal displacement-time
h";torles, determine the maximum chordal angles
for the exterior columns

From t:ie printed output of the nodal displacement-
time histories, the maximum differential displace-
ment at the midspan of the blastward column occurs
at a response time of 0.0175 second. The following
hrý,,`zontal displacements uf nodes 3 and 5 are read
fl',n the output at this time station:

x- 29.34 nm

x5= 9.94 mm

Referring to Figure 65 of the text, the maximum
differential displacemeiit at the midspan of thE
col•dmn is:

x3- x5/2 = 29.34 - 9.94 = 24.37 mm

H/2 5.012 = 2.5 m

and the maximim chordal angle is:

= tarn'l[(24.37 x 16- 3 )/2.51

= 0.5;' 0.0, (amax from S .. tion 6.1)
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_______ The maximum chordal angle for the leeward column

is computed in a similar manner and tabulated in

Step 5. Tabulate tiie maximum ductility ratios and related
data at all nodal points on each frame member.

The maximum ductility ratios (and related data)
for the frame members are tabulated in Table 23.
The data tabulated are extracted from the p inted
output of the maxima and minima of the element end
rotations (Appendix B). A ductility ratio of 1.0
indicates that the member remained elastic at the
location of the nodal point.

Step 6. Select the appropriate ductility ratio criteria
for each frame member.

Here, most members yield when subjected to compres-

sive axial loads. Therefore, the rotation capacity
data given in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53 of
ratio criteria.

Refrrngto Section 6.4, the first step in using
teedata consists of sketching the bending moment
.'igrmsfor the frame member's at the instant that

the maximum ductility ratios occur. The moments atI. the nodal points on the frame members are extracted
from the printed output of the element load-time
histories. Plots of the moment diagrams are pre-I ~sented in Figure 14 for the blastward column at a
response time of 0.020 second; in Figure 15 for the
girder at the blastward end of the roof at a response
time of 0.014; arnd in Figure 16 for the girder at
the leeward end of the roof at response times of
0.055 and 0.070 second.

Since the blastward column is pin-ended and the
moment diagram plotted in Figure 14 is similar to
that shown for case 2 in Figure 43 of the text, theI ductility ratio criteria for the member is deter-
mined from the rotation capacity curves in Figures
49 through 53 of the text. Three parameters are
required to enter these curves. They are:
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a. The applied axial load to tensile capocity
ratio which occurs when the maximum ductility
is achieved:

P/Pp = 0.064 (from Table 23)

b. The slenderness ratio:

l/rx = 33 (from Table 2)

c. The distribution factor for the column at the
column/girder connection which is computed as
follows:

[;FAB = KAB/YK [Eq (31) of text]

For the column: Kc = (3/4)I/L

I = 22,550 cm4 (from Table 8)

L = 5.0 n (from Fig 1)

The factor 3/4 is applied because the member
is pin-ended.

Kc = (3/4)[(22,550 x 10- 8 )/5] = 3.38 x l0-5

For the girder: Kg = I/L

I = 12,834 cm4 (from Table 8)

L =6.0 m (from Fig l)

Kg = (12,834 x 10- 8 )/6

= 2.14 x l0-5

Substituting into Equation (31) of the text:

KAB = Kc = 3.38 x l0-5

EK = Kc + Kg = (3.38 + 2.14)10-5

= 5.52 x l0-5

DFAB = 3.38/5.52 = 0.61
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Interpolation is required for l/rx and DFAB,
For the values of V/P ' l/rx and DFAB in this
example, an adequate interpolation can be accom-
plished using a portion of the applicable rota-
tion capacity data; namely, the curves provided
for distribution factors of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75
(Fig 51, 52 and 53 of text, respectively).

Entering Figures 51 through 53 of the text with
PiPp = 0.064, the values of Rc are read from the
curves for slenderness ratios of 20, 40 and 60.
These values are tabulated in Table 24 ar"'
plotted in Figure 17a as curves of Rc versus
l/rx for constant values of DFAB.

Entering the curves of Figure 17a with I/rx = 33,
values of Rc are read for values of DFAB = 0.25,
0.50 and 0.55. These latter values of Rc are
then plotted versus DFAB as shown in Figure 17b,
and a value of Rc = 2.60 for the member is read
off this curve for a corresponding value of
DFAB = 0.61. The ductility criteria for the
member is then computed as shown below:

"Pmax : 1.0 + Rc/ 4 (from Section 6.5 for re-
usable structure)

Rc = 2.6 (from Fig 17b), therefore:

"1max= 1.65 < 2.567 (maximum p computed at
node 2 on element 1 from
Table 23)

The moment diagram plotted for the blastward
girder (Fig 15) is a combination of the moment
diagram for case 2 in Figure 40 of the text with
that of case 1 in Figure 43 of the text. Although
the major portion of each peak ductility at the
member's end appears to be caused by applied end
moments (Case 2, Fig 40 of text), the rotation
capacity data for the ;ateral load case (Fig 43
of text, Case 1) will be used for the design
verification as these data represent a lower
bound on the ductility criteria for th'e member.
Interpolation of the data ir Figures 44 through
48 of the text using the guidelines provided
in Section 6.4 yielas the following rotation
capacities for the blastward gird2r:
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at t = 0.014 sec: P/Pr = 0.143

Rc = 6.8

"'max = 1 + Rc/4 = I + 5.8/4 = 2.7

At t = 0.055 second, the iloment diagram (Fig 16)
for the leeward girder is a combination of the
moment diagram for case 2, Figure 40, with that
of case 1, Figure 43 (both of text). Hence, the
ductility criteria for the member are extracted
from Figures 44 through 48 of the text.

At t = 0.070 second, the moment diagram for the
member corresponds to that for case 2, Figure 40
of the text. Therefore, the ductility criteria
are extracted from Figure 41 of the text.

Summarizing the ductility criteria for the girder:

Z/rx = 46.1

For t = 0.055 second: P/Pp = 0.022

Rc = 7.5 by inspection of Figure 47 of text I
Pmax = 1.0 + 7.5/4 = 2.88

For t = 0.070 sec7,•i: P/Pp- 0.114

Rc > 15 by 4-"Jpection of Figure 41 of text

Therefore: 4max = 3.0

Values of Pmax for all frame members are tabu-
lated in Table 23.

Step 7. Extract from the printed output of the element load-
time histories, the maximum shear for each member
and compare this value with the shear yield capacity
of the member.

For the leeward girder:

Vmax = 193 kN at the leeward girder/column connec-
tion (element 13, node 14) at t = 0.0511 sec.
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Using Equation (3.11) of Reference 1, the shear
yield capacity of the member is computed as shown
below:

Vp = FdvAw

Fdv = O.55Fdy [Eq (2.3) of Ref 1)

Fdy = 273 x 103 kPa (Step 3, Example A.M)

Fdv = (0.55)(273 x 1O3) = 150 x 103 kPa

Aw = tw(d - 2tf) (Section 3.3.3 of Ref 1)

From the "Properties for designing" tables of
Reference 14 for a W12 x 40:

d = 11.940 in (303.3 mm)

tw = 0.294 in (7.46 mm)

tf = 0.516 in (13.11 mm)

Aw = 7.46 [303.3 - (2 x 13.11)] = 2,067 mm2

Vp = (150 x 103)(2,067 x 10-6)

= SI0.I kN > 193 kN

A tabulation of the maximum applied shear and theshear yield capacity is provided in Table 25 foreach frame member.

Step 8. A comparison of each of the response quantities
determined in Steps 3, 4 and 5 with the limits
specified in Section 6, indicates that the blastward
column, with a ductility ratio of 2.57 at node point
2 of element 1, should be increased in size and the
remaining numbers should remain the same since the
frame response approaches the limiting sidesway de-
flection of 6/H - 1/50.

Step 9. Once the final member sizes are established and
verified, determine the connection design loads
from the printed output as described in Section 9.5,
and design the connections in accordance with the
provisions given in Chapter 6 of Reference 1.
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Problem A.6: Using DYNFA, compute the blast-induced responses
of several representative frames spannAng in eachi
direction of a single-story rigid frame steel
building subjected to a quartering shock wave.
Determine the adequacy of all frame members by
comparing the frame responses computed by DYNFA
with the frame design criteria of Section 6.

Procedure:

Stp 1. Compute the response of each frame by running
DYNFA on the CDC 6600 computer. Refer to Step1
of Problem A.5 for guidance in specifying running
times for this computer.

Step _2. Inspect the results of each analysis as instructed
in Step 2 of Problem A.5.

Stp3 Compute the following quantities as instructed in
Step 3 of Problem A.5:

a. Peak sidesway deflection of each frame.

b. Maximum chordal angle for each girder.

Stp4A opt the mxumcodlangle freach etro
column as instructed in Ste, 4 of Problem A.5.

Ste 5. Tabulate the maximum ductility ratios for each
girder and determine the appropriate ductility
criteria as instructed in Steps 5 and 6 of
Problem A.5.

Step 6. If each of the response quantities determined in
Steps 3, 4 and 5 is within 90 percent uf the
limit specified for it in Section 6, proceed with
the next stage of the design. If one of these
response quantities exceeds 90 percent of the
limit specified for it, increase the sizes of theIappropriate members and rerun the analysis of the[ frame.

Step_7. a. Extract from printed tabulations of the maximum
and minimum element end loads, the peak bending
moments at all nodal points on each column
analyzed.
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b. Prepare a tabulation of the maximum moments
about both axes of bonding at all n~odal points
of each column (Section 7.3).

c. Using the ultimate bending capacities deter-
mined in Step 11 of Problem A.2 and the
tabulated moments from above, compute the
nodal reduction factors and reduced bending
capacities for each column using Equations
(32) and (33). Tabulate all values as shown
in Table 26.

Step 8. Rerun all analyses with DYNFA usinlg the reduced
bending capacities for the columns that were
determined in Step 7.

Stp..9. a. Review the results of the second group of anal-
yses as instructed in Steps 2 through 5.

b. Tabulate the maximum ductility ratios for
each column.

c. Determine the appropriate ductility criteria
for each column as instructed in Step 6 of

Problem A.5.

Step 10. Step 7 of Problem A.5.

Step 11. a. Step 8a of Problem A.5.

b. Step 8b of Problem A.5.

Example A.6: Using DYNFA, compute the blast-induced responses

each direction of a single-story rigid frame
steel building subjected to a quartering shock
wave. Determine the adequacy of all frame mem-
bers by comparing the frame responses computed
by DYNFA with the frame design criteria of
Section 6.

Required: Verification of the blast resistance of the primary
structural framing system designed in Example A.2.
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i ~~S tegp..1. Given:
a. Member sizes for the frames on column lines

A, B, 1 and 2, determined in Example A.2.

b. Input data decks frnr these frames, premoed
as illustrated in .xample A.4.

Each frame is analyzed with 7,YNFA on the
CDC 6600 computer.

± Stee_2. Inspection of the printed output for each frame
indicates that a successful integration has been
achieved in each analysis and eacn frame has
achieved a peak sidesway response prior to the
firal integration time step.

Step a. The peak sidesway Oiflections for each frame
are listed below:

Peak sidesway
Frame deflection (mm) S/H - 1/5u

Column line A 47 I/IUf

Column line B 63 1/79

Column line 1 40 1/125

Column line 2 49 1/102

b. The maximum chordal angles for each girder are:

Girder Omax

GI 0.200

G2 0.170

G3 0.310

-I

G4 0.320
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Step 4. The maximum chordal angles for the exterior

columns are:

Frame Column max

Column line A blastward 0.150

Column linhe B blastward 0.330

Column line 1 blastward 0.513

Column line 2 blastward 0.400

Step 5. The maximum ductility ratios and the correspond-
ing ductility criteria for the girders are:

Maximum computed Ductility

Column line A al'i 1.00

Column line B blastward 1-03 2.2

Column line B middle 1.00 -

Column line B leeward 1.33 3.0

Column line 1 blastward 2.69 3.0

Column line 1 leeward 1.20 3.0

Column line 2 blastward 1.70 2.0

Column line 2 leeward 1.71 1.75

The ductility criteria listed above were determined
using the data provided in Figures 41, 42 and 44
through 53 of the text.

Step 6. Comparisons of each of the response quantities,
determined in Steps 3, 4 and 5 with the limits
specified for them in Section 6, indicate that the
responses of the four frames are within acceptable
limits.
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Step 7. A tabulation of the bending moments at all nodal
points on column B-1 is shown in Table 26. In-
spection of the computed nodal roduction factors
listed in the table, reveals that the member is
overdesigned; hence, the member is decreased 'in
size from a W14 x 78 to a W14 x 61. The cnmputa-
tion of the nodal reduction factors for ) new
member is shown in Table 27.

Similar calculations for columns A-1 and A-4
produce maximum nodal reduction factors of 1.44
and 1.28, respectively. Honce, these members
remain the same. The maximum nodal reductions
for columns B-2 and B-3 are 1.0 and 1.08, re-
spectively. The next smallest size that meets
all of the minimum thickness criteria of Section
2.4 is a W14 x 84, which ooes not have adequate
strength. Hence, columns B-2 and B-3 also remain
the same.

Calculation of nodal reduction factors for columns
A-2, A-3, C-2 and C-3 reveals these melbers to be
overdesigned; therefore, they are reduced to
W14 x 61. Reduced bending capacities for these
members are computed in the manner illustrated in
Table 27.

Step 8. All frames are re-analyzed using the reduced
bending capacities for the columns determinel
in Step 7.

Step 9. a. 1. Inspection of the printed output for the
second group of analyses indicates that
each of these runs was successful and
each frame attains a peak sidesway re-
sponse prior to the final integration
time step.

2. The results of the seconi aroup of anal-
yses are listed as follows:
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Maximum sidesway detlectiins of frams;

Peak sidesway
Frame deflection (nmn) 61H < 1/50

Column line A 52 1/96

Column line B 65 1/77

Column line 1 43 1/116

Colun line 2 53 1/94

Maximu'n chordal angles for girders

Girder emax

Gi 0.210

G2 0.1° 0

G3 0.320

G4 0.330

Maximum chordal angles for exterior columns

Frame Column emax

Column line A blastward 0.310

Column line B blastward 0.450

Column line 1 blastward 0.880

Column line 2 blastward 0.540
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ri3I

Maximum ductility ratios
and

correspond ing ductillTy criteria for girders

Maximum
computed Ductility
ductility criteria

Frame Girder ratio, ,p •max

Column line A all 1.00 -

Column line B blastward 1.30 2.0

Column line B middle 100 -

Column line B leeward 1.03 3.0

Column line I blastward 2.73 3.0

Column line 2 leeward 1.10 3.0

Column line 2 blastward 1.54 3.0a

Column line 2 leeward 1.44 1.65

The ductility criteria listed above were deter-
mined using the data provided in Figures 41, 42
and 44 through 53 of the text.
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b. The maximum ductility ratios for each column
are listed below:

FCMaximum computed
Frame Col umn ductilit• ratio,

Column line A blastward 3.0

Column line A leeward 1.1

Column line B blastward 1.5

Column line B leeward 1.8

Column line 1 blastward 2.0

Column line 1 leeward 1.0

Column line 2 blastward 2.0

Column line 2 leeward 1.7

c. The corresponding ductility criteria for
the above ductility ratios are listed below:

Ductility
cri teri a

Frame Column Omax

Column line A blastward 3.00

Column line A leeward 3.00

Column line B blastward 1.50

Column line B leeward 3.00

Column line 1 blastward 3.00

Column line 1 leeward 3.00

Column line 2 blastward 2.2

Column lIne 2 leeward 2.2
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The ductility criteria listed above ware determined
using the data in Figures 41, 42 and 44 through 53
of the text.

Step 10. The maximum member' shears are extracted from the
pritited output and the -hiear capacity of each
member is computed as described in Section 3.3.3
of Reference 1. All members have adequate shear
capacity. The computationts are omitted for brevity.

Stepj1 All1 response quantities computed in Step 9 a.re
within the frame design criteria specified in
Section 6. Hence, the member sizes selected are
acceptable.

Step 12. Step 9 of Example A.5.
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S t

Table 3

Tabulation of peak pressures
for

preliminary design, Example A.?

Wall Point (ft) (ft/Ib1 1 3 ) (psi) (kPa) (deg) Cra (kPa)So

A I 433 30.0 1.65 11.4 30 2.11 24.0

II 465 32.3 1.50 10.3 36.3 2.15 22.1

B I 433 30.0 1.65 11.4 60 2.46 28.0

III 467 32.4 1.50 10.3 62.4 2.35 24.2

27
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Table 6

Tabulation of d/tw, b/2tf and slenderness ratios
for

frame members, Example A.2

Member Size d/t* < 58.4 b /2t* < 8.5 Z/r 1/r
i w-f- x y

GI W12 x 27 50.5 8.12 46.6

G2 W12 x 16.5 52.2 7.43 50.8

G3 W12 x 36 40.1 6.08 45.9

G4 W12 x 22 47.3 4.75 48.1 -

Cl W14 x Ill 26.6 8.37 31.6 52.6

C2 W14 x 78 32.9 8.36 32.3 21.9

C3 W14 x 68 33.6 6.09 32.7 26.7

C4 IW14 x 68 36&8 6.99 10.9 26.7

*d/ and bf/ 2 tf for these members given in "Pr-operties for
designing tables of Reference 14.
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Table 12

Dead loads applied to elements of model
r of frame on column line 2 Example A.3

Element Uniform load Element Uniform loadnumber (kg/m) number (km

1 78.9 10 59.4

2 78.9 11 59.4

3 78.9 12 59.4

4 78.9 13 59.4
5 59.4 14 78.9

6 59.4 15 78.9

7 59.4 16 78.9

8 59.4 17 78.9

9 90.8
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1

Table 13

Dead loads applied at nodal points of model
of frame on column line 2, Example A.3

Nodal point Item, Load (kg)

5, 14 Roof Aecking 123.0

Wall panel 539.7

Transverse girder 321.6

___Total 984.3

6, 8, 11, Roof panel - 415.2
___ __ purlin load

9 Roef decking!1- blastward 123.0

leeward 123.0

Transverse girder 321.6

Total 567.6
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Table 20

Dead loads applied to elements of model
of frame on column line B, Example A.4

Element Uniform load Element Uniform load
number (kq/m) number (kg/m)

1 116.1 12 81.2

2 116.1 13 81.2

3 116.1 14 165.2

4 16.1 15 81.2
5 81.2 16 81.2

6 81.2 17 81.2

7 81.2 18 81.2

8 81.2 19 116.1

9 165.2 20 116.1

10 81.2 21 116.1

11 81.2 22 116.1
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Table 21
F-

Dead loads applied at nodal points of model
'of frame or, column line B, Example A.A

;:odal point Item Load (kg)

5, 19 Roof decking 415.8

Wall panel 539.7

Tra;-svsrse girder 285.9

Total I,24i1.1

r9, 14 Roof decking:

2 panels 831.6

Transfer girder 321.5

Total 1,153.2

tr'
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* Table 23

Tabulation of maximum ductility ratios
for

imembers of frame on column line 2, Example A.5

Max. computed PAture of Response Ductility Applicable
ductility ratio applied time criteria figureMeRmber Mode Elesment M _ P~ axial load (sac) (u) of text

Blastwad I 1 1.000 -%:.3lumn

2 1 2.567 0.064 compression n.020 1.65 43

3 2 2.0 .0.064 compression 0.020 1.65 43

4 3 or 4 1.000 - --

-- 4 1.000 - - -

Girder at 6 s 1.539 0.143 compressioni 0.014 2.74 43
bnlasrdl
'd of 6 5 or 6 1.000 - -

frame
7 6 or 7 1.0L 0 -

A . 7 or 1.000 - -- -

_ _ _ A 1.558 0.011 1 stion 0.046 3.00* -

Interior 9 9 1.000 - - -

column 10 9 .0 
-

Girder at 9 10 1.493 0.114 compression 0.070 3.00 40SleewardSend of 11 10 or 11 LOW• - -
frame 12 11 or 12 1.000 -

13 12 or 13 1.000 - - -

14 13 2.212 0.022 comoression 0.055 2. . 43

Leeward 14 14 1.000 - -
column

15 14 or 15 1.000

16 15 or 16 1.000

17 It or 17 1.000

_ _ 18 17 1.000 -

* Ih3 . for this case given in Section 6.3.
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Table 24

Tabulation of Rc for P/P - n.064 and several values
of DFAB and Z/x for blistward column, Example A.5

Rotation capacities
Distribution

Figure factor, DFAB Z/rx = 20 Z/rx - 40 Z/rx - 60

51 0.25 15.0 9.3 4.6

52 0.50 6.7 3.5 2.0

53 0.75 2.3 1.4 1.0
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Table 26

Tabulation of bi-axial bending moments
and

calculation of nodal reduction factors
for

column B-1 Example A. 6

Freme Element Node IMXI Mnix IMxI/Mnix

Column 1 2 351.8 599.5 0.59
line B

2 3 319.9 599.5 0.53

3 4 288.1 599.5 n.48

1___ 4 1 5 1159.4 1599.5 1-0.27

Fae Element Node IM IrRlyI/N9 [q73)

Column 9 - 1131Mylg 234.4 0.17 0.76
line I

- /2IMyIg 234.4 0.26 0.79

- 2/3IMytg 234.4 0.34 0.82

1___ 1_____ 9 1120.3 1234.4 1 0.51 J 0.78
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Table 27

Calculation of nodal reduction
factors and reduced bi-axial

bending capacities for column B-i: Wl4x6l

Frame Element Node IMXx Mx IIMxIMax

Colum 1 2 351.8 456.3 n0.77
l inne B

2 3 319.9 456.3 0.70

3 4 288.1 456.3 0.63

1 4 4 5 159.4 456.3 1 0.35 1

Frame Element Node IMyI Mmy IN M/Mmv [Eq ))

CColumn 9 - 1/31MyI9 146.3 0.27 1.04
line 1

- 1/21Myl 9 146.3 0.41 1.11

- 2/3 1 My 146•.3 0.55 1.18

___ 9 . 120.3. 146.3 0.82 1.17

Fram EleMent Node Rn [Eq (33a)i

Col umn 1 1 - -
line B 2 1.04 338.3

2 2 1.04 338.3
3 1.11 288.2 Al

3 3 1.11 288.2
4 1.18 244.1

S4 5 1 1?8 244.1 . :
5 1.17 136.2

Frame Element Node Rn [Eq (33b)]

Col umn 910 - -
line 1 9 1.17 102.8___
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4 .3m

EXPLOSIVE
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Fig 2 Location of charge: quartering load, Example A.2
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NODE WITHOUT MASS I
NODAL I I
COORDINATES) M-O SO0 (4.0,5D) (G.O,5.0) (& 0,5) (KM%5.0) (I•.6,so)

(0.0, 5.01 $ .

LOAD T 6 7
E E(3.0,SOT M(ASS O, 5,0) (!: ~(0.0, 3.33) 4 0 (120,1( 3.33)

,4• ~ ~(0.0, 2.50) 3 EL.EME:NT.O "NMASS_._ .. MAIT

(00 1.67)' 2 OIT17I (12.0, 1.67)

(0.0,10 (6 .0,0.0)

a) NODAL POINT AND ELEMENT ID NUMBERS AND NODAL

COORDINATES FOR MODEL

YNAMIC DOFI

F b) DYNAMIC DOFS FOR MODEL

Fig 4 Analytical model of frame on column line 2
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I

LEEWARD WALL ROTATED
INTO PLANE Of ROOF

AREA NOT- 1
CONSIDERED LEEWARD WALL IN PLAN

01 :.7 1 - J•• -. 67.m

1.67m

1.0.

2..0.

IOM______ 12.0.LO
ROOF PLAN

____ ____ ____ ____ ____0.83GIRT -1.67

_0,_,,_,,,2 - -5.O 0

______-____ 0,.33

AREA NOT CONSIDERED

FRONT
WALL ELEVATION

Fig 5 Tributary areas for model of frame on column line 2
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1

NODAL
COORDINATES\

((0.0,5.0) 0 - U0 ke lu II9 1050

0 )(6.0,5.0) MASS POINT (I0,5.0) 7((10,3.7S) 4( t (So ,.

ELEMENTNODE
(0.0,2.50) ELEMENT----- WITHOUT l1(10.0,2.50)

a MASS-

(0.0,1.25) 2120.0,1.25)

(~0,060-) I(6-060,0 WCII2.010.0) i n (10.0,0.0)

a) NODAL POINT AND ELEMENT ID NUMBERS AND NODAL COODINA'ES
FOR MODEL

Y DYNAMIC DOF

t It
9 TI 12 13 14' IS 17 Is I

36 21 i
2 -- 22 1

I x 10 15 23,

b) DYNAMIC DOFS FOR MODEL

Fig 7 Analytical model of frame on column line B
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i ~ ~WT" 60m •".

wRR+W2•2Om MASS POINT

GIRDER2

-3.Ore 2(N +1,O 2(3+1)

•:. L"6,Ore

k. OM0.75r

F.. W- / ,. | w .

Z PANEL AREA ASSIGNN O TOS/ INTERMEDIATE MASS POINTS

TRIBUTARY AREAS FOR MASS POINTS
AT END OF PANEL

PARTIAL PLAN OF ROOF PANEL

Fig 8 Subdivision of area of roof panel for model of frame on
column line B
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Xlx 5 -212

NODE NUMBERji

390

ELEMENT NUMBER

MOMENTI' (kN-m)

Fig 14 Bending moment diagram for exterior blastward column at
t 0.0175 second, Example A.5
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MOMENT
(kN-m)

59

5 9 -- -•m K

NODE -!LEMENT8
NUMBER WUMBER .

-2331

Fig 15 Bending moment diagram for blastward girder at t = 0.0140
second, Example A.5
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A 14 -- x
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231,

ELEMENT NUMBER

NODE NUMBER

'551111 @ 13 @

9 -54--14

t u 0.070 sec. ,213

Fig 16 Bending moment diagrams for leeward girder, Example A.5
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APPENDIX B

SA14PLES OF INPUT AND OUTPUT OF DYNFA

B.1 Introduction

This appendix contains samples of the input and output of
DYNFA. The input is presented in terms of a listing of the input
data deck for Example A.5 of Appendix A. The listing includes
subtitles designating the various input cards as well as the
various input parameters. Following this are extracts from the
printed output of DYNFA for the same problem.

F,

r 3

t

f-f
F 3 2 7

L+



B.2 Listing of Input Data Deck for Example A.5

COLUMN 1 10 20 RU 40 S0 60 1O 80
.............o .. * ........ .A * . . * ... .....

CARD TYPE 1 STRUCTURE DESCRiPTION CARD (UNE CARD REOUIRED).
EXAMPLE A£, TWO-4AY RIGID FRANE SUdJECTEI TO BLAST LOAD

CARD TYPE 2 PNtYLE* S'ECIFICATj3'j CARD (ONE CARD REQUIRED)

NFLM NODE NIJOR NNOd NL4OP IPP INPV E YFACT N[LAS DEAD NODE MU

1? 18 3 11 11 1 1i0o00a000. 0 0 7

CARR) TYPE O 400AL CO04nINIATES CARD (0C4O CARD REQUIRED FOR.EACM NODE)

-iODE N4O X CODRD Y C0QRD

1 0., 0.0
2 0.0 1.667

3 0.0 2.5
4 .0(1 3.333

5 0.3 5.0

6 2.0 5.0
7 3.' 5.0
a 4.0 5.0

9 6.3 5.0
10 6.0 0.0

II P.0 '".0

12 9.0 5.0

13 10.) 5.0

4 12.0 5.0
5 12.0 3.333
'6 12.0 2.5
17 12.0 1.667

18 12.1i 0 .0

CARD TYPE 4 NODAL RESTRAINT CARD (EMITER NELTRAINI CARDS ONLY FOR SUPPORT NODES)

NODE Nq RI R2 R3-
1 1 1 0

10 1 1 C

CARD TYPE 5 NODAL MASs CARD (ENTER CARDS FOR MASS g'i:iNTS ONLY)
NODE NO MX NY

? 568.7 0.0
4 56t.7 0.0
5 1l00.3 1241.0
6 N.,'J 534.0
8 0.0 554.0
9 19G! '13.3

0.- S5t.0
,3 - 5)34.0
1 4 1 7 .'. . I 1 2 4 1 . 0
15 546. ? 11.0
17 568.? 'J.0

C)LUMN1 1 1A 0 4u 50 60 70 8O
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A- COL•U, ¶ 10 20 301 4c "0 60 70 80
* * o * * o*o.* * ** *

CAkD TYPE 6 EL'E,,NT CR4 (ONE CARD RE2UI1tD FOR EACH 4FAA4)
L Ek * J A JO PIN 1 A MI A 4t 41PP PU

1 1 2 (')4 l'l .u 225. J 39J.0 2750.0 -370.0
? 2 5 1)0 1li1 .U 2455:aij s90.0 27S0.0 ZS70.0
1 3 4 00 101.0 2255u.5 390.0 2750.0 2370.0
4 4 5 OU lu1.0 25$5U.0 390.0 2;Sfl.0 2370.0
* 5 6 0r) /6.1 12S34.0 254.0 2078.0 1867.0

6 7 c.0 t6.1 12 34.2b 254.0 2178.0 1867.0
7 4 Q0 76.1 12854.J 2 54.0U 2078.0 1867.0
ao 9 u 76.1 12834.0 254.0 2071.0 1867.0

9 1n 9 O0 115.0 46670.3 415.0 3155.U 2222.0
1- 9 11 0o 76.1 12834.0 254.0 2078.0 1867.0
11 11 12 Wu 76.1 12834.0 254.0 2078.( 1867.0
12 12 13 (Jo 76.1 12%34.,l 254.3 2078.0 1867.0
1 13 i 4 , fl" 74.1 12434.3 254.0 2U78.0 1867.0
14 15 14 UO 101.0 2255r).u 390.0 2750.0 2370.0
15 16 15 00 101.0 22550.u 390.0 2750.0 2370.0
16 1? 16 no iai.o 2s2550. 390.0 2750.0 2310.0
I? 18 1? r) 00 l.0 22550.01 390.0 2750.0 2370.0

CAlD TYPE t DA'MPING (OFQuIRLD)
D44P

CARD TYPE h INTEGHATI,)t2 TIME CARD (KElUWED
J(OT DT NSKIP
5210 0.00035 10

CARD TYPE 9 LOADING SPECIFICATION CARD
NWF

11

CARD TYPE III WAVEFORI SPECIFICATION CARD AND
CARD TYPE 11 P-T CARD

if N0 NPOINT

1 ' 4I•! TI

24.? 0.0
3.5 0.0420

.0.0 0.0594
0.0 l.,

2 4
0.9) 0.0

10.4 0.0025
0.0 0.060R
0.0 1.0.

* * * * * * A .... * *
COLUMN 1 10 20 30 4', 5O 60 70 so
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I

COiUMV 30 40 so 60 70 80.

tPF 40 NPOINT"3 5

PI ri
0.0 0.0I 00 0.0028

10.4 0.0084
0.0 0.0655
0.0 1 .04 

5
o.0 0.0085

10.2 0t.0141

0.0 1.05 5

a.( 3A.0
0.0 d.0141

10.0 0.019?
0.0 0.0778
0.0 1.0

6 5
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.019?1
9.83 0.0253
0.0 0.0839
0.0 1.0

0.0 0.0254
9.64 0.0310
0.0 0.0901
u.3 1.0

0.0 0.0311
9.1 0.0 039
0.0 60.0945
0.0 11.0

0.0 0.05399.71 0.03•62
0.0 0.0975
C.0 1.0 ,

10 20

0.0 0.0
a.0 0.0.6-3
9.34 0.0410
0.0 0.1015 i

COLUMNIq In 20 3O"0 40 0 60 70 s3
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F

COLUM14 1 20 30 4u 50 60 70 S0

Wf 4O NPOUI~4

PI 11

0. 1 .00 -1.
3. . 04 U 1.

13i 0.0 4 50.0 0.1066-1.

CAko TYPE 12 E ET11'TR ANFREA STATR C ( LOA CARDS (iYORE C ARD RS POIN ACTESMNT

2 ii01 .
9 3. 1.

C)L t 1 1 0 .,0 .0 4u .0 60 70 80

• 1 40 -5.0 -6.J

I -1-. Ili DT|
1 -1 . 1.: O.0

CAR TYPE IS EEEN .o41LASDIETO IDCItCR REURD

CARD TYPE: 14* TLENNTAONIFO ASTATICA ELOAD CAROD (ONEL CARD R&QAS FOR NTEEMNT

NODE NO WANFX|O ATI•R

2 10.0 .00

4 71s.9 .

6 59.4 60;

a 50.4 l,

9 90.8JU *I,

13 590: 124

14 -5.o 6.

I ?8.9

L .I. 29. A
6 5331



"..v

COLOWM•I 1 10 20 Z40 so 60 To so

CARD TYPE 15 STATIC NODAL LOADS CARb*•FNTS CARDS ONLY FOR THOSE NODES
AT WHICH LOADS ARE ACTING)

NODE 40 FX FY %z
5 0.0 -Y904.3 .. G
6 Q.0 -415.2 0.0
A 0.0 -415.2 0.0
9 0.0 -567,6 O.USii a o -41.2 0.0s•"

13 q).0 -415.2 U.L
14 '.LU -964.3 0.0

END OF DATA INDIC4TOR
F.ND
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APPENDIX C

METHOD OF INELASTIC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

C.l Introduction

The thecry forming the basis for the inelastic dynamic
analysis of frame structures was presented in Section 3 of this
report. This appendix presents the mathematical techniques
utilized to *inplement t1his theory in DYNFA.

C.2 Solution of General Eq aticns of Motion

The general equations of motion for the system are presented
in Section 3.4 [Eq (11)]. Separating the independent (dymamic)
from thc dependent degrees-of-freedem and taking the damping
matrix, [C., as being proportional to the mass matrix, [M], Equa-
tion (11) can be rewritten in partitioned form as follows:

11 K(Z a 1B l ukl Fi~t
Fu11101 fMd ildu d. (t)8j(

In the above equation, the subscript "i" refers to the independent
(or dynamic) degrees-of-freedom; whereas the subscript "d" refers
to the dependent degrees-of-freedom. The parameter "ao" is the
constant of proportionality between the damping matrix and the
mass matrix. The stiffness matrix, [K], is written in a parti-
tioned format.

In a non-linear system, the elastic properties of the struc- ',
ture will vary over the duration of the response as the individual I
members undergo yielding. However, it can be assumed that the
structure will respond linearly in a relatively short time interval.
Therefore, the non-linear response of a system may be obtained by
sequencing a series of short duration linear responses in which A
the elastic iropeprties of the structure are varied from one-time
interval to the next. ,

Based on this assumption, Equation (1) can be rewritten as ,,

follows:

ooat+ O Ko (2) A~dJt

010 1!t d
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in this equation, the resistance term, [K]{u}, at time T, is ex-
pressed as the summation of the incremental resistance forces
computed in successive time intervals, At, from time 0 to time T.

Hence:
FK• IKc1] =the partitioned system stiffness matrix

over a given time interval, At

Sove

r•ui- = the corresponding incremental
, LA'u-t displacement vector over the given

' rt time interval At.

The resistance term of Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:

Ka( K =Ici EK K A

•iwhere {R1 RiK)Au1i

t=O t=O1.(3

T-At

whed} t=o{ [Kaa]{Au4} + [KB]{Aud}

Substituting Expression (3) into Equation (2) and re-
arranging terms, we obtain the following relationship at time T:

[Mi{IU+} -+a[Mi{ui}6 + T K q]{Auil} =

(4)
({Fi} - {Ri}1 - [Kc]{Fci - Rd}T

'• where [Keq] = [K ] - [K ][KB8]-[KB)

and [Kc] = [K(A]E[Ký1-l

Equaticn (4) can then be integrated over time interval At•:',.:.to obtain the atcceleration vector [0• at time T. The integration

is accomplished using the line2r acceleration method of numerical
integration wh"ch is based on the assumption that the accelera-
tion of a given degree-of-f,-eedom varies linearly over the timpe
interval At. ;pplyinq this principle yields the following ex-
prensions for the velocities and incremental displacements at
time t:
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Y T U = (At/2)[{U } - {A} T + {B} (5a)

{&uir = (At 2 /6) [(E }T - {A.! ] (5b)

where {A}T = (-6/At)( i}T.t- 2{'l}tAt

and (Bi {0 T-At (Atl-){(iIT-At

Substituting Equations (5a) and (5b) into Equation (4) yields
the following simplified equation:

.[f*]{'}i = (6)

where [11*]T = [Mi] + (a 0At/2)[Mi] + (At2/6)[Keq]

and [F*] = [F,(t)] - {Ri - [K ]{F - Rd} - aoEM.]{B} +
T I 1Tl c d dj 01oM]{J+4

(a0Ati2)[Mj]{A} + (At2/6)[Keq)[A]

Equation (6) is solved for the unknown accelerations asshown below:

{j}T = [M*];l{F*}T (7)

where [M*] 1 = the inverse of matrix [M*]
'F T

With the accelerations thus obtained, the velocities, 0T,
and the incremental displacements, {AU}I, can be obtained using
Equations (5a) and (5b).

The solutions of Equation (7) is obtained with a step-by-
step procedure, starting at zero time when the displacement and
velocity are presumably known. Hence, the initial acceleration
{'ilo can be obtained from the following expression:

0 = [Mi]l-i(O) - [Keq]{ui}o -

[Kc]{Fd(O)}} - aoTfi}o (8)

The time scale is divided into discrete intervals, At, and
one progresses by successively extrapolating the accelerations
from one time station to the next.
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C.3 Composition of Applied Loads Matrix

The applied loads matrix, {F(t)}, is composed of the follow-
ing quantities:

1. The time dependent blast loads, P(t), applied to
the independent degrees-of-freedom.

2. The unbalanced shears produced by the second order
effects (P-A, beam column) which occurs as the
structure responds to the blast.

In a partitioned format, the matrix of the applied loads is
written as follows:

gy r(t) (P9t)fv)
Fd-t -- +

The blast loads, P(t), are computed by the analyst; whereas
the unbalanced shears, V, are computed on the basis of the de-
flected Dosition of the elements at the end of each time inteval.

Consider the element shown in Figure 1. By the end of the
(i - l)th time increment, the element has deflected to the posi-
tion shown in Fiqure la, and the unbalanced moment at this time
is:

(Mu)i-1 = P(YB - YA) (10)

Over the ney' increment, the element deflects to the posi-
tion shown in Figure lB and the axialtload ircreases by an amount
AP. Therefore, at the end of the (i) time increment, the un-
balanced moment is:

(Mu)i = (P + AP)[yB + AYB) - (YA + AYA)] (11)

The change in the unbalanced moment over the (i)th increment
is determined by subtracting Equation (11) from Equation (10),
thereby obtaining:

AMu = P(AYB - AYA) + AP[(YB + AYB) " (YA + AYA)] (12)

The incremental unbalanced moment, AMu, is applied to the element
in terms of an unbalanced shear, AVu, which is obtained as
fol3lows:

3 5 6 ''



AV = (AMu/L) (13)

where L is the length of the element. These unbalanced shears
are applied at the ends of the element as shown in Figure lc.

The total unbalanced shear at a given time increment is
then the sum of the previously computed incremental shears.

E Of (14)

The computation of these unbalanced shears, and their inclusion
in the applied loads vector are performed internally by DYNFA.

C.4 Element Stiffness Matrix

In the analysis, the element stiffness matrices may vary
from one time increment to the next due to the occurrence of non-
linear behavior. During a given time increment, however, the
elements are assumed to behave linearly. Thus, the force-
displacement relationship for aii element is expressed on an in-
cremental basis, as follows:

{Af} {k}{Au} (15)

where {1f} = the change in the element axial loads,
shears and bending moments over a given
time increment

[k] = the element stiffness matrix for thetime increment

As discussed in Section 3, the total stiffness of an element is
assumed to consist of an elasto-plastic component acting in par-
allel with an infinitely elastic component. Hence, the total
stiffness of an element can be expressed as follows:

[k] = (p + q)[k] (16)

where p[k] = the stiffness of the infinitely
elastic component (kie in Fig 9b of text)

q[k] = the stiffness of the elasto-plastic
component (kep in Fig 9b of text)

p+ =1
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In most cases, the following quantities are utilized for the

parameters p and q:

p = 0.05

q = 0.95

In expanded form, Equation (15) is rewritten as follows:

rAPA k- 0 0 -kl 0 0 Ax

AVA 0 k3  k2  0 -k 3  k5  AYA

AMA 0 k2  k4  0 -k2 k6  AeA
I = ,(17)

APB -kI 0 0 kI 0 0 AXB

AVB 0 -k 3  -k 2  0 k3  -k 5  AyB

AMB 0 k5  k6  0 -k 5  k7  AE B

In the above equation, the incremental element loads vector,
{Afl, is expressed in terms of the incremental axial load, AP,
incremental shear, AV, and incremental bonding moment, AM; like-
wise, the incremental displacement vector,{Au}, is expressed in
terms of the components of the incremental deformations in the
local coordinate system for the element. The subscripts A and B
refer to the ends of the element.

The stiffness coefficients, ki, vary depending upon the
yield and restraint conditions at the ends of the element. Ex-
pressions for computing these coefficients are provided in
Table 1 for the various combinations of end conditions.

C.5 Computation of Plastic Component of Element End Rotations

The incremental plastic components of the reletive element
end rotations are computed as follows for the ten cases of end
conditions specified in Table 1:

Cases 1, 2 and 3 - Elastic restraints at ends A and/or B
and vice-versa:

& = AB = 0
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Case 4 - Yield at (A); elastic restraint at (B):
A- Aa) + (l/2)(AyB - Am)

ABB =0

Case 5 - Yield at (A); pin at (B):

ABA AyA- A /

A6B = 0

Case 6- Elastic restraint at (A); yield at (B):

k0ri: ABA = 0

A CB = (AyB - Aa) + (1/2)(AyA -A)

Case 7- Pin at (A); yield at (B)"

A8A = 0

=O B -AyB - Amt

"Cases 8 and g - Pin at (A) and (B), elastic and plastic
conditions:

ABA = AB = 0

Case 10 - Yield at (A) and (B):

ABA = AYB - Ac

ABB & yB Am

Each of the ten conditions listed above is illustrated in
Figures 2, 3 and 4.

C.6 Sumary of Analysis Procedure

A summary of the overall analysis procedure is presented in
terms of a logic flow diagram in Figure 5. The sequence of c.er-
ations depicted is followed by program DYNFA.
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il C.7 Evaluation of Analysis Method

The validity of the analysis method and of program DYNFA
was verified on the basis of a comparison with the known solu-
tions for the response of the portal frame shown in Figure 6.

The comparison was made on the basis of the following:

1. An elastic analysis with MRI STARDYNE computer
prog;-am (22).

r 2. An elasto-plastic analysis with INELAS 2D computer
program (10).

3. An inelastic analysis with the DYNFA computer program.

The results of each of these analyses are presented in terms
of a plot of the horizontal displacement history of the frame
(Fig 7). Inspection of the plotted displacement histories
reveals the occurrence of inelastic action in the structure com-
mencing at time 0.20 second and continuing throughout the remain-
der of the response. Note that there is good correlation between
the DYNFA response and the INELAS 2D response, which is purported i
to be an exact solution for the problem. By virtue of this com-
parison, it can be concluded that the method of inelastic dynamic
analysis implemented in DYNFA will produce a reasonably good pre-
diction of the inelastic dynamic response of a frame structure.
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APPENDIX D

FORTRAN LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DYNFA

D.1 General

This appendix contains the FORTRAN listing of computer
program DYNFA. Preceding the listing are summuaries of the func-
tions performed by the mainline and all of the subroutines of the
program.

D.2 Structure of Program

The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for execution
on the CDC 6600 computer using the Extended (FTN) FORTRAN compiler.
A central memory field length of 170,000 words (octal) is required
for execution of the program on this computer.

The program consists of a main routine and eleven subroutines.
The operations performed by each are summarized below:

Main Routine DYNFA - The main routine initiates the execution and
directs the overall sequence of operations performed in the frame
analysis. To perform the required operations, the main routine
calls the following subroutines:

I. Subroutine READ

2. Subroutine ZERO

3. Subroutine STIF

4. Subroutine PLOAD

5. Subroutine DYDIS

6. Subroutine ELEFD

7. Subroutine PRINT

Subroutine READ - This subroutine reads in and prints out the
input data. In addition, the subroutine counts the total number
of degrees-of-freedom as well as the number of dynamic degrees-
of freedom in the model. This subroutine also determines the
line count parameter which establishes the amount of data printed
on every page of the output.
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Subroutine ZERO - This subroutine assigns a value of zero to all
of the vari s in the dimensioned storage arrays.

Subroutine STIF - Subroutine STIF generates the element and system
stiffness matrices. The subroutine partitions the system stiff-
ness stiffness matrix into the various submatrices utilized in the
numerical integration routine. In addition, this subroutine forms
the condensed stiffness matrix (see Ref 11) of the system. In
performing these operations, the subroutine calls the two utility
subroutines listed below:

1. Subroutine TRANS - Subroutine TRANS generates a
transforimation matrix for each element which
orientates the local element coordinate system
with respect to the global coordinate system.

2. Subroutine MINV - This subroutine performs a
matrix inversion on a symmetric, non-singular
matrix.

Subroutine PLOAD - This subroutine performs the dead and live load
analysis of the frame. The subroutine utilizes subroutines MINV
and TRANS in the computation. The results of the analysis are
printed in the format shown in Appendix B.

Subroutine DYDIS - Subroutine DYDIS performs the numerical inte-
gration of theiequations of motion of the system using the inte-
gration method outlined in Appendix C. The results of this
integration consist of the accelerations of the dynamic degrees-
of-freedom of the model. The displacements are computed as des-
cribed in Appendix C. Subroutine DYDIS also records the maxima
and minima of the nodal displacements. The time histories of
the nodal displacements are also printed by this subroutine.

Subroutine ELEFD - This subroutine computes the element end loads
using subroutine TRANS, and determines, using subroutine YIELD,
whether the elements are in either the elastic or plastic condi-
tion. The subroutine also computes the element end rotations.
The time histories of the element end loads and rotations are
printed out by this subroutine. The peaks (maxinia and minima)
of these response quantities are extracted from the time histories.

Subroutine ELEFD also performs the P-A and beam column approxima-
tions by computing equivalent element shears using subroutine PDEL.
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Summaries of the tasks performed by sub,'outines YIELD and
PDEL are provided Lelow:

1. Subroutine YIELD - This sobroutine utilizes t,`a
interaction equations given in Section 3.3
to determine whether the element is in the elastic
or plastic condition.

2. Subroutine PDEL - Subroutine PDEL computes the
equivalent element shears using the method outlined
in Appendix C.

Subroutine PRINT - This subroutine computes the ductility ratios
for the elements of the model and prints out the tabulations of
the significant response parameters described in Section 9.4.

The following pages contain the FORTRAN IV listing of pro-
gram DYNFA.
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PRO;RAM DYNFA (INPUT ,OUTPUT,TAPE2sINPUT,TAPE~aOUTPUTI
C NON-LINEAR OYNAMIC FRAME ANALYSIS

DIME-NSION UNAX(30,31,UMIN(3g,3),TMAX(3a,3),TMIN(3C,31
DIMENSION R(bO),RDI60),RDR(60),IIOL)(30,2)
DIMENSION S&8(60,bO),SAA(6O,6C),SBB3(60.60)
014ENSION CMNP(30,2ICMNV(3C,2howmpp(3C,2ICMIPV(30,2I.'CLPM(30,2I,

1CLPV(3U0,2) CLNMI3Q,2) ,CLNV(30,2)
DIMENSION CMOMP(30,2),CMOMN(30,2),CLOAD(30,21,TMOMP(30.21,
ITMOHM(3Gv2)vTIMEL(3G9?)
DIMENSION PY(30),PCRY(3O)
DIMENSION YMY(3092), JA130),
IJO4G(3),VL(3G),CN(3G3,SN(3C),A(30I,PAI(30),MPA(30),MP8I3O),NltjDF(60)
29NDEDF(bC),IOF( 'ia), FAREA( 9G~vWMAS(60) ,INYAT(3Q)
3,ACEL(60),VELS(60),SEQ(6a,6O),JISP(60),UI 93),
40DU( 90),ODISP(bO),SBB8(60,60),SBA(60,6OhtDLTO(63,1).ODLTD(60,1),
SSEL(309B,6)9 ELNFt30-t6)9lMYA(301,olMY13(30)TBA(301,
6T88(30).IMYBT-(30),NUNIF(3Q),PNSFOF( 9G)9NRXl(jC)9NRX2(30),NRX3f3O)
DIMENSION AK( S100),MATXI( 9a)*MATX2( 9C)9PPP(33*20)iPTTT(3Q,20)
DIMENSION SSYI 90v 90)
DIMENSION ILASTA(3019ILASTB(1301
DIMENSION TEBB(3Q)%TE8A(30)
DIMENSION RtMAX(30,I.),RMIN43OIdTIM(30,IdTMMI3O94d
DIMENSION TITLEf20)
DIMENSION PYHAX(3O,2,v*PYMIN(3.J,2)
COMM;'4 NUNIT,PYMAX,PY4NIICOMM1ON IC OUN,NCOUNv TITLE
COMM34 RMAX9RMIlNTIM9TMM*TEBAvTEBB
COMMON ILASTAILAST8,NELAS
COMMON. UMAX*U14IN,TMAX,TMIN
COMMON NSKIPINOEXW
COMMON SAB.PSAA*SBBO
COMMON RROROR*IIOLO
COMMON PY, IPRO , I PRMP
COMMON NOT,LL,NMEM,YMY, CLOA09CMOIIPoCMOMNTMOMP,THOMN,
IIMELCMNPCMNVCMPPCMPVCLPMCLPV ,CLNMCLNV
COMMON NNOOE, JAJaVL,CNSNAAI,EMPA.MPBNINOF,NOEOF,

ININTL,NDETLIOF, FAREA,WMAS,IMYAT, IMYBTPPPTTT*NWF,
20TjAaEL9VELSvDAMP,SýEQ,OISP,U, OUDOISPqSE'8.SBAq
30LTDO%)DLTD9 SEL 9 ELMF* I My A vIMYB*T BA,T 59
COMMON YFACTPCRY,SSYNSFOF,AKMATXI,MATX2
COMMON WUNIF,NFSNOIR,NRXi,NRX2,NRkX3,NLNOBE,NOEAO
DJO 500 NI191.co
NCO.JNzQI C

C CALL SUBROUTINE READ TO READ I'4PUT FROM CARDSI I CALL READ
NSIGal

C CALL SUBROUTINE ZERO TO INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
C

CALL ZERO(NSIG)
IF(NDEAD)2i,293

2 LL=0
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE STIF TO FORMULATE STIFFNE%;S MATRIX FOR STATIC
C ANALYSIS37
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C. ~DYNwFa

CALL STIF

C CALL SUBROUTINE PLOAD TO PERFdRl. &TIC ANALYSIS

CALL PLOAO(SSYt NSFOF ,NFSSNoC~qvLNOIkWUNI7,NNEMIJA,*JBELwF4,
I NNOOECU ,USELA~CNATX1,NATX2.NPANP9,NLNOOE.TITLENCOUN *TESS*
L TE3AsICOUNNUNIT)

C CALL SUBROUTINE ZERO TO INITIALIZE VARIABLES AFTEI( STATIC ANALYSIS
C

CALL' ZEROINSIG)
3 00 4 J=1,NNEN
I. NSFDFIJ~uO

0O 45 JzIWNOOE
IFINRXL(J) *NRX21j)145 45#*,.!

5 IFtNRX3(J))10,10,43

10 NCOM%0

12 NEND&L
13 NCONaNGON*1

NqATXI(NCONzIaK
HAT EZNCON)mNENO
GO TO 20

15 IF(J-JB(Kfl)2O,±'.20
14 NENOw?

GO T3 13
20 CONTINUE

IF(NC3N-1) 25,25.. 30
25 KvMfATXi.(NCON)

NmH4ATKZtNCON)
NSFD!IKI am
GO To '.5

30 NJul
00 35 LmlvNCON
KaRATXI (L)
NP! NsNAT X2(L)
GO T3(31,32)*NPIN

31 IF(HPA(KI-L)3593~3935
32 IF(31K3-1135933935
33 NJuNJtL
35 CONTINUE

NOIF=NCON!-NJ
39 00 41 Lx1.NCON

(3 NAT X (L)
NP! NSIATX2 (L)
Go T0I'4294319NPIN

42 IF(HPA(K)-L)44,p4L941
43 !F(MPB(IO-L)44v41,41
4.4 NSFDF MaINPIN

GO TO 45
41 CONTINUE

45 CONTINUE
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•, OYNFA
INDEXU-O
NWRITEaNSKIP
DO 200 LL-1,NOT
IF(IL-NWRITE)40*50150

50 INDEXNMl
NWRITtxNWRITE+ NSKIP
GO TO 300

40 INOEXWzQ

300 IFILL-13'50,350,325
325 DO 100 KslqNMEM

NLASA*INYAT(K)-ILASTA(K)
NLASBuIMYBT(KI-ILASTB(K)
IF(NLASA)350 60,350

80 IF(NLASB)3509109936n
100 CONTINUE

GO TO 400
C "
C CALL SUBROUTINE STIF TO FORMULATE STIFFNESS MATRTX FOR DYNAMIC
C ANALYSI'S
C

.350 CALL STIF

C CALL' SUBROUTINE OYDIS TO SOLVE E2UATIONS OF NOTION
C

400 CALL 3YDIS
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE ELEFO TO COMPUTE ELEMENT LOADS AND END ROTATIONS
C (ELASTIC AND PLASTIC)
C I.

CALL ELEFO
200 CONTINUE

C
C CALL SUBROUTINE PRINT TO PRINT TABULATIONS OF MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF
C ELFHENr LOADS, ELEMENT END ROTATIONS AND NODAL DISPLACEMENTS

CALL PRINT
500 CONTIZNUE

CALL EXI1

END
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SUBROJTINE READ
c READ AND PRINT SUSROU!INE

OIME~4SION UMAX(30,3),UMI1N(30,3),TMAXA30,3),TMINI3O,3)
DIMENSION.RCS01hRD(60),RDR(6O),IIOLOO3O,21
DIMENSION SAS(60.6@).SAA(60,60),SB33(AO,&0)
DIMENSION CNNP(3092),CMINVt3O,2),^.PP(30,2),CNPV(30,2),CLPt4(3O,2),

ICLPV(30,2) ,CLNMI3Q,2) .CLNV(30,Z)
DIMENSION CMUMP(30,21,CMCMNI3O,2).CLOAO(3U,2),TMOMP(30,21,
1TNMON(3O,21911MEL(30921
DIMENSION PY(301,PCRY(34),TYM(39,2b
DlIENSION Xf30),Y(30aNRAX1(3OI,NRX2(30),NRX3(3GI,Pwx(3O3,WY(30),
IJA(30),ja(30) .MPA(3G) ,MPB(30bot(30),AI(30), CN(3O)9,SNt3O)9
ZVL(3O),PPPf30,20)qTTT(30,o2l) 9FAREAC 90IIDF( 90)*TIT1E(201
3NOR( 90),NFSOF( 90)tNBDF(30)oN( 90),NINOF(60),MMASI6O),NDEDFI60I
DIMENSION IMYAT(3GhoIMY1T(30GhACEL(60),VELSI&0),SEQ(60,6O),

LIDISP(b0)*U( 90), Out 90)OIDOIPl60RS836(609bC),p

2S8A(b0,60),DLTDI6O,1).DDLTD(60,IhSEL(30,b,6),
3ELMFISO,6),IMYA(30),IMYS(3011 T8A(30),TBBI30I,

DIMENSION AKI &iG0INPTE1( 90),MATX2I 901

DIMENSION ILAST.AU0),ILAST8(30)
DIMENSION TESB(30),TE8A(3C)
DIMENSION RMAX(30,4),RMIN(30,4).TIM(3CId,9TMM(30,dd
-DIMENSION NSIGN(2),IXORY(')
DIMENSION EMOfl(2),ONIT(2),UNWG(Z).8BUNIT(2,4),AUNIT(2),UNFUN(2),
I G(2)

COMMON ICOUN, NCOUN,TITLE
COMMON RMAXqRMIN*TIMiTMM*TE8AsTE5B
COMMON ILASTA*ILASTBNELAS
COMM3N UMAXUMINTMAX,TMIN
COMMON NSKIP*INDEXN
COMMON SA8,SAA,SSBD
COMMON RRD*RDR911OLD
COMMON PY,IPRD,IPRMP
COMMON NDTLLNMEM,YM'F, CLOADCMONPCNOMN.iTMOMP.PTMDMN,
ITIMELCMNPCNNVgCMPPCNPV.CLPN, CLPV,CLNMCLNV
COMMOIK NNODE, JAJ8,VLCNSNAAlEMPA.pS,~NINRFNOEDF.
ININTLNOETLIDF, FAREAWMASIMVATIMYBTPPPYTTTNWF,
2DT94CEL*VELSL)AMPvSEQOISPvUv DUiDDISP*SBB*SBA*
3DLT0,0OLT09 SEL, ELMF% IMYAwIMYBTBA9TB8
OCAMON YFACT,PCRYSSY,NFSDFAKMATX1,MATX2
COMMON WUNIFNFSNDIR,NR'X1,NRX2,NRA3,NLNOOENDEADI DATA SIGNAL/4HEMD
DATA NSIGN/JM ,IN-1
DATA IXORV1IHX,1IIY/
DATA G/lO0.0.3S6.0.G
DATA LUNIT/2HUSt
DATA EMOD/dM KPA94NH PSI/
DATA JNIT/4H (M),4H(IWb
DATA UNWGj'4H(KGIkNILB)/
DATA BUNIT/7HICM*2),7NtIN**2),7N(CM*44),?H(IN'Id),

I SH (kN-M),SH (LB-ýIN),5N(KNS195N(LBSI/
DATA AUNXT/TH(HM*~21 ,7N(IN**21/
DATA LINFUN/SH (KGSIM)#8H(L9S/1H)f

NUNIT~1
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RE AD
WRITE(5,4951

495 FORMAT11MI)
c
C READ STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION CARD -CARO TYPE I CHECK FOR END OF

c DATA-INDICATOR

IF(rITLE(LlsEQoSzGNALlCA! L EXIT
WRITEI5,500) TITLE

500 FORNAT42DA4)
C
C REA:D PROBLEM SPECIFICATIUWCAR3 G ARD TYPE 2cI

RtEAD(2,BSONN4EMPNNOOENNORd4NOtMNNOFIPRDIPRMPE ,YFACTNELAS9
1. NDEAONLNOOEvNU

505 FORMATtI?5,2Fl0.0,315S9X,A2)I
IF(MLI.EQ.LUNITI NUNITx2
IFliNUNIToEQe2)GO TO 1001
WRITEI5,10001

WRITE IS1006)

WRITE45, 10O6.I
U 0 RF It~ TE(5 V X 912C) ýT -M T I ** 'X 2 4---------- ---

wFORNAT(//, UITS//

2 3SsILNT ER()/
3 37X%19H¶IASS - KILOGRA~tKG) I/ 4

4 3?X,ISHTIME - SECONO(SECIOt',
3 LGX,50HUNITS FOR ELEMENT PROPERTIES, CAPACITIES AND LOADSId',
6 37X*32HAREA - SQUARE CENTIMETERS(CH'*Zlo/,

? 24X95aHNOMENT OF INERTIA - CENTIMETERS TO THE FOURTH PO
SWERtCH**4),ip/91X939HAXIAL LOAD AND SHEAR - KILONEWTDNS(KNS)VI/l
9 2TX,4LNBENDING MOMENT - KILONEWTON-nt'TF7R(KN-HlI

1006 FOR4AT'/, 3SX,13HAPPLIED LDAiDS,//s
I 33X926HPRESSURE - KILOPASCALtKPA),P/V
.2 ZYX,36NTRIBUTARY ARE& - SQUARE METRES(M*-2I9,,

3 ~21K,44MMEMBER UNIFORM LOADS - KILOGRAN5SIMETRE(KG/Pl/i,
If ZX,37NSTATIC LOADS AT N~DES - KILOGRANS(KG191-t

S LFJX947HISTATIC MOMENTS AT NODES - KILOGRAM-METER(KG-M) ,if/,I6 39xf9I4CONSTANTS911,
I I$X,5SHACCELERATION OF G6IAVIT'w - 9.8 METRES PER SECOND SQUARE
sD./,t 2CX%4OHMODULUS OF ELASTICITY - KILOPASCALSIKPAlII/22Xv42H*

WE- APPLIED STATIC LOADS IN HASS UNITS)
1004 FtoA.MAT(//3?Xv III4DEFLECTIONSti/o

I 22X,3bHODOAL DISPLACFEMETS - MILIMETRESlMM)i,/,20~v
2 46~4NODAL AND ELEMENT END ROTATIONS - DEGREES (DCC)l

M03 FORMAT1~o 3?X, SHUNITS-US4/,3?X,BH ---------
L if, 37XIIHRASIC UNITSv/1,
2 35X,919LE-IOGTH - I'4CHES(INII/t
3 3SX920HWEiGHT - P,)iJNOS(LBSW,/
I. 37X,1SHTIME - SECOND(SEC)I*//
5 18X950HUNITS FOR ELEMENT PROPERTIES, CAPACITIES AND LOADS,/I,

6 37X,274AREA - SQUARE INCHES(IN**21s/v
7 2I4K,53HMONENT OF INERTIA - INCHES TO THE FOURTH POWER(I
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RE AD
SN'd4,v/ ,21X,3'.AXIAL LOAD AND 3HEAR - POUNOSiLBS19tt
9 2-X,36HEENOING MOMENT - POUND-INCNALS-IN) I

JOG? FORMATI/v 36Xq13HAPPLI.O LOADSS/,*
I. 33X,.38HPRESSURE - POUNDS PER SQUARE INCHIPSII,I21, 2?X,37HTIIBUTARY AREA - SQUARE lNCHE91Ir4*'2l,/,
3. 21X9,46HMEMBER UNIFORM LOADS - POUNDS PER INCHILB3S/IN)9,/.

4 ZOX935HSTATIC LOADS AT 4037-S - POUNOS(LBS),/,
5 ISX,45HSTATIC MOMENTS AT .40DES - POUNO-INCH(LB-IN) )*/It

7 I&X95THACCELERATION 00* GRAVITY - 386e4 INCHES PER SECDON SQUA

102 RTEI5,49C~5lH) UU OF ELASTCI'TY ONTS PER SQUARE INCH(PSII)

2~O 46N0LAD ELEMENT EDRTTOS - OEGEE(DG

NODES WITHRESRAINS u,12

FORMTT(SXi.HNUMBIER FNDSWT ASS =,2

i RITE(5,510NKIPR
5 FORMAT(5/X934NOISPLAC F EEMENTS PzNTN INEX121

WRITE(5,'517)NIRP LHA PITNGIDX ,2

WRITr(595200EEMDR NNT
54FORNATf5X.34HNMODULU OF ELAESTWITH RETANS a 912~C1x,

WRITE 15,5216)NNFA
5216 FORMAT(5X,'.6HNUERC G OF NOESLAITHC MSTIFESS AFE Y'ED 126.

0010I'E59tNNOOE

C 1 FREDMOAL C,4HOORO XINAL CHARD PCRDNIN TYPE X 292
WRE~.A(5,520)NT,E XTYT I

X (NFAT)59T

6 WRITE(515301YFC

53 OREAD(Mx3H~ NODAL COORIAC CRS-CRDINTYE TALE

WRITEI,32UI(NNT ,NTTtMT

600 FORNT INUE
WRITEt5,53'.l1I(I YIINO)

534~ FORMAT(IH 94X,13o?Fl5f21
00 LS liu,NNODE
NRXI(I) 20
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RE AD

NRX2 (1) v0

15 CONTINUEU

00 20 IKzlNNORI

COREATI140,0,2I'NOAL RESTRAINTSCRSAD TYPLE 4

525 FORMAT(3XII'.F,GX1,X146,4

WR.ITE(59540)

556 FORMAT I H0.~10X,30H*'-INP NOESTALINAS TABLE--*~)

57WRITE(5,5451WIUNTN~GNNT

WRITEI5,5600)N,,

556. FORMHAT(4.X,13,3X,2F15.2) 69I4

WRITE(555?0)

550 FORMAT( 1140, X,3OH'-*ELENPUT NOABL MASABE***
51WRITE(,5955)(eNTNNTN,413,UITNNT3,LNTNNTI)
55 U WITENUNIT,4)'.!W(UIývNGNN~

565 FORHqAT(I iNC3X,4HN4ELEM.X,2HJA,4K.,2HJBYSPI CODE~vi,A,.4AR/J1~

00325 K=19NNOE

C

C RED NDAL ASSChRS CAD TPEICI
REA3(2S25lNq382T



READ
READ(2,580) leT.JAT,JBT, MPAT,MPOT,ATTI,TMYA.TNYBTPY, TPCR
JACISIOT)JAT

JO(IBTI=JBT
lMPAIIOT)mMPAT
mPsIIBT)zMP9T

34 AfIBTI=AT
AIIIBT) uTI

a YMY (IST,i)=TMYA

IFITMYB.EQ.0.0 )VNY(IBT*21=TMYA

35CONTINUE
50FORMAT(315q3X,2Il,6Fl3*C)

WRITE £5 585) (MJA N) ,JB(M) MPA III)MP8IM) ,A MIIIAI(M),

585 FORNAT(5X,13,3XI3.JXI3,J.XI1,'.XI16F15.2) 9*

C FORMATION OF STIFFNESS FACTORS

DO 4.0 M=19NMEM
IFtNUNIT.EQ.21GO TO 39

A (N) s. 000 1*A N)

39 NA=JA(N)
MszjB(M)
XX=X(KB)-X IlA)

YY=Y( MOD-V(MA)
SPAN=SQRT ( Xx##2*VV*2)
SNIM) UVVSPAN
CN(4) :XX/SPAN
VL(14) SPAN

C REAu DAMPING CARD CARD TYPE 7
C

A~EIA(2,590)DAMP
590 FORMAT(IC*O.)

WRITE(595951 DAMP
595 FORHATlIH0,p4X9L5HDANPING FACTOR~,F10.5)

C READ INTEGRATION T:ME CARO CARD) TYPE 8

WRITEf5vb06)DT9DT19NDT

66FOR-MAT~iH0,4X,26HINTEGRATION TIME INTERVALiF1S.8q26H SEC. PRINT T II LIME INTERVAL29F15.8,2?H SEC, NJMBER OF INCREMENTS=,15)
C
C RtEAD3 L3AD!NG SPECIF~ICATION CARD -CARU TYPE q
C60

REAO(29610)NWF

WRITE(5,612i
6L2 FORMATiLH0,IGX,24NH**OYNANIC LOA3 TABLE***$
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00 60 I=1,NWF 
R r

IC REA] WAVEFOR~M SPEC;IFICATIUN CAIJ -CARD TYPE 10
C

READ(2,o2. )NWFT ,NPTT
WRITE-(5.615)NWFT,NPTT

b1.5 F O?,AT (LHC iL.Xp I HPRE SSU RE WAY EF3KM , I I,FX , I3HNO. OF POITNT S 913'

wRIFE (5,b2O)EMOD(NUNIT)

C62L FOR4AT (lH,.,2lX,2.II*3XvHTq/9 23XA'4,lXo3HSrEC/l

C REA) P-I CARDS -3APO TYPE zj1

PPRIT(5,J$=0 (PPPI N TT(, , PT

CONTINUE
65FORAT(2Flu.0)
b FOIRMATI (1,FIS.29P5.6)

WRI TE ( 5 9635)
635 FORMAT(1Hi*l!X,2jHf* TRIBUTARY AREAS *01

WRIIE(5,64G)AJNIT(NUNIT),AUNIT(t4iNITI
6.-0 FO;rIAt(lHC ,3X,'HNJOE,12X,EHAX,6E,2HID, 12x,2HAY,6X,2HI0,/,

2. 18XAT,2.5XqA7)
W RI TZ ( 5 16 u0
N 3=3*fI4NODUE

F ~00 T; K210,N3

00 75 K=1.NNOF

C RL:A) TRIBIUTARY AREAS CARDS - CARD TYPE 12

WRITE (5, 655) NTEPI,FXTIDET ,FYT, IDYT
NXT=3*NTEM-2
NVT=3*NTEM-i
FAREA (NET) =FXT

F ARE A (NY T) =FY T
IDF (NXT I=IXT
IDF(NYTI=IOYT

75 CONTINUE
65C F0'RNAT(IlCi-0 * 0,11q~0 ,I. 0,10)
655 FORMAT(5X, 13,FiS.2, 179Fi5.2,I7)

F(NOZAO) 76,76977
76 WRITE(5,7012)UNFUN(NUNIT)

c
C READ ELEMENT UNIFORM LOADS DIiRECTIO-4 INOICATOR CARD -CARD TYPE 13
C READ(#581ISIGIOI

581 FORMAT(2A1)
IF(ISIGN'ONE.NSIGN(1flGO TL. 72.
N MUL T I
GO TO 72

BESTAVAILABLE C'OPY
38~4



READ
71 IF(ISIGN.NE.NSIGN(21ICALL EXIT

NMUL T=-i
72 IFfI3I'0.NL..IxORY(lIIGO TO 73

NDI~:%JMULT -

GO TO 74.

13 IFfI)IR.NE.IXORy(2))CALL tXIT W

NDJH=?*Nr4ULT
74. AOIR=4OIR

AOIR=AOIRifAES(AOIRI
00 7G! 1=1,NIEM

CRýA) 'LlEMENT UINIFOR4 STATIC LOAJS CARDOS -CARD TYPE~

REA 1 2, b5C N,WUGT
WUU4IF(N=AOIR*WGT
IFINJNIT.EQ.1)WUNIF(Niz~..L98*WUNIF(N)

7'0 WRITE(59655INow~GT c:
7C1 FOR'IATIO//19(,2~4HOEAO LOAD PLUS LIVE LOAOl/,5X,'.4ELE41,5X,lHUNIF0RM

L LOAO./,16)tA8/,')

C FORMJLATION OF 3OF

77 00 80 I=19NNOIE
N=3vr

NOTOT:N-)NRXOE

00 85 L~1NRX3OT
8 NCCONTINUE

'~NFS=NFG

9iNFSOF NFS) :

GO TO 85
83 NB0=14BO+l

NbiOF NBD) =L
85 CONtI'4U-ý

C TTL UMOER OF INAL STATIC )O NSL, O3 AYD0( OL
C

NL1DTL =Nt)D
NFSTL=NFS

C
C FORMULATE DYNAMIC DOF
C

D0 95 I~1sNNO3E
N=S*I
W4 N-2 IW(I
W4(N-I IzWV~(I)
MINI =0.0

15CONTINUE
NIN=0
NDE=3
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RE AD i
jO 103 M:2.,NFSTL
MTEMPaNFSOF(M)
WWT:WtMITct4P) /G(NUNIT)
IF(WWT-' .Cl 1.'5s1ýSvI12

l.'5 NOE=N)E41
NDE)F (NDEW=NFSOF (N)
GO TO 130

113G NINz4IN41
NIN)F (NIN) ZNFSOF (M)
WMA5('4INlNwwT

100 CONTINUE
NOETL=NDE
NI NT L:N IN

C TOTAL NUM ý.RS OF INO.OYNAMIC D3F(NINTLl,DEPT.DY4AMI: OOF(N)ETL)

GNI*O +O(06,1)NN

20 IF(IPRO-1l238,237,207

207 ICOUN=64/i(NNrOOE +3)
GO TO 215

210 ICOJN=66/(2NME4 f 5)
GO TO 215

212 IF(NELAS)213,213i,21'.
2!3 ICOUN=6Q/(NNO')E + 2*NIE4 + 7)

GO TO 215
214. ICO~JN=60/(NNODE + NMEM 41.')I
215 IF(IOOUN)217',2179218
217 ICOJN~1.

t218 lF(N)EAO)22Gv220v2i6
216. WRITE(59230)TITLE
230 FORMAT (1H1,Z9X,18A4.,.IX,16NRESPONSE- HISTORY/)

22 ETUNO
2 E ~UNO

I' A
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5LJ3;)J;INE Z;(SG
CF C INITIAL CONOITIONS
C

DIMESIONUMAX (3C93) MIN(391 X(0s)T N 53
DIMENSION Rf6;I,RO(6GlvIDOF6C),IIOL)I(3,2I

DIMEN4SION CMNP(3CZ) ,CI4NV(SC,2) ,Z'1PP(33,2) ,CMF'V (3CZ),CLPMI(3CZI1
1CLPV(3O,21 ,CLN4(30.2),CLNV(3O%2l
OIMENSION CMO0MP(3Z,2),C9OYIN(J4,tI,3LOAO(3C,2),T1OMP(3C.2),
ITMOMN(2,2) ,TIMEL(3O,2III OI',IENS3ION PY(3C),'CRY(3Ll I

DIMENSION ODI 92)*U( 901,VELSISJ),OISP(E¼,IDF( SI,'lNINJF(b!l,I I ACEL(6ýI,FAAFA( 9CI,W4ASI6ý).PPP(3C,2QI,TTTIJO,Z31,
2 IMYA(331 ,IIYA(301 ,IMYAT(JOI ,I4YST(301,TBA(3C I,TUIJ(3C1,o

DIMENSION JACIG) dali:, ,VL(SGI,:N(EI,1SN(3CIAIJG)hAI(30%,
IMPAISI,)MPOCEý),NDEDF(62I,SEQ(6C,6O),oSB'3(60,60),

ZSLIAI6% 6C) ,OL TO (6v, 11 900 TODT (6091 ) vS--t 130 ,6,61 I
3YMY(339'I. SSY( 43, 90),PNSF)F( 9.oWUNIFI3JI

DIMENSION AK( 810CdMATXX( 9ChM4ATXZI 90)
UiMNSION ILASTA (SO ,ILASVUJO0)

DIMENSIUN TExBEIIICITEBA(JCI
DIMENSION TITLEl2ý),N'RXt(31),N;?X2(3:.),NqX3(3CII
uIMENSION RflAX(3c,4),qMIN(Jc*n) ,TIM4(3C,4),T.MM(330,4 )
DIMENSION PYMAX(3Z,2) ,PYMlN(33,2)
COMMON NUNIT,QYMAX,PYMIN
COMMON ICOUN,NCOUN,TITLE

CO04MMON VIAXRMINTIM, TMM, TEBA,TEN'-
COMMON ILASTA,ILASTINELAS
COMMON UMAX,UMIN,TMAXTNjIN

COIMVJ NSKIPINDEXW

COMMON 't,RORJR*IIOLO d
V COMMON PY, IPRC, IPRMP

COlMON NDTLLAN4EMqtNY, CLOADC.MOMPCMO.IN,TIOMPTMOMN,

I ITI;LSI.NPCMNVCMPP,CMPV,CLPI,CLPV,CLNM4,CLNV
COMMON NNODE, JAJqVLCN,SNAAIEMPAMPdNINDFNOEDF,
ININTL,NOETLICF, FARE At.MMAS,1SYATIlMYBToPPP,, rTTNWF,
2OT9ACEL9,VE1.3,DA4P9SEO*0ISPoU, O~011.0SPS138,SBA-
3DLTOO1OLTO, Sit, LLMF, IMYA,IMYRI,TBA,TDB
COMMON YFACT,PCRýY,SSY,NSFLF,AK,MATXIMATX2
COMMO4 WUNIFNFSNOIRNR)(INRfl2, RXJ

NJ3*3NNOOjEIt DO 130 N=1,N3
GO TDUQ,10ZC)*NSI;

9*9 UIN):0.3

YELS(NIzC.C[ ~KK=NINDF IN) A

GO TO(IQX,1II),NSIGa
iLOISP(1)zo.O

L CIO TO 126
111 OISPI,!)LJIK'I
120 C:I)P (KK)

IFIC) 212,210220
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ZERO
ZiL PDIFuO .0

40O TO 225
220 P0IF:PIPPIK,1I
225 ACtýL(1)=FARE-A(KC)*P0IF/WMAS(NI
2ý0 CONTINUE

00 300 Nu4~NOETL
GO TJ(25C,275),NSIG

250 OOISP(N)a0.0

6O TO SQL

OOISP(N):U(KK)

SQ0 CONTINUE

ILASA(N)=0

r ~ ILASTA (NI :0

CMOINB(NII=.

CoLOAJ (NoII 0.0

TMOIN(NI) :QQ
TIMEL (NI) =0.
CMNP(%4,IIO.o
C MNV INII C,*
CMPPINI91)= a.a

CMPV(N,1)t=0.0F CLPV(NI)t-0.q
CLNM(NI)-z0.0
CLNV(NII:OCo
PVIAXIN,,II ¾..
PYNI'I(NII =0.

15 CONTINUE
00 16 1=196
00 16 IKn1,6

16 SEL(NIIK):0,0

C TOTAL ELEMENT VORCES IN LOCAL 'UORlo ELMF

r GO T3(399,4001,NSIG
F399 00 305 NK=1,6

3D5 ELNF(NNK)=0.0
00 306 NKI,94
RMAXINNKI :Q.0
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ZERO
RMIN(NNK) a0.C
TlZft4oNK) 80*0

306 TMO'(NNK~aCGe

53TLSBGM),0 .0

4CO CON4TINUE
00 523 Nal tNINTL

DO 52? N:INOETL

DO 600 Nzl,NPIEW
nO 633 IaI92 I

60IXOL)INtI)zg
00 SIC NaloNNO0E
00 810 NN=I,3
UMAE (NNN)a0*`

TMA)X(tMNNI uI'.

TNAI (49N)=O~. C

RET URN4
ENO
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SUBR3UTIME STIF
C FORNJLATION OF MEASER STIFFNESS

OIKqENSION PYI3(09,CR60)
DIMENSION CSNL(3O0b,6),SSY(3920, 0),ND*Lt6I ,VL(3~CNI3), SNP(30,),

5,tMYA(3Q,),TIMEB(3C5,I2AT3) I1Bt

DIMENSION AICISI01,MATX1( 901,AEZ
DIMENSION WUNI(.30964,NSFDF 904 0)NRX1(36),NRX2(3;)9CN1x3G)9N3)

DIES IONbtb) IAT(0ILSTQ6,blS~b~biHA3)MB(301
DIMENSA3)IONTEB(3C05, YTEBA30C5 YB(0
DIMENSION RAIt 3O 0,' F&IN30 EATI(3L0)tWTMM33,)v

DIMENSION TUIT(20),SD(91Nj(3NR20)RX3)

DIMENSION PYM4Xf3D,21,PYNIN(3Q*?)
COMMON NUNITsPVMAXPYM4&N

COMMON ICOR NO UND,TII LE

COMMON ILyT,IPRO.IP NEMP

COMMON NOT9LLNMEMyMY, CLOAD,CNOMP,CMOAlN,TMqOMP,TMqOMN, V
COMMO4 NNOOE, JA.JB.VLCN. SNAAIE.MPAMPSNI4OFNOEDF,
ININTL*NDETL91DF9 FAREAWMASIMVAT ,IMYBTPPPTTTNWF,
20T,ACCL9VELSqOA4PqSEQvOISP,U, OU*DDISPoSBBSSBA,
3OLTD,DDLTD, SEL, LMIMYA9IMYBT8A9TG8 1
COMMO4 YFACT,*OCRYSSYNSF~vAKMATX1,MATX2
COMMON WUNIcNFSNOIR,NRX1,NRX2,'4RX3,NLNOOE
NOT3Tx3*NNO0E
IF(LL-1) 595c27

5 00 25 Iz1.,NMEM
INIA([5sO I
IMYB(I) .0
MCA(I) uMPA (I)

25 MCB(I)~MPB(I5

C INITIAL12ATION

27 00 710 IzloNDTOT
0O 716 Ka1,NOTOT

710 SSI(JK)D.0.O
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STI

00 30 IalvNMEM SI
S NAU*SN II)

C NA. W N tl

'.10 IP(ZLASTAIII-INYATM1)9,6,9
6 I~fI-LASTBfI)-ZNYSBT4II)99615v9

900 10 ao

10 SELfIIJ9K)x0.0

c FORNJLATE F~LEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX

IflTB(I~zZNYBT(I)
INTA(I)mIMYAT(I)

45IF(NPAII)-1)'..i0,4359435
43 CA(Ilmi

G0 TO 4'.0

1640 IFIMPB(ZI-13',45*450*450
4.50 MCB(IDal

GO TO 400
445 NC4IZ)zIMYB(II
4.00 SPANsVLtII

F AREAaA(l)
VI3aAI (I
EE* AREA*E/SPAN
EIL* 'V 131 SPAN
&Azu.ogEIL
BB=2.0*EIL
CCu.0. EIL/SPAN
D0s2. I *CC#f SPAN
FF*3.0*EIL

35 IF(MCRII)-11 45s9Sa9so

45 SlmEE
S28cc
S'.a A
S4NAA

G0 TO 70
50 IFtMPO(Z)-1b51,5Z951
52 CPa0.0

CALT1.0
GO TO 54

51 CP.VFACT
CQml*0-vFACT
C ALmY F ACT

54 S1*CAL*EE
SZzCPOCU;+CQ*GG
S3xCPOO#iCQ'14
S4a'POAA4CQ*FF
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ITI
Sis CP*AA
GO TO 70

55 IF(MPA(fl)1)56v,5?,
6

57 cpag.O
CQa 2.2
CAL:1.0Q
GO TO S6

56 CPxYFACT
coU 1. -YFACT
CALzYFACT

r go SlmCAL*EE
S2xCP*CC
S32cp~OO~CQNN
S42;P*AA
S5x;P*GCCCQ*GG
S62cpDSa
S~aCP'.AA#CQ*FF
Go TO TO

60 IFIMPA(I)I)16LG2*61
62 IFIN428I11bI 65063965

63 CPRQ.C
CQa 0.0
CALml.O
GO TO 6'4

61. IF(MPB(II)1)699669
6 8

b6 CPOQ.o
cQuYF ACT
CAIZYFACT
GO TO 5'.

69 CPxYFACT
cQati.D-YFACT
C ALzY FACT
GO TO 6'.

CQxYF ACT
C ALsY F ACT
GO TO S8

b4 SIzCALfEE
S22:~P*C

S4-'CP*AA
s5:CPGCC

S?=CP*AA
?C SEL(IsJ,2xS1

SEL(t,1*4)=-Si
SELII,292) :S3

L ~SELII*293)=SZ
SELCI9295) a-S3
SEL(I,296IsS5
SEL II,3, 2) .52
SEL(1fl393) ZS4
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FTI
SEL (l,3%5) w-cST

SEL( (1,2 .3S6
SEL(I,5,3) -S2
SEL (I,949k) =S3

SEL (19596) =-SS
SEL (1,,6,92) =S5
SFL (1 *6931S6

SEL (19695) =-S5

615 CALL TRANS(CNA,SNA,T)

00 8D K=196
DO 80 K1,t6

80 TT(KoL)=T(LqK)

00 90 L=1,6
9C ELM(KLI=SEI.(I,,KL)

00 556' K=196
DO 550 L=196

C(K#Ll=0oG
550 C(KLJ=CIK,L) tTT(KM)*ELMi(ML)

00 560 K=196
au 560 L=19,6

FESU(KL)=O.G
S60 FES (K.L)=FES(I(.L)+C (I(,?4)T(M*L)

h ~NA=JA (I)
Ni3ýJ (I I=N-
NOELL(?) =3NA-1

NOEL(31 m3*NA
NDEL(4) =3*NB-2
NDOELii) =3#NB-1
NOELMS =3NB

C

I: 00 10ý L=196

MM=N)EL (K)
1.0 SSYIN'SMMI=SSY (NNMMN) FES (L*K)
30 CONTINUE

C
C PARTrITION SYS7EI STIFFNESS MATRIX AND FORMULATE INDEPENDENT
C STIFFNr ;S MATRIX

C
IF(Ll. 155,555,115
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STIF
11.5 00 110 K=19NINTL

* NNzNINOF(Kl
00 120 L=19NINTL
MMzNI'IOFIL

120 SAA(KL)=SSY(NNM4)
00 125 L=19NOETL
MM=N)EDF(L)

125 SAO(KvL)=SSY(NNHM)
11L.0 CONTINUE

00 130 K=iNOETL

NN=N)EDF(KI

00 135 L=1,NINTL

135 SBA(KLl=SSY(NNMN)
00 140 L=1,NOETL

MM:NDEOF (LI

140 SBi3O(I(,L)=S88(KqLl
130 CONTINUE

C ON SS32saa1, 1)
00 14.5 I1=1 NDETL
KzNDETL# (I-1l 41.
L=NOETL*II 00 itý5 J=KL

C1'.5 AK(JI=S3BBI9Ml/CONS

C

CALL M'INV (AKtN0ETL, OETR ,MATX1, MATX2I I
Of) 1-66 l:1,NDETL

L=I 'NDETL

0O 146b J=K,L

14~6 SI3I3(IM)=AK(J)/CONS

SCC HERE S38 IS INVERSE OF ORIGINAL B88
C

DO 503 t(=.,NINTL
0O 300 L=19ND7TL
SEQ(KgLI:O.0
00 500 LK=19NDý4'L

500 SEQIKLl zSEQ(KLl *SA8(KvLKPSBB(LK,L)
00 505 K=1,NINTL
00 505 L=1,NINTL
SSY(KoL)=D.O

00 505 LK=1,NDETL
5ý5 SSYIK,Ll =SSY(KeLl + SLQ(K,LK1ILSBA(LK*Ll

00 510 LZ1,NINTL
52.0 SEQ(KLl=SAA(K9LI-SSY(I(,LJ

C HERE SEQ=(SAA)(CSA8I*(INV SOB) S BA)
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I.I

STIF

cI
' 555 RETUlRN

11
IEND

395
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SUI3ROJTIN6 PLOA9tSSY, NSFDFNFSSNCNVI..o,N*DIRNUN' 9NMEMvJA*4clo
I. ELMF ,NNOOEDELUSELAI(,tATX1,NATX2,MPAMP3,NLNODE,TITLENCDUN,
S. T-B88,TEBAICOUNgNUNIT)

C
C STATI: ANALYSIS ROUTINE
C #.4W.. #4

DIMENSION TITLE(ZC)
DIMENSION SSt'( 909 9ý)t NSFOF( 90V*SNISO)*CN(3G)*VL(33f*

2 SEL(309696)vU( 901
DIMENSION AK( 610U,9M AT X1( 90) t.ATX2( 90)
DIMENSION MPA(30) ,MPB(33) .TEBB(6C) ,TEBA(30)
DIMiENSION FUNIT(2,2),XLUNIT(2),FMUNIT(Z2P2
DATA XLUNIT/4H(MM1,'4HIIN)/
DATA FMUNIT/5H(I(NS),5H(LRSI,8H (I(N-I) ,8H (LEB-IN)/

DATA PUNIT/5H(KG) 95H(LISI*SM I(KN-I) q8H (La-INI/

AD=A3S (AOIR)

NDIF=3*NNODE-NFS
c
C COMPJTE FIXED ENDED REACTIONS FOR UNIFORM LOADS ON ELEMENTS

00 DO0u' I=19NMEM

'. DO 5 K=19b
5 ELMF(Ii()=.i3

GO TO 32
6 GO TO(1O,201,LDIR

10 PXS CN(I)*WUN:F(II

RXW=:-WUNIF(1)%'SN (1)

GO TO 34
20 PX: SN (I) *WUNIF (I I

RXW=WUNIF (I['CN(I)I

30XX=-SN(II

RXY3JRXWzRXY*RXW

ELMF II, .) -.S*PX'VL (I)

ELIF( I,4.) -.5*PX' VL( I)

!3 00 14 K=293I ~ELMFII*K) :C.0

GO TO 32
15 AVzABS(RXYORXW) *

OIP=:tYURXW/AV
IKK:MPA(I) *MPBtI)
IF(KIK 31, 3192E

26 GO TO(21931)t~KK
v 2 IFMPAI))592 #2

24. EL?1F(I.2):-3.I*PY*VL(I1 LIR/8.0
ELMF(It3) :C.0

GO T3 3Z
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25 ELMF1I,23: -5.0*PV*VL(I) *UIR/$. jPLA

ELMF(I,6)30.0
31 T 3LFI2)5PYL IOI

ELMF(I,63=-S*PR#Y*V(L(I )* 2/1Z.

GO TO 32
34 ELMF(I,3)=C.0

ELMF(Itb)=U.G
32 CNA=CN( I)

SNA:SN(IJ
C

C CALL SUBROUTINE TRANS TO TRANSFORM FIXED ENO LMN ECIN

C TO GLOBAL SYSTEM

CALL TRANS(CNA9SNAT3
00 Z3 J=196
00 28 K=196

28 TT(JtKI=3TtKJl
D0 23 J=196

00 Z9 K=196
29 P(J)3:(J) *TT(JK3*ELM4F(I,Kl

00 12C (=1,3
NOOF=3*JA(II-3 *K
DO 30 J=1,NFS
IF(N)OF-NSFOFfJI 350,35,50

35 U(J)=J(J3-P(KI
GU TO 100

50 CONTINUE
ICO CONTINUE

00 200 K=49.6
NDOF:3*JB(I3-bK
0O 15r J=19NFS
IF(NDOF-NSF0F (J33150,135,150

135 U(JP sU(J)-P(K)
GO TO 20C

150 CONTIN4UE
2C0 CONtTNUE
550 CONTINUE

IF(NLNODE) Tb0,76C,7i0
71C WRITE-(5,99999)FUNITtNUNIT,1), (FUNITI'JUNIT,J) ,J:1,23

0O 750 I:INLNODE
C ~
C READ NODAL POINTS STATIC LOADS CARDS -CARD TYPE 15
C

REAO(2q100G00JTq(DEL(J)*Jml931
WRITE (5, 10 OO1)JT,(DEL (JI, JsI,3)
IF(NUNIT.EQ*2)GO TO 711.
DO F13 JZ1,3

713 DEL(J)=0.0698*DEL(J)
C

397



PLOAO
C COMPLETE ASSEMBLY OF STATIC FORCE MATRIX
c

714. 00 72!5 J=1*3
NDOV:34 (JT-1) +J

00 72C K=1,NFS

1F(NCDF-NSFOF(K))72Qq71.5,724

GO TO 725
72C CO'4TI4UE-
725 CONTINUE

999~9 FORMATU (i*23X,2'.HSTATIiC LOADS-JOINT LOAOS,//3Xo4MNODE,17X92HFX,18
lKZ4Fyl8X,2H4Z,/,23X,A5,I5Y,A5,13XA8/I

iLL'.C FORMAT(Il'L,3F1L.C)

1v'COI FORPIAT(..X,12,ii.x9;,E1a3..,0io,E13.3,iOX,510.3)

L=I*NFS -

DO 1031 J=KL
M=M~1
LL: NSF OF ( )

£002. AK(J) zSSY(KKLL)
CONS:AK( 1)

D0 1002 I~iMM
1032 AK(I)=AK(I)/CONS

C *# 414 p* ****** ***** ***44

C CALL SU3iROUTINE MINV TO INVERT SYSTEM STIFFNESS MATRIX
C

CALL MINV (AK, NFSOETRoMATXioMATX2)
DO 1::3 I~i,NFS
K:NFS*II-1) +1
L=I*NFS
M=O
0O 1033 J=K.L
MM~l4

1ýý3 SSY(IM)=AK(J)/CONS
C ##

C CO?4'UTE NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
C

00 2003 I=1.NFS
0DLL ( I) = . 0
DO 2000 J~lNFS

2000 DEL(I)=UEL (I) #SSY(I*J)*U(J)
N0UO~F=3NNOOE
DO 22.00 11,NOOOF

2130 U(I)=%.O
DO 2233 l11,NFS

L K=MSPDF(I)
223C U(K)zOEL(I)

C
C COMPUTE ELEMENT END LOADS AND ROTATIONS
C *#*~######~#*4

00 J020 Iz1,NMEM
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PLOAD
CNAz^.4(I)
SNA- SN(I )

C
C CALL SUBROUTINE TRANS to TRANSFORM ELEMENT LOADS T3 LOCAL SYSTEM
C

CALL TRANS(CNASNAT)
00 23:0 K=!,3

23CC NSF)P(K)3*3JA(I)-3 fK
D0 2'.Qi) K=446

24.C NSFJF(K)z3*JC(I)-6+K
DO 25CO Kzi96
N=NSFDF (K)

2500 P(KO:U(N)
00 Z6: K=196
AKI(z0 .0

1,0 2600 J=1,6
261*16 AKtK)a AK(K) +. T(K,J)*P(Ji

0O 2700 K=196I

2700 ELMF(IKI=EL?1F(IK) *SEL(I*KJ) *AK(J)
IFlAK(3))27G1,27i.292?01

2%~2 IF(AK(61))239J3C~,;2703
27C3 TE8B)(I)=( AK((6)-(( AK(5) A- Kf2))/VL(I)I)*57.29577351
30ýO CONTINUE I

C
C PRINT NODAL DISPLACEMENTS AND ELEMENT END LOAUS
C

WRITE (5..999) TITLE
,*999 FDR'IAT(IH1,20Xq20A..)

NCOJN~i
WRIT7 (5,5000)

50I20 FORMAT( /*lCX, 49HDEA0 ANG LIVE LOADO ISPLACEMEA4TS AND NMRMER LOAD

WI -(5,615) XLUN IT (NUNIT) *XLUN IT (NUNIT)
DO 4.000 I=19NNOUE
K=311-2
L=3*I
ROT=57.29577951*U(L)
L=L-1
UOI=J (K)
UO2=U IL)
IF(NJNIT.EQ.2)Go TO 4ýa3
UOL~iD030. .iU01
U02=1 ý0d.O* UO2

43)00 WRITE (5,55Q0) IUD1,UOZ.ROT

6!5 FOR,4AT(1H ,5X,'.NNODEdX,?HX-DISPL,8X,7HY-DISPL,7X,'AHROTATION,
1./,19X,A..,l1X,A4,i0Xq514(DEG))
WRITE7(5,61b)FMUNIT(NUNIT,1).(FlJNIT(NUNITJ),J~1,2),

I FMUNIT(NUNJIT.1),(FMUNJT(h.UNITj).J~1,2I
616 FORMAT(1H: ,5X,4HELEM,10X,2HPA,13J(,2NVA,13X,2HMA,13(,2HPB,13x(,2NVR,

113X,2-4M~3,,18X,a5,±0X,A5,9X,A8,Ax,A5,10X,A5,9x,A8)
00 630 N:i9NMEM

630 WRITE-(5.6',0)N, (ELMF(NqM),MA1,6)
6-#G F04MAT %8X, I2,G(3X#E12.%))

399
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S000 FORMATlIX94I2*E12.. LA
9000 FORMAT UDIS)

IFt NCOUN-!COUN) 9001, 5999, 8999
8999 WRITE(5,I49993,TITLE

NCOUMsO
9002 'WRITEIS,9050)
9050 FORI4AT4/iX,16HRESPOtiSE HISTORYII

E NO

400



I ~SUBO~OJTINE jyOlS
01-4 'ASION UMAY(3093),U9INt36.,JITM\ýX(30,.3),TMIN(30,3)

OIME~ISION R(6CI ,RD(bOI ,qDPt~blIIOLO (30.2)
01MENSIUN SAS(,65o631AA(Ce096019SB3EI(609601
DIMENSION CHNP(3i,)C *' I9NV (3C 92) 9MPP(3ý t2l CMPV(3692)9CL0M(3O,2WI,

ICLPV( 30 2) qCl.NM (3C,2)9CLNVf309)
D I9ENS IUtI CMOI4PI3Z,2I ,C9ODN(3G,2),pCLOAO(3Z,2),T'qOMP(3C,2I,

0 1Sý-UN - 1 4O PYI3C),PCRY1301

I FAR--A W )0M AS (6 L I, sEQ(6cq6o)v A C E L6 0
Z V EL S ( 0 ,C ( 4 0 9~. ,P P P (3Z,2 ,TT T (3 C42CI)
30LT0(6JIl ,SU3(6O,6a ,S3AI6O,63) , DISP160)

ý)OLTO(60915,U4 90)*DU( 90)90ISP(6C),N0EJF(6Q)
OIME4'SIUN JA(3(),JB(3C) ,vL(34),CN(3.i)vSN(30)gA(SOIAI(30).0
IMPA(303.MP6(3IoIMYAT(Jj),IMYt3T(3I).SEL(30,6,f.).

3NSF,)g' 90)
0l1E~4S1ON AK(( 8tCC)*MATXI( 9E)q4ATX2( 90)
0I1ENSION ILASTA(30),ILASTf3(3.j
DIMENSION TzEBB(30) ,TEBA(3")
DIMENSION TITLE(Z0I ,PP(3u'h,NSTA(3C)[DIMENSION DUNIT(2)
DIMENSION PYMAX(3C*21 ,RYHIN(2C,2)4
COM40N *AUNITpPV4AXv0Y9IN
COMMON ICOUN,NCOUN,TITLE
COMMON PMAXvRMIN, TIMT'49,TE8A,rE8B

COMMON ILASTA,ILASTB,NELAS

COMDISONNO JMXUM~TAX9T4IN aS4,,XEP.FIIOFNEF
2.NINTLN NSTL,IDNOE AXAWYTIY8.PTTvF

3OLTOM3 TO Sg~RDIL, LF MAIMBTAT3
COMMON PYF*CPR39C1NPRMP.~r1 MA~

C INTIMALVZATINfiMNCMtMPtLMLPNLV

DAT DN): 4(M~4Hr)

C-

C IMIAZZ1401CI
IF(LL1)9O9G9I



2;C0 PEFIN,1).0.0
00 205 NzlNIN.ý
DO 205 Jzl,NINTL
PEF (NI)zPEPINi-SEQINJ)'AA(J)

205 CONTINUE

C CALZ'JLATIUN OF EFFE~CTIVE INCRE~4FNTAL LO.AD
C 4ý**44- 0*4 *G1 Pro

00 100 N:1,NWF
L,xNSTA IN)

LID '.Ltl
0DTUTTTINvL)-TTT(N9L-1)f D~OPaPPP(N,L) -PPP(N*L-11

12G SLnPE:=UOP/OOT

125 PP(NI=PPP(N,L-11 + ITI'4E-TTTIN9L-1)'hSLOPE
NSTAi4ýmIL-l

106 CONT1~4JE
00 250 NzlNINTL
KK:=4INOF IN)

21; POIF:C.G
GO TO 225

22C PDIF2PPIK)I
225 PLFIN.1)zPEF(Nfl) *FAREAIKKI*PalF -RIN) -DAMP#WA4&S(NI 4G8IN)ROR(N)
25G CONTINUEIC

C

Ur 30N- NINTL4I-id
10350NINTLIT

370 376 JAS(.LN

35C CONT: INUE /ON

C CAINVETIO OFFTV INCREMENYAL DSTIFFAE4NSSMTR
C *

CALL INTLIP KI NT ilENT1AX)

00 37 121N INT

lI a

uý, 376 '402
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OYDII

K-NINTL*11-3) 44DYIr L=IONINTL

00 377 JuK,L

3?7 C(IPi).AKtJ)1CONSI 00 SSC 1=19NINTL
DO 55a J=19NINTL

550 ACEL(X)=ACEL(I) i. U(ItJl*PEFIJII

C CALCJLATION OF AGCELERATIONOVELLOCITY &NO OISPLACEI1ENT FOR IND.
C DYNAM4IC DOF.
C I

0O i6C NaloNDETL '
DOG 56IJ~C(INNDETL *S~tjJ

DO 500 Jzl*NINTL I
515 OOISP(,NI=OOISP(Nb + OULTO(Nti

C

[ C
00 57C IxlNNDTL

DO 752 LI.Ni TL I
00 753 NL*NDETL

75o93 OT R(ICill 2SA0KLT)'D(ItO1 SBIsl,3 D

DO 5735 JLsNINTL
5765 RU(L~II:~i() +BAK,)LT O £)-(*J*L,3 tl

00 5768 NlNDETL
575 DDI0(N() OIKI+SP(N) + ,L) .TO(L1i)

75 FUONLTIONOFUEDD

0O 75C K~2,NINTL

?52 (Kl=() SAKvlOT3L
00 753 Lzl*NDETL

7C(IC.N)10UE
00 1585 KzJNDETL

00 768 K'(1,NDETLI

768 O(K=RDK)+~aOK*L*D)TDIO3I

r75 CONTINUE___



DYDIS

?anl CONTINUE
C
C OAGEL,OVELSC.ITýP.OOLTADULTV.OaLTO REFER To DEPEN3ENT DYNAMIC QOO
C ACELVELS9OIS2*,t'.TA*OLTV9DLTO REF-R TO INDEPE~NDENT OYNA4IC DOF
C
C FORMJLATION OF 3ISP.MAT-IIX U(N),3Ut4).WHERE Nvt~JTAL STATIC DOF
C

00 4.60 NzlvNINTL

MIsNINOF(N)

0O '.70 N=1.,NOETL

U(MI) zODISP(N) * 9 4 9 9 9 4 ~
40OU(MI?zOOLTU(N,1I

C R~ECORD MAXIMA A44D MINIMA OF NO)AL DISPLACE.MENTS
C

00 800 NalNNCDE
Nla3fN-2
N2'J'*4-1
N3=3*N
UUII)mU(Nl)
UU(2zuU(N2)
UUI.3):U(N3)
00 850 NNzt*3
UM.AxUMAX (NNN)
UMI=UMIN(N9NN)
UUUmUU( NN I

IFUULUI 8lCs850,8Z0
8tC IFIUUU-UMI)83C*8509850
830 UMIN(i4,NN)uUUU

TiIIN(N,NNI=TIME
GO TO 850

820 IF(UULJ-UMA)65Cq85098S5
825 UMAXfNM,NN)xUUU

TNlAX(HNN)xTIME
850 C')NTINUE
8UO G#i1TINUE

610 IF(IN3EXbi-1)6009612*6l2
612 IFlNC3UN-ICOUN)614*613,%613
613 WRIT--I5,99%')TITLE
'aGO FORMAT(:HI,20XZGA4)

NCOUNzO
61'. WRITE(5,626) TIME

NrOU~lzNCOUN + I
620 OlA~HsHI.E9ls*- SEC.)

14R;TE(5,615)OUNIT(NUNIT) ,OUNIT(NUNITO
615 FOR-IAT(IH s5X,'.NNOOESX,7NE-OISPL,8E,7NY-ZjXSPL,7X,8I4ROTATION,

1 /v19XvAd.,11XA4910X95H(OEG)bk

C PRINT NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
C

00 630 NalNNCOE
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MI

N2 3INI1

kOTx57.29S??q351U(N3)
UVj3U(N10

IF(%BJNIT.EQ.21G0 TO 630
UOlliOOO.o*U01

630 WF~ItEtSvb.0I~thUOIUO2,ROT

b4C rciR4A1(SXI2.3(3XtEi2.41)
bCC RETURN
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SUM3~UTINE ELEFI
C CALCJLATION OF ELEMENT FORCES AND DEFORMATIONS

DIMENSION UMAXI3493),uMIN(3C,.3I.TMAX (30,3h9TMIN(3093)
DIMENSION R16:,*RD(6O)i ,DR(bulI ,IOLD(3124)

t DIMENSION SA8(6O,60),SAAI63.6O),SO9O(60,60)
DIMENSION CMNP(3092)hCMNV(3C,2) ,.MPP(30,2I,CMPVtS0,2) ,CLPM(30,2),
ICLPV(30,2) ,CLNMI3OZ) ,CLNV(30,2I
DIMENSION CMOMP(3E,2ICMOMN(3Co,!),CLOAOD30,,2),TMO0MP(30,ZI,

DIMENSION PY03C),PVlf(301

DIMENSION JA(3Zl,JB(3))9NCELI6)%u( 90),O0 9Oh9ELMU(6,11%ELMDU(6,s1

I),CN(3Q)%SN(3E) T(6*6l, SEL(3C%,f~61,
2ELMr(6,54,TELMO(6,1),C(6,1jLL1DFI6,1),ELMF(30,ti),YMY(3o,2),
31MYATI.34j)IMY8T(30) ,VL(30), MPAI30)9MP!R(30),
a.IMYA(30) , MYBt(3I ,TBA(30) ,TBB(3GI
DI4ENSION A(3týI AI(31 .NINODF(6J) ,NJEOP(60),IOF( 931,

IFAR~EAI 90),WMASI60),PPP(3ý,2G),TTT(30,20)
DIMENSION ACEL(6G) .VELS(6L,SE.(SO,60),D7SP(60),p

I OISP(60) ,St3(6C,60),SFRA(60,60).OJLTflI6o~i),OODLTrl(6091) i
DIMENSION FAT( 90, 90),NSFDF( 90)
DIMENSION ILASiA(3Q)9ILAST8I3C)
DIMENSION TEB9(30),rEBA(3LjtSU1PI3C,,SUMqA%3zj).sJMB(3CI
DIMENSION TITLEt2G)
DIMENSION RMAXt3iG,4IRMIN(3C,'.) TIM(30,.) ,TMMI33,-*I
DIMENSION PYMAX(3J,2) ,PYMIN(3G,2)
DIMENSION FUNIT(,292
COMMON NUNITPYMAXPYMIN
COMMON ICOUNNCOUNTITLE
COM14ON RMAXoRMIN*TIM,TMM,TEBATEt3O
COMMON ILASTA,ILASTS,NELAS
COMMON UMAX.9UMINTMAX,TMIN
COMMON NSKIP, INDEXW
COMMON SA8*SAASBBO a
COMMON RvRORDRIIOLD
CO4MON PYoIPROvIPRMP
COMMON NOT ,LLNMEM,VMY, CL3OADCMOMP,CMOMN,TMOMP,TMOMN,

t TIMEL.CMNPCMNVCMPPCMPVCLPM, CLPVCLNM,CLNV I
COMMON NNODE, JAJ9,VL.CNS4,AAI ,EMPAMP8,NINOFNUOEF,
ININTL*NDETL*IDF, FAREAWMASIMYAT ,!MY8TPPPTTTMWF,
2OTvACEL9VELS9DAMPSEQ,OISP,U, DU9DOISlP9S5898tA$
3DLrDsOOLID* SEL9 ELIIF, ItMYAvIMY~sTBA,TBS
COdNO4 YFACTs*CRY*FATvNSFDF

t DATA FUNIT/5HtKNS),5H4L3Slf,61 fKN-M) s8N (19-1)11/

C TI4E=LL*OT

C COMPUTE ELEMENT FORCES IN LOCAL COORDINATEI ~C
Do 900 Ma1,NMEM

NA=JA (M)
NB=JBIM)
NOE.L (tl3 :NA-2
NOEL(2)23*NA-1
NOEL( 3)=3'NA
NDEL14)= 3*NB-2
NOEL (5)z3*N8-1
NOEL (6)=3' Ng
00 10 KIC916

1406LI



ELEFO
N=NOEL (K)
ELMLI ( KilU(N)

10 EL4DUtKvIIOU(N)
CNAzCNI '0
S NA=S N I )

C
C CALL SUBROUTINE TRANS TO COMPUTE ELEMENT END LOADS IN ELEMENT
C COORDINATE SYSTEM
C

CALL TRANS(CNA9SNAT)
00 23 Kz1,6
00 20 KKa1,6

20 ELMT(K,KK)c SEL(MKKK)

00 550 1=196

DO 560 J=196
560 CII,1)=(I,1i = MtTIIl,J)EMO(IJ,1)ELUJ

00 560 1=1,6

EL40C II,1V0.0
00 570 J=1,6

5C ELaFI49944F944949TI~l*(j..

C CA..L SUBROUTINE POEL TO COMPUTE EQUIVALENT SHEAR~S FOR THE P-OELTA
C AND BEAM COLUMN EFFECTS
C 499

CALL PDEL(TELMflCVELMFvELMDF#VLR *RORiNINTL,NOETLNw NOFNOEOF,
1 T,M,NOEL,FAT)
TEr1FLIELMFf(N, )
TEMF3*ELMF IM, 31
TEHF4=-ELMF(M,41.
TENF6:ELHF CM,6)
D0 30 K=196

30 ELMF (M9K)=ELMF(MK)4+ELMOF(K11)
IFINELAS) 31,31, 350

31 YM=YMY(M,i)
YP=PV (MI
EM: EL MF(N, 3)
EP=ELMF (Mol1l
IOLoDrIOLO(M,I)
PCR=PCRYIM)

C . 99~449 4999949999499999499*9 #44S

C CALL SUBROUTINE YIELD TO OETER41NE WHETHER ELEMENT IS IN MlAER
C TrHE ELASTIC OR PLASTIC CONDITIONSV
C *~994449999949449 9994499499449499

CALL VIELO(EMEPYMVP, IXTM.TPIOU,9TEMFI,TEMF3,PCRSUMISUMM)
SU6IP(N) SUN1
SUMA (MI SUMM

ILASTA(MIzIMYAT (M)
IMYAT(M)=IX
EN:ELMF (M,6
IOLOzIIOLO(M, 2)
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ELEFO

YM=Y4Y IM9)

tCALL. YIELD(EM.EP,YMYP, IXTMTPIOLO, TEMF..,TEMF6,PCRSUM1,SuMMI
SUNB(l) :SUMM~

1LASTB(M) tIMYBT (M)
IPIVBTIMI=IX

CI
C COMIPUTE ELASTIC AND/OR PLASTIC ELEMENT END ROTATIONS
C

SKA=4..4E*AI( MI/VL(M)
S KB3=S KA/2.*C

TMI=IC (691) -OALPH
TEI2=C( 3,1)-O)ALPH
TE I=TEM1*57.2957795i
TLN2ztEN2*57. 29577951
IF(IMVAIN)-I) 60,65,65

6(: IF(IMY8(M) -1)70,75,75
"7C BOA zu.c

DUBa =0.C
IF(TBA(M).NE.O0,)T8A(4b=L.0
IF(TBB(NI .NE*.Ol0T88BI)=h'0.

4.5 TEi3AiM)zTE8A(M)+ TEN2
F5 TEIBIN)=TE88(Ml4TEN1

75 BO3A =0.0

IF(T3A(M)*NEoQ.03Tl3A(M)=0.'2
IFI MPAIN) -1) 80,55,85

GO TO :00
80 IF(NSFOF(M)-1)81.,85,81

83 DeB=TEM2*SKf)/SKA
GO TO 86

84. 0(3 zTEM1+TEN2*Sg(8/SIKA
d6 IF1:(3.1)182, 100,82
82 TE8A(N)zTEBAINI4+TEM2

GO TO IGO
65 IF(IMY1B(MI-1)90995995
95 0(313 =TENI

OBA zTEM2
GO TC 1OO

90 IF(MD~'M)-1)97,98,98
98 008o 0.

OBA zTEM2
GO TO 100

3 IFINSFCF(M)-2) 99,95,99
99 ~14 moec

I vtT 913( M) .NE .0 .31T B8 ( ) C I

GO T3) 104.I
103 BOA =TEN2+TEMI*SKS/SKA
104 IF(CI6913)10191009101
I I TE8B(MD:TE8tl(MI*TEMI
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ELEFO
ICo TBA(.l) =TBA(A4) +8A

T88(M) uTl8(M)+DB8

C RECORD MAXIMA AND MINIMIA OF ELEMENT ENO ROTATIONS

399 IF(RMAX(M,1)-TEBA(M) )2a0,210,,2J1
200 IF(RMAX(q2l.GT.O0,CG0 TO 210

R"iAx(M,1)TE8A (M)
TIMIM,1J:TIME

210 IF( RMAX (Mg,21-TBA 441 224' 230 9230
220 RMAX(M,2I=TBA(M)

TIM(Mo21 :TIME
RMAX(M, 1I=TEBA(M)
TIM(.P1)mITIME
PYNAX(Mq,1z ELMFIMoll/PY(M)

23L IF(RMAXIM,3)-TE8BtM) )2.U,250,250
240 IF(RMAX(M,'d.GT.C.0)GO TO 250

RMAX(M,3)=TE98(M)
TIM(M,3) ETIME

250 IFIRilAX(M,4)-T8t3IM) )260,270,270
260 RMAX(M,4)=TB8(M1

RMAXIM93l=TE6I3IM)
T IM (4,3) T IME
PYMAX(N,2)= -ELMFfM,'dl/P'VIM)

276 IFIRMIN(M,2J-TEIA(MI) 290,290,ZE0
280 IF(RMINCM,2).LT.G*OIGO TO 290

RMIN(MIJ=TEBA (M)
TMMfM,1)=TIME

29C IF(RMIN(M,2)-T8A(M) )310 ,J;0q303
300 RMINIM921=TBA(M)

Thli(e!.2)=TIME
RMI N(oIM,)= TEBA (4)
TrIM (4,1)=TIME
PYMIN(Mt1)z ELHF tMg1)/PY(Mb

31C IF(RmrN(M,3)-TE89(Mý)333,330,321
321. IF(RMINIM,41,LT.G.C)GO TO 330

RMlN(Mo3):TEBB(M)
TMM('l, 3) sTIME

330 IFfRMINIM,..)-T18B(M)J3Sa,35Uv3'.1
34.1 RMI NfMi,,+)aT3B (Ml

TMMIM,4)zTIME
RllINfM, 3)TEBB(H)
T Ml 4(,3 );:T I ME
PYMqIN(M,21u --;LMF(M94l/PY(M)

C *9#
C RECORD MAXIMA AMD MINIMA OF ELEMENT END LOADS
C 9441.94#999 444494999449

4~0 IF(ELMF(M,3)-L.MOMJl05,#05 ~ 4L

4.1D CMOMN(Moi)uELMF(M*3)
TMOV4NM,i)=TIME

CMNP(M,1)=ELMF (M,1)
CMNV(M. 1)=ELMF(Mg2I
GO T3 4.15

4.05 IF(ELMF(M,3)-CMOMP(M~i))415,'.15,425

409



j ELEFO
425 CHO-4P(P1,1)zELMF(M,3?

CMPP(%I, 1) ;ELMF (Ml )
CIIPV(h491)zELtIFP4,2)
TrMOMP(Moi)zTIME

41S IF(ELMF(M.61)430,'.35,435
430 IF(ELMF(H,6)-CMOMN(M,2))450,455,f455I CMNP(M921).,ELMF (Mgl)

CMNV(P1,2lsELMF(M9,5)
TI0MN (M,2) =TIME
GO TO v.55I 435 IF(E-LMF(I4,6)-CMOMP(M,2) )'55.455,9.65

4.65 CMOMP(P1,2):ELMF(M*1,6
CP1PP(Mp2)=ELMF (4ql)
CMPV(P142)=ELMF(P1,5)
TMOMP (M*21 =TIME

455 IF(ELP1FtMp1,1)476,.p75,p475

470 IF(ELIF(P1,1)-CLOAU(fl,2) ).80,903,900I 480 CLOA.D(M,2)=ELP1FIMgi)
CLNM(Me, )=ELMF ('13)
CLNV(Mv,1?ELMF (P12)I
CLNM(4t21c:ELMF (496)
CLNV(P1,2)=ELIF (',5)
TIMELMt2)zITIME
GO T3 900

4.75 IF(ELMF(M,1)-CLOAD(fl,±)39ý0,..90490
490 CLUt.O(Mq1) ELMF (MgI

CLPHM(P,)=ELMF (P,3)
CLPMVI,2)mELMF ('16)
CLPV(P1,1)=ELMF (P12)
CLP~( '1,2)x:ELMFl( 1,5)
TIPIELtMI,1)=TIP1E

900 CONTINUE
IFIPRHP-1)600 ,610,610

6 03 IF(IPRD-1)604,605,604

604 IF (N^ýOUN-ICOUNIW9?60696C6I
606 WRITE(59100JTITLE

iOGI FORMAT(lHl,20Xs20A4)
NCOUNaO

607 NCOJNuNCOUN + I
605 W R I T E( 5 615 ) F 'N IT NU N IT oI p F U 1T N UN IT sK I K z1 2 FUN IT INU NI T K I

1 0:192)
615 FORMAT( /5X*4HELEM,9X,2HPA,8X,5NPA/Pi-, 13X,2HVAs12Xv2P1MA~i0X,

2 A59SX9AS)
C ~..
C PRINT ELEMENT LND LOADS AND ROTATIONS
C

00 630 NaINMEM
WRITE(S,64.0)NELMF(N,1),SUMP(N),(ELMF(NP1),N293),SUM1A(N),

l(ELMF(N-pM),P15v6) ,SUM~3(N)
640 FORMAT(SXI298(3XsE11941)
630 CONT1Y4E

IF(N--LAS) 1002-p102s6Q0
062 TE(591000)
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ELEFO
* 10GO FORMAT( /25X,32HELEtIENT tNO ROTATIONS IN UEGREES,/924X,5HENO At

123X954ENO 89/t /96Xq4H.ELEM96x#7NELASTIC97X97H
2PLASTIC,7X.7HELASTIC,?X,7HPLASrICzqo*,ýNP/PPI
00 635 Nz1,NMEM
RtAT=ABSSELMF(N,1)/PY(N) )
WRITS-(59640)No TE~3A(N),TI3A(N)* TEaBIN!9T69(NI.RAT

635 CONTINUt
600 RETURN

E NO
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SUSR3UTINE PRINT
DIMENSION UMAX(30.3) ,U,4N(30,3),TMAX(3093htTMIN(30,3)
DIMENSION RI6C),RD(60)9,RDR(601,110L0130,2)
DIMENSION SABIGO,60),.SAAIB0q6OISBBO(60q6C)
DIMENSION CNNP(3O,2h9CMNV(3ý,2),cmpD(3O,2ICMPV(33,2) ,CLPMI3O,21*

1CL;V(3092),CLNM(3g,21,CLNV(3C,2),PY(30),JA(3C),JB(S$GI
DIMENSION CM0NP(3O92,2h04OMN(30,2IZLOAD(3C,2h9TMOMP(3O,219
ITON3v) ,ML39).YY3*) JOINT (2)
DI'UNSION ILA3TA(3OI',ILAST'j(3O3
DIMENSION TEBB(301,TE9A(36)9OUTR(*30,4)
DIMENSION TITLE(20)
DI4MENSION VLI3'l),CN(33I ,SN(3ChvA(33JAI(3C)
DIMENSION RMAX(MCs4) 9RAIN (3C 94) TIM(30,41 tTMM (301,4)
DI4E4SION FUNIT(292hgXLUNIT(Zh9ISENSE(3)
DIMENSION PYMAX130*2),PYMIN(3a,21
COMMON NUNITPYMAXPYMIN

C OMMON ICOUNNCOUNoTITLE
COMMON RMAX,RMIN,TIMTMlM,TEBATESS

COMMON UMAXUMINTMAX,TMZN
COMMON NSKIP,1NDEXW
COMMON SABSAASB8O
COMMON RtRDRDRIIOLO
COMMON PYtIPRO,IPRHPF
COMMON NDTLL, NMEMoYMY, 3LOAOCMOMPvCMOMNsTMOMP9TMOMNq
ITIPIELCMNP,CNV,CM0-P,CMPVCLPM,CLPV.CLNMCLNV,NNOOEJAJB
C OMMON VLgCN93N*AtAIE
DATA FUNIT/5MCKNS)#5H(Li3S),8I4 (1CM-Ml 98H (LB-INI/
DATA XLUNIT/4HM(MMP94H(IN)/
DATA ISENSE/IHC91HT91H/
WRITE '(5,1700) TITLE

1760 F0R4ATI1H1,20X,26A4/)
WRITE(15,20rG(FUNIT(NUNITJlj ,zl,21 FUNIT(NUNIT,1),FUNITINUNIT,2)
I. ,FUNIT(NUNITZIFUNIT(NUNIT,1).FUNITINUNIT,Ii
NCOJNx3
lCOUN:5?

C

DO 500 M=ioNMEN
DO 3 Jzi,4
&DUTI(M,J)=1.O
IFEAI(MI)i1919

19 IF(NELAS)696,9
6 IF(RMAX(Mot))1'.,15914

14. DUTR(Mpj)=l.0 + ABSlRMAX(Mq2)/lMAX(Mpl))
15 IF(RMIN(M~i))16v5,16

5 IF(RNAXIM,33121,22,21
21 DUTR(fl,31.oQ #ABS(RMAX(Mp4)/RMAJC(M*3))
22 IFIRMIN(Mt3))239 9923
23 DUTR(M94)-Tl.O + AOSS(RNIN(M,41/RM1N(M,3))
9 JOINT(IlzJA(M)

JOINT (2) 2JB(M)
c *. ;.. .#,#*,
C PRINT TABULATION OF MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF ELEMENT ENO LOADS
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PRINT
C

R TOj=CIOMP(r4,KIYMY(MqK)
RA!32zClOMN(M9KI ,YMY (NI)
WRItE(5,j0)MJOINT(I(),CL0AO(M,1iCLPM(MK),CLPy(MKI,TIMEL(MI,)

IC WRITE-(5,ilC)CLOAD(M,23,CLNM(MO,9CLNV(MKI ,TIMEL(M,21 ,YMY(IhIKI,
ICMOIN(MK) ,CMNP(MK) ,CPNV(MK) ,TMOMN(M,K) ,RATO2

499 IF(M 'NMEM14969500,500I ~ WRITE(5,1TUC) TITLE
WRITE(5,2COH(FUNIT(NUNITj),JuI,2hoFUNIT(NUNIT,1),FUNIT(NUNIT,2)
L ,FUNIT(NUNIT,2),FUNIT(NUNIT,11,FUNIT(NUNIT,1)
NCOLJN=6

5CC CONTINUE
20 FOR4AT(,35X,5lHTA8JLATION OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ELEMENT END LOADS,

I//v IX,4HELEMslX,4HNODE,3X, '.N4AXP, ?X,7MASSOC .M,5X,?HASSOC.V,6X,
14HTIME,1GX*2HMMv8XSHMAX M,6X,?HASSOC.P,5XJHASSOC.V,5X,"IP. ME,5X,
27HMAXM/HMM /,13X,A5,6iCAB,5X,A5,6X,5N(SECJ ,8X,A',,3XAS,
35XsA5,7XA5*5X95H(SEC))

100 FOR4AT(INO.IX,12,IXIZIX,9EiZ 4,F6. 2,2XF6.2I
11CG FORMAT(LH #7Xs9E12.'.,F6*2)
IZO FORMAT(IHC,94NA PLUS SIGN (+) FOR MAXP INDICATES COMiPRESSION AND A

1 MINUS SIGN (-) FOR MAXP INDICATES TeNsION)
3ýý FORMAT( IX,33HMAXIMUM NODAL DISPLACEMENT TAB~LE I
310 FORMAT (lHI),.HNODE,6X,4HXt+h6X,4'4TIME,6X,4HMX(-) ,BX,'4TIMEBx,

L$.MY¶J,)6X,4HTIME,6X,4HY(-I,6X,.HTIME,6XkHR(+),6Xt4HTIME,6X,
24HR(-i ,6X.4HTIME,/,llXA4,6X,5H(SECi ,5X.A'.6X,5H(SEC) ,5XAd.,
36X,5'i(SxC) ,5X,A4,bX,5H(SEC) ,5X,5H(OEC),5X,5H(SEC),5X,5ti(DEG~,
'.5X,5H(SECJ)
IF (NE LAS) 9 0 1 , 9 0 1 9461

9CI WRITE(Stl7GO)TITLE
WRITE (5,IOGC)

10CC FORMAT( 26X,29HMAXINUM ELEMENT END ROTATIONS93lX,29HMINIMUM ELE
1MENT END ROTATIONS, //,ZIX,4HELAS,3X,4HTIME,6X,4HPLAS,3X,4HTIME,2X#
I 54,"/PP's3Xi5HDUCTILITY RAT1396X*I- Z'.24HELA5q3X.'.HTIME,6Xv4HPLAS,3Xq .4HTlME ,2X,5tP/PP*, 3XISHDUCTILITY RA

NCOJA16 A
ICOUN=60

C *~
C PRINT TABULATIDN OF MAXIMA AND MINrIA OF El.EMFNT END ROTATIONS
C

DO 430 I=I,NMEM
IS:ISE-NSE ilI
ISIZISENSE Ill

IF(PVMAX(I,1l.EQhU.GJIS=ISENSE(3)

IF(PYMIN(I,2),EQ.O.0)IS1=ISENSEI3)

PY1NzAt3SIPYMIN(I,±))
WRITE (5,1500) IJA~l)b RMA) I,J) ,TIM(IIJIJ=1, 2)PYMX, IS, UTRIX,1 IIJ

4i13
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PRINT

I IRMINIIJ),TMMIIJ),J2l,2) ,PVMNIS1,DUTR(I,23I
ISxISENSE11I
I Sia=SENSE(III

IF(PYMAX(I,2)aLT.0.tJ)IS21SENSE(I)I
IV(PYFIAX(I,2) .EQ.0.OIISzISENSE(3)
IVIPYMIN(I,2) .LT..0.G)SIflSENSE(2)
IFIPVMINU,*2).EQ.0.a)IS1=ISENSE-'3I

PYMX=ABS(PYMAX (1,213
PYMNa ABS (PYMINII,?))I
WRITE(5,tbOOIJB(I),(RMAX(IJ),TIM(loIJ),J3,4),PYMXISOUTR(I,3),
I (RIIM(IJ).TNM(IJIJ23,4),PYMNISIOUTR(I,4)
NCOLJNxNCOUN+5
IFENDOUN-ICOUN) 400,398,398

39 N(OUNs6 1399,400,P400

399 I'RITEI5,1800I
WRITE(5,17 00)TITLE

184B FORMAT (IX,46N'NOTE - THE LETTER IŽ4OICATES COMPRESSION ANO,/,
I9X,3OHTHE LETTER T INDICATES TENSION)
WRITL(5,lG0aI

400 CONTINUE
WRITE (5, 100)

500 FORM~l (1X,4HELEM,12,1X,*NNOOE,1I3,2(3XF7.4,2XFS.3),2XFS.3,

22(3XFT.4,ZX,F5.3) ,2X,FS.3,AI,BX,FT *3)J

1 A1,BXF7.3,*X9
160 FOMTI8,.ND,2(3X,F7.4,2K,.)29Fot~9XF5.3) 2XFS.3

4031 WRITEI5,1700)TITLEr ~WRITE (5,0L1
WRIT E(5,3IOILUNIT (NUN IT),%XLUN IT (NUNIT),*XLUNITINU NITT)XLUNIT(HUN IT
1)
NCOUN=5
100UN=60

1; PRINT TABULATION OF MAXIMA AND 4INIMA OF NODAL OISPL*ACEMENTS
C

Do 350 Nx±,NNODE
IFINUNIT.EQ,23G0 TO 347
00 346 KzI,2
UMAX(NKflOOO .U*UMAX (N,K)

346 UMIN(NK0flOOO.OUNIN(NK)

348 IF(N-NNODEI349,35U,350
349 NCOU'45

WRITE 51,3740) TITLE
WRITE 15,300)
WRITE(5,310) XLUNITINUNIT) ,XLUNIT(NUNIT) ,XLUNITINUNIT) ,ELUNITINUNIT

I)
350 CONTINUE
320 FDRMAT(t0IH~,4I2(IXpF9.5))

RETURN
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SU~kOJTINE TRANSICNAsS09ATI

*C ROTATIONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX T
C

D14ENSION T(b6,6
00 FS K219b
00 75 L219f

7S T(K*LIU3.C

T (291,IzCN A
T (~,*2 4i CNA

T (595lxCNA
TU.,2luSNA
T(Z29)c-SNA
T (495la SNA
T (5q.')z-SNA

T (6,b)=L.O
RET U N

END
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SUBROUTINIE MINVtAvN9O9L9N)

C COMPUTE INVERSE Of A MATRIX

DIMENSION AIIJLll),mt1) "INV 2
C SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT "INkV 3

031.0 411kv 16
NgKU-N "INV 9
00 60 KC1,N "INkV 6
NKnMK*N "INV ?

MtKinK '11kV 9
IKaNX'K "INkV 10
8IGAaAlKPK) "INkV it
00 20 J*KN "INkV 12
IZaN'IJ-11 '1XNV 13
00 20 I=K*N '11kv 1'
IJ*IZ+I "1INV is

It IF( ABSISIGAI- ASS(A(IJ)ll 15,20*20 '11kV 16
15 SIGA*A(IJ) "INkV 17

L(K)ml "INVW 1s
'1(K) UJ '1kV 19

F0 CONTINUE MINV 20
C INTERCHANGE ROWS '11kV 21

Jx (K) "INVW 22
IF(J-K) 35*35,25 '11kV 23

25 KI=K-N MINV 24.
00 30 1u1,N '11kV 25
KIzKI*N , MINV 26
'1OLOm-A LXI) '11kV 27
JIuKI -K#J '11kv 2C

30 AIJI) zNOLD '11kV 30
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS '11kV 31

35 13'1(K) '11kV 32

36 JPaN'(I-1) '1kV 34.
00 '.0 Julk '11k 35
JKaNIC+J '11V 3b
.1ap~ IJ # 'NV 3?
HOLOW-A(JK) '11kV 38
AtJKIA(JI) '11kV 39

4.0 AUK)l -HOLD '1kV 4.0
Ol IVIDE COLUNN BY M1INUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS 411v 1*1

C CONTAINED IN BIGAI "INkV 162
4.5 MFASS(SIGAI-I.E-2014'.6948A. "INkV M63
'.6 020.0 '11kV 44.

RETUI)4 "INV '.5
'.6 00 SS 1219N '1kV 4.6

IF(I-K) 50,55,50 '1kV '.7
50 I)=NI(I '1kV '.6

55 CONTINUE '11kV 50
C REDUCE MATRIX '11kV 5t

00 65.I1miN '11kV 52
IKaNK.! '11kV 53
HOLOmAtIK) '1kV '101
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lIJ'IfN WINY Re.

IF1I-91 6U065063 "INV B7
68 IPIJ-Kl GZ9,61,62 WINY 16
62 KJwIJ-I&K WINV 59

A4Ij)a*qOLO*AlKJ)fAlIJ)
65 CONTINUE WINY 61

C DIVIDE RON By PIVOT WINY Si
KJOK-N "INV 63
00 ?1 J219N "INV SI.
(I' KJ*N WtiNY 65

IFIJ-Ki 76.71,71 "INY 56
76 AfKJ~aAfKJl/SI6A WINY by
?I CONTINUE "INV Go
0PRODUCT OF PIVOTS "INV 69
0=00816A WINY 70

C REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL "INV ?IILAIKKI01.0/816A WINV 72
60 CONTINUE INVN ?3

C FINAL RON AND COLUNN INTEfkCWAMGE WINV 71.
KauN WINY 75

116 K=IK-11) WINY 76 I
IF(K) 1010,150,16 WINY 77

'.5 IsL(K) WNYN 78
1711-Kl 120,120,166 "INY ?9

106 JOUNOCK-11 WINY $a
jRUNvcIII WINY 41
00 110 J910N WINY 62
JKaJQ#J WINV 63
HOLDmA(JK) ""INV 61.
JIRJR#J WINY I5
AtiJK)-Afill INYN 66

III A4JI) uNOLO WINY 67
126 J*NIKI WINY a6

hiIFIJ-K) 160,160,121 "INV 69
125 KI.K;N 2WR INV so

00 13 4', WINV 9L
1(1.1(1 N WINY It

HOLOUAIKI) WN;N 93
JIwKI -KJ NINV IA.

130 III) IJIO WINY 96
10AIK)(AJI) W1OL INY 96

GO TO 100 "INV 97
150 RETURN WINY 96

END W4INY 99]
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SlUBq3JTINE YIELn(E'lEPyMyP, I~,TMTPIOLOxPiPCR,sump,SupqmI
C *~*** *9$S 9S9.e *9*e*e

tC MONIT3R ELEMENT END LOADS TO DETERMINE WHETHER ELEMENT IS th
C EITHER THE ELASTIC OR .00;TC 0HOTIONS

IF(EP)?5v?59S0

GO TO 90

95 ABImABS(f.M)lXMYI96 AB'zABStEPI/P
SUMPxA8I2

SUNIIzABI IB
IFIIOLO-2)I3021C200

23 M:zEq:XM

IFIXM.NE.C)GO TO 225

RMSO. 3
GO TO 2S0

225 RMxXM0DMl(A8MfX4Y3 3
230 RPzXP*OP/IA8P*P)

SUP4=RM4RP
IF(S.JhN3 300,35,

350 IF(SJ.41-1*01330,690,600
600 IXml

TM2E4z ~
TPzEP
RETURN

30C IX=O
TM=E,4
TP=EP
RETURN

IGO IF(SUMI-1*01 300,'400,400
0 IOLD=1

Ixal

TPzEP
RETURN
END

-4
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SUBRO0UTINE POELtTELN .CEL"FqFELMOFVL%,ROROqNNTLNOETLONZNO7,
1. NOE3F9T9INMENNOlELFATl

C COHIPUtl EQUIVALENT SHEARS FOR TH4E P-DECTA AND BEAM :OLUMN EFFECTS

VLI3G) ,Dfi~tO6)R0R(6O).t4INOF(0IiNOEOFAAO),TIIG),TT(16),P LII,9
2 NOEL16),FAT( 90v 901
DO 5 21819

L TECq(29111)TELMN(Se,1I*Ct$,P1)

DEL Va-DEL V/VL (NREN)F~0 Do ID JS1t
14T(J~I :TEl% 4(.l (5ll

20 (I)v(TTfIZ2)-TTfIvS)I'OELV

L ~IF(N0EL(II -NINOF(Jl) 1502S,50
2SRDIJlmROlJ)+FfI)
GO TO Y5

50CONTINUE
00 60 .Ja1,NDETL 0,,1

k", ~~IFIN3EL(I).NDE0P(J)I O566
56 DO 56 IKu1,NINTL
56 RORIKIaRDRIKI * F4TfICJ)*F(Ii

SO TO ?5
bg v* ONTINUE
?S CONTINUE

1006 FORMATflOElI2.5)
RETUR4
E ND
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APPENDIX E

LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN TEXT

A Area of cross-section (c2).

Ab Cross-sectional area of bracing mem.ber (cm2)

Al, A2  Tributary areas assi ned to mass points on blastward
wall (Fig 31), rool Fig 32a) and leeward wall
(Fig 34 and 35) (m

a Maximum dimension of tributary area measured
parallel to direction of propagation of shock
front (m)

bf Flange width (mm)

bh Tributary width for horiiontal loading on extericr
column of blastward wall (m)

bv Tributary width for vertical loading on roof girder I
(m)

C Coefficient for computing natural period of bending
mode of vibration of beam (Eq (35)) .

C Ratio of exterior column-to-girder moment capacities
(Table 1 through 3)

Cc LLimitinq slenderness ratio for frame member i
(Eq (4.1), Ref 1) 1

CD Drag coefficient (Ref 3)

C r Peak-reflected pressure coefficient at angle ofincidence ai,•

C1  Ratio of interior column-to-girder moment

capacities (Tables 1 through 3)

C2  Frame stiffness factor constant (Table 8)

[C] Damping matrix of system (kN-sec/m)
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c Dynamic increase factor

D Distance from the blastward surface of the frame
to the leading edge of the tributary area measured
parallel to the direction of the blastwave (m)

D Girder-to-column stiffness coefficient (Table 8)

DF Distribution factor

DLF Dynamic load factor for preliminary design

DOF Degree of freedom

D Horizontal trarnslation of nodal point (m)

D Vertical translation of nodal point (m)

d Web depth (mm)
d Horizontal distance from blastward wall to leading

edge of tributary area on roof (Fig 32b) (m)

d2 Horizontal distance from edge of tributary width
supported by frame to edge of tributary area on
blastward column (Fig 31) (m)

d 2 Distance from blastward wall to leading edge of
tributary area on roof (Fig 32a) (i)

E Young's modulus of elasticity (kPa)

Fa Maximum 'compressive stress permitted in the
absence of bending moment (kPa)

Fdy Dynamic yield stress (kPa)

F Specified minimum static yield stress (kPa)
y

{F(t)} Matrix of applied transient loads (kN)

{F*)r Equivalent force matrix (Eq (6), Appendix C) (KN)

g Acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/sec 2 )
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H Story height (m)

H Heignt of wall panel (m)

ShI Vertical distance from roof to upper boundary of
tributary area on leeward wall (Fig 33) (i)

h Height of tributary area (Fig 33) (m)

I Moment of inertia (cm4 )

SIx. Iy Moments of inert'a about the x- and y-axes,
y respectively (cm5)

ir Unit positive normal reflected impulse (psi)

is Unit positive inci t Impulse (psi)

K Stiffness factor for single-story, multi-bay rigid I
frame subjected to uniform horizontal loads
(Table 8) (kN/m)

K Relative rotational stiffness of frame member I
(Eq (31) kN/m)

KL Load factor that modifies stiffness factor, K,
for single-story, multi-bay rigid frame

Kb Stiffness of horizontal bracing system of a braced
frame (kN/m)

[K] Stiffness matrix of system (kN/m)

kc Total stiffness of element (kN/m)

1ir Horizontal distance from blastward end of roof to
mass point on roof (Eq (17) and (18)) (m)

tit Vertical distance from roof to mass point i on
leeward wall (Eq (19) and (20)) (i)

l AIorlzontal distance from blastward wall to leading
edge of tributary area on roof (Fig 32a) (M)

Z2 Length of tributary area (Fig 32a) (m)
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/r Slenderness ratio in the plane of bending

SMAI MB Bending moments at ends A and B of element (kN-m)
M. (Fig 63)
M Mass of roof panel (k
R (kg

M' One-half the mass of decking within roof panelR area (W'l + W'2 ) x L plus mass of girder
(Fig l9) (kg)

Mass of wall panel (kg)

M' One-half of mass of siding within wall panel area
(W'l + W'2 ) x H plus mass of column (Fig 17) (kg)

Me* Concentrated mass at end of a member (kg)

Mi Summation of the masses at all intermediate mass
points on a member (kg)

Moment about •ne n-axis that can be resisted in the
absence of axial load (kN-m)

MIX, Mmy Moments about the x- and y-axes that can be i
resisted in the absence of axial load (kN-m)

IMx, IL Reduced bending capacities about the x- and y-axesthat can be resisted in the absence of axial load
(kN-m)

M Required plastic moment capacity (kN-m)

: I M Design plastic bending capacities about the x- and
px, py y-axes (kN-m)

Mx, My Peak-applied moments about the x- and y-axesY (kN-m)

(ME Portion of roof panel mass assigned to horizontal
dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at ends of girder (kg)

(MEH)W Portion of wall panel mass assigned to horizontal
dynamic-degrees-of freedom at ends of column (kg)
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(MEv)R Portion of roof panel mass assigned to vertical
dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at ends of girder (kg)

(MEV)w Portion of wall panel mass assigned to vertical
dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at ends of column (kg)

(MIvI)R Portion of roof or floor panel mass assigned to
vertical-dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at intermediate
mass points on girder (kg)

(MIH)v! Portion of wall panel mass assigned to horizontal
dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at intermediate mass
point on column (kg)

(Mp)n Required plastic bending capacity about n-axis
(kN-m)

XMpsx, Required plastic bending capacities about x- and
ýMp y y-axes (kN-m)

(Mu)i Unbalanced moment on element at time i due to P-A
and beam column effects (Eg (10), Appendix C) (kN-m)

[MJ Mass matrix of system (kg)

[M*] Equivalent mass matrix (Eg (6), Appendix C) (kg)

m Number of braced bays in multi-bay frame

me Equivalent mass of a frame for sideway natural
period (Eq (36)) (kg)

m 9  Mass of one girt within wall panel (kg)

mp Mass of one purlin within roof panel (kg)

NDT Number of integration time increments for analysis
specified in the input

NDOFH Number of horizontal dynamic-degrees-of-freedom at
intermediate mass points within wall panel (Fig 17)

NDOFV Number of vertical dynamic-legrees-of-freedom at
intermediate mass points within roof panel (Fig 19)
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n Number of bays in a multi-bay frame

n Number of diagonal braces

ng Number of girts within wall panel (Fig 17)

n p Number of purlins within roof panel (Fig 19)

P Applied axial load (kN)

PA' PB Axial loads at ends A and B of element (Fig 63)
(kN)

SPC Axial load at yield (kN)

Pp Ultimate tensile load capacity of member (kN)

Ppk Peak pressure initially acting at mass point (kPa)

Pr Peak positive normal reflected pressure (kPa)

Pr Peak-reflected pressure at angle of incidence iJ
Pra (kPa)

P Incident pressure at time tc (kPa)

Ps Peak positive incident pressure (kPa)

SPu Ultimate compressive load capacity of member (kN)

(Ppk)AVG Average peak pressure acting on tributary areai•" (Pk)AVG (kPa)

{P(t)} Matrix of applied blast loads (Eg (9), Appendix C)
(kNl)

p Infinitely elastic fraction of total element
stiffness

Ph Peak reflected blast pressure on blastward wall
(kPa)

PV Peak pressure on roof (kPa)

q Elasto-plastic fraction of total element stiffness
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q h Peak horizontal load on frame (kN/m)

qo Peak dynamic pressure (kPa)

q Peak vertical load on frame (kN/m)

R Slant distance from explosive charge to point of
interest on structure (m)

RA Normal distance from explosive charge to point of
interest on structure (m)

Rc Rotation capacity of beam column

Rn Nodal reduction factor for bi-axial bending

RC DLF reduction factor for guartering loads

{Ri}),{Rdl, Resistance of system at time T(Eq(3), Appendix C)
(kN)

rb Radius of gyration of bracing member (m)

rX, ry Radius of gyration about the x-and y-axes (m)

Safety factor

TN Natural period of vibration (sec)N!
Ta Natural period Of vibration of the primary

extensional mode of a frame member (sec)

Tb Natural period of a bending mode of vibration of a
beam (sec)

T._ired duration of response (sec)

Ts Sidesway natural period of vibration of a frame(sec)

t I (sec)
ta Arrival time of blast wave (sec)

tc Clearing time required to relieve the reflected
pressure (sec)
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tc Fictitious clearing time of reflected pressure

C (sec)

tf Flange thickness (mam)

tDI Duration of pressure-time history (sec)

tdr Total duration of blast pressure (sec)

tpk Time at which pressure (Ppk)AVG occurs (sec)

tR Fictitious duration of the reflected pressure (sec)

tof Positive phase pressure duration (sec)

trt Rise time (sec)

tT Time at which the pressure decays to zero (sec)

t Web thickness (mm)

U Shock front velocity (m/sec)

Average shock front velocity between blastward end
UAVG of frame and mass point (m/sec)

u Nodal point displacement (mm)

Nodal point velocity (mm/sec)IU Nodal point acceleration (rmn/sec 2 )

V Equivalent shear computed for second order effects
(kN)

VA, VB Shears at ends A and B of element (Fig 63) (kN)

W Charge weight (kg)

WE Effective charge weight (kg)

WT Tributary width of structure supported by frame (m)

WI, W2  One-half of widths of framing bays adjacent to

frame (m)
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W'O' W12  Distances between frame and adjacent girts and/or
purlins (m)

14 Load per unit length (kN/m)

w Width of tributary area on Llastward wall (Fig 31),I roof (Fig 32) and leeward wall (Fig 33) (m)

wb Equivalent static load for beam mechanism (kN/m)

wp Equivalent static load for panel mechanism (kN/m)

wI Horizontal distance from end of building to nearest
edge of tributary strip supported by frame(Fig 34and 35) (m)

Horizontal distance between edge of strip supported
by frame and tributary area (Fig 34 and 35) (m)

w3 Width of tributary area (Fig 34 and 35) (m)

YA' YB Displacements at ends A and B of element (mm)

Z Scaled distance (m/kgl/ 3 )

Z Plastic section modulus (cm3 )

Zx, Zy Plastic section moduli about the x- and y-axes (m3 )

Zn Plastic section modulus about n-axis (m3 )

a Ratio of horizontal-to-vertical load on a frame

Rigid body component of element end rotation (deg)

ai Angle of incidence between the shock front and
blestward surface (deg)

8 Base fixity factor for single story frame (Table 8)
8 Plastic rotation component of element end rotation

(deg)
max Maximum plastic member or element end rotation (deg)
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y Total element end rotation (deg)

y Angle betwec,, bracing member and horizontal plane
(deg)

Differential displacement between ends of element
(mm)

AAt Integration time increment (sec)

6 Frame sideway deflection (inm)

e Support or member end rotation angle or chordalangle (deg)

8 Nodal point rotation (deg)

"Omax Maximum permitted support or member end rotation
or chordal angle (deg)

1 Ductility ratio

Umax Maximum permitted ductility ratio

Uult Ultimate ductility ratio at failure

* Elastic component of element end rotation (deg)

€max Maximum elastic member or element end rotation
(deg)
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LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN INPUT TO DYNFA

A Cross sectional area of element

ADIR Direction of element uniform loads specified in
terms of the axis of global system in the direction
of the loads

AFX Tributary area essociated with dynamic-degree-of-
freedom in X-ditection (n 2 )

AFY Tributary area associated with dynimic-degree-of-
freedom in Y-direction (n 2 )

DAMP Percentage of damping expressed as a decimal

DT Integration time interval (sec)

E Modulus of elasticity (kPa)

ELEM NO Element identification number

END End of data indicator

FX Stat!c load in X-direction (kg)

FY StaIi%- load in Y-direction (kg)

I Moment of inertia of element (cm4 )

IMPV Input parameter for requesting printing of
element end loads

INDXX Identification number of pressure waveform
associated with load in X-direction

INDYY Identification number of pressure wafeform
associated with load in Y-direction

IPP Input parameter for requesting printing of nodal

point displacement-time histories

JA Nodal point at end A of element

JB Nodal point at end B of element
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Ultimate ben.;ig capacity at end A of element(kN-m)

Ultimate bt- ing capacity at end B of element
(kN-m)

MX Nodal mass assigned to dynamic degree-of-freedom
in X-direction (kg)

MY Nodal mass assigned to dynamic degree-of-freedom
in Y-direction (kg)

MZ Static moment around Z-axis (kg-m)

NDEAD Input parameter for omitting static analysis

NDT Number of integration time increments

NELAS Input parameter for omitting inelastic behaviorfrom analysis

NELM Number of elements

NLNODE Number of nodal points with static loads

NNODE Number of nodal points

NNOF Number of nodal points subjected to blast loads

NNOR Number of nodal points with restraints

NNOW Number of nodal points with assigned masses
(number of mass points)

NODE NO Nodal point number

NPOINT Number of points in pressure waveform

NSKIP Number of integration time increments to be
skipped between printout of structure's response

NU Input parameter for specifying U.S. System of
Units for input and output of program

NWF Number of pressure waveforms
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PA Pin code for end A of element

PB Pin code. for end B of element

Pi Pressure of point I of pressure waveform (kPa)

Pp Ultimate dynamic load capacity in axial tension
(kN)

Pu Ultimate dynamic load capacity in axial compression(kN)

rx X-direction nodal restraint

Y-direction nodal restraint

re Rotational nodal restraint

T Time of point i of pressure waveform (sec)

WF NO Pressure waveform identification number

WUNIF Uniform static load acting on element (kg/m)

X X-di rection nodal coordinate (m)
Y Y-direction nodal coordinate (m)

YFACT Fraction of elastic stiffness utilized after
yielding
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APPENDIX F

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

F.1 General

This appendix deals with the conversion of quantities from
the U. S. System of measurement to the International System of
Units which is officially abbreviated as SI in all languages. It
includes units most frequently used in the various fields of
science and industry and conforms to the Metric Practice Guide
as presented in the American Society for Testing and Materials
Standard E 380.

F.2 SI Units and Pref'ixes -
SI consists of seven base units, two supplementary units,

aseries of derived units consistent with the base and supple-I
mentary units, and a series of approved prefixes for the forma-
tion of multiples and sub-multiples of various units. A
summary of the base units, supp'ementary units, derived units
and prefixes is given below:

L aen t meters

Quantity Unit Symbol

Mass kilogram kg
Ti me second s
Electric current ampere A
Thermodynamic temperature kelvin K
Amount of substance mole mol
Luminous intensity candela cd

Suppliementary Units

Quantity Unit Symbol

Plane angle radian rad
Solid angle steradian sr
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Derived Units

Quantity Unit Symbol or Formula

Acceleration meter pir second
squared m/s 2

Activity (radioactive disintegration (disintegration)/s
source) per second

Angular acceleration radian per second
squared rad/s 2

Angular velocity radian per second rad/s
Area square meter M2
Density kilogram per cubic

meter kg/m 3

Electric capacitance farad F or A.s/V
Electrical conductance siemens S or A/V
Electric field strength volt per meter V/m :1
Electric inductance henry H or V.s/A
Electric potential

difference volt V or W/A
Electric resistance ohm Q or V/A
Electromotive force volt V or W/A
Energy joule J or N.m
Entropy joule per kelvin J/K
Force newton N or kg.m/s 2

Frequency hertz Hz or cycle)/sSlluminance lux lx or Im/m 2

Luminance candela per square

meter cd/m 2

Luminous flux lumen lm or cd.sr
Magnetic field strength ampere per meter A/m
Magnetic flux weber Wb or V.s
Magnetic flux density tesla T or Wb/m 2
Magnetomotive force ampere A
Power watt W or J/s
Pressure pascal Pa or N/m2

Quantity of electricity coulomb C or A.s
Quantity of heat joule J or N..m
Radiant intensity watt per sterddian W/s.r
Specific heat joule per kilogram-

kelvin J/kg.K
Stress pascal Pa or N/M2

Thermal conductivity watt per meter-kelvin W/m.K
Velocity meter per second m/s
Viscosity, dynamic pascal-second Pa.s
Viscosity, kinematic square meter per

second m2/s
Voltage volt V or W/A
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Derived Units (continued)

Quantity Unit Symbol or Formula

Volume cubic meter M3
Wavenumber reciprocal meter (wave)/m
Work joule J or N.m

Prefixes

Multiplication Prefix Symbol

1,000,000,000,000 - 1012 tera. T I
1,000,000,000 109 giga G

1,000,000 - 106 mega M
1,000 - 103 kilo k

100 - 102 hecto* h
10 = 101 deka* da

0.1 - 10-1 deci* d
0.01 - 10-2 centi* c

0.001 = 10-3 milli m
0.000,001 = 10-6 micro

0.000,000,001 = 10-9 nano n
0.000,000,000,001 0-2 pico p

0.000,000,000,000,001 - 10-15 femto f
0.000,000,000,000,000,001 * 10-18 atto a

*To be avoided where possible

Selection of prefixes representing steps of 1,000 is recom-
mended for most multiple and submultiple prefixes. An exception
is made in the case of area and volume used alone. When ex-
pressing a quantity by a numerical value and a unit, prefixes
should preferabi•y be chosen so that the numerical value lies
between 0.1 and 1,000, except where certain multiples or sub-
multiples have been agreed to for particular use. The same unit,
multiple or submultiple is used for tabular values even though
the series exceeds the preferred range 0.1 to 1,000. Double pre-
fixes should not be used. Prefixes should not be used in the
denominator of compound units, except for the kilogram which is
a base unit of SI. However, prefixes may be applied to numerator
of a combined unit. With SI units of higher order such as M2, M3 ,
etc., the prefix is also raised to the same order; e.g., MM3 is
10' 9 m3 and not 10- 3m3 . In such cases, the use of cm2 , Cm3, dm2,dm3 and similar nonpreferred prefixes is acceptable.
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F.3 Mass, Force and Weight

The principal departure of SI from the gravimetric form
of metric engineering units is the s~eparate and distinct units
for mass and force. The kilogram is restricted to the unit of
mass. The newton is the unit of force and should be used in
place of kilogram-force. Likewise, the newton ins":ead of kilo-
gram-force should be used in combination units whiLe include
force; e.g., pressure or stress (N/m2-Pa), energy (N.m=J), and
power (N.m/s=W).

Considerable confusion exists in the use of the terms
mass and weight. Mass is a property of matter to which it owes
its inertia. If a body or particle of matter at rest on the
earth's surface is released from the forces holding it at rest,
it will experience the acceleration of free fall (or acceleration
of gravity, g). The force required to restrain it against free
fall is commnonly called weight. This force is proportional to
the mass of the body and is often expressed in mast units (kg), but
as it is a force it should be expressed in force units (N).I The acceleration of free fall (g) varies in time and space;
weight (which is proportional to it) does too, although mass( does not. Further confusion arises in the measuring of weight
because of the buoyant effect of the medium in which the weigh-
ing is performed. In commnon parlance the term weight is used
where the technically correct word is mass and, therefore, the
use of the term weight should be avoided in technical practice.

FA4 Conversion and Rounding Rules

Conversion of quantities should be handled with careful
regard to the implied correspondence between the accuracy of
the data and the given number of digits. In all conversions,r the number of significant digits retained should be such that
accuracy is neither sacrificed nor exaggerated. Proper con-
version pf~ocedure is to multiply the specific quantity by the
conversion factor exactly as given and then round to the appro-
priate number of signiificant digits.

The following table contains conversion factors that give
exact or seven-figure accuracy where the nature of the dimen-
sion makes this degree of accuracy practical:
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Selected Conversion Factors

To convert from to Multiply by

atmosphere (technical =
1 kfg/cm2 ) pascal (Pa) 9.806 650*x10 4

bar pascal (Pa) 1.000 000*xl0s
board foot meter 3 (m3 ) 2.359 737x10-3
British thermal unit (In-

ternational Table) joule (W) 1.055 056x10 3

Btu (International Table) -
in./s-ft 2 -0 F (k, thermal watt/meter-kelvin 5.192 204x10 2

conductivity) (W/m.K)
Btu (International Table)

/hour watt (W) 2.930 711x0O"
calorie (International

Table) joule (J) 4.186 800*
centipoise pascal-second

(Pa.s) 1.000 000*xlO" 3

centistokes meter 2 /second
(m2/s) 1.000 000*x1O" 6

degree (angle) radian (rad) 1.745 329xi0"2

degree Fahrenheit degree Celsius t~c=(toF-32)/J.8
fluid ounce (U.S.) meter3m) 2.957 353xI0"
foot meter (in 3.048 000*O•01
foot 2  meter (mi) 9.290 304*x10"
foot 3 (volume and section meter 3 (m3 ) 2.831 685x-0 2

modulus)
foot/second meter/second (m/s) 3.048 000*xlO"l
foot-pound-force joule (J) 1.355 818
foot-pound-force/second watt (W) 1.355 818
foot/second 2  meter/second 2 (m/s 2 ) 3.048 000*x10 1

gallon (U.S.liquid) meter 3 (m3 ) 3.785 412x0O 3

horsepower (electric) watt (W) 7.460 000*x0 2

inch meter (i) 2.540 000*x1O" 2

inch2  meter 2(m2 ) 6.451 600*x10 4

inch 3 (volume and section
modulus) meter 3 (m3 ) 1.638 706x00 5

inch of mercury (600 F) pascal (Pa) 3.376 85x00 3

inch of water (50 0F) pascal (Pa) 2.488 4 x10 2

kilogram-force (kgf) newton (N) 9.806 650*
kilogram-force/millimeter 2  pascal (Pa) 9.806 650*xi06
kilogram-mass kilogram (kg) 1.000 000*
kip (1000 lbf) newton (N) 4.448 222xi0 3

kip/inch 2 (ksi) pascal (Pa) 6.894 757x00 6

lux lumen/'meter 2 (lm/m 2 ) 1.000 OO*
minute (angle) radian (rad) 2.908 882x0-4
ounce-force (avoirdupois) newton (N) 2.780 139x001

*Exact
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Selected Conversion Factors (Continued)

To convert from to Multiply by

ounce-mass (avoirdupois) kilogram (kg) 2.834 952xi0 2
ounce-mass/yard 2  kilogram/eter 2

(kg/m2) 3.390 575x10"2
ounce (avoirdupois) kilogram/meter 3

(mass)/inch3 (kg/m 3 ) 1.7?'; 994x00 3

ounce (U.S.fluld) meter 3 Cm3 ) 2.957 21x10"
pint (U.S.liquid) meter 3 (mn) 4.731 76bx10"
pound-force (lbf avoirdu-

pois; newton (N) 4.448 222pound/force/inch 2 (psi) pascal (Pa) 6.894 757x00 3

pound-mass (ibm avoirdu-
pois) kilogram (kg) 4.535 924x0"1

pound-mass-inch 2 (moment
of inertia) kilogram-meter 2

(kg-M2) 2.926 397x10"
pound-mass/Inch 3  kilogram/meter3

(kg/m 3 ) 2.767 990x10 4

quart (U.S.11quid) meter 3 (M3 ) 9.463 529x10"
second angle radlan(rad) 4.848 137x00 6

ton (short, 2000 ibm) kilogram (kg) 9.071 847xi0 2

watt-hour joule (J) 3.600 000*xl0 3

yard meter (W) 9.144 000*xlO-l
yard2  meter 2 (M2 ) 8.361 274x00 1
yard3  meter 3 (M3 ) 7.645 549xi0-

*Exact
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